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FOREWORD

-

- the State Crimirial Justice Telecommuni/catiohs, (STACOM),
Prpject consists of two: major study The, first 'entails a study' of ,

criminal justice telecommunidation system user requirements and,system
traffic 4:equirements through:the year.1985. The second investigates least
cost network,alterndtives to meet these .specified traffic requirements:

volume as
b.

-7. (
Major documentation of2-th STACOM Project is organized in four
follows: -4

Title
W

State. 'briiidinal'Justice Telecommunications (STACOM)-
FinAl Report --Volume .1: Executive Summary .

...,.

Sta.te'Criminal, Justice Telecommunications (SfiACOM) 77-53
Final Report - Volume II: Requirements Analysis and Vol. II
De=sign _o1 Ohio Criminal,Jpstice Teiecommqnications,Network

.

Document No

77-53
Vol. I

. -

.-.

-State'Criminal Justice Telecommunications.(STACOM) 7753
Final Report-,VouMe III: Requirements Analysis. Vol. ,III

_., .Des,igri of Texas' Criminal Justice: TelecommuniAtions
Network

Titletiile

State'briminal.Justice.'Telecommunications (STACOM)
Report- Volume IV: -Network'Design Software

Users Guid6-

volumes

Document-No

77-53
IV

Tie above material is also; organized in an additional foun
whidh'provide a .slightly different reader orientation as follows::

'I'.

. Title Document:No.-
z,

State Criminal' Justice T_ elecommunicati
Functional Requirements - State of Ohio

State Criminal Justice TelecommucatiOns
Functional Requirements - State of Texas

'(STACOM) 503'0-43*,

(STACOM) '030-61*

.

State Criminal Justice Telecommunications (-STACOM)
User Requirements Analysis

., . .
.

State Criminal Justice Telecommunications (. STACOM)
Network Design and Performance Analysis Techniques

r.

*Jet Propulsion Laboratory internal -docUment
0 0

a.

5030-804

5p30 -99 *

C..
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_ .

This document, No. 77-53, Vol. III, entitled "State Criminal.
Justice Teledommunicationg (STACOM) Final Report -- Vol III: Requirements'
Analyqis and Design of Texas Criminal Justice Telecommunications Network,"
describes methodologies developed for user requirements studies and for

'
the analysis and design Of communication network configurations. It then
illustrates the applications of these methodologies'in the State of Texas.

This document presentS the results of one phase of research
carried out'Sointly by the Jet Propulsion-Laboratory,' California Iristitute
of 'Technology, and the States of Texas' and Ohio.- The work at the Jet f"

Propulsion Laboratory was perfOrmed by.the Systems Division, Telecommunlr
cations Science and Engineerdng Division, and )Infor=mation Systems Division
under.the cognizance of.the STACOM Project. The project is sponsored
by the Law Enforcement AssiseanceAdministratiOn, Department of Justice,
through the National-Aeronautics'and Space Administration (Contract
.NAS7-100).

r
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APB

BPP

bps

'CCH

CDS C

CJIS

CRT

DEA

D?S

FINDER

FBI
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LEAA

LI DR

MDT

MVD
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GLOSSARY OT ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS-

.

All pointslIbulletin

Texas Boards of Pardons and Paroles

Bits'per.second

Computerized Criminal:I-Histories
.

Comprehensive Data System .

Crithinal Justice Information System

Cat/icicle ray: tube

United States Drug'*Enforcement Agenc-y-

Texas Department Of Public Safety

.4

Caispan Techngilog Products, Inc.;-registered trademark
for Fingerprint Detector Readers,

Federal- Bureau of ,Investigation-

Identification and Criminal Records
Texas Department of Ptiblic_Safety

Division of

Law Enforced:lent Asistancd--Aaministration
,..

Texas License Identification

Mobile ,Digital Terminal

TexaS.Mot-orVehicle Division

NALECOM 'National
o.

Ncig-

NCJISS
-

NILEbJ

NLETS

OBSCIS

OETS

OCCA

Nati,onal

N-ational-
-Sta_tiqt ic

and Driver Regis tration

Law enforcement Tpipbommian.ication

tion and

-grime.Information Center

Crim.4.nal JusticeInforma
s-Serviee-

-

Ntional-Insf±tute of,Law Enforcement and
Criminal JustiCe-

1r

National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System

Offender Basic! State'.Corrections Information System

Offender Based. Transaction Static -ties'

OmnibuS Crime Control Aci. off' 1958,
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RCC.-

RCIG

Police Department

Regional Computing Center_

Regional. Crime Information Center.

RSC a Regional Switching-Center

SEARCH .Systemfor'Electronic Analybis and Retrieval
of Criminal Histories

7.)

SGI Search Group, Inc.

SIFTER -System for. Identification of Fingerprints by
Technical./SearCh of Encoded Records

, .

S-JIS .State J d cialiInfoPma-tion System
) -",--

SO Sheriff Office
..-

SPA State Planning"- gency

STACOM State Criminal Justice Commaions
TCIC Te3Eas Crime Information Center:

TDC Texas Department of Correction

THP .Texas highway Patrol

TJC Texas Judicial Council.

TLETS

TYC

UCR

Texas-Lavi.Enforcement 4'elecommunications System
.

Texas Youth-Council

Uniform Crime Reports

1_
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ABSTRACT

Requirements analysis.and_design for thq,Texas Crieinal'Justice
Telecommunications Network is provided in Volume III of the Final Report
of a State Criminal Justice Telecommunicatiods (STACOM) 'project. sponsored
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA).

The project hat develOped techniques for identifying user
requiements analysis and network designs for criminaljusticenetwbrks

'-on a state wide basis. Techniques- develop d for user requirements analysis
involve methods for determining data required, data collection, (surveys),
and data organization procedures., and methods for forecasting network
traffic volumes. Developed network design techniques center around a
computerized.lIopology program whiCh enables the user to generate least
cost network topologies thatsabtsfy'networic traffic requirements,
-response time requirements and Other specified' functional,ireqUirements.,

ff
The developed techniques were applied in the state of Texas,

4and -retults Of'these studies. are presented.,

'RN
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SECTION r'l

SUMMARY ,

1.1 OBJECTIVES, OF STACOM- STUDy.

The State Criminal Justice Communications (STACOM)-user
requirements_ study was performed to support the primary STACOM project
objective of providing states with the tools needed for designing and
evaluating intrastate communications networks. The STACOM project goals`
are:

(1) Develop and document techniques for intrastate traffic
measurement, analysis of measured data, and prediction
of traffic growth

(2,) Develop and document techniques for intrastate network
deign, performance analysis, modeling and simulation

(3) Illustrate lications of network design and ankysis
techniques on -y.pical existing network configurations
and new or improved configurations

(4) Develop and illustrate a methodology for establishing
priorities for'cost effective expenditures to improve
capabilities in deficient areas.

To support these overall project goals, and specifically the
first, a user requirements task was undertaken to develop and use tools
for predicting future criminal, ustice communications traffic. These
tools include techhiques of st&istical analysis for extrapolating
past trends into future traffic predictions, and survey and interviewing
techniques for estimating traffic in data types that do not yet exist.
The user requirements study was therefore divided into two phases:
a,study of past trends in existing data types to project future trends
in communications traffic for these data types; and a study of new
data types that do not yet exist, but which are anticipated, to estimate

- their future traffiq- volume.

Network designers then use these estimates of existingand new
data types to suggest future intrastate network designs that minimize cost
and still satisfy performance requirements. Knowing estimated traffic .:

volumes over a decade, network designers can suggest the best'times to
upgrade computers or communications lines to keep the performance within
the required limits and assure minimum costs.
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1.2 TRAFFICFROJECTION'mETH6OLOGY AND ULTS

1.2.1 Existing Data Types

Existing data types contain information- primarily used bylaw
enforcement agencies Which have been in use typically for several years.
These data bases contain files on:

(1) Stolen articles including automobiles, license plates,
and other property

(2). Wanted,per.sons,

(3). Drivers license information, including driving record
and description cf driver

(4) Vehicle registration information.

Law enforcement agencies, in most states have had access to centralized
state data bases containing these file types since the early.1970s. This
allows the establishment of historical communication traffic growth
patterns and the use of these patterns to project-future growth. In the
past users have accessed. these data files over low-speed communication
lines which are defined as 300 bps lines or slower. Many states are now
upgrading to high-speed lines which are defined as 1200 bps or faSter.

Two causes'of past growth of.commundcation traffic into
existing data bases have been identified: growth due to.corpauhication
syStem improvements, and baseline growth. Communication system iMproVe-
ments that occurred in the two model states were:

1

(1)' Addition of 'new dAa bases

(2) Conversion of low-speed communication lines to high-speed
lines and.new terminal equipment .44

(3) Addition of new user agencies

(24) Establishment of regional information systems

-(5) 'The use of mobile digital terminals by large municipal
police departments.

Baseline growth is the increase in communications traffic that could occur
even if there were no communication system improvements and is generally
related to: -

(1) -Increased utilization of existing services

(2') Population and personnel increases

(3). Training.
J

C-
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The first"step in our traffic:projection methodology was to.

.-establish'te historicar-totalsystem,traffid growth pattern and to 'record
all, past communication system-improvementS. The-second'involvdd the
determination of the pomponentTof.traffi4 'growth caused by past systems.
mprovements. This waSdone by measuring traffic from. impacted user
agencies pr data:bases immediately before and immediately after system
'improvements were made. Thee increases were short.term in nature and
were not projected into the'fUture. Baseline growth was calculated in the
third step by using the equationro-

Baseline Traffic Total Traffic communiCation System
Growth Growth Improvement Growth -

A key assumption of the forecasting technique was that'baselind growth in
the future will continue as it has in the past. 'Thus,.the fourth step
involved using the baseline growth curve established in step three to6
project future baseline growth. Finally, it,is recognized that over the
next decade there will be further communication system improvements. The-
fifth step, therefore, was to identify future.expectedcommunication,
syStem improvements, their-implementation schedule, and their impact on, .

future traffic.- The:sixth-and final step was to combine.futurebaselin
growth and growth due to system invoroVements to obtain future traffic
levels into existing data files.

In Texas, system traffid in 1973 averaged 20,000 mes-,.
sages per day - and increased .to 100,000 messages per.day by 1976. Of
this increase 45;000 messages per day was baseline growth and,34,900
messages per day was growth due to communication system,ithprovements.
Figure 1-1..shows the Texas existing data type traffic projections.
It is projected that'by 1985 traffic into existing-data'files will'.
be approximately 310,000 messages per day

1.2.2 New Data, Types

(gew data types consist of those. information files whichre
not now in common use but which are being seriously considered for -future
implementation. They include: 4

(1) Law enforcement agency use of a computerized criminal
history. CH) and offender based transaction statistics
(OBTS) file,' where "law enforcem6peagenditicludes-

\*. police, sheriff, state police, federal agencies, pro
secutors, county jails, and local probation offices

tg

,(2) Court use of the,CCH/OBTS file for both felony and mis-
demeanor court processing in the large_ metropolitan
areas- of each state.

.

(3) torrections use of the CCH/OBTS file from.the correc_
tions department headqua'rters and from the penal in-.
stitutions'throughout each state .

-1-3
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(4) Use of the CCH/OBTS files by the agencies in each state
that administer parole from state institutions, if it is
reasonable for that parole agency to participate in the
communications network

(5) A state judicial information system (SJIS)-for re-
porting court statistics from the civil and criminal
cases of the courts that handle felonies and misdemeanors
in the large metropolitan areas

(6) An offender based state corrections information system
(OBSCIS) which is a system of files at the headquarters
of each state's correctional agency containing infOrma-
tion on all inmates in all the state's penal institu-
tions. Portions of these files might be acces 'ble
to, terminals in the institutions and in the role
agency.

(7) Juvenile agency records, if it is reasonable for the
juvenile detention Agency to participate in the com-
munications network

(8). An automated_ fingerprint encoding, classification,and
transmissionsystem for the large metropolitan' areas

- .

(9) , Traffic from the states' identification and investiga-
.

tion bureaus for converting, manual files on offenders
into computerized files, and for entering new offender
records that are received manually at the'state center..

This traffic-in new data types is added to projections of
traffic from existing data types to obtain total criminal justice system
'traffic for the next decade- Network design techniques are then apl)lied
to this total traffic volume to design aaminimum cost criminal justice
information system that meets the performance requirements.

New data type traffic forecasts were made using a combina-
tion of estimates from operators and users of the present criminal'
justice communications-systems in each of the states, and using extrapoL
lations based on recent history. The new data types were divided into
three. basic types for purposes of projecting future traffic: (1.) Arrest-
dependent traffic such as transactions with the CCH/OBTS files which
originate at law enforcement _agencies; courts; correctional institutions,
probation and parole-agencies, prosecutors,-and'federal offices, and
including automated fingerprint traffic; (2) Offender-related traffic
such asthat associated-with-an OBSCIS system in adult correctional
institutions or with juvenile agency traffic; (3) Traffic whoSe volume
is by other factors, such' as that in an SJIS system which
would be deterMined by:court activity, or traffic from a state data -

center devoted.to converting manual records to automated files'.

Arrest dependent traffic was estimated by determining the
number' of offenders through each step of the states' criminal procedures
and then projecting the number and types of messages that would be

1-5



gener:ated at-each--step Rf the--procedure. Summing-these-information.--needs
over the procedural stees carried out by a particular agency then yielded
the -total message volume generated by that agency as a function,of the
number of arrestees through the process. The approach of assigning
information needs to the several steps of a state criminal procedbi-e was
first sUggestedfor this project by Bill,Griffith of. the Ohio Department

of Computer Services. This technique was applied to both CCH/OBTS traffic
from all criminal justice agencies and to automated fingerprint traffic

from law enforcement agencies. CCH/OBTS traffic was allocated to user
terminals according to the total FBI index crime in each law enforcement

jurisdiction. Court usage was proi.ated according 'to the population or
court activity in the largest metropolitan areas. Correction usage was
distributed according to the nUmber of inmates in the several
institutions, and-Only the headquarters of the parole agency was allocated
traffic if that office was a user of the CCH/OBTS files. Automated
fingerprint traffic was distributed to -the large metropolitan areas '
according to the population of each city 'or according to the total FBI
index crime in each metropolitan area.

. .

e -Offendern-dependent traffic includes an OBSCIS system for each.
-sta'te's correctional institutions and, if anticipated,by the states, a

youth agency data system, Traffic was computed-by. assuming that an
inquiry and ,a file update were generated for every inmate or student in
the state institutions every flit weeks, and that, if the parole agency had

access to, appropriate part of the system, it would also generate
inquiries ,a regular basis. The estimate of transaction frequency was
derived,:r m conversations-with correctional institution informAion
system officials-who described past experience and provided future
estimates of. traffic volumes. Traffic was distributed between the in
stitutions,according to the number of inmates or students in each
facility.

JDther types of traffic Include. an SJIS system, which would_
produce traffic dependent upon the level of court activity, and data
conv=ersion traffic from the state data center, which :would depend_on the

number of employees in such a center and on the volume of records requir-

ing conversion and-updating. SJIS traffic was estimated by assuming that
only statistical. information would be transmitted on state networks and-
that one-message would be generated for, each criminal or civil disposition

in the courts of the largest metropolitan areas. SJItraffic was
distributed according to the' population of metropolitan\areas, or
according to the volume of, dispositions, whichever rovided thebest_
statistics. 1 Although an assumption was made'througho_ the study that

criminal activity-,_and communication'trafficwill,increaSe each year-,-data
'conversion traffid waskept-aonstant becauselt was-also assumed-that

.inqUiries,and.file updates will gradually cane from remote.user'terminals
rather than from a central state investigative agency.-

In-Texas, the increase in new data type traffic will be
from a 1977 level of about 9,000 messages per day-to 90,000 in 1985.
The growth in Texas is somewhat-low because law enforcement'use of
the state CCH/OBTS system was reduced -to account for the' use, by,local

law enforcement personnel in the major-cities,,Of local or regional
data bases instead of the state files. This is already .a fact in areas

1-6
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Tike San-Antonio, and- tie tendency
will be to continue this practice. Officers in these areas will likely
use both state and'local files, but state files will not be as heavily
used as they would, b9, if they were the-only data bases available.
New data traffic growth for Texas is shown in Figure 1-2.

1,2.3 Existing and New Data Type Traffic Projections -

The existing data typeaffic volume of Section 1.2.1and
the new data type traffic volume of Section 1.2.2 were added to Obtain
the total estimated traffic volume for the study period as shoWra in
Table 1-1 and in Figures 1 -3. The derivatiOn of. these total .traffic
Volumes is described in Section 5, For the purposes of.tis summary,
it is sufficient to note that, in addition to merely adding'the traffic
volumes. of new and existing; data types., the total system traffic was.
modified to account, for a slowing of traffic growth whenever the volume,
reached a level close to the system's computer:capacity, and for a-
similar brief period of slow growth..followed by an accelerated growth
period immediately after a computer upgrade. Note that, although existing
data type .traffic exceeds new data trafficyolume throughopt the period
of this study when measured in. units of average messages.per:day', new

.data volume far exceeds existing data traffic toward the end of the.
study period-if volume-iS,converted to peak characters per minute.
This dominance is caused by the longer message _lengths of the-expected
new data types. Note also that between 1977 and 1985 this -study projects
about a threefold increase in Texas' traffic measured irr average messages
per day, and a fivefold increase in demand in terms.of peak characters
per minute. If existing data traffic continues to increase as it has
in the past; and 4-new-data types..are implemented atthe rate state
-- planners hope they will be, state communication:system operators and

. data sytem planners-should prepare for a continuing i*ogram. of upgrades
to termipaisvlines,_swichers, and central processOrS. 'The necessity.
Of!'such a piogram is apparent in Texas, and it is likely that many other
states are in a similar rowth situation. ./

1.3 SUMMARY OF NETWORK DESIGN GENERAL METHODOLOGY
e.

- Six,major:activities were carried out in the network design'
phase of the (study. These activities are summarized in the following
paragraphS:7.-

-

1.3.1 Definition of Analysis-and Modeling Techniques

CA-task was undertaken :to define and deVelopspecific analysis
and modeling tools for general use.-in intrastate systems- The-prLindipl:
tool deVeloped:iS-theSTACOM Network Topology-Program, 'This'program.
writtenlin FORTRAN Viand implemented on aJJNIVAC 1108 dompUter under the
EXEC-8. operating system, enables a user to find least. costmultidroPped:,:
statewide networks as a function of traffic level dethands and other'k.;!,"-)
functional'performance requirements..

1 -7
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The major inputs to the program are:

(1) -Traffic' levefs at each system:termination on the network

.-(2) Desired response time -.at network-system terminat3"eans

(3) Line tariff structures

(Z) Locations of system terminations. using Bell System
Vertical-Ho4zontal (1/11), coordinates

(5) The number of-desired regional switching center, (RSC),
fadilities. RSCs serve system terminations in their
defined regions and are interconnected to form total
networks.
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Table 1 Total Statewide Criminal Justice Information System
. Traffic in-Ohio

Traff1Q- Summary:
A

Average Messages per Day.

-.Existing Law
Enforcement New Data Type - Total Statewide

Year Traffic. Traffic- Traffic

1977
1979
1981
1983
1985

138,490
214,190
246,600
280,200

.311,000

8,400
10,600
24,200
58,500
86,140 0

146,900
.224,800
270,806

4338,7oo
397,100

Traffic Summary: Peak Characters' Per Minute.

Year-

Existing Law
Enforcement New Data Type Total Statewide

Traffic. .
Traffic Traffic

1979
.1981
-1983

.1985

21,160
32,720
37,670 .

142,810'
.147,510

. 3,7.o6
4,670'

40',220
.61;of6

24;860
37,390

83-,030
108,520
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Principal outputs of the topology program are:

(1) Line capacities and layouts servicing system
terminations

(2) Fixed and annual recurring costs for lines,, modems,
service terminals, etc. RSCs are priced separately.

(3) Line performance characteristics such as line
utilizations and,mean response times

A second major analysis technique enables network designers to

determine the reliability and-availability of network configurations
produced by the topology program.

Finally, anetwork:response time model. used in the topology

- program, is also useful in understanding present and fUture performance

. requirements for switching and/or data base-computers in the network.
This is true t,cause the.response.time model involves a queueing, analysis

which includes queueing.times encountered at computer facilities,

Descriptions of,these design and analysis tools. are presented,

in more detail in Section 7 of this report.

1.3.2 Network Functional DesignRequirements

At the completion of state systemsurveys, and after
sufficient interaction with state planning personnel, and prior to any

specific' network design activity; a document was: produced specifying
Network Functional Design Requirements. This document provides network
Performance criteria which are. tolbe met in .subsequent designs. The

Functional Requirements specify.whatthe network must do, and do not.

address--at this level the specifics of how requirementa are to be met-.
J

The,network Functional Requirements for Texas are presented

in Section 10. r/

Analysis of Existing Netwoi7ks

This task employed developed design and analysis tools to
determine the_extent to which existing' statewide networks' conform to State

.Network Functionale.Requirements. Areas of discrepancy are noted and

discussed. Results,for.Texas are summarized later in this Section., A..,

defailed discussion presented in-Section

1.3.4 Generation of f-New or Improved Networks

After 'specific studies ofinterest were identified with

state personnel, STACOM design and analysis techniques were employed
to, study-statewide network configuration alternatives, (options), and
additional cost impact studies of interest.
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considered-for-the-TLTS-Network:Thee - Iiied of cost andnd
performance measures_forgOne, twO and, threelrregion networks as follows:

integration

-

Option 1

Option 2

- a single &witcher located In Austin (one region).

- a suitcher'Tocated in Austin and second RSC
located'either-in Dallas, or'Midlandor Lubbock,
or Amarillo (two regions).

Option 3 - a switcher'locat6d in Austin, and a second- RSC
located in Dall-as with a third RSC located either
in Houston, or San Antonio,:or Midland, or;;-Lubbock,
orAmarillO.

Two'additional-optionS were studied involving :t,he possible
Of New*Data types in Texas with the TLETS system as follows:

Option 4,- costs for maintaining separate TLETS and New
Data networks.

Option 5 - costs for integrating the ,TLETS and New Data
networks. into a single network.'

Itree,add4,tional network ,studies in.Tekas considered, (14-,
network Cost' increases'as terminal'mean response time requirements
were,reduced, (2)eile,impact of network cost and perforthance due to -

adding digitized ciaSified-fingerprints as a data type to the TLETS
'system, and (3) the relative difference in network costs between main-.
taining and abandoning LETS Network.line service-oriented-toward the
existimp regional Councils of Government .(COGs).

Sceagre, Doc umemiation-

_A final task carried'out was the documentation of the STACOM
Network Topology Program in the .farm of a users, guide. 'This document,
No. 77 -53, Vol. IV, is entitled, "State Criminal Justice Telecommunications
(STACOM) Final Report - Volume IV: Network Design Software Users' Guide."

1.4 SUMMARY OF NETWORK DESIGN STUDY RESULTS

The study, results itemized below
- are di;scussed

--in -Section.13-in this report--Th.f0116wing spmmarylists
:findings of interest,tbr,each Of-theTstudies carried out1.

--Texas Study Outcome

The existing TLETS network does not meet STACOM /TEXAS
response time FanctionaI Requirements on low speed

-

lines, and on high speed lines at times of network peak
traffic loading.

in more detail
the principal
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The existing TLETS network does not meet STACOM/TEXAS
__Functional__Requrrements_. _ _ The. __._

STACOM/TEXAS networks recommended in this study assume
the Austin TCIC/LIDR Data Base computer is upgraded
to exhibit an availability of 0,9814 and in multiple
region cases, switchers are upgraded to provide an
availability of 0.997.

AD The least'cost STACOM/TEXAS TLETS Network is a single
region configuration with regional switcher and data
base computers located. in Austin. Savings for this
configuration over continuation of a three region
configuration for a period of eight years is estimated
at $2,700,000. The line savings realized through the
employment of regional switchers (including regional,
switchers in Dallas and San Antonio, (as in the present
system) do not offset the increased costs of regional
switc her.facilities.

An eight-year cost'savings of apkroxitiately $850,000 can
be realized thrOugh the integration of New Data Type
traffic into the TLETS System.

TLETS network response time requirements for the
.STACOM/TEXAS single region'case can be reduced from 9 to
7 secondS berore additional costs are incurred.
Reduction.to 6 'seconds increases-annual line costs
approximately 3%. Reduction to 5 seconds increases
annual line costs approximately 10%.

Digitized classified fingerprint data can be added
to the TLETS network as-specified in this report
without compromisidg performance of the STACOM/TEXAS
:TLETS-System.

There are no meaningful cost savings to be realized by
.abandoning C.O.G. oriented line service in Texas. Cost
is not a factor in a management decision regarding the
continuation of this service.

Existing lines to the TCIC/LIDR Data Base from the.
Austin switcher should immediately be upgraded-to 4800
Baud.

Existing fines to the MVD Data Base from the Austin
switcher should immediately be upgraded to 4800 Baud.

The mean service time per transaction in the Austin
switcher should be immediately reduced to 130 ms. ,In
1981, the mean service time per transaction should be
100 ms. This will be sufficient through 1985.

1-13
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The mean service time per transaction 'in the Austin
-----TGIC/LIDR -Data-Base-computer -should-be-immediately-

reduded to 250 ms. From 198.1 to 1985 the mean service
time per transaction required is 200 ms.



2.1 GENERAL

SECTION 2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Many states already have sophisticated criminal justice com-
munications systems and are continually working to upgrade them- This
upgrade process includes modifications to anticipate increased traffic and
the addition of new files to make the .systems more useful to criminal
justice agencies. Texas, one of the two states chosen as an example for
this study,-is doing exactly this;.it already has several data systems /

/-
for law enforcement and criminal justice agencies with steadily.increasylg
traffic, and it iscoblisideringsystem improvements to user%terminals, line
speed, and central.domputers. State planners keep informed and look
forward to the daywhen some of the new.data types.suggested in this
report may be included in the files of the Texassystem.

In this report,the central'state files of existing data typeS
were-assumed tojnclude such items as:

Wanted persons

Outstanding warrants

Stolen vehicles

Stolen license plates

Drivers licenses

Vehicle registrations

New data types.that might be added during the peridd of the.study'included:

(1) Law enforcement use of state CCH/OBTS.files

C2) Court use of CCH/OBTS files

(3) Corrections use of CCH/OBTS files

(4) ParOle agency use of. CCH/OBTS files

(5) A state judicial information system

(6) A 'offender-based state corrections information system

(7) A juvenile agency records system

(8) An automated fingerprint encoding,_classification and
k transmission system

(9) State investigation bureau data conversion traffic.

2-1
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Most of these files were assumed to be located' at -a. central
_state_data_oenter., althoagh_it_is_up_ta_each_state_to_organize:the
control of its flies. In some states, for instance, it, might be desirable
to keep control of juvenile or corrections agency files within those
organizations rather than maintaining` them with other state data bases.
States will also vary in the distrIbution of terminals, lines, com-
puters, and switchers. A-schematic representation of a state communication
system is shown in Figure 2-1, and a diagram of the facilities making
up. such a system is shown in Figure 2-2. These figures will assist
in clarifying the descriptions of the Texas data bases, facilities,
users, and functions in the ramaining portions of this section.

2.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For the purposes of this study, the Texas criminal justice:as
telecommunications system Includes the present Texas-Law Enforcement 7'

Telecommunications System (TLETS) with all its data baSes and existing
terminals and any new terminals that might be added to the,TLETS system.
In the future it also includes terminals in courts to support the,CCH/-OBTS'
and SJIS functions, terminals in the Texas Department of Corrections (TDC)
and Texas Youth Council (TYC) institutions and in the Boards ofP Pardons
and Parole. (BPP) headquarters for the OBSCIS system, and Texas Department
of Public Safety (DPS) Identification and Criminal Records Division (IRC)
terminals in Austin for converting manual records to computer input. The
system does not include terminals connected to localaomputers which.
contain strictly focal data bases. For instance, San Antonio d Bexar
County have.some 200 terminals connected to many data bases that are
contained 'in a computer operated by the San Antonio Police Department.
The state telecommunication system terminal in this case is the joint city-
and county computer, not.the individual terminals connected to the .

computer-. 'These local terminals have access. to _state files through the
San Antonio computer, but, to the _state Aystem, it appears that these
messages ,come from a singleaarge terminal in San Antonio.

2.2.1 Data Bases

Most of the data bases in the state criminal justice telecom-.
munication system are located in Austin. The present Texas .Crime Infor-
mation Center (TCIC) contains records on wanted'persons,'stolen vehicles,
stolen guns; stolen boats, stolen articles, and stolen license plates'. It
also contains a large CCH file, which is treated as a new data type
because its usage is low compared to its potential usage, and because in
the future it might becothe the'nucleus of an expanded CCR/OBTS.syStem with

_
many more data elements.

.

- Also located in Austin are the files,of the. Motor Vehicle
Division (MVD) which contain records on all lidensed drivers and motor
vehicles in the state. These files are also accessible to present TLETS
users.

22
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New data types include, in addition to the CCHJOBTS files,
data bases required for the systems summarized in Section 2.1: These are::

(1)- Statistical data-kept by the Texas Judicial-Council
(TJC) for the SJIS system. Thib data base would
likely be in Austin when and if the system is ever funded.

( ) AL..1.l of the data bases _kept in'the TDC' computer in
some o ?which - those relating to the

inmates' peal records, and not "those related to
such categories as ,TDC vehicle maintenance, TDC personnel,
or inmate financial records - make up the OBSCIS system.

(3) All-of.the records on students kept by the :TYC. These
would probably be kept at TYC headquarters in Austin.

(4) New automated fingerprint files kept by the DPp.
ICR Division in Austin. /hese automatic files would-..
be kept in a file separate from, but similar to;,'
the manual fingerprint file presently maintained
by the.ICR-Division-.

2.2.2 Users

The users proposed for the Texas criminal justice information
systeM include all of the.: present users of the TLETS systeM, any expansion
of that system to counties or agencies which would like to,participate,
and several other criminal justice institutions -which have, ,up to now, not
had computerized information syst'ems available to them,, or which leased
time for, batch operation-on machines of other 'state ,agencies, or which had
their on dedicated machines, but were not tied into 'a. statewide system.'
These additional users are listed in Sebtdon 2.1, but are summarized below-.

..for completeness:,

(1) The law enforcement-users=-76ethe TLETS system are-pri-
marily--the-:-710-cal.police departments and sheriff offices
throughout the state.. In addition, DPS offices are tied
in, as are several federal laW enforcement, military,
and investigatory-agencies. In the larger cities such
as Fort Worth, .pallas, Houston, and-San Antonio,-the
user is'a large computer' installation, provided by the .

city or county, With individual terminals in the local
offices_ connected to the central local computer . To', the

statewide networks, the terminal appears as a very large
single user, -when it is really up- to several hundred
users _'on the other side of a single-computer.

.

(2) The proposed statewide system would include the courts
in the metropolitan areas surrounding the five largest
urban areas in Texas: DallasFort Worth, Houston, San
Antonio, El Paso, and Austin: These users would include
both District and County Courts,; and both criminal and
civil court activity. The statewide networks-woul
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allow the courts to inquire. into or update the CCH/OBTS
files,. d it would allow the courts in these..ai'eas
autopi ally send their statistics to the TJC for in-

..

elusion n the SJIS system.

The TDC would be connected -to the ,statWide criminal
justice information system under _this proposal, to allow
the 16 ITDC institutions to obtain information and update
state records in the CCH/OBTS files. In addition, the
institutions would be able to communicate with the TDC
files in Huntsville to obtain in-formation on inmates:

-( ). The- Texas BPP headquarters would be able to inquire into
state CCH/OBTS files to obtain information on an inmate
or parolee, 'and BPP would al-so be able to haVe on-line
inquiry capability into the inmate records at the
Huntsville TDC headquarters to obtain the latest parole
status.

-(5). The TYC homes, schools, and headquarters would also be
users of a Texas criminal justice information --system for
'purposes of this study. Although there .would be
little trafficbetween TIC and other agencies,- -and.
although TYC would keep, its own files at its head--
quarters in it is reasonable to include this
agency so that any cost 'savings 'from economies ,of
scale In the communications network can be passed
on to the TIC as. well.

(6) .Law enforcement agencies in the four largest metropoli-,
-tan ,areas would already be users of the statewide-
system, .but new automated fingerprint data would 'be
added to .their traffic in future year. This use Would
consist of both fingerprint cards'that had been
automatically. encoded and classified, and latent ,prints
for search and matching during an _investigation

2.2.3 Facilities
-----

The facilities of a statewide Texas criminal justice infor-
mation system which would include both existing antt .new Grata.- types`woulcL__

- be an expanded version of the present TLETS 'system. The TI.:ETS ystella

includes:MVD -and TCIC *data bases in Austin, message switchers in Austin,
San Antonio, and Garland, lines and modems to communicate with the users,
and terminals in the user agencies. 'Computer installatio-ns are- located
the MVD and TCIC data bases, at each of the switcher locations_, 'and in the
large.+ cities and counties where they serve as the termination of the
statewide system and as-a cenEral.switcher and data=base-for hundreds of
local terminals, which can access the state systm through this local
computer.

2-6 43
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An dkpanded statewide system.inclUding new data types would_
have more individual terminals as local.agencies came tt'depend on the
speed and utility of the state. system. In addition, the SJIS systems run
by the courts in the five largest metropolitan areas would each likely
require a. compuer with terminals in the individuaf courts, since it is
anticipated that the SJIS systemd would be local' record_ keeping
lations, with only statistics :kent on to. the TJC in 'Austin.- Additional-
lines and gicOems would be requihed for connecting these local SJIS
installations into the statewide system.

Similarly; the TDC would require a computer in Huntsville with
terminals in the remote institutions to operate an. OBSCIS-system. This

.

TDC computer has bpen operating for several years withmany data files
and the-state_system-would. need.to be made compatible if an in-
terconnectionwere desired. Lined and terminals in the TDC.system are
slow, and it is likely that they would need-to be-upgraded to high-speed
lines and' terminals if the systems were merged.

. . _

The TYC presently satisfies its data processing-needs by-batch
runs at. night on the Texas Water DevelopmeritA3oard computer.. -If the TYC-
were.to become part of thystatewide-networ it could-either use a
central facility in Autin for itsfiles, 'or, if security and the'data
volume:Justiffed-it, the "TYC,coilta obtain its own machine and the state-
netwOrk-would, inclilde both this TYC omputer- and the terminals in -'the.
several "hOpiea and schools,

The Texas BPP also runs its 'present software batch at night on
the:Water. Development Board machine'.- Because of its unique needs, a-
similar arrangement would 'probablrbe continued even after( a statewide
criminal juStice information system were implemented.- However, to obtain
more rapid updates orr offender status, the BRP would have am-on-line
terminal able to: access both the CCH/OBTS files in Austin and the
'appropriate TDC 'files in Huntsville that would be a termination of the

1 state system..'

The present switcher locations in Austin, Garland and San
Antonio are not necessarily the best to minimize total network cost in the
future. It is possible that the network design software which operates o_ n
these-traffic forecasts will suggest fewer, more, or different switcher.
Idcations such as Dallas, Houstonr and a city in the West such as Midland,
Odessa, or Lubbock. This is even_more likely if traffid densities shift
to require more terminal in a Certain region. -

FUnctiOns:'5'

The-_statewide Texas criminal:justice,informationsystem..aa°
. .

-7 projected by this rePortsernees a multitude tf-functiOnd by providing all
criminal justice agencies with easily'.and rapidly acdessible data in a

;:wide variety'of- categoriesThe:present-TeIC,-Licerise. Identification-and.
.

Driver- Registraiton,(LIDE),.and MVD'filed, which are `accessible to all
TLETS:usersr.containdata'on:..

2
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Wanted persons

Supplemental persons.'

Stolen vehicles

License plates

Stored vehicles

Stolen guns

Stolen boats.

Stolen articles

CCH file

Drivers licenses

Vehicle registration

Texas users,can access the national NCIC data base and
can communicate with other states over NLETS viia the TLETS system.
This report Suggests that' in the coming decade the existing CCH files
in TCIC will :be expanded to include =a complete CCH/OBIS- system" so that
offenders are traake-, d throughout their criminal career by all crimi-
nal- juStice agencies. -For purposes of estimating traffic over such
a system,-it. is assumed that this expanded CCH /OBIS file will be made

.

available to a larger group of users, inaluding,more local-.-city and
.county---police agencies; the courts in the five. largest cities, the
TDC-and its institutions-throughout the state, and the BPP headquarters
in'iustin. The functions to be performed by this system are really-
limited only by the imagination of "theindividual user agency-and the
local terminal. operators. Data on:a 14ide variety, of topics are made.
available to users in a matter of, seconds, and user resourcefulness
is the limiting factor in determinin the functions to be performed.

Besides_ ,the existing MVD. and TCIC files,.and an expanded --
CCH/OBTS data base with more users, this report estimates future traffic
on the assumption that several more new data types.will be added-to the
system In the nextdecade,:along,with the appropriate users. :These new
data types and users are described in-the sections above, amd-the
functions, performed by the system-are again limited priMarily by the

"imag,ination of the user and the operating agency.

For instance, it is assumed that the SJIS system, which is not
included until well into the 1980s, 14111 be used on .a local level far
court management, case tracking,.and calendar scheduling. in both criminal
and civil cases. None of this traffic would appear onstate-lines,
however, since state reporting would be confined largely to statistical
record keeping.

The existing TDC data system in"Buntsville is a very versatile
and useful system, functioning far beyond the capabilities of any proposed
OBSCIS system, which basically serves an an inmate tracking, and record
keeping system. In addition to this important offender records function,
the present TDC coMputer 'contains records on:

.TDC budget

Personnel records

2-8

-Prison store accounts

Industrial goods pr'odOction
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Equipment accounting

VehicleexpenSe

LoCal --fund accounting

Food service

InMate banking.

Building construction--

jkircraft utilization

TDC legal defense records

Inmate commitment status

Inmate mailing list

Inmate skills

Medical. inventor.

Research prOjeCt data

anthate test records_

-TDC achoolrecordsi.

This study assumes that the TDC would continue to-carry out these
fUnctions,but that the:individual.prisons wOuld.have faster direat'access
to state files and to the required TDC filei in Huntsville through faster
communication.A.ines and terminals. In addition, BPP would have on-lineT
-access:-to the.aPpropriate.TDC inmate. commitment status files so that it
could better plan parole hearings and activities. This would be an
improvement over the present BPP batch update:-from a weekly TDC tape.

:

data processing functicina.are likeWise broader than.
merely keeping' track of students- at the bomeS and- sChools. It:is en-
visioned that, just aa.in thecaseof,the TDC:the TYC-data syste6 gill
maintain its present functiOns, and keep_its own files, but that the re.i-
mote homes and schools will 'have faster on-!.line access -tostate(files as
wellas'to the appropriate-TTC;files.

Gradually, as automated fingerprint systema become standard-
i:zed,-less experimental, and less costly; it is expected that-Texas
will begin to-implement-suchsyStems, at least in the iarge metropolitan

-areas wherefingerprint volumes justify the expense-of the equipment.
The statewide telecommunications system .would function to transmit-
both encoded and .classified 10-print cards and encodedjatent prints
found in an investigation; Fingerprint card information would then
.be-filed and files'could be searched automatically' for prints to match'
latents.

.. .

In:additionto data base queries, TLETS supports Adminis.
trative.user-to-user messages and-all points.bulletin" traffic.

2-9
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SECTION '3

TRAFFIC-- GROWTH MODELING -- EXISTING.DATA.TYPES

3.t APPROACH

Determining.future communication traffic leielz is of primary'
importance in assessing the-users' needs of a state criminal justice
telecommunication system. Future communication traffic levels into ex-
isting data files were estimated by examining available past growth

'trends, and projectinig these trends forward. There were two. components to
past traffic growth: growth due to communication system.improvements, and
growth due to increased user demand. It was assumed that growth due to
increased user demand would 'continue' into the as it-has \in-the

past. Growth due to communication system improvements can be character-
ized as short term rapid increases and thus it would be-inappropriate-to
project these increases forward. We have instead predicted implementations
of future communication system improvements and their impact on traffic
levels. Our estimates of these two components of traffic growth are
combined'to form the prediction of total future communication traffic
levels into existing data types.

Once 'total communication traffic levels are known we must
determine the distribution of traffic _across all locations in the state.
This involves the identificatioh of the paths of general traffic flow as
well as a quantification of the number of messages tb and from each system
user. Models were developed that correlated current traffic levels with
user'characteristics. These models were then used to determine-future
'traffic distributions.

DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES AND, ESULTS

In order to perform this analysis, information is needed from
Texas concerning current and past network configurations, record types,
traffic voluMes, message lengths,-traffic distributions, operating
procedures, user agency characteristios, and plannedupgrades., Five years
of past data were collected.

,

,Two survey-, were developed to obtain.,thisinformatioh. A
state level questionnaire was written and given to thee. communication
system planner'in the state planning agency. This survey form is shown .in
Appendix A. In Texas the survey was directed to the proper .persons in the
state government. We obtained answers to our questionnaire from the
Department of.Public Safety in Texas.

As seen in _Appendix A we began by asking state planners to.
provide one diagram showing principal camponents used in information
interchange between all criminal justiOe user agencies. Principal com
ponents were defined as:
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Databases,

Switchers/concentrators

Terminals

Commuriication lines

Data base only included, those computers containing records that could be
accessed by,communication lines considered part of the state information
system. We also asked for communication line sizes in bauds which
-measures the rate that information, can be loaderL on and taken off coM-
munication lines. Finally we asked state planners to identify changes to
the above diagram and indicate when these changes were made. Answers to
these questions provided a knowledge of current and past network con-
figurations. In general, this information was available.

The becond question on the state survey asked. for more
.

specific information concerning data bases. We asked for the type and
number of records available to system users from 1971 - 1976.. A minimum
of five years of past traffic statistics wa7 needed: to establish past
growth trends. Again, Texas .provided us with answers to this question.

The third question asked for traffic volume data. We re-
quested .monthly'communication.traffic volumes in units of average messages
-per day by user agency and- message type. The time period was again
January 1971 - 1976. Texas had.only recently instituted a management,
information.system that provided traffic volumes- by user agency and
message-type. Prior to 1976 Texas recorded only the number of messages
per month on each circuit where most circuits served more than one agency
Also no message-type distribution-was recorded prior to 1976.

The. _fourth question asked state planners to provide average
message lengths by message type. As a check of these numbers, we also
asked to see fdrmat details for all message types transmitted over the
state criminal justice telecommunications system.- _Texas responded to this
question by-providing us with a copy of their operating manuals which
.presented formats requireeto obtain access to the files. Combining

_ knowledge of.message forimats with a knowledge ofthe message type volume
distribution allowed us to calculate an average message length.

Question five asked for an origin and destination matrix
Showing yearly message Volume from each user agency to_ each other user
agency in the state. Texas could not provide,this information.-

,The sixth question asked about operating policies that affect
traffic volumes. Specifically we asked whether queries into-one data file
automatically generate queries into other data files and whether there
were record update requirements. No answer was obtained to the_ second
quest4on; however, Texas provided information on automatically generated
messages.

3 -2
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Finally we asked state planners to inform us of any planned
upgrade that would affect traffic againSt current law enforcement files.
We listed examples such as: /

(1) An increase in the number of records in-a file

(2) A reduction in response time

.(3) An increase in the number of:usepaiencies

Texas provided-complete responses to this 'last question.

The second form designed for the collection of information was
the User Agency QueStionnaire. (See Appendix B.) This questionnaire was
Intended to.obtain information on user characteristics,on current and
desired, response time and to obtain from the users an estimate of their
current traffic levels. This last item was intended.to be a cheek-of
similar data requestedfrom the state. User survey forms were sent: to all
user agencies in Texas. Many, but not'all, agencies completed the survey
and returned it to

As seen in Appendix B user agencies were. asked to supply
traffic data in the form of-the average number of messages sent per.daY on
the state system,- the average number of messages received per day on the
state system; and the number of-messages sent during' a peak hour on the
state system. Responses were generally consistent. with state statistics
.which. were most,likely the data source.used-by the respondents.

Users were next asked for current average response times and
acceptable response times. Almost all agencies answered these questions
with acceptable response times slightly lower than actual.response.tImes.

Sinally,.user agencies were asked to supplY data'on the. crime
rate percapita in their-area and the number of personnel requiring in-
formation'over the state criminal justice telecommunications system. Five

years of.this information'wasrequested; most agencies supplied'it for the-
current year but did not give historical data.

-

Because a number-of agencies did not respond tothe user
surveys, other sources of data 'were identified-that could fill-information
gaps. Zhiform crime report data -were obtained for Texas. This report
presented population and crime statistics for all law 4h-torcement agencies

in the state. We also used the national Uniform Crime-Reports issued
annually by the FBI (Crime in the United States) to obtain' tnformation on
the number of perSohnel employed by each agency. Finally the Texas state
almanacs. were used to verify population.statistics.

In addition to 'survey forms and statistical tables, we con-
ducted'perEnal interviews to collect data necessary for. 2redicting future
traffic le ls into existing data files. Interviews were condubted with
data processing personnel-1n the larger Metropolitan police departmepts
and with persons representing regional information centers. Personal
interviews.wer_e_conducted with these representatives beeause of the large
volume of-traffic :originating from metropolitan pelice.departments and



regional information systems. We asked questions concerning present
methods for accessing state data files,, future-Communication plans that
would impact communication traffic into the state system, accessibility of
information contained in regional data bases to other users.of the state
system, data types maintained on regional systems, and operating'pro-
.cedures that automatically generate messages from regional databases
into the state data base. We' found that on-site interviews were required
in s instances; however, wewere able'to interview a number of these
agenci=c: by telephone. 180th the large police departments and regional
info fl,tion centers were cooperative and provided the required -

-information.

All the above data were used in our traffic growth and dis-
tribution models which will be discdssed in following sections.

3-3 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES APPLIED TO TRAFFIC STATISTICS

3.3.1 Defi,nitions

Traffic statistics were obtained primarily from the. operating
agencies of the exiating state criminal justice telecommunication systeMs.
The form of the !data usedtq.project futuregrowth7was monthly message
volumes Jorokenout.by system usera._ In examining the data, care had to be
taken in interpreting _the numbers-given and in defining carefully the
parameters to be measured.

There are two_ measui'es of system traffic that will affect
final system design. -Thefirst is the number of communication messages
transmitted over the system. A,communi,cation message is defined as the
transmission of information between a. sender and a_final receiver. For
example, when,a user is ,attempting to obtain a record contained in a. data
base, the sender is considered to be the user and the final receiver-is
considered-to be the data base.- Independent 'of the path of-the message,
the transmission of the data base query between the user and the data base
constitutes one communication message. Once the computer's- files have
been searched and a respOnseuprepared,,:the transmission of the,response
from thedata base back:to the user constitutes a second communication
message.

The second measure of trafficaffecting system design is the
number of transactions-handled by the computer. A transaction is defined
as the processing by 'the computer of a request fOr service., Requests for
service include data base searches and preparatioh of response,-'data base
record modifications,' and switching of messages. It ispossible for one
message.into the compUter to generate more than one transaction. For
example, if a- query into the state wants/warrants 'file automatically
generates a message to the national wants/warrants file then two trans7
actions occur: the state wants/warrants data base search and the switching
Of the inquiry to the national file.

Froth the definitions above, it is apParent that communication
messages demand communication line services while transactions demand

3-4
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computer services._:. Methods of estimating these'parameters from, available
statisticswill be discussed next.

'3.3.2 Interpretation of Communication TrafficStatistiCs

in-exaMining available traffic_ statistics, the analyst must
first .determine,whether traffiCris:a meas,ure.Of-.-communic,ationmesSages or
transactiohs If it. is established that communication messages are. being
counted; then a .knowledge of computer mesSage'handling'procedures:allows
the calculation of compdter tranSactions;._:Likewise, is. established.
-that transactions are'being measured, then a knowledge of computer message
_handling procedureS will generally allow the calculation of communication
message volumes. When it is not clear whether transactions or messages
are .being counted the analyst must test both hypotheses. .Generally by
looking forinternal consistency or by checking with other. independent
traffic statistics, it is posSibleto determine if transactions or
MesSAges are being measured.

It is common for statistics. gathering routines to record the
number of communication messages sent and received from-every component of
the-communication system. Thus a message sent from a user terminal. to a
database is recorded as being sent from the user- terminal:and.received* by
the'daia-baseWhen total systemmesSages_are calculated by summations of
messages over all components, this.leads to a dOuble counting of messages.
Dividing bira. factor of two leads.to..thetrue mesSage.Count.

. DeterminatiOn of the number of messages sent.froM,the state:
.SYstemHto national_Lcommunication systems:must be handled with care. There
are_currently two national communication systems, the National Crime
-Information Center (NCIC) and the National Law Enforcement Telecommuni-
cation :System (NLETS)-. The NCIC Service's: data base queries and Updates.
but:hAs noimessageswitching capability:'The database is located in
Washingtod,..D.C.- ,NLETS providesmesSage switching capardil.ties.tying

.'together' state data bases,., but it maintains no data base of its own..

Messages sent from state telecommunication users to the NCIC
data base can be generated in two ways. -The first involves a-direct
message between the user and NCIC where the. state user utilizes required
NCIC formats. The second, and by,far the most common, results from a user
sending a message into the state computer which then,automatically
forwards it to the NCIC stolen article file. ...

Messages into the NCIC, data base must travel from the user to
the state switching Center and from the state switching center to the NCIC
data. base. Responses then retrace this path back to the user:
'Communication messages to and from the NCIC should be counted In the
following way (see Figure. 3-1): ,
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(STATE
USERS

DIRECT NCIC DATA
BASE QUERIES,. UPDATE

WI

NCIC DATA
BASE RESPONSES

STATE DATA BASE
AND

SWITCHER.

DATA BASE
QUERIES, UPDATES

es-

DATA BASE
RESPONSES

Figure 3-t. NCIC .Trafific, Flow

NCIC DATA BASE
WASH. D.C.

.cm. . t
.

( 1 ) -_The' initial transolission from the user to the state
1- -

.

switching 'center 'should be counted as a separate NCIC_ /--
. d communication message only if it is a direct message

. .

between the user and NCIC_

All transmissions of the data base queries and updates
between the state switching center and NCIC should be
counted' as communication messages.

(3) All transmissions of responses to data base queries
and' updates between NCIC and the state switching center.
should be Counted as communication messages.

(4) The final transmission of the response to the NCIC data
base query or update .from the state switching center. to
the user should be counted as'a communication message.

Transactions should be .counted as follows:"

( 1 ) The switching or automatic generation of a.message by
the state data base computer into mciq should be counted
as a transaction.

.(2) The switching of the NCIC response by the .state data
base cdmifiute'r to the appropriate user terminal should
be'counted as a transaction..

'If the states' traffic statistics do not follow these conventions, ad-_
justments should be made.

Communication traffic traveling from the state system to the
NLETS system is measured in the same way as NCIC _trafflte ,witti, the
following exceptions. First, all communication mesdages sent from state,
system' users to other state- via- NLETS must-be sent directly, i.e. , 'there
'isis no automatic generation of messages to other states. Second, other
states- can. originate data base queries into the state data base.

3- 52
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A Communication messages to and from NLETS should ._be counted
as follows-(See Figure 3 -2)

_ .

(1) -All initial NLETS .queries from state users to the
state data base should be counted.

( ) All queries from the state data base to other states
via NLETS should be counted. - 4

(3) All responses from other states to the state data -base
via NLETS should be-counted.

(14) All transmissions of the:NLETS.responSe from the state
data base ghould be counted.

. --.

(5) All NLETS queries from other states to the state` data
base should be counted.

(6) All NLETS responses from .the state data base' to other
Statesshould be counted.

Rules for counting NLETS transacts hs are

(1) ,The switchingof an'NLETS query by the state data base.
to bthdr states should. be. counted.

The switching of NLETS resporfses by-the' state data base
to state usersoshould be counted.

=

(3),--The:file search and response preparation done by the
state data base in responding.to an NLETS inquiry from
another state shbuld be counted. -

Again,- card must be, taken in examining states' procedures for:rdeasur g
NLETS trafric'levels. If the measuring proceclures do not follow the above

adjustments must be made.

(2)

STATE
USERS

NLETS QLERIES

NLETS RESPONSES.

STATE DATA BASE
AND

- SNITCHER

NLETS QUERIES

NLETS RESPONSES

So-

NI.ETSQUERES

NLETS RESPONSES

'Figure 3-2. NLETS Tnaffic Flow

ALL OTHER
STATES
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Once `:the traffic statistics nay been analyzed and 'a good
measure of the. number of communication messages has been obtained,'-it is
necessary to convert traffic from units of messages per day to characters
per day. Our procedure for this conversion is-presen-ted.in he next
section. .

. .

. ,

Message Length

For the,-purpose of.designing a network of communication lines,
communication plAnners must know. in addition to the numberof,messages,
the length of the messages so they can determihe the number orcharacters
that Are:to. be flowing on ,communication

Determination of average message length begins by identifying
message types and message functions. Message types are the state data
base file types, administrative messages;. NCIC messaged,'NLETS data base
messages and NLETS administrative Messages.. functions apply only
to data base messages types and 'tan be grouped-into -twocategories-7--da a
base queries and,data base modifications.

Lengths of data base message types°6y message,fun6tion. were
determined"by examining speOlfied formats in users; operating manuals.
Response formats were also shown ,in these. manuals. However, there aretwOr,-
possible responses to the query message-function, The' first is. a short,
response indicating that no 'record tdia-Iching'the input identifiers could be
found. The second, a_ positive response,-is a longer message transmitting
the entire record requested. Therefore, it is necessary-to know the
positive response rate in order: to calculate average' message length of
-resbonses-to inquiries. -/'

"Average administrative Message lengthS were estimated by
examining-example administrative message forMats,by discussions with
state personnel and by examining available. statistics- kept by NLETS on
administrative message Since the :format of an adininistrive
-message is left to the discretion.of-the user, message length could not be
determined by studying format specifications. However, good agreement,was
obtained from the three sources listed - above, increasing confidence in the
administrative message length estimates.

Message lengths for NCIC and,NLETS messages were obtained
a previous JPL report (National CrAminal Justice-TeledommunicatiOns).
These. numbers were slightly modified to, reflect changeS sincetha_JPL.
report was released.

from

-.A -simple example of the method for calculating overall average'
message length will be presented and then the methodology will be
generalized to -cover our more complex case.

thR.re are only two message.types and the average
length of message typi6. 1 is Li and the average length of message type 2
is L2. Also suppose Fi_is the fraction of total messages that are type -1
and F2 is the.fractian op total messages that-are type 2. Overall average
message length can be calculated as follows:

5
3-8



Overgll Average Message Length = Fi-x L1 + F2: x L2.
.?

To continue the example by assigning values let:

Then:

Li = 100 characters/messaie

L2 = 150 cha'racters/mesage

F1 = 0.30

F2 = 0.70

v

Overall Average
= 0.3 x 100 + 0.7 x 150 = 1 -35 char/msgMessage Length .

...
.

.:

arm
:, . In or case we-have-more than two message.types and there re;

also different message functions within message. types-.I We do howeer krieik
the average message length and the fraction of total traffic of each
message function within each message type. We can hus applyAhe

. methodology presented above'by taking the summat" of the proiducts Of:,
average message lengths and fraction of total traffic over all message;.,
functions and message types. An example: is shown below. where there ae.
message types and n message fUnctions.within-each message --ype. The
fraction of total messages and the average message. length is.. shownfOr

.

each message function and the calculation Of'overall. average message
length is -shown at the-

.

bottom.
7,

.
-

i

(-1(.' !,

3-9
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Fraction of Total Average Message
. Messages Length

Message Type 1

Msg Func .1

Msg Arne 2

Msg Func n

Message Type 2

Msg Func 1

Msg Func 2

Msg n

Message Type na

Msg Func 1

Msg Func 2

Msg -Funo n
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Overall average Message lengths in the model states were
.calculated using the above methodology.

3.3.4 Peak /Average Ratios

In determining needed communication capacity to satisfy
performance requirements, we would like to use a measure of demand that
reflects the load on the system during the busiest hours. Proper network
design requires that service objectives be met during-the busiest times as
well as the 'average situation. All previous traffic statistics have given
message volumes averaged over a day. To derive the desired traffic
measurement we establish the ratio of traffic, volume during the busiest
-hour and average traffic volume and designate it the. peak to average
,ratio. Average traffic volumes are then multiplied' by this ratio to giVe
)peak traffic volumes.

Peak to average ratios can be associated with different com-
ponents of the communication system. At the firSt level we examine

-Peak/airerage ratio of-the number.of.messages sent from a user agency. The
second level: involves. demand' for: communication circuits. In_some instancesy
where there is only'One'user agency on a circuit, "`this corresponds to the
first level. -However, for. those circuits serving'more than one user agency,
a separate'peak/aVerage.ratio:can be computed. This circuit-ratio is
dependent on communication line cOnfiguration and'therefore changes as
new cOnfigrtions are-proposed. To- "avert this complication we have .

assumed on constant peak-to-average ratio -for the entire communication`
systeM. This one value is taken to be the peak-to-average ratio of--traffic
totheomputer. We justify. using .thi4 as the Teak/average ratio for user
agencies and commur4cation circuits fOA the.folldwing.reasons:

.
.

(1).- Historically, the' utilization level of the compUter has,
been significantly higher than the utilization levels
of communication circuits. Therefore it is-more im-
portant to establish demands for coMputer service than
for communication lines and user agency terminals.

(2) It is likelyrthat the peak/average ratio for communica-
tion circuits and for the computer are not greatly
different.

.t3) .There. is a posSibility that particular user agencies
will have peak/average ratios somewhat..higher. than the
computert's ratio. However,: it is unlikely that this

.

higher than-predicted number. of messages .would have any
impact on -network system design since-communication cir-
cuitutilization is low.

To determine'thi -ratio-we eiamine.indetaii.one'MOhth_of
total !system trafficKiata. Th-.number of_ transactions occurring each-hour
n.-theMonth is deterMined.. We.search for the busiest:-hour-and determine
theratiO,Of transaction volume-AUring this busie-st..hoUi" to the average
hOtirly transaction,:volume duringtheithonth. This,ratiO -becomes. the
peak/average.traffic-ratip. . .



Predictioris"of average traffic levels are then multiplied
1::),y the ,peak-to-average ratio to describe traffic levels during the
thisiest hour.

3=3-5 Output of Analysis of Traffic Statistics

The outputs of the traffic analysis task are:

(1) Historical traffic statistics: 1971.- 1976

(a) Number of average total monthly communication

(2)

messages

(IS) Number of average total monthly transactions.

__Number- of-- average:monthly-Communication'. messages
by system user

(d)- Number of average monthly communication messages
by message type.

Current traffic statistics

(a) Average message. length by message type.

(b) Total average message length

(c) Peak /average ratio. .

"This information on past and current traffic statistics serves as input
into the traffic growth and distribution modeling tasks to be discussed in
t!-!e next .two, sections..

3.4 TRAFFIC. GROWTH MODELING

_3.4.1 Introduction

Before we present our forecasting techniques a note of caution
is in order; forecasting is a hazardous occupation. As.Martino has said
(Technological Forecasting for Decision Making) "The fdrecaster is never
absolutely certain t4at-he has prepared the most useful possible forecast
with the data -he had evailable and the resources _be employed.'" Martino
continues .to 'describe what forecasting does and does not-do.- "A forecast
does not tell us. anything about the_ future. Instead, it tells only of the
implicatiOns of available informatiOn the past: These implications
are connected with the -future through a logical-framework, nce, the
utility of a foreap,.st for d.ecision making purposes dependspr the validity-
of the. logical frariework it uses-, and the extent to which it extracts all
'the ±mplications -which' are contained in the body of available information."
We. have--attempted to identify the body of available information and
develop a logical -framework allowing .us to use the information 'to predi4t
future growth of criminal justice t,elecommunicagons traffid.

e.



Our basic forecasting framework postulates that past traffic
growth is caused by two factors. The first is an increased demand by
the users and the secqft is communication system improvements. We assume
that growth in traffic due to the first factor will continue in the future
as it has in the past. However, growth in traffic due to communication
system improvements will depend on the rate of future system improvements.
Our estimates of these two components of traffic growth are combined to
form the prediction of total future communication traffic levels into
existing datatypes.

tl

3.4.2 Input Data
0

Data describing past operations of the state criminal justice
telecommunications system included past traffic statistics, past network
Configurations and _past operational Procedures. _Recall .that_traffic
statistics obtained from states were used to determine the total-numbei"of
communication messages eaCh month and total transactions each month during
the years 1971'- 1976. In addition, these aggregate monthly traffic'
figures were broken out by message type and wherever possible by user
agency.

Data on past network configurations included location, con-
tent, and size'ot data files; communication line configurations and

- capacities; and lists of all user agencies and their,means of access -to
-the state telecommunication system. An operational procedure affecting
traffic was the -policy regarding the automatic generation of messages from
the state computer to the National Crime Information Center maintained in
Washington, D.C.

3.4.3 Data Analysis

historic traffic statistics were used to establish the past
growth pattern of communications traffic,. Growth in traffic dn Texas,
shown in Figure 3-3, was characterized by periods of fairly stable. growth
rates, however,there were erratic periods where large increases in
traffic occurred. The sudden increases in traffic were' caused by
improvements to the communication system. The following imprbxements were
identified:

(1) Addition of new users

(2) Addition of new data files

(3) The substitution of high-speed communication lines for
low-Speed lines and new terminal equipmept,,

(4). The, formation of regional information systems
,
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.

Since these increases in traffic could be tied to specific communication
system improverlipts and were short term in nature, it would be-inapp, ,

priate to project such inceases into the. future. : It thus becomes
necessary to fictoe Out the\ impacts on traffic of these imprOvements to
the communication _system. The remaining growth compOnent is categorized
as baseline growth and we see it as being principally caused by:

f(1) Increased utll.ization of existing. services °

(-2 ) Population and \personnel increases

( 3 ) Trainig

Baseline growth, shown-71n- Figure 3
the future as it has in the past .

.

for Teicas, is assumed to continue in

3 -14



3.4.31 Past Svstem Improvements., To obtain baseline gr wth statistics,
we had to establish a procedure for quantifyingthe impacts n traffic of
communication system Improvements. Our procedure'assumed that the traffic
Impacts of system improvements were independent of one another. We
recognized that in the real world this is not the case, but were confident
that the errors caused by non-independence would be small. As an example
assume that two system improvements occurred simultaneously and were the
_conversir of low-speed lines to high-speed lines and the addition of a
new data base. To determine the increase in traffic from a particular
user caused by the high-speed line Upgrade we lOok at the user's traffic
just before and just after the increase. The increase is taken to be
caused by the line upgrade. However, a portion of the increase is due
to traffic into the new data file. However, during all periods the portion
caused by the secondary effect was sufficiently small that it could be
ignored. So errors resulting from our assumption of independence are
small. Procedures for determining the impacts of each system improvement_
are -now discussed.

tj,-.a
50

. TEXAS BASELINE GROWTH

(

2 3 2 3 4 Z. 4.

1973 1974 1.975 1976

Figure 3 4. Texas Baseline Traffic Growth



Texas has added new user agencies to its communication,.
system over the 'last few years. We collected a list of.all new agencies
added within each three month period from 1971 - present. The increase in
traffic caused by the addition of a new terminal was obtained by measuring
trafficlevels from the terminal in the three-month period after it'had
been added.. The average of traffic over this three-=month period was .

considered to be the traffic increase.. Where these detailed traffic data
were not available for'each month, we took the first month these
statistics were available, and for. all terminals added between the last
set of available statis and this set, the.increase in traffic was
assumed to be the m age volumes reported by the statistiCS. In Texas, .

traffic..statistics broken out by user were available only for February
1974, February 1975 and. all months after May 1976. In-Texas looking.at
the period January 1973 - June 1976, approximately 11,000 of .the new -
message'S could be attributed to the - addition of new users.

When a new data file is, added., there is
-two or. three Months of rapid growth'of traffic 'into_the files followed by
.a stabilization in traffic volume. It is.this sudden increase in traffic
that we consider the impact of the implementation of a new data-base. An

example of traffic, volumes into':anew data file is shown in .Figure 3-5.

Traffic increases occur:rapidlydUring.the-first months of operation of
the TCICOata files and then begiilto:diaplay. a:somewhat normal :growth

:pattern. lbelindreaseS.due to addition of data bases in Texas accounted
for-approximately,. 18,000.mewmessages per day.

.Texas. originally-deSigned_its state criminal justice'
telecommunication system withl:ow-speed .teletype lines. The state,has"
upgraded a.portion of these lines to high,speed:1200-or-.2400 baud line's.
We define.low'-speed lines to be.30015aUdor slower Terminals serving
low-1speed lines-are either. older. teletype terminals-Or hard copy. printing
terminals.- .Hghspeed lines are-1200 baud or faster and-are'served.by CRT.-

terminals. .Texas doesnot. Use aines of.betweeri 150 and 1200'baud.
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The impact of past. conversions to high-speed lines is measured
by taking the difference in traffic the month before the upgrade and
the month after the upgrade -for each affected agency. These increases
range from.12% to 200 %. In Texas the-average. terminal. doubled its
traffic after conversion to high -speed .

A number of larger.cities have recently implemented or are now
in the process of planning for the implementation of municipal or regional
information systems. These systems generally-consist of a ,local computer
which contains data filed of regional interest and also switches messages
-into the state. system. We have noticed an,increase in traffic into the
state system when these systems are implemented. Possible reasons fOr
this increase are:

(.1) Agencies have moreterminals with which" to access, state
files

(2) Agencies-with no previous access to the state system c,
now have access to a regional sydtem ihat allows_them
access to state data files

(3) Computer-to-computer communication is now available
between-regions.and the states.

.

The impact on traffic of regional information centers was again measured
by examining the-differences in traffic before and after .implementation,.

The effects of all the above system improvements in Texasare
summarized In Figure 3 -6. 'In Texas slightly more than _half the growth
could be attributed to baseline .growth. In'-"Texas the addition of new data,
bases, the additiOnOflnew users and the conversion of high-speed lines.-
all'had.'majOr impacts on, traffic:

3.4.3.2 Past Baseiine'Growth. Calculation of baseline growth began
by using as input the total monthly hidtoric communication message levels.
These statistics were then. averaged over three-month periods giving
average message volumes for the four quarters of each calendar year.
We then determined the component of each of these quarterly message
volumes that could be attributed to the communication system improvements
discussed above. Traffic caused by system. impi-ovements was subtracted
from total traffic'.- The remaining traffic for each quarter was then
plotted (see Figure 3-4) and served as a measure of baseline growth.

3,4.4 Traffic Projections

The prellioud section dealt with establishing past growth
patterns and our attempt to relate portions of the past growth to com-
munication system improvements. We will now use the knowledge gained
about the past to predit future traffic levels.
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GROWTH .

54,600 msg/day

TEXAS
1973-1976

HIGH SPEED LINES
10,200 rnsg/day,-,

REG COMPUTING CTRS
3100 msg/day

NEW USERS
11,100

NEW DATA
BASES
20,700

Figure 3-6. Distribution-ofTraffic GrOwth Sources

3.4.4.1

1 ;.

Future Baseline Growth. Recall our basic assumption that
baseline growth will continue into the future as it has in the past.
Past baseline growth curves exhibited the following characteristics:

"."-%

(1) A long-term increase in traffic

(2) Seasonal effects due primarily to procedures or customs

oy Periods of relatively slow growth..

Using these characteristics we construct the following baseline'growth
model.- The long-term increase in traffic will continue into the future.
Seasonal effects may continue into the future but. will have no impact on

"system.design because although these effects have been to cause excep-
.tionally low traffic levels duri,ng some months, the system must be de-
signed to .handle the loads during peakrtrffic months': We will thus, not
include seasonal effects in our future traffiC.model.

We explain periods of slow baseline growth as being caused by
one of two factors. First, growth may be slow because the communication
system is near saturation. Users experience deterioration in the level of
service with the primary effect being an increase in the waiting time for
a reply .to an inquiry.. Second, growth may be slaw immediately following
an upgrade because -of sub-standard system performance while the inevitable'

3-;18 64
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,problems of a new system are;.corrected, and reduced agencY.utililation
while users familiarize themselves with new operating procedures.

Texas baseline growth displays a period of sloW growth through
the second and third quarterS,of 1975. -Consistent with, this slow growth
trend is 'the fact that in the., third quarter of a number of system
improvements were made. These included upgrading :the Austin Switc er and
adding a second communication .lineebetween the Dallas.. and Austin Swi cher.

Response time deterioration caused by excessive demands for
service is . shown in Figure...3-7. Notice that response times stay relatively
constant as transaction volumes build -until a critical point is reached
(about the 80% utilization point). Response times then degrade rapidly.
The response time profile just desCribed is consistent with the respoppe
time of a central proc'essing'computer as transaction yolUme.gows.

.0-

_ _ justiCe_telecOmmunication_s
completely centraliZed. Data basetomputers, do 'mot provide switching
services and there dre.switcherS'in three locations distributed throughout
tliestate. fileSe sWitchers and the lines connecting them to each other
and to the data bases handle large volumes of data and thus have high
Utilization Texas also'. has twql completely separate data base
computers. Thus, becaUse of its distrfbuted mature, response time is not
easy, to .characterize in Texas:' A single message depends, on service from
a number of components!that might be ,overloaded and different message
types require service from different components. For examine, in July-
1975 the throughput' capacity of the Austin switcher was Increased and a

1TANSACTIONS%cicry,.

Figure 3-7. Typical Communication System Response
-Time as Function of Traffic Volume
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Second high-speed communication line was added between the Austin awitcher
and Dallas. This was done to reduce response times to system users served
by the Dallas switcher. Any traffic saturation occurring prior to this
upgrade was only affecting those termin served-by the Dallas Switcher.

We will now use these past-,

istics to predict future traffie.volumes.
ic baseline growth cllaracter-

We Ipave developed a.growth projection model that predicts
average daily traffic volume for eadh of the next 20 six-month periods.
The model 'assumes that growth will be caused by three factors'. They are:
baseline growth; imnpved "coMMunication technelogy,.and new users and.datA--,

We assume baseline-groWthwill'continue-intotne- future as it
has in the past. -.In Texas pat baseline growth, displayed-an S-shaped
curve with growth being'-slow7.before and after systemAii5grades and linear
betwecn these periods. Since baseline traffic growth appears to be de-
pendent on available system capacity it becomes necessary for us to make
assumptions:regarding actions to be taken by the sta e when system satu-
ration is e.eached. Possible actions are:

(.1) To increase capacity before saturation is beached
avoid inconvenience to users and allow unconstra
growth

k-1

(2) To wait for the
crease capacity

first signs of saturation and then in-

:210

(3) To delay for a substantia:1 per:,',1 any upgrade even
after saturation'is reache-j

(4) . '.To fix a-limit to growth and, not upgrade at all.-

,

In talking with planners in Texas,.th'e second action.seemed the most
likely. State planners believed that it was ndt loosSible to increase
capacity before syseem capacity was reached but did indicate that funding
necessary for increasing capacity could be obtained quickly when
deterioration.' in response times was noticed. .Thus the shape of the future
baselinegrowtti curve was assumed'te=b6.basically.linearwith a. slowing of
ti'affic.befOre -and after system upgrades.

Our assumption concerning possible actions regarding system
upgrades is a critical one. .If states-decide to delay upgrades for a
substantial period or to, fix a limit to 'growth, then our 'traffic pre--
dictions will be substantially high. However, if states decide to
increase capacity before saturation is reached, errors in our prediction
will'.not be as large because decreased traffic _growth periods have
been assumed to be short term.

To project future baseline growth we fit past baseline
groyth statistics with regression lines and minimize the least square
errors.- A slow growth line and a fast growth line are developed.

1
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Then, using, our knowledge of present system capacity -and. .

Assumptions on delay before capacity increase and magnitude of capacity
increase, we can project these baseline traffic.-growth lines forward.
Figure 3-8 shows our baseline growth. projections for Texas. .

C,
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. Figure' 34-8 Projected. Texas Baseline Traffic Growth
(Average Messages/Day, thousands)
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3.4.4.2 Future System Improvements, In addition to increases in
traffic volumes caused by baseline grbwth, there will be increases
caused by communication system improvements. The future implementations
of the following communication:system improvements and their impacts
On traffic were, considered

,(1) Addition of new users

(2) The substitution of high-speed communication lines for
low-speed lines. and new terminal equipment

(3) . The formation Of regional information systems

(4) The implemenation of Mobile' Digital Terminals (MDTs)

.5) Procedural message handling changes.,

Information concerning implementatIon plans.was obtaihed from state .

planning personnel and there06 cbrisiderable uncertainty in their, future
scenarios. However, we did atempt to talk with as many people as pos.-
sible to gain the most complete understanding of the'states'

Texas is currently in the process of-replacing all low:-
speed lines with high -speed lines and is planning to procure new terminals
to serve these high -speed lines. Each law enforcement agencY will
decide whether it wants to join the state telecommunications system."
Texas expects all of the. approximately 400 agencies served by-the system
to continue as users and-is,also planning for an additional 100 to 150
new user agencies. Using a minimum population- criteria, we identified
-133 potential new user agencies in Texas

Texas state planners expect these new users to join the com-
munications .systdth----itilate 1977 and early '1978. Potential traffic levels
from these-new. terminals were calCulated by'usiAng expressions developed

°4rar-ti7affic distribution whibh will be discussed in-detail in the next
-section. These expressions relate user, characteristic's such as population

served and number of'personnelto communication system traffic. We
determined that byi 1978, some 7,300 messages per day will be coming from
or'going to these 133,new user agencies.

Texas has.pl4ns for ;converting all remaining low-speed-
Communidation lines to high-speed lines. We have estimated the effect of
this:. conversion by assuming that traffiC increases in the future wilbef

41 similar to traffic increases resulting from past line upgrades. Rec4l
that.there was a doubling of traffic in Texas when lines were converted
from low- to high-Speed: Texas plans to complete its conversion by late
.1977 and we 'have estimated an'indrease of 31,300 msg/day..6.

Texas prov.ided plans for the future implementation_of local
automated 'information systems or improvements to existing regional
systems. New municipal systems are being planned for .the Waco, Garland,
and the El-Paso Police Departments. Indreases of approximately 1,000
msgAday to and from.thestate system and each of these departments are
expectecOafter implementation. .;mprovements'to the Tarrant County

3-22
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JudiCial.InforMition'System and thee-HOuston City--Computer..System are also -
expected to increase traffic. Tarrant County plans to4alioWacCessto.-its,
.data files to agencies-in adjacent counties. Access will_be-thnoughithe:

'state telecbmmunication zystem.. Tgrrant_County-expects. approximately

.
., 1,000jof these: msg/day4 Houston.is planning a major-upgrade:of:-Iti:System,
with the main change 1Reing the addition of many' term,irials An increase of
6,000 inSgiday into the state system is expected when-this upgrade is
completed. . 0--
.. ,

_-

In conversations with municipal"poiice departments we 'learned
.

that there is considerable intel-est in mobile digital terminals. adio
.dispatchers :currently serve as the link between officers In their patrol

..cars and the. states' law enforcement data bases.7 Officers must gain.the
-attentiOn offthedispatcher and verbally relay the information necessary

for a transaction into.the:data.,files.--Responses must again be verbally
transmitted.between dispatcher:and Officer, Terminaisareavailable that
can be:Installed in patrol cars.- allowing the officer to and re-
ceive 'infordation directly. -from data bases. The 'officer utilties a key-
board to enter information ..that is then trans itted digitally from

lracar to dispatcher station and .then for rded automaticalMyinto
the da'ta base. The response" is again automatically. fOrwardedfrom -dis-

,

patcher -station to patrol car and displayed on a read-out- device in .

the patrol car. Mobiledigital terminals thus relieve dispatchers of
a portion 9f their .workload; ease communication channel congestion,'and'
'foilitate:easier access to., _and faster responses trim, central data

bases, It is-thus .expected.that:cOmmunication messad volume will-in-
-4arease:-when: mobile digital terminals are added topolicevehiclesr.-7,-

. .
.

.

_ ..In spite_of the above
athe-spread

of
_

7.0obiledigital terminals has not occurred as rapidly s.expeCted three or
fotir years agos.:."The primary reason is cost.., These in'-car terminals cost -

between-$3,000;and$5,000 per unit -and municipal Police-departments find
it .hard to generate needed funds. In-the_past. significant funding_,
mobile digital terminals (there are currently,approximately),000 opera-
tional units. throughout the'United'StateTh4Ame fromthe Law- Enforce =:

_meet Assistance-:Administration (LEAA) whiohfunded these.. units as a.Part

of :an innoativeproject- it is unlikelythatLEAA.will continUe-to :

provide fundS .at 'the previous level for further,thobile digital-teriiinals.9
Thut'municipalpolice depari-Ments must evaluatetheperformanoe of
existing incar terminals and deterthinewhethermobile:digital-terminal%
benefits-outWeigh their costs." .

.

74.

.

--_,0`.---'

Clearly the future of MDTs ISlan uncertain one. To aid us in,

forecasting future implementation .we spoke, with state planners, municipal -
police departm:::!-It7 planners and mobile digital terminal,yendors...TheSe.
sources agGed that the large' municipal police departmentS would.

.

ul-bimately decide that MDTs .were cost effective and equip their patrol
cars, with them; HoweNier,-,we,asSumed that only cities with PopulationS of_

500;000 or larger would' purchase* _MDTs by 1985. .

, .

. . . .

i'.' In Texas.i.ie a'sstmeimplemeritation of MDTs will begin in 1980
and will-1)e completed by 1984,-; We predict that 23,000/mew msg/day will

come as a. result of-motile digital-terminals,'
:

>. ; .'
_
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It is apparent by, the size of the increase predicted and the
uncertainty in the future of MDTs that this is a 'poSsible area of Sub-.-
,stantial error in-our traffic forecast.. If in the future it is determined
that growth in MDTs is slower or faster than we predicted , adjustments"
should be made to 01:11 traffic korecasts..

-
_

V - There is .0,111Y- one procedural message handling change foreseen_._
in the future that will lead to increased communication traffic being
transmitted over state criminal justice telecommunication systems-. This
in,yoIves the elimination of direct lines between municipal police
dftartai"ents and the NCIC data, base in Wash ng ton , D. C.,., Currently, in
Texas., the majority; messages between the Dallas-Police Department and.
NCIC is -transmitted on a- direct line between Dallas and Washington, 'D.C.
HoWever the NCIC is planning in th 21.1ture to allow access to its data
files frOm, only one port in each state. This port will be gocated at the
central site of the state .telecommunication system which As" A7ustin

, TexaS.
TherefOre-, messages that currently are. going directly from Dallas to NCIC,
and are .never counted as being .transmitted over the state system, Mustt:ziOW
first :travel over t statehe stat System to Austin and from there be sent 'from .

Austin to WaShington, D.C. We assume this will occur in late 1977.
According to statistics maintained by 'NCIC there area 13,800 meg/daY to -be
add ed to the state system when the direct Dallas -NCIC line is eliminated .

Table 3-1 summarizes the predicted increases in traffic caused
by communication syStem limprovementp over the next 20 six-month, periods.
Designation 77 representes.the middle six -months of 1977, April - October,
while 77/78 represents the( last' three _months of 1977 and the ,first three
months of 1978. The traffic increase :numbers are - gj.ven in units_ of
messages per day and shol:., the expected increase

. in - traffic: restatirig from
each system.-improveMent that occurs in each six- month. period.

1 It is_of interest- to. note that the largest traffic increases
will -result from the conversion :from low-speed 'tO high-speed communication
lines and the=thee implementation of "mobile' digital terminals. In addition;,.
Texas _=is facing substantial traffic increases .diae to system improvements
Over- the next few years.

-' -These
-
ques used for, projecting traffic growth forward

can be afipIZed in states besides Texas." The basib -steps are':

Ant::-ysis of past traffic statistics to de ermine the
*.

hi storibl pattern of total system traffic growth

(2) is5-estermination" of past system improvements that would/
txkimpact traffic growth

,

.Determintion of the magnitude and iii?he _timing of paSt
increases in traffic caused by syS-tem improvements f-

-L15 Determination of the historical, baseline growth curVe,
5 by subtracting traffic increases -due -_to -System improve-

meats from total t .raffic increases . -

. -

1se
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,Table 371. Future Traffic increases2due to Communication System
Improvements (Units are Average Communication Messages
pe24 day.)

Time
Regional. . Mobile .

High-Speed Information Digital :Message
Period New _Users Lines System. TerMinals Handling

77

77/78

-78

78/79

. 79.7

79/80

80

8041'

84'

82

8203

83/84;_

84-

84/85

31,300

0

0

0

0

0

0

85

0

0

0

7,300

0

oe

31,300

.2,200

2,400'

2,400'7-

200;

'600

0 '.0 0

0 0, 0

'74411,000 23,300 13,800
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Determinatibn of future baseline growth by projecting
the baseline growth Iiae or curve forward. Assumption
concerning future system capacity are factored in her

(6) Determination of future `system improvements
impact on future traffic . Both the jagnitude o
traffic increase and the implementWion schedule
be'.predicted . I - "

(T)._ The last<-step involves -adding together future baseline
.- traffic and..traffic due sto_ future .system improvements
to obtain the forecast for total future traffic into
existing data files.

Recall 'that .the- re is a third growth- component which is growth
td.' the .addition of new data types. SectionV14- will .discuss new data. /
(traffic and in Section 5 we will delineate- the method used in

'combining -all three -growth components to generate_ a total future traffic
.level forecast_

'3-5

3. 5.1

TRAFFIC 'DISTRIBUTION MODELING

APPrOach

Onoe total. communication message volumes are known, we musta..
.deterinatie., the' distribution of traffic among 'system users ilk we
i.roulal like. to .kriow the, atount of traffic sent from every user to every
other user. -However this is not possible because of the -large
number: of -S-ys.1345.im -users. For_ example, in Texas -where there are 2431 system

;users, %. matrix with 1-85,761_ entries is required to -describe traffic
volumes sent from -every _terminal ,to every othe:r terminal.-

-To. avert. -this problem, we begin-the traffic disribut task
by identifying the major direction of traffic flov' on the network. We can
then eliminate all the user pairs for which .there is very .little traffic.
Our next step .is to determine the number of messages into and out of each
user agency. This is accomplished by determining reldtionships between
user agency characteristics and the amount of communications traffic sent
and receaved by the agency. Once these relationships are developed, the

,_final step involves using these relationships to predict future traffic
'distr ibutidns

5.5.2

each

Input Data

Data required for the traffic distribution task
current system user : ,

(1) Number of communication

(2) User characteristic/3

( a) Population served

messages sent and

included, .for

received" -
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(b-) tlumber; of; personnel -
.

.(c)=,, Crime rate.

(d) Agency type

(e)a ISrpe of communication lin

-' t,.. 4

Communioatisrr message volumes.were obtained from automatically generated-
statistics describing sys-tem performance in Texas. The latest.available.

.

three .months. of = message volumes were- averaged to reduce the effects Of
abnormalities,in one month:

Information concerning user characteristics was generally
available:.-Sources- included user"-surveys,,Uniform Crime Reports, the
statesurvey, and 'state almanacs. -We had the most difficulty obtaining
data en the number of personnel. The complicating_factor was that often

lirenvy with-a-terminal into the state.criminal justice telecommunica-
System will provide. Service to- adjacent agencleg that do not have

their own terminals. Thus the user survey_ asked respon dents to report the
number of personnel requiring information available over-the state
criminal justice telecommunications system through the responding agency.
Not all user agencies in the model states. respondetk-to o&r surve.y.but

-.formt:.ose agenciesnot-responding we -were able to obtain-data on-the
number of personnel employed from the Uniform Crime Reports. However,
for these'non-responding agencies, we were unsuccessful in determining
which agencies with terminals were servingagencies without terminals.
Thus for those agencies not responding to our survey-, there may be
,errors in-the number of personnel statistics.:

Additional datawere requfred concerning changes .in.user
' characteristics that would affect future traffic distributions. We
assumed that population, number of personnel, thici crime rate would be
distributed in the future as they are now. Hdwever, we did account for;
future changes in communication line types. All low-speed lines were
assumed to be- converted to-high-speed lines -by 1979r.

Also, the number of agencies berved by the telecommunications
/17system was increased if the state expected to add new agencies.,. User
characteristics were collected for the new agencies.so that estimates
could be made of the future traffic to and. from each new agency,

Data Analysis

3.5.3.1-: general Traffic Flow. Traffic, flows can be determined by
eXamining the functions of the statecriminal justice teleb.ommunications

.systen. - They are: (

(1) _To provide access to information-contained in state
data files

) To-allow for general distribution messages- to
sent to law enforcement`ageftcies in the state

3-27
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(3): To allow for communication. between two law enforcement
- agencies.',

Approximately 90% of- all messages' in ,Texas Were data base related. Thus
the major traffic flow involves Messages from users to data bases and the .

subsequent response. In Tekas the major-data bases are currently located
in AUs-t4.n, howesferi ,access allOwed to a limited number of state :users

4 into the Dallas City and Dallas County .regiol bases._ San Antonio
also..has plans-to uSers.to acce'is its city data base. Thus we.
must establish traffic flow between :eh terminal and mUltiple data bases..

_ -' A. general- ::distribution message is .issued when an agency needs
to -pass on information :to- many.ottler agencieS:. Generally states establish
sectors and allow users. to send" a message to allT,uSer agencies, in the
appropriate sector ..'Or sectOr A general distribution message sent to all
system users and called an. "all points bulletin" message generates -a_ large

..volume of traffi so ,operators of-_,tlhe state 'telecommunication system
review the message before it Is distribUted:- In. Texas APB, messages.must
also .corne to. Austin for apprOval. :However general distribution messages
Originating from-agencies set4ed by the Garland or San Antonio switcher
and only going ioi other _agencies,.served 'by: the `Garland or. Saniintonio
switcher need not travel --t6 Austin for-approval.

Administrative meSsages are ,free form messages sent between
one user agency and another.-. In "Texas the.they message goes to the nearest
switcher whiCh sendi it to the appropriate agency:

_.-The only way to ,completely describe traffic flows on the state
networks is to identify the amount of traffic going from every terminal to
every other terminal. Recall, however, that this becomes impractical'
because of the,l'arge number of system users. Using our imowledge of
traffic functions and major traffic flows, we can reduce the size of the
traffic distribution matrix.

describing traffic flow we must, insure that our distri-
Ntion matrix presents traffic .statistics that can be used.by the design
team to test the major _design parameters which are:

(2) The switcher lications'

(3) The communication line sizes

(4) The communication line configuration._

Thus, for example, in TexaS We!--should not .attempt to describe traffic
between users and the San Antonio -switcher because our design tea& be
examining options where there switcher:loCated in San- Antonia The
location of data bases is not a de-sigh parameter, So we can assume data
base Iocations''remain-un.chaneed.,-Also, assume that there will :be
switehing -catiacitY _located at the state capitol-.; Keeping these design
parameters in mind .we now discuss methods! for describing -data\base
messages, general tive messages.diStribution messages, and administrative
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Since data base location is not a design criterion the
number and location of data bases is fixed. We can thus describe the
number of messages between each_user agendy and each data base. Thus,
currently in Texas where there are data-bases located in Austin, Dallas
and San Antonio and 431 user agencle&, a 431 x 3 matrix is required.-

messages into the NCfC and NLETS national systems have,flow
characteristics similar to messages ,into the entral data base. :Recall
these .messages originate from auiser agency, ow into. the state capitol,

-

are switched_to the n ional system, return from the national syStem
_

to
the .Atate.capitol, an finally are switched back to the original ,user
.agency. 2Na4onal traffic betweenuSers and the and
between the-statie capitol and-the-national:systems is treated ai traffic,
betweekusers and-the-central -data base.- Thas: NCIC and. NLETS are.con-

.

sidered-to be system User's;_
-

General distribution'traffic.and administrative traffic are
both dependent on the location and the number of switchers. To describe`
accurately these-message-flows-We need to know the exact cOmmunicatior

- -

system configuration.. In addition,-since these are. messages between .

agencies we would, reciiiire the complete origin 7 destination traffic-matrix.
to deScribe-traffic drstribution. In order-to avoid' the need forthis -

:infOrMation,we assume: -

. _

(1)- General distribution and administrative messages flow
as do data baSe queries to the state capitol '

(2) Each user agency sends- the equivalent-number of
administrative Messages that it receiyds

(3) The. ratio of general distribution messages sent and
received is-the same for all user agencies and is equal
to the system-wide avellge.

These assumptions obviate .the' need to-separate administrative and APB
message.types from data.base message types. Me need only report the
amount of Communication traffic between each system user and each data
base. Administrative _and general distribistiorimessages are included in
the count of messages between user agencies'and the central data base.
These assumptions, of course, lead to errors in the description of traffic
flows.

.

'Figure 3-9 shows a user agency-that dommunidateS-Iiri*.the_
state capitol -via a regional switcher. to administrative or general
distridutionieisage,wduid travel__from the user to the regional switcifer

. -
and. then-be sent out to the appropriate recipient(s).' We- r-Assume, howeve,

.

.
-that the message is sent from the regional switcher to the state capitol'

. and-distributed-from there. This leads to an-overestimation of traffic on
-the communication line between the-regional switcherrand the State-
-capitol . An example ,of the magnitude of this overestimation can be
obtained by examining traffic on-the-existing. .Texad _system. ,4ctual

traffic on' the line betweenthelD4las- and Austin,switchers is 36,000
-m-sEAdiriWhile-using-the"-aboveAssiimption we: would.' estimate traffic to be
4 00 mSg/day, an:1f%, error We.feelfthis error_is acceptable'lpecause:-
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Figure 3-9.- Communication System Configuration With.
Regional Switcher..

Overestimates of traffic will occur only on lines
between regional switchers.and the state capitol :.

There is a low.probabllitY that overestimates will.
affect communication system. design

.
(3) there'are design errors they. .ill be in the direc-

,tion-of excess communication capacity.

We should mention that the above error could be alleviated if
in reporting traffic from each agency, adlninistrative and general.
distribution messages were reported separately. For any 1-55E54e6 system,
configuration, a'ciosest switch0 Could be identified for each user agency
and traffic could be described as flowing from the user agency to this
closest ffluitcher. An unattractive .feature of this approach is that
design.ffrogram would .be required to describe traffic between each terminal
and a variable nuthber'ot locations which would be dependent on- the number
of, sw1tchers. It was Our opinion.that,the -evrors associated with thee
assumptions were,sufficiently small so' :that the added work "required for a
more accurate:deseription was unnecessary.

.

I!

Figure 3-10 Shows existing major traffic flows in Texas-;,.NCIC
and NLETS have been shown as separate user agencies because of their high
traffic volume: The number of data base messages and'adminitrative and
general distribution messages.betweenall user agencies -and_ the central
data base(s) are shown. Traffic between user agencies and-the regional

- data 'bases is shorn and' currently: is small in comparison to `total traffic.
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3.5.3.2 User Characteristics. In order to_design the communication
line configuration and the line sizes, we, must_ describe traffic in
more detail than is shown in Figure 3-10: The amount of traffic betiieen
each user agency and data base must be specified. Recall. that these
'statistics are available for the pr'esent systems and that we: attempt
to -establish,relationships between user agency characteristios and
_ttiese.traffic_ statistics so that future traffic= distributions can be
estimated% User characteristics are'agency type, communication line.,

`type, Pbpulation served:, number of personnel and ,crime rate

Agency types are police, sheriff; state - patrol ,and all others..'
The category norther" includes, such agencies as university police
departmer;ts, bureausof Criminal identification and federal agencies.such
as the Federal Bureau of InVestigation, the Drug. Enforcement-Agency,. the
Internal Revenue. Sel"vice, etc. Distribgtions of user agenoies for Texas
are zhown in Table.3-2. .

-

"Line types currently in use in _Texas are 75 bit/sec lines, 110-)
,bit/sec lines;. 1200 bitf.:Sec-Iines and 2400 bit/sec lines. Designating
line types of 300 bit/sec or less as low-speed lines and line types.of
'1200 bit/sec or greater as-high-speed lines, Table 3-3 shows-the current
line type distribution'for Texas:

R.EG
DATA
BASE .

1200 3900

USER
AGEN.CIES

-

DATA BASE 38200.
-4100'.

ADMIN. & 13300

GEN. DIST:

CENTRAL
DATA
BASE

(AUSTtNi

1000

7100

N LETS

. 7100

B4igure 3-10. .Existing-Texas Traffic Flow, Average Messages per Day_

3-31
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Distribution'of /Texas Users by Agency Type

Agency Type Number of Users

Police Terthinals

Sheriff 'Terminals

State Patrol. Terminals_ . 46

Other- Terminals 21-

..-

Total 1431'

Table 3-3. Distribution of Texas Users,,by Line Speed

Line Type Number of Lines

LoW-Speed 315

HighSpeed:. '116

-1.Tbtak. 431

Tekas plans to replace all,low-speed-lines with high-speed lines.

Table 3-4 shows statistics describing-the three rethaining4,-.:
agency characteristibs.

. .

L.
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Table 3-4. Texas User Statistics: Population"
Number of Personnel, Crime -Rate

Agency, - Number of .

Character- Agencies Standard
istic. Reporting Average Value Deviation

Population 347 1 472
-

-Personnel 295 78 236',

-Crime 'Rate 348 2,919

There is considerable variation in the characteristics of -the agencies
served. by _these communication systems,- especially in population served and
ntimber of personnel as these charaeteristics' have standard deviations
considerably larger than their mean. To further investigate in
user characteristics, ..frequency- tables were constructed shos4ing the number-

-I. of agencies falling within population' and personnel categories. (See
',Tables 3-5 and 3 -6) .

Table 3 -5. Population Distributiori`-qf Texas User Agencies

Population'o
Category -. Frequency % of Total

s-ze

Less than 45,000.
5,000 p 10,000

10,000 - 20,000
20;000 30,000
,3a,000
15b,d00 100,000

100,000 200,000
200,000

500,000+

72 21
83 24

102 29
30 9

:20 . 6
8 2

, 1



Table kiumber. of Personnel Distribution of Texas User Agencies

Personnel
Categories

. Frequency % of Total

Less than 10::.

: 10 20 -
20- 30
30 4'.40

.40 7 50
50. -.100
100 '200
'2160' 50.0

7 : 5004 .;

1

80
49
29
21

36
22
:10

7

15

27
17

7
12

7

3
2

_

Total 295 : 100

. -_:. -.' ..- ' - CN

.1..In both states -a large ,perCentage. of Users are -small agencies
-.... .

with_ _7- Of all' Texas6terminals:-being located in agencies serving .20,060
Or feWer people.

-User characteristics Clearly demonstrate. the treimendous
diversity existing between agencies served by the state ,teleccimmiihicationt:
sya,pem. The methodology used in distributing traffic to these "diverse
agencies is covered in the next section.

3.5:4 Traffic Distribuion

-. 3.5-.4. 1 -Reg..PeSs ion Tech-niches*. , Regression. analysis "is a.. teciin ique
that identifies _potential- functional rplationships between independent
and dependent' va.riableS.... In 01.2r; ca-seiwe 'attempt to develop a. relationship

:1-3tween....the. dependent variable of the number of communication' messages-
-and independent_yariAbles consisting. of different forms-6f the -pararn ors- -' 2/

ipophlation. - TOP

Personnel - PERS ..-

Agency. Type .

dommunica.tion Line Type

pe Rate

< .1

we considered the following forms of the .aboveparameters in attempting- to
explain the- number of communication messages betweeh each user and the

80
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POP (POP)2 -(POP) 1/2 POP PERS" PERS AT .11.T -.LT - LT-.:CR
PERS ( PERS)2 ( PERS )1/2 POP . AT PERS LT AT CR
AT . ('AT) 2 1,, ( AT) 1/2 ,. POP LT PERS CR
LT (LT)2 ( LT ) 1/2 POP CR

J CR -(CR)2 .(CR) 1/2 ,
,

.

The -variable selection procedure of stepwise regression was
applied to these independent variables. Stepwise regressiV,n-selects from
our total .set of independent variables , those that . are most~ highly
correlated;14i.-th the number of communication messages. -1-t then utilizes'
the standard` least squares technique to develop a functional .relationshin
between communication message vat/hes and the chosen independent --

yariables.- The usual procedures were'followed iri>determining the best
coefficients for the model- relations. (See Draper and Smith.)

.g?

3.5.14.2 Results :-.Like user, characteristics, communication traffie
levels vary greatly between_ system users. This increases, the difficulty
of the modeling task, because even though we, may be able to explain
a substantial percentage of the variance; the standard error of our
estimate may be -high withrespect to the mean.,

In order to alleviate thiS-problem; we have chosen to divide
the .user agencies into more_ homogenous groups in terms of informion
needs. In Texas the following groups were formed:

(1) Police Departments. (PDs) and Sheriff Offices (S0s)
serving fewer than 20,000 people

. (2) Police Department&-nd Sheriff Offices serving between--
20,--00Ci.,.and 100,00D People,

(3) Police DepartmentS-and. Shei4iff. Offices serving more
than 100 , 000 people

All office§ of _the Department f':Pu6lic Safety

Police departments and sheriff offiCes were combined because they perform
similar -law enforcement functions and this have similar --information. needs.

-N,State patrols on the other hand concentrate their, law enforc'ement
tivities on traffic enforcement only. - Other terminal groupings were. .

.-tzTied such as -combining terminals- by _agency- and line type and by _line
Howevere,;-regress n models.developed .for these groupings had

larger. standard errors and ex la ined a smaller perbenX-a:gte
than- our fihal- classificationproce-dures.::,- = t

-,
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Values used for line type ancragenCY type wei-e:

Line or
Agency Type

_Independent
Variable
Value

75 bitsYsec

110 bits/sec

1200 bits/sec

2400 bits/sec

Police Dept.

Sheriff Office

1

1

- .

Crime rate is a measure of the incidence per 100,000 poPula-
tion of the seven,.inajor index .crimes' (murder and nonnegligent manslaugh-
ter, forcible rape,- robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and
auto- theft) .

- Personnel is a measiare-v-of the number ckfemployees whose in-
.formation needs are being served by the computer terminals. Population is
the size of popdlace served by the agency.

Table 3-7 shows the expressions whidh. best describe the re-
lationsbip between user characteristics and communication message volumes
in.'TeXas,. These are complex expressions that in many cases contain
different forms of the same xariable. The following conclus{ons, can be
reached. -

Personnel number is an important variable in determining the
number of Communication messages as it appears in all four eXpressions.
As the _number of,pensonnel increases, the number of communication messages
increases. The rate of increase- of communication messages as personnel
increases slows down . for smaller agencies,- and in general, stays-constant
for other groups.

Population appears- in one of the four expressions. - Since .

population ap%ersonnel are -positively' coi-relatied,, and since personnel ,

is more- brrelated `Frith communication message volume, _population
isA.ften -exclvded from 1t r.egression, equations. In the expression

...Containing population .t hp coeffiCie is sufficiently such 'that-
'them agpltude -6f the. term c ntaining ,:population- small compared to
the-magnitude of.%the total e ethEion.



Table 3-7.
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-Regression' Results - Communicatipn Message,Nolumes-
(Messages.per Day)

P..0, D. and S.O. < 20.000 People
e

7b.3 + 12.0 (LT) 0.549 (PERS) (LT) - 0.002((PERS)2 - 15-.83
...

if

P.D. and "S.O. 100.000 People

563 + 0.028 (PERS)2 + 195 (PERS)112 - 1.05 (PERS)(AT)
- 15 -0 (PERS)-+ 0.002 (POP)(LT)

(LT) (AT)/

P.D. and SOF. > 100.000 People

+ 87.6 (LT)2'-i- 0.002 (PERS) (CR) - 13:3 (PERS)

Department_ of 'Public Safety (D.P.S.)

88.46 + 197.6 LOG (PERS)

-

rs,

-e`r'
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Line type-is important in determiningcommunication traffiC
lume. The y places-where it does not appear are.tl -roups in
ch allti enci have the same line type's., In all gr 7r ere a
action 0 he ag cies have .low -speed lines and a fra nave-high-

peed lines ,-the,high,-sped line agencies displays signit, ...ily higher
message _volumes .

AO:ncy type enters into the expressions of onlytwo- groups,
small- and medium-sizedpolice departments and sheriff offices in Texas.
an these, instances, sheriff offices haVe,less traffic\than police depart-
inents.

-Finally, crime rate appears in'only one.of the.expreSsions-ranc
ls not highly correlated=. with communication traffic-levels.,';

These expressions, although different_for'each State, yield
_information useful to all states in.determing-:t.raffic distributionS.--

t.

Conclusions are: '

(1)- Pei-sonnel and line type are important im determining
..traffic levels.'

(2) C.t4ime rate does not affect traffic levels.

(3) Personnel and popukon to a large extent-measUre the
same thing, i:e:, the dize,of the .agency: Since
personnel is entered in the abovexpressions, there is
no need for ,population to play M;nigbificant role,.

, .

,;
(4) PoliceP departments -0; sheriTX dffices should be treated

-separately from s offlops. --

(5) Sherdff office ;:r -is may or may not
have diffexent tra

\4
levels.
;-

The expressions developed cannot be applia per se to am
other states. However, the -data:'col 'ction and analysis procedures

to the developmentof sim4dar:_expressions-Is the same'foi.,.all
ostates. The steps of the prdc-e$dre are: °

(1) -DeterniiRe,general.traf c flow. If a large percentage
A5t-messageSl'are_da'ta..base messages,

..bages,

describe message
W-flObetween. each'..96rsteit user and data ases-

Ark,.e

S

..

-(2) Coimpile.a. user agencydata base.- 'Informationon number
of personnel, s4ze-df population' sel"ged, size of com-'
-mvication line; agency type and-any-other-parameter_
that may impacttraffic.-volume should `be collecter
each user agency .,

(3)
. r

Determine the.number.of messages sent anci_received
from each. terminal -overfz.a.receht three-month period.
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(41 Develop .relationships between traffic volume and user
characteristics! pevelop one relationship for each of
the following groups.

(a) P.olice Departmentd. and_ Sheriff Offices servirie
less than 20,000 people

( Departments and Sheriff Offices serving
between 20,060. and 710,000 'people

Cc) Police Departments and Sh6riff".0"fic'es serving..
more than 100,000 people ('

(d): State patrol.

(5)
.

Use these relationships to predict future traffic 'dis-
tributions. -

. 3. 5:14.3 Accuracy of Results. The expressions developed -in the pre-
vious. section attempt to describe the number- of communication messaged
originating from each user agency as a function of user agency character-,

P . istics. After, the expressions are developed, we must assess their accurac.
Table- 4-8 presents statistics describing the effectiveness of the regression

.:F equatiOns. . .-
1.

, Standard error 'is a measure of the -differences in the actual
.asiiamun-idation traffic--leveas; and the levels :calculated using the re-

_.:gresSiori eiepressions. -, If:

yi = Actual values of the, dependent variable
Ark

,= Predicted values of the dependent variable

n = Nuinber of observation's..

Then the standard error- is:
.

Cyz yi)

If the standard- error (SE) is small , we can be assured that
our regression equations yteldcommteation- traffic volume .cIose to the
actual -valUes. T.n our case,- the stan lard eror values .are significant:.
However the -standard, error shouldl -bed- evaluated in relation to the--
mean value . 'clf the sandai-d :error is saiall.

from

with _respect the mean, then
-our regression equitions help.uslin Assessing the amount .of trafffc-
originAting om _each -user- ag-encli. The .ratio SE/Mean is seown in. Table

'Thes'e ratios lead to fairly' large error terms around predicted-
vatlues, but the predictions are sufficiently accurate for our _network
design purposes .

3-39
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. , Accuracy. of Regression

_Standara__
FAgency Categories or

P.D. and S.O. < 20,000

P.D. and 5.0. -20 000
100,000

48

98.,

P.D. and S.0: > 100,000 658

Depart. of Public Safety 120

__ _ meah
Traffic Ratio

I\
SE/Mean

0 68 106
)

3? 0.45

0.98' 266' 384 0-37

0.99 2,580 307 026 .

0.21. 312 3.45 - '04%38
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'The statistic R2 is_a_meas&eLofithe=amount-of-varlatiiOnla
the'dependent variable explained by the regression equatioxls. An R2 vd106.
of.1.0 would mean a perfect fit between observed and calculated values.'
The closer R2 Is to 1,0,"the larger the proportion of total variation
about-.the mean is explained by-the regression equationisri,Department of
Public Safety.agencies in Texas;..the regression equations 'explain very.
'little xethe Variation.. \

. After th,e.regression is perfarmed, statisticians always con-
sider the :posSibility that their entire approach was wrong. They ask
thethselves whether, or not any of the independent variables should be in-
cluded in'-the regression equation. This is equivalent to testing the
hypothesis that all coefficients are zero. The F-ratio allows them td
test this hyppthesis. The larger the "F - ratio, the more confident Stat-
isticians are in rejecting this zero coefficients hypothesis.. In all
cases,, our-F-ratios are sufficiently high such that we can reject the
hypothesis with a high degree of confidence.

3.5.4.4 Future'Traffic Distribution. Once these expressions for
distributing traffic: have been developed, they must be applied to the
future tragic projections. The expressions are used .to determine,.
at each futui.e.point in time, the percentage of total communication
messages from and to each user agency. We have developed distributed
traffic' projections for years 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983 and 1985. A. new
user characteristic data base is used for each of these future time
periods so thatflexpected changes in line type,''population and personnel
can be refle"cted'in future traffic levels..

Al in tqoe future there improvements to the com-
munication system for a small number of "user-agencies that- will cause
their message volumes to increase. These increases will not be' due' to any
factors contained in the regression' -expreSsions but will be causea/bi:

^

(1) .EstatilishMen.t of Regiofial Ihformation Systems

(2) 4pbile Digital Terminals.' (See Section 3.4.4.2.)
Ak k'

For, these few user agencies, the percentage of total traffic' will be in-
creased to account for the above system Improvements.

15.

The'last step in the trafgic projecticin process isthe con-
version of traffic volume units from average messages per ,day-to peak
characters_per minute. Messages are converted to character's as follows:

If

Tm = Average Ti.a'ffic in Units of Messages/Ddy

L =1Average Message Length in Characters"

then:

T6:;.= Average Traffic in Units of Characters/paY.



= L x Tm
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This is then converted to peak characters

-If:

then:

per minute:

P = PeakLto:-Average Ratio (See. Section 3.3.4)

Tp = Peak Traffic in Units of Characters/Minute

Tp = To ,X P x
1 day,

1440 min

We are this able to specify the traffic to and from each user terminal in
units of peak characters per minute.
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SECTION 4

TRAFFIC MODELINGAND GROWTH PROJECTIONS:
NEW DATA TYPES

4.1 DATA-DESCRIPTIONS

'New data types' whose volumes are projectedleto the
thiS section are-summarized below.; They are:

(1) Law. enforcement use of-State.CCH/OBTS Piles

(2) Court use of CCH/OBTS files

.d) Corrections use of CCH/OBTS files'

(4) -Parole' agency, use of CCH/OBTS files if the agency is
distinct_and if the parole,officers would not use. law
enfOrcenient terminals in their areas

$'(5) A state judicial information .system
-

(6) An offender-based state corrections information system

(7) ' A juvenile records syste,if the.,model state believes
thatthat it is feasible to include theSe data on a-statewide
.criminal.justice information-system

, .

(8)- An automated- fingerprint encoding, classification-and
transmission system

future in

(9) State investigation bureau data conversion traffic..

The growth in traffic from these data types is -shown in
Figure 1-2. DescriptiOns of the-files, ,users', hardware, facilities, and
functions are provided' in Section 2. Tshis section outlines, the
methodology us iNg to forecast traffic in these data types for the next
decade. Other data types were considered, such as boat registrations and
state parks-department files, but 14ere rejected becallse it is likely they
would be used infrecfuently compared to thoSe included in the study and .:
would-contribute an' insignificant amount of traffic 'to the system. These
minor data----sourCes- would therefolse.not alter the state netork-signifi-
cantly,- nor would theY change the network erfermance.

4.2 SECURITY AND PRIVACY .CONSIDERATIONS

To ccopIy with.:Section.524(b) of theOmnibus.Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act, the National'Criminal Justice Information and Statistics
Service (NCJISS) of the Department of-Justice's Law Enforcement Assistance
AdMinistration (LEA'A.) has published regulations in the Federal Register
(40 FR 49789 of October 24, 1975, as amended by 41.FR 11714 of March 19,
1970) design$d-to assure the privacy of information on individuals'

. -

1
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.
,

. .

contained.i. in state criminal -files Wand to assure the security of th
.

files
and means of access to them. The regulations seek to -maintain the -
integrity of state. criminal justice files by foCusing on' five major
concerns:

( ,Y-AssUring-the-- completeness- and-
:tion

1

kept in the fi

A -

l''.2) Limiting tie dissemination of inforMation inqTriminal.:-
files to criminal:-justiCe andOther: lawfull purposes

--?.

(3) tAuditing the state agenc assure compliance with
the:LEAA' regulation's

accuraey',8f-thez--informa-

4:

(4) ,Protecting_ the PhysiCal security of state driminaf s.

M-
drTiles frodestruction and unauthorized access

(5.) AllOwine individuals Whose records aiz contained in
state criminal files to review and correct any erroneous
information-contained inthem.

All states are required to submit filans for assuring the
proper. handling. -and operation of state. criminal files. Texas is in the
process of complying with. these regulations, and it is expected that all
local criminal justice agencies in the state will likewise be required-
,to comply, .since the regulations apply .to all state and local agencies
that have received LEAA funds after-July 1, 1973, for criminal records
systems.

. .

. _These.LEAA regulations- are expected tohave very'little.efi-ect,
on traffic through a Texas criminal justice telecommunications. system,
since many of the state's criminal justiceagencies already haVe .their,own

/ individual security poliCies, and all users asked.to -comply with
user agreements designed to assure^ compliance.- with LEAA requirements, For
purPoses.of-the'traffic prdjections_in this study, it has been assumed
that-'the Texas state plan for assuring the integrity of criminal records-'
will' be accepted by'LEAILand that agencies responsible-fOr the recordSiH
and user ,agencies:, will.CoMply with the approvettState'planStappeai-s..'

ri that none of the inforMation transfers that have. -been
izenerating new data type t<affi&-will.be inhibited by securIty,Andprivacy
regulations. TraffiCistherefore'assumed toJaennconstrained, by .security
andprivacy'regulations: It .1s-likelyirthat Other-States. will also. comply
with the federal guidelines and -that theircniminal'justice CommullicatiOnt.
system -traffic.will.be similarly unconstrained:. _Such compliance- will
allostates'to-.1Dbtain makimum utility.from-the system.-

.7

4..311

DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES:AND RESULTS

Traffic Volume_

-Information on what future traffic levels in new data types
might be was gathered primarily from state officials.Who have been
administering criminal._ justice inforMation systems in Texasfor the last

4-2
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e,,several years, and frog officials(oftentfie
.

'same people) *67.4.#..re-:plarining
foe.thefuture of A.hesesysteMs .84Sponsei.rebilipth'ese data system
administrators and planners were gathereffin the' form of written answer
to formal written .inquiries, by: informal: Onversa ions,'and by
formal personal presentationS to large groups of state offi is wbo,,we
:invited -ta:-criticize-the-ass*ptions-andTan4lyses:uSelk-in-p of tinge__
:future traffic in data-type's.

-.. Iri addition:to talking with administr tors and,planner'S at the
state level; data on .the future .of thestatecrim nal justi e7-infOrmations-
systeiawere also obtained from speaking with local users in c y_ police
departments, and/other local agencies suChl.as-count .courts
ffices- The following_list'summarizes: es fthe- _

$eate criminal justice information SYStem:opeators

erirE.
ted .

_ .

State criminal justice information sute= planners

.Law enfOrcement users. of the state.and lacalceiminal justice
information systems such as city police departments and
county sheriff.officeS

-State judicial. system planners and admi istrators of state
. judicial systemtatistics services,.

. .

.Operators-and planners of local dudicial information systems
for general-jurisdiction.courts

.

.AdministratorSandplanners of state corrections information
systems

Operators of state youth agency. information systems
.r

Administrators and planners cf state parole informatiomr.
-

The folldwikg list sUmmarizebs the typeSof.vehicles used to.
obtain:estimates.or.fUture new datatraffid volume from .these-seVeral
agencies':

...,---
(1) Formai 4iritten'questionniires (see Appendix A) were

_...

sent to the state criminal justice information system
operators asking their. judgment' on What new data_types
they expected to see on their network-in the -nextlitt,
.decade. _These. questions were partof the Iformal.written
questionnaire that asked for detailed traffic statistics
on 'existing data: types and for past historicai)trendss.
in data volume.- If the stag operators of the criminal.
justice information system indicated' there would

.

likely be another type or data added, this statement
was "followed up by a phone call or/-Vi it to the agency

..' which would provide the expected data in order'to
obtain better estimates of wfien_the data 'might appeaR

,.;/

11,3
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on'a state syitem.and, at its volume would be over
a .

4
Formal meetings' were held th operators, administrators
and planners.of the crimina justicef.informition systems
inTexas to-preat-the.STA -tsam's -assutptions-,-

..-and forecasts forthe future of-tile traffic volilme.
Tqese "adviaory.coMmittee" meetings.cOnsisted of presen-
tations by the team members concerning the team's
assessment of what future traffic in new and 'existing
data' types would be, and how this would Affect the de-
sign of the ,state information system over the next a.

decade. After the formal presentations, participants
from all agencies were invited to discuss the material
presented and offer suggestions on how the traffic pro-
jeations could be made more accurate. These discagaions
also usually led to further indiVidual discussion*with
present or'potential users to obtain more accurat ro-
jections of how each agency thought its traffic lev
would change over the years.

S

(3) Individual discussions were held,- aften several dis-
-cuasions-, with all of the agencies listed above. Visits
were Made-to the state offices_ of all,agencies'involved
in cimioal justice and to several representative local
-agencies that either use or administer automatic data
processing facilities. A single visit was usually
insufficient to obtain all the information required to
gather realistic data traffic volume projections, so
several telephone calls were generally made toclarify
the estimated future traffic and to obtain dSer,,reisponse-
to asswiptions and projections that the STACOM teat had
mace based on earlier formal discussions or written
responses.

It should be emphasized that fdP1are traffic-volume estimates
were usually obtained from individuals within. the criminal justice com-
munity who were advocates of the effectivdness of Si.itomatia'.data proces-
sing, or at least convinced that it was a benefit to their agency-- Crit-
icism of the existing systeds washeard from several individuals,"bilt it

-'was usually accompanied by suggettions for improvements ttiat are already
-planned.br that are likely to be made. There was no opposition. to the
.-basic idea that automattc data processing use would become-more extensive-
in criminal, justice or that it was a significant benefit to the record

..keeping and rapid communication required of law enforcement, court'and
corrections institutions.

Diacussions with state agencies and_with users of the state
criminal justice information syst were held in- the context of trying to'

determine what' could happen to t ffic volume on the system over 'the next
decade, not what should happen what will happen. It was therefore .

important to get the best judgment of state-officials concerning, present
state policies and budgets arid'their ideas about what future policies- and-
budgets might be. Whienever these projections left room for scenarios; that



_would- lead to low or high traffic .yolumes 0 or to,..-the addition of a new
data- type or not adding.. it, it -was usually decided toasaume the higher '7
traffic volume so that communication lines and . computers :would..beddequate,

, VO handle( the higher load . -Except CCB/OBTS estimates , a. low- or high
estimate fOr.traffic in -a singll4ta% type. made. littie difference in Vhe-
statewide network- desigp or-in .thet -size oT -the -required- computing facility
since these . data types are pro:jeFted to. account Tor a small fraction of
the total - traffick:volume.. 'Thus ,%large ariatidns in the estimates of
traffic' for these -new data fypes' have very little .effect on the design of

:the statewid6 sYstem.

In the discussions. with )poth. operators of the, state systems
and wi th the individual' user agencies , questions._ were al-WdSrs asked con?

. cernipg the fundtions of both the agency, itself:and of the data Whidh were
belng transmitted otothe_ statewide system. tpe answers to these
qudetions, it was possible p 'estimate. two ,of `the factors which are used
im following sections o' forecast futhre traffic volumes.` By
obt i ing a qUalitative est mate of the7)mplementation ,.schedule for a new
data type , a "technology penetration factor"_ was estimated which is used
to specify the fraction of the total statewide potential use of the
-specific data type. By discussing the functions of the agency and its.
information ,needs, it is-possible to estimate the number of transactions
the terminals assigned to the agency Will have with the, .state information
system per` arrest or per inmate per day or per "court. case dieposition- or
per whatever measure is used for' the agency' s activity leV01.- -7

User discussions also brought out_ whether the data used. by the
-agericies 'are needed in real time or whether a slower means of transmission
is acceptable. For instance, in the: case of judicial statistics, it
likely that-these need not be transmitted to a state judicial statistics
Center in Apar real time,. but it was decided that, since large information

:_systems -afg" available. at both the courts and at the state data center, it
would. be. wise to connect them and avoid the cost and manual processirig of .

the statistics' by inclupng type:Of data on the state system. On the
other hand, 'tm some cases it was decided not to include c-ef t44.n data types
on the _statesystem bedause of the high-,cost involved Tor, .(Ronly .marginal
convenience or benefit ; An example of thi 4the, decisiori to, assume that L
-.Only the Tour or five_ largeSt cities in the state would 'haVe fingerprint
volumes_ high enough to justify the great cost of automatic fingerprint pro--
cessing equipment Citie: with -sMaller arrest., and fingerprint volumes would
biere.forg : have to on .facsimile_ or communication by -mail.

In7- as 'user-and oporator disd,ussiohs were useful in trading
off r=egional data bases versus :a-I'dentral s44te_ fi/e. and in estimating the
effec-tS this would have on the traffic over a statewide network. In Texas

decided , for example that cour,i:informatlen systems that kept
'-track of offender processing to the detail of Aurt calendar -control would
best. be handled on a local. or regional lever 4s it already is in several
jurisdictions, and that only court statistic6wou4A be tcansmitted on-
,the -statewide:networks . -:21t was also assumed that 'the three major metro-
politan areas in Southea ern Texas , HousCon Dallas-Ft . Worth, and

-San- Antonio , would . each ve their own rarge reg nhl data bases used
by local 4criminal jUstiCe agencies much ar the t/ e thus' reduping .the .

traffic on the state network.

1
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Th9,technil4 -- cF itten survey, individual-diOussions
with operators; planners-and users of the criminal-justice_informatign
system, and presentations, to advisory, groups-of criminal Justice infor-
mation system experts. from the model. states 'can, of .course, be used
on any state and with any potential user agency in the state. Texas
cooperated-fully with .these- meth6ds of 'determining their information
procesing needs and we beliee that the prOjections are ,therefore
'as realistic .gas it is pOssible to be when dealing with the uncertain
f.utue. .

4.3; 2

.-

s:.

Traffic Distribution, 0

Thetechniques'used for 'obtaining ebtimatesoffuture state-
traffic:volume were-, also used. to project the distribution of that

-totil.datavolume.-betw&en the .usert4roughout.the state:: As- -disqusionS
field -witheldWith both-state-officials atid.data system users,-.comments were

iaited-concerning-how-Much data traffic-would flow to each Ofthe
offices--of an agency: In some -cases pimplemechaniCal estimates w%re' made
such_.aaprorating the total traffic to the correctiOnalagency.beteen.the
.several-institutiOns according to the number of inmates in eachfadiiity.
In.other cases the uniformAcooration according to arrests or Offender'

- volume was tempered by'past experience to arrive at-estimates thataqg-
gested',,for'instance,.,that certin facilities such as receptd.orioenters

e7, f.'"(5r correctional.agencies generated far more information than those'.with-
tno.offender;_processing function: Thus, at tkaeSaMe interviews -and pre-
'sentations, data were obtained which' allOwed pOjections of both total
- ..statewide criminal Justice information system tr'afAc,vorume and. the
distribution of.that traffic throughout the Mate.

4L314 Texas Results A00

-DiScussiOns with TexaS,officials, questioA0 re responses, and
the oniticism'of members:OfAhe Texas adVisbry'committ-ee suggeSted-a
slightly broader list of potential new data type. users of .the state
criminal justice.information system than in. Ohip.. These-users are:

;,...-Law enforcement use of 'a CCH/OBTS file

Court use of the CCH/OBTS file

Use of the state C&/(ITS file by the Texas Department of
I

Corrections

Use of the- CCH /OBTS- files by -the
and Paroles,:

flex's Boards. of Pardons

Regional SJIS systems. connected tor a-state 'system, forthe
purpose of transmitting court statistics:

'- .-_ -

An OBSCIS system operated by the TDC and with access by the
Texas PP for the purpose of_mlintaining current offender
release date information

../
--

,,
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An on-line system for the records of the Texas Youth Council

A network for transmittc.ing automaticalltprocessed,finger-
prints from the staie's'largest,cLtieS to central ,state files

-O

A traffic component associated with the conversion andmain-
tenance of:present,manual CCH/OBTS files to computerized files,

Other typesof data that were considered include a boat.registration file
and a file for the state parks and wildlife agency, but these types of
traffic Were thoUgh o be small compared to,tfaffic associated with other
files', so these data ypes were not inclu.ded in the analysis.

Texas alkeady has a CCU file maintained by the TCIC which is
available to all TLETS user's. The fil can be queried TLETS terminals,
and, local users can tbtain brief crimi alsuthmarie!"-in near real time or
complete criminal higtories in the mai . Discussions with the operators-
and users of this system indicate it-will be expanded and improved in the
future and that.it is)possible for additional data elements to be added
suet? that it couldbe ome a complete OBTS system. Although it is likely- ,

that more users who do not presently"have'terminals will in small.
communities and that presenk user data volume, will ,increase substantially
when improved faster lines and terminals", are added-, the'system,is not
expected to reach its full potential utilization during the period of the
STACOM study. This less than complete utilization will result from the
extensive local'use of regioiaaldata bases which already exist .in Texas,
and which will allow local law enforcement officials to obtain the infor-
mation they\need from local files-without-querying the state CCH data
base. Forthis reason the maximum,use of the Texas CCH/OBTS files has been
set at about half itsfuIl potential toward the end of this study period;

The TCIC also maiktains the. present capability-to convert ,

manual criminal' histories to automated 'entries and to--update thoseqauto-
.

mated entries a7s manual records are received from-local laW enforcement
agencies-throughout the'state. This capability is likely to remain at

''about the same level during the period of this study since state official
point out-that present- TeXas law requireS that criminal histories be
updated only.uppn receipt of 01..validated fingerprint card. This-condition
will prObably exist for several years into the future,.and, if cridinal
activity.continues to .grow as it- in the past, it would suggest that
this dati2conversion and file'maintenance'traffic from-the Identification
and Criminal Records.(ICR) Division of the Depart.ment of Public Safety
(DPS) will increase also. However, in.this study such traffic was kept
cvnstOatron&thei.:.theOry'that as the -dethand,forthis.service grows, and as,
the capability. of the state criminal justice informatiorOcetwoi-k grows,_.
state policy will be modified to allow direct file-updates-from local
agencies in the field. This is certainly not the present attitude of-law
enforcement administrators_in Texas,-but labor or space ceilings at.the
ICR Division may contribute to a change in policy.

The ICR'Division is also the office of state gOvernment that
Would administer any.system of.automated fingerprint processing in Texas.
In discussing this.-patential with pn;officials,.it. was iearned:that Tekas
is very interested in applying this -capability as soon as a. standardized

14-7, 0 7
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system _is available that would be compatible with FBI equipment. TexaA..
-offiCials have,.in fact,-held extensive discussions with several manufac-
turers of fingerprint processing equipment and will likely acquire-such
capabilities during the early years of thiS study-period,. at least on an
experimental basis. Because of the high.investment in equipment neqUired,
however-, it' is unlikely that automatic fingerprint processing and trans-

!iy mission to state files wouldeyer be extended beyond the largest cities.
This study, therefore,- assUmed.:that only Dallas -Fort Worth, Houston,

.

San Antonio, and El Paso. would be large enough, to justify the purchaSe
of-automatic fingerprint processing equipment, and that.it would be
introdticed gradually with Dallas-Fort Worth being, the first experimental
link.to the DPS in Austin_.

Discussions with administrators of the Texas Judicial Council",
which is ehargedwith compiling-and 'publishing judicial statistics for the,
state, indicate that, because-: of -the fragmentation. and `independence of
courts throughout the state, any implementation of-a statewide judicial
informatiOn system or of extensive .use or a CCH /OETS system by:the. courts
of TexaS will be far into the future This estimate is sUpported, in the
opinions of the'state judicial information system 'and state judicial ptatis-
ties system,planners, by the lord priority.given to judicial statistics by
the state legislature and the Consequent small budgets alloWed for this
function. There 'ore, in this Study, any use of stateCCH/OBTS files by tile
courts, and any operation of an SIS system to transthit court statistics
fromregional-court data systems.'-to the IeAs Judicial Council (TJCY baS-
been delayed until well' into the next decade:. However-, this projection
aoes not consider the'effects of current proposals; stillinthe federal
legislature.prAcess, that would increase federal assistance to state_ jildi7
i caI-systems It was Assumed that the courtecords and calendar 'management
fUnctions'of an.SJIS,.syStem would be maintained at-a local or regional
level-in several of the largest metropolitan areas, and that only court
statistics- would be-sent to the states.' The same court terminals that were
used"for -statistics-Cransmiss4pcould also be-Used for' tries arAi-inqui- -e'
ries into the CCh /OBTS system 'HoWever,:because of the ow ,probability
of such a system being- implemented in-the near future he first.operation-
was-shOWn'as an experimental system in the Dallas -Fort Worth area in 1983

- with the:other fourlarge-44 Metropolitan-areat-'beIng a8ded-iin 1985.

The Texas'Deparementof Corrections'(TDC)-'isan'ihdependent
state agency with ,its headEluarterS.remote 'from "Austin, in Huntsvi146, and
with an alreadyopermatingsdphisticated,: automtic data -proOessing

-DiScUssibnVWith state Planning,personnel. and with t"EIC qata-pro-
cessing m nagers jancricate' great satisfaction with the present sytem, which

- is a heavi utilized batch operation with.a,few on-line terminals, -and a'
.r041et.ance join any broader state.da syst'em to.prevent .unauthorized
acc e-li, to tSe`..:TDC *This study, thereforeYasSumes that, although
-ZDC terminals

6s.

rill. have access to'stateCCH/OBTS fUeS to inquire and
update- offender.recor'ds, no other state agencies can obtain ent,y into the:.
TDC files, which will remain under the control"Of,the TDC and bee...physically
located in Huntsvi,11e. This projection includes-correctioniIse of-the .,'

CChiCBT,STiles, and .a.selArate OBSCIS-sTstemfor the exclusive7-Use of the
TDC. fhe OBSCIS -system control is located in Runtsville, far 'from the
other criminal justic-e-,,information system ,data bases., 'One.exception'to .the
exclusion of other ptate agencies from. the," TDC.ftes is the Texas Boards
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of Pardons and Paroles, wtiich will-have,a6Cess to a limlited amount-of
inmate data so that it can compute paroleeigibility dates and release

'dates. This will be a single interfajw betWeen the BPP headquarters. in
Austin'and one of the inmate statuses in Huntdville. It is estimated

cthat this system will fist be imPlegited at TDC headquarters and at
BPP, offices'near the midpoint' of the 10-year-stUdy period, and that-it
will be fully-operational to all of the TDC institutions toward the.end
of the study interval: This implementation estimate was applied to both.
the access to the CCH /OETS files and to the OBSCIS'system.

Another state-agency which could use a criminal- justice infor-
mation system is the Texas Youth Council, which maintains homes and schools
for juveniles througholt the. state. The TYC does indeed automatically pro-
cess much of its-studentand administrative data, but it is done in .,a,:
batch mode on the Texas Water Development Board computer. .TYC data pro-
cessing administrators appear very interested in participating in a state
wide criminal justice information s34tem study: Thus, for purposes of the
STACOM study, TYC traffic_was assumed. to start within the first few years
of the study periodi initially on an experimental basis frOm the TYC head-
quarters in Austin; and theh to expand to all -the TYC homes and schools
throughout Texas toward the_middle of the period. It is likely that the
system mould be an on-line component of-the total state system, but, as
in the case of the TDC, the TYC will probably controf-its own files to

-
preserve the privacy of the student records.

The final state agency which would participate in the state
network is the Texas Boards of Pardons-and Paroles, which Was mentioned-\_
previously"in connection with its access to the TDC inmate records tO;'.
compute inmate parole status. At the same time an interface ia estab
lished with the TDC, it is likely that the BPP could also be provided
access to.the state CCH/OBTS file for inquiry and_ update Purposes. 'The--

EPP would probably be a small user of the CCH/OBTS file compared to the
large volume -ofd traffiOrom the law enforcement agencies; but it should
be included-to complete the spectrum of appropriate agencies in the crimi-
nal justice progess. The BPP interface with the CCH/OBTS.fil,es was assumed
to coincide with its access to the TDC filed 'at aboUt the midpoint of the '

.STACOM study period. The BPP alreLdy has a data pi-ocessing operation in
its-Austin headquarters, but like the TYC, it--is run batcht night on the
Water Development Board computer. Presently, its inmate status program is
only updated once a week by tape from the TDC file, and the Board's data
processihg operators are enthusiastic about implementing a morpequerit
on-line file updating operation. -

4. 4 DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES AND NEW DATA FOREC &STING METHODOLOGY

General Methodology

T e_components of new data that were estimated through 1985-,
are the nine .isted in Section 4.1. Section 4.4 describes the approach'
taken to predicting newe.data type traffic in Texas. The-calculations
,based on these techniques and the results of the caldulations are given in
Section 6. Theprocedure thA was used to analyze 'the data gathered
from the model ,states and to estimate future-traffic was:

7,0
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(1) Determine average messages per: day fOr-each component
' ofstraffic for the entire state, between the

e
user -

agencies and the central files -

(2) Compute an average,message.length
component.for 'messages. to and from
and an average. for both directions

.

for: each 'new data
the -8tate files,
combined -. .

_,(3) Determine the aggregate peak characters per'minute for
each component of new-data for traffic to and from the
state" center to the users

(4) Distribute the aggregate traffic-in peak characiters per -

minute to and from the state files between the 'individual"
users of the system so that, 'traffic volumes to the

slocalities-throughout the state can be determined:

This process is shown schematicly in ,Figure 4-1: The fol-
.

lowing paragraphs describe how this process "worked for each of the c
f5-Onents of new data,types.

4.4.2 Arrest-Dependent Traffic

A.4.2.1 CCH /OETS.

4_4.2.1.1 Average Messages -Per-Day. Aggregate statel4de CbH/ OBTS
.traffic wAaraetermined by estimating the total criminal qptivity in
:future years; determining hoW many offenders flow through each step of
the criminal Process-from the criminal procedure diagram of:Figure
and estimating the information neecis at :each step.from the message use
matrix of Figure 4-3.-- This process is shbwn schematically in Figure 4-4:

A complete. list ,of the factorsused-,in cOmputing.future
CCH/OBTS traffic is given below; and the'factor$5`,Are explained in the
following paragraph-s:

.

COMPUTE STATEWIDE
AVERAGE MESSAGES
PER DAY fOR EACH

DATA TYPE _

't

COMPUTE AVERAGE
MESSAGE LENGTH

FOR EACH DATA TYPE

COMPUTE STATEWIDE
PEAK CHARACTERS
PER MINUTE FOR
EACH DATA TYPE

ALLOCATE NEV.;
DATA TRAFFIC

TO USERS ,

Figure 4-1: New'Data Type Analysis, Forecasting and
Distribution Methodology
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Figure 4-4.. Traffic Forecasting Process

Total Statewide CCH/OBTS Traffic
in Average Messages per day
'

Estimated statewide arrests per year
, .

X Technology penetration factor
x Nucnber of transactions with the C1CH/OBTS files' per arrest
>0 Number of messages per CCH/OBWansaction
X Time conversion to convert from ypars to day

.

For purposes of this study, statewide arrests were projected.
.
to increase linearly at a rate equivalent to about.2% of 1975 arrests per
.year'between 1975 and 1985.. This has been the national rate of increase
durin5 the past decade, although this growth has been very erratic.
Figure 4-5 shows national-arrest trends over the past decade based on

7figures'-from the FBI Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) and "United States'
Statistical Abstracts." The'uPper curve is estimated total arrests
throughout the nation' while the bottom fine is actual reported arrests.
As noted in the fig&.e, estimated total arrests were either computed by
the FBI using information about the population and arrest statistics of
jurisdictions that do and do not'report arrests or they were computed -in

\

the course of this study (those with a subscript "c) by multiplying
7

actual. arrests reported by the ratio of'total national population to .

population in the jurisdictions reporting arrests. These reported arrests
grow at approximately 6.2% per year, but much of-that increase mustfbe,
caused by improved-reporting since the estimated actual Ailrests only grow
at linear rate of about 193,000. arrests per,year, which-is 2.08%-of the
9.27 million estimated arrests in 1975. This growth rate in arrests was
then applied-to Texas, whic,h yielded:an arrest increase at" 11:286 per year
from the 142,574 arrests in Texas, in 1975.

Consideration was given duing thiS study to using total FBI
index crimes as a method of projecting future criminal justice information
system traffid. However, traffic will likely be a function of police
activity as measured by'arrests, rather'than of criminal activity as-
messured by reported crimes, since it is the criminal justice agencies
using the information systemIthat-generate_traffic, not the offenders or
victims of crime.
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'total arrests in-Texas were-computed.from FBI-OCR data in
1975, which showed teat, on a national level, 0.82 arrests for felonie
and nontraffic misdemeanors were made per index crime. This. ratio w_

plied to the index crimes estimated for Texas in 1975 to deterpine the
imated'statewide arrests.

The technology penetration factor accounts for the extent to
which hardware is available to users, for the gradual familiarization
process user agency personnel go through, and for the availability of
funding to implement the several types of new data: In Most cases, this
factor, which varies from 0 to 1.%was estimated Based on the suggestions
of state criminal justice inf'..-Lion system experts about when 'the
several types of new data implemented in the state. In Trere,
the technology penetration factor for law enforcement use of the CdH/OBTS
system reaches,a peak of 0.5 since it is assumed that local computer
systems in the major cities will be .used".n many cases, thereby avoiding
the need to use the state system. .

i The numb\er of transabtions with the CCH/OBTS files can be
determined by estimating the:number of transactions per arrest from
Figure 4-3. The criminal procedure flow diagram of Figure 4-2 shows the
number of offenders through each step in thecrimina justiee process per
arrest, and Figure 4-3, the messages use matrix, uses t:--s information to
derive the information needs at each step, per arrcnt. Multiplying by the
total number of arrests in the state yields the total transactions'with
the CCH/OBTS files. Summing these transaction volumes over any part of
the criminal justice establishment.- say courts or c2rrections, for
example -'one can then compute the traffic generated 5y each institution.

The number of transactions ,ne Celt/OBTS files per arrest
will b' noted to be quite high", espec:,a113, for law enforcement and court
activitTy. In the case of law enforcement, is caused by .the expected
large number of inguiriesarior,to arrest tha: never result in an arrest.
Statistics from the FBI Uniform Crime,Reports for 1975 show-that only 21%
of index crimes were cleared by arrests, implying t!-.at most crimes are not
cleared by arrests or that arrests that are made do not clear crimes and
result in drcipped charges. Thus, in deriving the message use matrix, and
assigning the number'of transactions per arrest that occur prior to an
arrest, a large multiple is included to account for these, interactions

%, with the state criminal justice information system that never result in
arrests. In the case of the courts, the relatively large number of
transactions per arrest is d.ae to the multiple hearings and appearances,
including continuances and re-hearings that are part of the jUdilal
process. Both in the case oZ law enforcement and judicial interaction
with the state data system, the valuekl;derived in this study are close to
those estimated independently by Texas Officials.

Since each-transaction requires a message to the state files'
and an accompanying response, there are two messages per transaction.
This accounts for an inquiry and response for each,inquiry transaction,
and an update and acknowledgment for each data entry transaction.

The time. conversion factor i/s. either 365 days per year for
law enforcement agencies or 250 days perk year (to delete wsekends and

4
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holidayS) for other agencies. This factor necessary to convent from
total arrests per year to messages per

4.4.2.1.2. leverage Message Length in Characters. \verage message length
of CCH/OBTS traffic is computed by weighting the leilgth of the various
types of messages by the fraction of the traffic that-each message type
provides. Inquiries are considered to be brief:, usually one to three
lines of whatever high-speed terminal is inuse. Responses can be of
widely varying length, depending upon whether the inquiry resulted in a
"hit" or "no-hit." "Hit" responSes are taken as a large fraction of a
terminal page - perhaps 1000 characters - while the percentage of "no-hit"
responses and their length are derived from the experience of the opera-
tors of the present state systems, or from their estimate of future
traffic. The fractions of°message types generated by the various insti-
tutions in the criminal justice system - e.g., *,traction of data
entries by law enforcert agencies or the fraction of inquiries into the
CCH/OBTS system by the courts.- are derived from the message use matrix
ofFigure 4-3. -The weighted message lengths are then summed to obtain: I

1) average message length to the central state files,.2) average message '

length from the state files to the users, and 3) the average length of
messages traveling both directions on the statZ network.

4.4.2.1.3 Peak Traffic in Characters Per Minute. Traffic- volume in
average-meseges per day h2.s been computed above, and this can be converted
to peakcharacters per mia;14e by multiplying by average message length and
several other time and peaktoaVerage conversion' factors. Thes)complete
relationship betweed average messages per day and peak characters per
minute is:

"CCHtOBTS traffic in
peak characters
per minute,

-e

Average messages per day ..

.x Peak=to-average ratio (taken as 2 throughout this-
study)

°

Number of messages per transaction to or from the
state files (taken as 2throughout this study
because inquiries generate responses and entries
generate acknowledgments)

Time conversion factor for changing daily rate
to rate per minute (taken as- 1440 minutes per
day for law enforcement inquiries and updates
and 4t0 minutes per day for all other traf'fic)

I- Average message length to state files
4 x or- .

Average message length from state files-

Peak characters per minute to state files
= or

Peak characters per minute from state files
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The ppak-tolveragd ratio
Current' laily traffic statistics frooi
traffic yolume, and observing-that the
traffic.

-

This technique for convert
characters per.minute.was used for all

h study. Different message lengths and
where appropriate, but peak-to-aveeage
per' transaction alway's were assumed to

.1

/-.

of 2 was determined by. obtaioing
Texa, complitirig the _Vaily :average
'average was abi3liat'italf the peak

:.,e77`

-.
.\

ing.average. messages,Per day -t0 peak
new data tyPet7.considOed in thi,4.
time conversion.:factors were 0ed
ratio and the number of messages .

be 2.0.

._

,./.
4.4.2.1.4 Traffic Distribution to-User Agencies. The final Step in pre-
dieting cr.iminal:j.ustice information system traffic from new data -types is.
the'.distribution of the traffic *to the local users throughodt thestate.
This calculation is done by. computer in the" case of .law enforcement use of
CCH/OBTS files, because there are several hundred law enforcement terminais
in Texas presently connected to the state systems. .The.distributiOn of
CCH/OBTS traffic.to edurts, corrections, or parole agencies is One
manually, since, in the early, years,, there is usually only one regional
terminal or headquarters terminal operating, and-when the systems are
completed there arenot usually more-than.a dozen terminals.

New data traffic to law enforcement agencies ,is distributed
according to the ratio,of index crimes in the jurisdiction Served by the.
agency-to thetotal number of index crimes in all appropriate jurisdiq-.
Lions with terminals. This traffic is distributed to lodal police and
sheriff departments and is not assigned to state police stations 'or
federal offices. Traffic from these other offices is allowed to grow at
a rate predicted by the growth algorithm for existing'data types. The
existing data traffic and new data type traffic-are then added for each
terminal, and the result printed for. rdvieW'and provided'to the network,
designers on'tape. Distribution of law enforcement CCH /OETS traffic

.accordimq toindex crimes In each' jurisdictiOn was .made because .such data
are readily available each year from both.State and national law enforce-
ment statistics agencies and because criminal activity -is a reasonable
measureof the need.for information in law- enforcement agencies. Other
measures:sluch,as the number of personnel in a local law enforcement
office or.the-population, or:the nuniber,of arrests in the jurisdiction.
could be used, but, except for raw population data, these other measures
are-lesS;:readily avaiiiblp and les's current, So.distributiori.was made
according to-locaL index crimes.

Court :CCH/OETS traffic is distributed according to the Popu-
lation served by each .of the regional court systems in Texas. One reg-ion
is assumed to-be an experimental facility in the early years and the
remaining large.metropolitan areas are added within.aTew years.,

Traffic between the corrections facilities and the CCH /OBTS
files is distributed .according to the.number of inmates in each institu-
tion,-except that a larger percentage of traffic is assigned to the
corrections,department headquarters.

;44,44-18 1 09
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Any traffic to or from the state paroleagency was assumed to
flow entireiy'bdeweeri that agencyl-s; headquarters 'and_the state CCH/6BTS

4.4.2.2 '--Automated Fingerprint Traffic.
.

Average Messages Per Day. Within,the next decade ft is
anticipated that Texas will implement some sort of automated fingerprint
encodingassificatiop, and transmission process. It is
however, that equipment for this will be available. only in the largest
cities since it is quite expensive and requires a large fingerprint
vlume 'to justify it. For thi's reason, the factors used for Computing.
the average fingerprint message volume per day, which are the same
factors-uSid in the relationship of Section 4:4.2.1.1 above, include.
-a technology penetration factor that begins la:4th just one large city
participating in the program in the early years and expands to several
of the largest metropolitan areas at :maturity.

The number of fingerprint transactions per arrest is an
estimate-based on 1973 FBI-crime statistics which showed that about 21.2%
of index crimes were closed by.an arrest, or 4.72 crimes were committed
per arrest. If latent fingerprints are associated with 25% of these'
crimes, approximately 1.18 fingerprints would be transmitted per arrest
for the purpose of identifying the latent print. Th.addition, every'
arrestee would be fingerprinted and a' 10-print card would be processed and
sent to state files. The total number of transactions including both
latents and full cards, then becomes 2.18 per arrest.

Aswith the CCH/OBTS average traffic volume,, two messages'per
fingerprint transaction are assumed because each transaction would include
a thessage to the state files and an acknowledgment. Fingerprint trans-
mission waa assumed to take place during a normal work week, so a value. of
250 working' days per year was assumed for the time conversion factor..

The other fhoters used .in the-computation of average finger-
13rint volume per day are the same as those used in the derivation of
average CCH/OBTS traffic in Section 11.4.2.1.1.

Average Message Length:: To'compute average message length l'eer
f( digital fingerprint tran'smission,.a decision must first be made about

which steps in the fingeprint prod'essing shouldbe performed in the local
agency and which steps should be done at a central ,state facility. The
process for-fingerprint analysis based on the analysis of-minutiae (ridge

. ends and ridge bifurcations) is ahown in a simple schematic in Figure 4-6.
4

The data volumes shown are those for systems such as those
sold by Rockwell International, Anaheim, California, and Calspan Techno-
logy Products, Buffalo, New York: The Sperry system presently in use
in.Arizona produces an 8-bit byte of information at every point of a
30 x 30 matrix on each print, based on ridge slope analysis. The 72,000
bits thus *generated.for each set of 10 prints are then reduced to .240
8 -bit, bytes per card foiqpermanent storage. For the purposes of this
study, the. Rockwell-Calspan sYstem was assumed tO be the one that would
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Automated Fingerprint Processing Diagram_

oe used, because it would produce a larger volume ,of data and would
therefore yield a conservatively designed system.

'7
r

The alternative to tr s fitting 2 million or 0.5 million, or
2,500 bits per print from a minuti -based processor to a central, file.is
to have only one minutiae-based sys m at a central locatioE and send raw
or enhanced fingerprints from the remote agencies by digital or analog
facsimile equipmentsuch as that manufactured by Barris Corp., Melbourne,
FL, or by Dacom, Inc., Santa Clara, CA. Such equipment presently scans
fingerprint images at between .100 and 400 lines-per inch, quantlzes.the
gray.scale Into 2-to 16 shades (1 to k bitS), and compresses. the data by
a factor of 2"or-3. This'still leaves on the order of a few.mill,ion bits
that' must be transmitted per 8-in. x 8-in. fingerprint card. Over a
2400-baud line, this takes about 10 to 20 minutes which would allow a few
dozen cards to be processed per 8-hr; Work day at each terminal: This is
inadequate for a large police agency like Cleve and which had 52,022 index
crimes-committed in"1974. If we assume 0.82_Xeony and misd-emeanor
arrestser index crime (the-1'975 nationwide ratio from FBI UCB.reports),
and a growth'rate: of 900' arrest, per Year (the average nationwide rate
applied to Cleveland)-Cleveland would have 52,558 arrests i:ri'1'985 or 211(.
arrests per,work day. If we further assume that every arrest requfes
that _,a' set,of fingerprints be_sent_to the central this is 210 set.s
of fingerprints per day. In addition, if we assume that there are 4.72
felonies-and misdemeanors per arrest, .and. that 25% orthese crimes `have
latent prints associated with them, this is an additional 1.18 prints.per
arrest that must be sent'to the state.files. The resulting 400 or more
images-that must be sent each day are therefore not compatible with a
facsimile' capability that requires 10 or.20- minutes per image. Note that
facsimile speeds are now approaching 1 minute per fingerprint card from
-some vendors, but even this.Speed would only marginally satisfk the needs.
of a large.city.-in th; next decade.

420 1 1.1
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--the answer to this problem might be to use special wideband

, t-..MicroWave links betweenhe major ,cities 'and state fires. This, however
- would remove fingerprint transmission from the state telecommunications

network to sach a special high data rate system. For the, purposes of
this study, therefore, it was decided to- assume that the largest police

encies would each have equipment to read, enhance, encode minutiae, and
classify fingerprints, 'So that they would.onlyneed to transmit about 2500'
bits-per print to the central state facility,' Which could .be done over a

-"TaWr.,Sp6ed state telecommunications ,line. -This analysis is supported by'
one manufacturer who suggests, that hiving a reader /classifi,er is appropri-.

- at for-agencies proCesang more than 50fingerp-rint cards per day, serving
,populations about 0.5 million. He estimated each reader/classifier would
cost about $150,000.

With this decision, average message lengths for fingeftrint:
transmission were computed by assuming that one full 10-print card and
1.18 latent prints were transmitted per arrest. A card was assumed to----"
require 25,000.bits (2500 characters) for the'--10prints plus 960 charac-
ters for the alphanumeric data. The responsewas assumed to require 240
characters. - For transmission of latent prints, one print was assumed to
'require 2500 bits ,(250 characters) plus 240 characters of alphanumeric ,
data. The response was calculated by assuming 10% hits at 960 liaracters...1,
and 90% no-hits at 240 characters for an average'of 312:charactrs.
Averaging both -types of transactions over the 2.18 transactions per arrest
yields the average message lengths of Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. Computation of Average Automated Fingerprint
Message Length

,,Trans-
AsSage actions

!1
To and

Type Per Arrest To From To v From From
,State State State State State
Files riles

.
Files 'Files Files

Message Length
.

in Characters
Weighted Message Length

Computation.

Card.

input
1.0 3,460 240 1,587 110 849

0.1 x 960
Latent .18 490 7 265 169 217
-input' 0.9 x 240

Totals 2.18 1,852 279 1,066

-4-2_1-
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-4.4.2.2.3 Fingerprint Traffic Distribution. Automated fingerprint
traffic was distributed in Texas according to the population of the major.
metropblitan areas-having the equipment required to process the prints.
It was assumed that the largest city would obtain. the necessary equipment
earlier than'the others, but that several' of the largest areas would be
processing prints automatically by 1985.

Offender-Dependent Traffic

L.4.3.1

a A
4.4.3.1.1 Average 'Messages Per Day.'tThe OBSCIS system is devoted almost
exclusively to the needs of the departments of corrections, with theexcep-
tion-that in Texas the BPP will be able to access the inmate commitment
records to compute current parole status: OBSCIS traffiewili be'from the
several corrections institutions toxthecorrectiohs department's headquar-
ters. In Texas,

.

the TDC is in Huntsville, remote from other state agencies.
This is therefore a new location for a data bate in.Texas, since most of
the other traffic-- flows to and from data bases in Austin.

Instead of being based'on the number of arrests, OBSCIS traffic
is determined by the'number of transactions with the system per inmate -day.
An estimate is made of"the.frequency of inqUiry or update ,for each inmate,
and this is converted to the number of transactions per inmate-day. The..
relationship for converting this to average messages per day is:

OBSCIS traffic in average
messagesper day = . Total inmates in corrections department

Technology.penetration factor
,

x Transactions per inmate7day.

x Messages per transaction
.

.
. . .

.

The'number of inmates in state correctional institutions was
.

assumed. to grow at b..rateestimated by state correctio-al-system planners.
In.Texas, state. planners provided an estimate.of.28,00 mates in 1980

. .

and 37,0000 in.1985 from a 1976 level of 21,000 inmates.

- - In Texas, implementation of an.OBSCIS sytem on a state'
.

. - -.

neWo'l"kwas: estimated to take place after 1980, although Texas presently
, .

haS-data-processing capabilities 'in-their headquarters. For purposes of
estimating communications traffic, however, the .technology penetration '.
factOr does not reach a significant'value untilearly in.the next decade.
For the first few years, the traffic was confined to .the headqparters
office, onto -t,he.headquarters office and the reception centers. Toward
the end of the study, the traffic on the state network was distributed to
the 'institutions-,

,= The number of OBSCIS transactions per inmate-day was estimated
by picking the frequency of transactions for each inmate.and converting
this to a:number.ofinquiries br entries per inmate-day.: In general, it
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was assumed that an inquii.yand a record update would occur for each
inmate every 2 to 4'weeks, This rate of between 2 tranSactions-per
2 weeks add 2 transactions per month implies between 0.07 and, 0.14
transactions per inmate-day. This range of values was used or,t this'

parameter in Texas.

All new data type traffic was-a umed to generate;arespOnse
for every inquiry and an acknowledgment for e y update, which means two
messages are generated by every transaction

4.43.1.2 Average Message Length- OBSCIS average message lengths
are again computed by weighting.the types of messages according to.
how frequently. they are sent.. The lengths. of each transaction type.
are multiplied by the fraCtion oftotal.transactions per inmate -day
used'fOr that data type, .iarvi:the results summed for messages to the
corrections departments' headquarters,- from the headquar rg; and for:
an average in both directions.

4.4.3.1.3 OBSCISTraffic Distribution. In later *ears when the OBSCIS
system is assameorto be fully-operational throughout the state and
using the state communications system, traffic is distributed between
the institutions by the numbdr of inmates in each facility. In addition,
a slightly larger proportion of traffic isassigned to the reception
centers and...headquarters and, in Texas, access is alsb provided to the
BPP so that it can have commitment records available for use-in computing
parole status. In the'earIy years of an' OBSCIS system, traffic is
assumed to come only from the headquarters of the corrections_ department
or from the reception 'centers.

4.4.3.2 Juvenile Institutions.

4.4.3.2.1 Average Messages Per.Day. Only the datatraffic of the
Texas Youth-Council (TYC) was considered in the new data types for
the state communications System. Traffic on lines serving TYC homes,
chools, arid headquarters'wili be devoted exclusively to TYC use.

T e TYC .,presently runs its programs batch at night on the Texas Water,
De elopment Board Computer and uses . this capability for student records
and administration functions such as personnel records and Wccolintdng.
The average daily message volUme was based on the number of transactions
per student -day just as OBSCIS traffic volume'was7° The!expression
for average messages per-day is-therefbre the same as that given in-
Section 4.4.3.1.1 above.'

There were .about 1800 TYC students in' 1975, and this nutter
was assumed to increase linearly at the same fractiontl rate as state.
officials estimated for the TDC -inmate population. TDC population was
projected to increase by about 80 %. over the next 8 years, so In student
population was assumed to grow .from 1,,835 to. 3,280 over the same period.

Because the TYC already has a batch automatic data processing
capability, its addition to the state system could occur quite rapidly.
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The technology penetration factor: was therefore.put.at 0.5 in 1979,
'1.0, meaning fullutiliiation, ir2 1981 and ther'eafter.

TYC data processing persoppel prOvid,Lap.estimate-cf. Q.26
transactions per student-day for-expected traffic volume on sanon -line

_data system. This is equivalent to an Average of onemessagceper student
every_four days. Although.it seems .tc4 be a high value, it is>lprobably
appropriate 'when considering adminAtratiVe diessages.as well student
records..

As with all other data types, two messages were assumed
per transaction to account for_ acknowledgments to data entries and
inquiries.

Average Message Length. TYC average message lengths.are
computed identically to OBSCIS 'messages: Message types are weighted
according to how frequently they are sent, and the results are summed
for messages to the TIC headquarters, from the headquarters, and then
in both directions.' do

4.4.3.2.3 TYC Traffic Distribution. In 1979, TYC traffic was assigned
completely to the.headquarters office since it was felt that the-system
would be new and experimental. Iii 1981 and thereafter, one quarter
of the traffic was assigned to the headquarters office and to the Brownwood
reception center,and the remainder was prorated between the homes and
schools according to the number of students in each. '

P.

14 . 4 .14. Other New Data Types

State Judicial Information System.

Average 11essagps Per Day. Instead of being based on the
number of transactions per'1 arrest as. CCH /OBTS traffic is, or the number

"'of transactions per persoh-day as is traffic in the OBSCIS and juvenile
institutions., SJIS..traffic is estimated based on the number of transactions
per court disposition:incluaing both criminal,4 civil oases in the

:courts that handle-, felonies and non-traffic misdemeanors. The-algorithm-.

for-computing-.SjIS-traffic it: .

SJ1S traffic in average
messagesper day NuMber of Criminal and civil dispositions per

year from courts that handle felonies
and-non-trfficmisdemeanbrs

x Technology penetration factor

Transactions per disposition

x Meisages per transaction

Time conversion factor from years to days

4.
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., The growth In court dispositions was assumed.e to be /inear
_. iii-Texas,-and the annual increase was based op- the, growth rate for -/ i.-
.4 ,the.,_past several years. This was about-5% of the-"Ag75 dispositions

in Texas. This rate of growth was then eXtendedlinearly'to_1985.
*ft

The technology penetration factor was chosen to reflect tte_
fac.t-that the SJIS system would likely.be implemented first in one major
metrog6litan area and then expanded into at-few other large. cities. This
factor therefore reflects the. propOrtfon of.the population served by the
SJIS system as it expands from the first trial city to other areas of
the state in Texas'.

" 4
SJIS

\
,., Since all SJIS 'base tracking, record keeping, and calendar i

setting functions are assumed to be confined to the local,ievel, and the
state-level traffic will be limited.o statistical reporting, the number...,
of transactions per disposition has.been taken-as 1.0. This does not mean
that every case will be reported Vnce, but that the average volume will be
at that'level.

- .
As with the other traffic types, each SJIS ransaction gen-z-

,

erates a data_entry aftd response, so two messages are enerated per
stransactions The time conversion factor assumes that there are 250, fcourt-.

days per year.

--Mierage Message Length, Since SJIS messages are statistical
inputs, they are assumed to consist of a large amount of data sent-to
the state data center followed by w brief acknowledgment. In Texi.,
therefore, messages to the state data center are taken as-one page
in length,-followed by only a few lines of acknowledgment.

4:4:4.1.3" Distribution of SJIS Traffic.. In Texas, because of the
overlapping judicial districts and countieS,..it is difficult to assign

-1the-volume of dispositions to a standard metropolitan area. For this
reason, SJIS traffic was prorated according to the population. in each.
of the standard metropolitan areas. In the first year of operation,
traffic was assigned to the one experimental city.

(--
4.4.4.e"614 State Data Conversion:

4.4.4.2.1 Average Messages Per Day. 'Texas has offices that convert
the thousands of existing criminal bistories'to automatic records, and
that enter current 'offenders into... the Tiles, since field users are
not yet able to do, so. In Texas the office is the Identification and
Criminal Records Division,bf the Department of Public Safety in Austin..
Traffic from this 'agency into the state criminal history files was
taken as the current level.or a value that state-officials estimated
would.be reached in the near future. The traffic. level was kept constant"
between the present and 1985 because it was assumed that, as a gradual"'
increaseA.n.criminal activity takes place, an increasing number of
updates to the records will be made directly from user terminals, thereby
avoiding the data.conversion process at the .state criminal records

.4-25 G



1 -.. -agency. '' Texas p.rovided current traffic levels-An numbers of transactions
its varue.can be multipl.ied by the number of messages per

.. ction to get the average dUmber of messages 15er_day, as was don''
., -,.

;.-

with all new data types.anakyzed previously. ..

(

'4.4.4.2.2 Average Message Length. Average.mesisage length from the
many terminals in the central state facilitie\ was likewise: computed . . f

J just as it Was for the° other data types. Eqchl message-type was weighted
by the fraction of-the time it was sent; and,pe _resulting sum over
all me'ssagesjgoink_to-the state files', fro! e state files, _and in
both -directiOns yielded' the average leng s in characters for each
directiod MoSt messages-from the crim al records center to the state

5

files are- entries, and these were takem'as a whole page of the
terminal.' Acknowledgments were assumed to'be a few lines at most.
If, before updating an offender's'file, an, operator des'ires to inquire
whether the\lisffender isra new entry or a recidivist and already -in
the files, this inquiry was assumed to be a few lines and-the response
.a major Traction of a page. No distribution of this traffic to other
state ageticies is reqdired since the only source is the group of terminals a°

in the state criminal records agency.
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SECTION 5

COMBINATION OF NEW AND EXISTING DATA TYPES

a

.-The trthffic projections for existing data types in Section 3,
and those for new data types in Section 4 were developed under the r
assumption that there were no infbrmation system hardtiare or software
constraints to traffid grrowth. Inboth cases it was assumed that.computer
capaciges_ were sufficierit to handle as much-traffic as the users could
generate. In this section; the traffic demands are added together and
constraints are applied-, to impose realistic limits to the volume of.

.
allowable traffic 'based on the capacity of the central Computers pro-
cessing the criminal justice messages.

Besides being-assumed to be unconstrained, the new and ex-
isting data types were each computed assuming complete independence. For,
instance, an assumption was made that the volume of inquiries into the
wanted..- persons files from a local law enforcement terminal did not affect
the traffic into the CCH/OBTS files when these files are made readily
available and-are in wide-spread use. In this case, the new CCH/OBTS
traffic was assumed to be independent from the existing traffic into the
wanted persons files. This assumption of independence also extended to
other existing data types such as_license plates and drivers and _to all
the new data types from law enforcement, to courts, corrections, and
parole Agencies.

The assumption of independence between the data types allowed
the projected traffic simply to be added together throughout the period of
the study. This traffic sum was then the total raffic throughobt the
state, except in the cases in which the total s atewide traffic from new
'Lid existing data types approached or exceeded capacities of the
central computers. 'In this situaiion, the tota,l traffic level, was reduced
slightly below the capacity limit as it approached saturation, an assumption
was made that the computer capacity was increased significantly, and
the traffic growth was then allowed to continue in an unconstrained
fashion. After the computer upgrade, new data traffic was even allowed
to accelerate beyond its expected growth rate to include the traffic
that was nbt. included during the period near saturation.

This prbcess of constraining traffic growth as-it reaches the
computer capacity is illustrated in Figure 5-1. Unconstrainellaprojected
traffic iscomputed'fbr each 6-month period throughout the stu y. When
the expected unconstrained traffic exceeds the computer)capacity, it is
reduced to 1 to 2% below the capacity limit. In the next 6-month period
it is assumed that the computer installation has been upgraded
significantly and presents no constraint to traffic growth. In the period
following the upgrade, the growth rate in baseline existing data types
displays the slovir growth characteristic because of the newness of the
system. The new data types and existing data type traffic affected by
system oimprovements - are allowed to grow at their expected unconstrained
rate, and.an additional increment from these new data types and existing
traffic affected by system improvements is included in the period fol-
lowing an upgrade.

5-1
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This additional increment equals-the differenqe between the unconstrained
traffic in the saturation period and the constrained traffic during that
period. . -"NJ

:1-

The details-of this process of adding new data traffic to
existing traffic are shown for all the 6-tonth_periods of the study for
Texas in Section 6. The aggregate totals forTexas are shown in
summary form in the tables of Section 1. Table- 1-1 shows total criminal
justice information system traffic in Texas every 2 years between 1977-and

.1985. Traffic volumeS are given in-both average-messages per day and in
peak characters per minute. The curves in,Figure 1 -3 present the same
traffic growth information of the table.in graphical form.

c

5-3
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SECTION 6

TEXAS TRAFFIC MODELING;

This section presents4Uore detailed informatioi on the .

traffic modeling and distribution techniques developed inTexas. Planners
in Texas_ will find this section useful as. it discusses details of our
analysis that apply uniqUely to their state. The general reader may
find it interesting to -observe the types of problems to be encountered
when tryihg to apply the methodologies discussed in Sections 3 -and 4

\\ to a particulp,r state; Methodologies, data, and data analysis discussed
\ in Sections 3' and 4 will not be presented again in this section. Instead
we will refer the reader to the appropriate- part of Section 3 or 4.

6.1 EXISTING DATA TYPES

6.1.1 Data Gathering

In Sec4ion,3.2 there was a discussion in general terms
of' the,data collection results. This section will present in further
detail the data collected from Texas in. response to the state level
questionnaire and the user agency questionnaire. Recall that copies
of these questionnaires are contained in Appendices A and B. Readers
llould interpret this data as the basic set of information required
to perform the existing data type analysis. ,

. Responses :to the Texas state level questionnaire follow:

Question

Texas provided-us with a very complete response to Question 1
which included descriptions of system configuration for-every year from:
-1971 'through- 1976 and reports on all changes made to the system during
this period.. This detailed information helped us to precisely define past
and present system copfigurations.

,Parts of,the response describing. the.1976 Texas Law-En-,

forcement Telecommunication System (TLETS)-are shown in Figuies 6-1, 6-2,
and 6-3. Figure 6-1 showsthe 75 baud communication line.configuration.
The large _dark circles represent switchers and are located in Garland/Dallas,.
Austin and San Antonio. Figure 6-2 shows 110, 1,200 and 2,400 baud
circuits. Note that the majority of users are currently served by
low-speed circuits. Figure 6-3 shows all_existing TLETS circuits.

6-1

vm,
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Figure 6-1.. TLETS 75 Baud Circuit Configuration
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Figure 6-2. TLETS 110, 1200, and .21400 Baud Circuit Configuration
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Figure 6-3. TLETS Circuit Configurtion
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The Texas Department of Public Safety prepares a. report each
quarter of the year Xhat includes any changes to the TLETS system that
occurred,during the quarter. These reports were made available to us
covering the period July 1971 through the present. We used them to
compile information preaented in Figure 6-4. Changes to user agencies
served, circuits, data bases and switchers were recorded. This allowed'us
to identify past system changes that affected TLETS traffic levels.

Question 2

The second question was expanded to ask for information on the
total number of system users, the average response time and the number of
records in data files. Table 6-1' provided us with this information.
Note the difference in response time between high-speed and low-speed line.
users. Also, most of the growth in the number of records in TCIC has been
due to additions to the Computerized Criminal History file.

Question 3
.

Until the beginning of 1976, TLETS traffic statistics recorded
only the number of messages sent` and received by each circuit. Traffic
volumes were not given by message typeand, for circuits serving more
than one agency, thty did not record triffic to and from each agency. We
did, however, usethese circuits statistics to determine total TLETS
traffic and the volume of traffic through switchers and into data bases..
These-statisticp,(an example month. -isshown in Figure 6-5) were available
from October 1971 to December 1975..E

A new management information statistics system was introduced
in 1976. Figure 6-6 shows these stal-istics for one user,agency for July
1976. The number of-messages sent ..:om user agencies into data bases and
the number of re'aponsea received by the user agencies from data bases are
shown. G-Codes are the general distribution messages and the category
"other" incltdes administrative messages !and messages into regional data
bases. 'Average-size represents message-length in units of characters. per
message. However, currently, due to an-error in software, message length
calculations include only the "other" message types. This error is now-
being corrected." The daily distribution of messages is also given.
Similar statistics pages exist for all user agencies and data bases.
Statistics are grouped according to Circuits and then-by switchers.'

a
Aggregate statistics are given for. each switcher:

6-5
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Table--6;;T: -TUTS-'Patt-Data Bases-and'Number-.of-:Users-

-- -
Number of Users

High-Speed Circuits

Low-Speed Circuits

Average Sysiem.
Response Time

high.-Speed Lines

Low-Speed Lines

Number of Records in

File Type 1 MVD

File Typi 2 TCIC

1971 . 1972

135 268

0 2
. ,

23 25

, 1973 1974 1975 _ 1976.

310 319 A19

7 7 23 28

31 35 .35 34

15 min 15 min -10 min 10 inin 10 min 10% min
,

15 sec 15 sec.,30 sec 30 see

15 min 15 min 1J0 min 10 min 101min* 10 min

NCIC

*LIDR

9.1 M 9.6 M

0 0

0 0

0 7.4 M

10.1 M 10.7 M 11.1 MI T1.7 M

392,244 691,249 4'1.2 1,1

obtain from anothersource

7.7 M 8 M 8.3 M 8.5 M

*Our Drivers License file is currently growing at approximately 300,000

per year.
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VIP' 1 .9/33/71

TERMINALS ADDED ;62IN SEPT

TOT. TERM 210 LS ,1

CIRCUITS - 23 CIRCUITS 'INTO AUSTIN SWITCHER

DATA BASES

2 75 bpi LINES TO MVD - AUSTIN

SWITCHERS - AUSTIN ONLY

10/1/72.12/31/72

TERMINALS ADDED -ANAHUAC SO,BAY CITY PO,,BAY CITY SO,

BELLVILLE SO, CLEVELAND PD, CONROE PD, CONROE SO,

.DANGERFIELD SO, HUNTSVILLE PO:JACKSONVILLE PD,

LAKE WORTH PD, 00GE SO, NACOGDOCHES SO, ,,,

MOT YEN THEFT SEC, RICHLAND VALLEY PD, SPRING VALLEY PD,

SPUR PD, STEPHENVILLE PD, VILLAGE PD,VAXAHACIIIE,PD,

WH.ARTON

TERMINALS DELETED - STANTON 5.0.

TOTAL TERMINALS -134 LS

CIRCUITS

1 GTA6, 31GT5019, 3IGT5020, (LOW SPEED)

33GD566, 30GD556, 1GT524 (HIGH SPEED)

27 LOW SPEED `AUSTIN 10 LOW SPEED } 'DALLAS

7 HIGH SPEED AU
IN

3 HIGH SPEED

DATA BASES NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS -

DAUS REGIONAL SWITCHER OPERATING

11.15-72

10/1/71 - 12/31/71 ,

TERMINALS ADDED -PD TERRELL, U. 5CUSTOMS;'HOUSTON,

5.0, MARLIN, PD FOREST HILLS

TERMINALS.DELETED SO BAIRD, CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE,

'RANGERS WACO

TOTAL TERMINALS 251 LS

CIRCUITS - NO CHANGE

DATA BASES NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS - NO CHANGE

1/1/73 -3/31/73

TERMINALS ADDED - STRATFORD S.O., KOUNTZEE 5.0

MORTONS.0.CROKEY PD, GONZALES S.O. ROSENBERG PD,

SOUTHLAKE PD

TOT, TERM - 311 50 HS

2611.5

CIRCUITS o

TCIC 1 -GTA9

CITY OF DALLAS COMPUTER 30GD566

LOW SPEED 30GT548

28 LOW SPEED }
AUSTIN

10 LOW SPEED
DALLAS

8 HIGH SPEED 4 HIGH SPEED

DATA BASES

TCIC BEGINS OPERATION

CITY OF DALLAS COMPUTER INTERFACE COMPLETED

DALLAS COUNTY COMPUTER

FORT WORTH CITY COMPUTER

SNITCHERS - NO CHANGE

1/1/72. 3/31/72

TERMINALS ADDED - IIRYAN-PD, COLLEGE STATION-PD,"

CARDWELL PD, CENTERVILLE PD, NAVASOTA PD,

HEARNE PD, EDNA SO, PERRYTOWN SO, FORT

BUSS PMO, ARANSAS PASS PD, PORTLAND PD,

NEW BOSTON PD; TAHOKA SO, LAREDO SO,

STANTON SO

TOTAL TERMINALS - 276 LS

CIRCUITS - 85A1 CIRCUIT ADDED

PERMIAN BASIN CIRCUIT DIVIDED INTO TWO.

DPS NORTH CIRCUIT DIVIDED INTO TWO

25 LOW SPEED CIRCUITS

2 HIGH SPEED CIRCUITS

DATA BASES - INTERFACE TO NCIC COMPLETE

INTERFACE TO DRIVERS LICENSE RECORDS

COMPLETE

SWITCHERS - NO CHANGE

OTHER - TELETYPE TRAINING MANUAL

COMPLETE

4/J/73. 6/30/73

TERMINALS ADDED - PIERCE DPS, EL PASO U. S. CUSTOMS,

MADISONVILLE S.O., ALVIN PD, WOODWAY PD,

MEREDIAN 5.0., ODESSA 5.0., EL PASO ORG.

CRIME CL VEGA 5.0., PARKS AND WILDLIFE

TOT. TERM - 321 50 HS

k VILS

CIRCUITS -ADDED

IGTA14 - PARKS AND WILDLIFE AUSTIN

DISCONTINUED

300538
10G1202

30G0566

28

7

LS

S

}
AUSTIN

;4 Hs } DALLAS

tO LS

DATA BASES NO CHANGE,

SWITCHERS - NO CHANGE
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4/1/72-4/30/72

--TERMtNALIADDED:' FARWELL 5.0;; FREDERICKSBURG 5.0.,
KERRVILLE PD, NEDERLAND MID-COUNTY DISPATCH CTR,

BELLAIRE PD

TOTAL TERMINALS -283 LS

CIRCUITS - NEW LOW SPEED CIRCUIT

26.10W SPEED

2 HIGH SPEED

DATA USES - NO 'CHANGE

. SWITCHERS -,NO CHANGE,

7/1/7-9/30/72

TERMINALS ADDED - SAN ANTONIO,:
EAST TEXAS STATE SECURITY, PD COMMERCE (RO)

TOT..TERMINALS - 283 LS

CIRCUITS -

2 600 bps LINESTO MVD - AUSTIN

24 LOW SPEED

4 HIGH SPEED

DATA BASES

100 bps LINES TO MVD AUSTIN

*HERS - NO CHANGE

7/1/73=9/30/73

TERMINALS ADDED - ALAMO HOTS PD, UNIVERSAL CITY.PD,

FLORESVILLE 5.0., FLOYADADA 5.0., CANADIAN S.O.,

SAN ANTONIO FBI, JEFFERSON 5.0. HUNTSVILLE CORRECTIONS,

ASPERMONT 5.0., SINTON PD, JOURDANTON 5.0.,
AIRPORT (DALLAS/FT WORTH), RAYMONDVILLE 5.0.; PHARR PD,

SINTON 5.0./INCOTERMS - FT WORTH S.O., FORT WORTH PD,

ARLINGTON PD, GARLAND PD, MESGUITE PD, RICHARDSON PD

TERMINALS DELETED - PAINT ROCK 5.0.

TERM. CONVERTED (TELETYPE --..INCOTERM)

GRAND PRAIRIE PD, DALLAS PD, DALLAS 5.0.

t.

'TOT. TERMINALS -341 50 HS

29W

CIRCUITS

30GT550 SAN ANTONIO FBI - AUSTIN

30GD536 SAN ANTONIO SWIT. - AUSTIN

'DELETED - 30 GT551, 300T518, 30019, 30 GT537

2515
8 H$

} AUSTIN la LS } DALLAS 61S
S

} SAN ANTONIO
4 HS 2 H

DATA BASES - NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS-

INTERFACE TO SAN ANTONIO SWITCHER

(COMPLETED 8/28/73)

10/1/73 -12/31/73

TERMINALS ADDED.- BREHAM S.O., DALLAS FBI, LAKE JACKSON PD,

W. UNIVERSITY PLACE PD, PARKS AND WILDLIFE-HOUS

OLTON PD, CIUTE PD, WAXAHACHIC PO, CORSICANA 5.0 VERNON PD,

SHERMAN 5.0., MARLIN PD, INGLESIDE PD /INCOTERMS - COLLEYVILLE PD,

DALLAS-FT WORTH AIRPORT, DENTON 5.0., DALLAS 5.0. No. 2,

RICHMON6 5.0., ANAHUAC S.O., DUCANVILLEPD, DECATUR ,S.O.,
DALLAS PD No. 2, DALLAS PD No, 3, WEATHERiORD PD, DALLAS 54D. No. 3,

PARIS 5.0., FRISCO PD, UNIV. PK PD, WHITE SETTLEMENT PD, ROCKWALL PD,

LIBERTY PD, SILSBEE PD/CONVERSION (TELETYPE-4'1NC°) RICItAND HILLS PD,

EULESS PD, HALTOM CITY PO, FARMERS BRANCOPD, N. RICHLAND HILLS PD,

HURST PD, CLEBURN PD, McKINNEY PD, IRVING PD, BEAUMONT PD,

BEAUMONT 5.0., NEDERLAND PD, DENTON PD, LEWISVILLE PD,

STEPHENVILLE PD, PLANO PD, TEXARKANA 5.0., GREENVILLE PD,Wl AHACHIE 5.0.,

FOREST HILLS PD, SULFER SPRINGS,PD, TERRELL PD, TEXARKANA PD,PARIyfPPD,

KOUNTZE S.O., PORT ARTHER PD

DELETED

ARLINGTON PD, FT. WORTH 5,0., RICHARDSON PD, MESQUITE PD,

CLARKSVILLE PD, CARROLLTON PD

TOT. TERM - 368 63 HS

, 305 L5

CIRCUITS

IGTAIS DPS/AUSTIN

30GT553 PKS AND 'WILDLIFE - HOUSTON

2,9 HS

26 LS

}AUSTIN
14 0 LS 6 LS

1.15
DAI.LA.) SAN ANTONIO

2 HS'

DATA BASES - NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS NO CHANGE

LS LOW SPEED\ -

HS HIGH SPEED

.

Figure 6-4. Texas Past Improvements to Communication System t



1/1/74-3/31/74

TERMINALS ADDED -SEABROOK PD, La PORTE PD, HEMPSTEAD S.O.,
fa AUSTIN Na. 2, COLUMBUS 5.0., BONHAM PD, ENNIS PD/
(INCOTERMS) DESOTO PO, BURLESON PD, FORTWORTH/DALLAS

. TURNPIKE/CONVERSION (TELETYPE INCO) ORANGE PD

TERMINALS DELETED GARLAND PD

TOT. TERM 377 63 PIS
314 LS

CIRCUIT
IT816

. IGDA134

DELETED -32GT543, 30GD575

HS
LS }AUSTIN,

1
} DALLAS

11

6 LS
SAN ANTONIO

3 HS 1' .

DATA BASES

NUTS - COMPUTERTO<OMPUTER INTERFACE
CITY a HOUSTON COMPUTER

SWITCHERS - NO CHANGE (

4/1/74-4/30/74

TERMINALS ADDED - S. HOUSTON PD, LANCASTER PD,
ADDISON PD, DONNA PD,I FRIENDWOOD PD,
TOMBALL PD, EL PASO FBI, MERCEDES PD, HILDAGO PD

TERMINALS DELETED - FORT WORTH PD, FORT WORTH PD,
(R0), VAN HORN S.O.

TOT. TERM. -383 63 HS

320 LS

CIRCUITS

31 LS
II PIS

11N
II HS
2 LS

DALLAS,
j. HS I

SAN ANTONIO

DATA BASES
a

. SAN ANTONIO COMP?

SWITCHERS - DALLAS SWITCHER MOVED TO

DPS REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS. (MAY 31, 1974)

4/1/75 - 6/30/75

TERMINALS ADDED - EASTLAND PD, INGLESIDE PD, KATY PD,
°`HUMBLE PD, HOUSTON 5.0. WARRANT SERVICE,

GEORGE WEST S.O., GILMER S.O., ROBY 5.0.

DELETED - DPS TURNPIKE, CISCO PD,
LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA 5.0;

TOT. TERM. -403 -63 HS
310 LS

CIRCUITS - NO CHANGE

DATA BASES

WICHITA FALLS REG. DATA BASE - OPERATIONAL

SWITCHERS -
NO CHANGE

..

7/1/75 -9/30/75 3

TERMINALS ADDED -THP FORT WORTH DIS:OFFla , HITCHCII1CK PD,
SPEARMAN PD, DALLAS IRS REG. OFFICE, DPS - AUSTIN RADIO RM,
(CONY. L.S. HS) DPS- AUSTIN COMM. CIR., DPS- AUSTIN I.C.R
DPS BRYAN, DPS WACO, DPS DAL /GAR., DPS-TYLER,DPS WICHITA FAU
DPS AMARILLO, DPS LUBBOCK, DPS ABILINE, DPS-MIDLAND.

D DPS El. PASO, DPS SAN ANGELO, DPS OZONA; DPS SAN ANTONIO,
DPS CORPUS CHRISTIE, DPS HARLINGEN, DPS HOUSTON, DPS BEAUMONT

TOT. TERM - 409 81 HS
3281.5

.

CIRCUITS - 1200 bps
.1GD4072 (A-24), IGD4073(AQS), 1GD4074(A-40),
35GD621(A-41), 30GD628(A-42)30GD623(A-43),
30GD624(A-44), 30GD625(A-45),10GD(D-18),
10GD70(D.-19),

110 bp''
30GT557(A-27), 30GT558(A-28)
32GT559(A -29) FORM. GT5020, 30GT560(A -30) FORM. GT5019

2400
20FD81(A".14)

b

HARRISARRIS COUNSOMP; 30GD637(A -36)
DALLAS SWIT.;10F0361(D-26).

75 bps
10GT215(0-2), 10GT216(D-3), 10GT217(D-4)

' 200 bps-. 7

1GD529. (A-37);* IGD528(k-38) (BOTH UPGRADED - E00
. . , .

DELETED - IGTA009, IGTA016, 3:1GT53
*

DATA BASES -MVO LINES UPGRADED 400-1200 bps

SWITCHER - '
I) A-SWIT's NOVA 1200 REPLACES NOVA 800.
2) 2nd LINE BETWEEN AUSTIN -DALLAS /GARLAND SWIT
3) IC 1200 bpi LINE INTERFACES ON A-SWIT. AND

3.0N DALLAS/GARLAND SWIT. TO ACCOM
20 DATASPEED 40 TERMS.

4) 23 TELETYPE TERM.. TRANS FROM A-SWIT. TO DALLAS/
GARLAND SWIT.

5) SECOND MICRO INTERFACE INSTALLED IN A-SWIT
FOR TCIC
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7/1/74 - 9/3074

TERMINALS ADDED - HOUSTON FBI, CLIFTON PD,
BOERNE S.O. , KARNES CITY 5.0., JERSEY VILLAGE PD,,
ANGLETON PD, EL PASO DRUG ENE. AGN,

AUSTIN DPS - SAFETY &ESP, GROSBECK PD

DELETED - NEW BOSTON PD, ORGAN. CRIME CTL. UNIT EL PASO

TOT. TERM. -390 63 HS

3V LS

CIRCUITS - NO CHANGE

DATA BASES - NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS - CORE SIZE OF AUSTIN SWITCHER

EXPANDED FROM 32K TO 62K. ALLOWS
FORMAT MASKING OR CALL UP ON ALL TYPES

OF INQUIRY FORMATS TO DATA BASES
r

10/174.12/3174

TERMINALS ADDED - FORT SAM HOUSTON ?MO,

CRYSTAL CITY PD, GOLIAD S,O.,

TOT. TERM - 393 a HS
330 LS

CIRCUITS-- NO CHANGE

DATA BASES - NO CHANGE

SWITCHERS - NO CHANGE

1/1/75-3/31/75 .

TERMINALS ADDED -SAN DIEGO S.O., WEBSTER PD,

LEAGUE CITY PD, SMU SECURITY POLICE,

NOLANVILLE PD

TOTAL TERMINALS -398 63 HS

3as LS

CIRCUITS -

}AUSTIN
HS

6 LS

181 I
DALLAS" 1.3 HS} SAN ANTONIOl'HsS

DATA BASES -
TARRANT COUNTY REG. DATA BASE BEGINS

OPERATIONS.
WICHITA FALLS REG. DATA BASE - BEGINS OPERATIONS

BUT LOW TRAFFIC VOLUME DUE TO PROBLEMS.

HARRIS COUNTY COMPUTER

SWITCHERS - SIX NEW REGIONAL INTERSTATE
HIGHWAY GROUP CODES AVAIL. FOR ALL TELETYPE

USERS. NEW GENERAL WANTED PERSONS SUMMARY

NOW IN EFFECT

0/75-13/31/75 .1

IER.MINAL ADDED - SOUT)ISIDE PLACE PD (LS),

HIGHLAND PARK PD (R15), NATI! DALLAS (HS)

)ELETED SUNDOWN PD, MASON S.0.

'OT. TERM. -410 83 HS

327 LS

:IRCUITS -
ADDED 10GD633 DALLAS /GAR.AND 1200 bps

)ATA BASES - NO CHANGE

WITCHER - NO CHANGE

1 /1/76- 3/31/76

TERMINALS ADDED -LOW SPEED

LEON VALLEY PD. ROCKPORT 5.0.,
CONVERSION HIGH SPEED (ICC 40+)

DPS DALLAS/GARLAND, DPS SURPHUR SPRINGS, DPS SHERMAN,

DPS,TEXARKANAAPS CHILDRESS, DPS MINERAL WELLS,

DPS AUSTIN NARCOTICS SVC., DPS AUSTIN ICR No.2,DPS PIERCE,

DPS PECOS, DPS LAMPASAS, DPS LUFKIN, DPS VICTORIA,
DPS KERRVILLE, DP5 DEL RIO

TOT. TERM. -412 98 HS

314 LS

CIRCUITS

3pGD674 AUSTIN 1200 bps

,1GD4137 AUSTIN 1200 bps
1G04135 AUSTIN 2400 bps

DATA BASE -

SECOND 2400 bps LINE TO TCIC

LIDR LINES UPGRADED -603 bps DX bps
CITY OF AUSTIN

SWITCHER - NO CHANGE

4/1/76-6/33/76

TERMINALS ADDED - LOW SPEED

GALENA PK Pt), HARRIS COUNTY OCU, LIBERTY 5.0.,
JACINTO CITY FD, HUNTSVIUE S.O., GATESVILLE FD,
HARKER HGTS PD, LAmPASAS.0, WINNSBORO PD,
SOUTHLA5E PD, GRAPEVINE PD, BEDFORD PD

HIGH SPEED - DALLAS,

DELETED -EL DOREDO S.O., STERLING CITY 1..0,,
SPEARMAN PD

TOT. TERM.,- 421 105 HS.,

316 IS

CIRCUITS

DELETED (ALL BEEN CONV.TO HSL)

33GT545

33GT526

1GT509

DATA BASE - NO CHANGE

SWITCHER - NO CHANGE

4
LEGEND: IS LOW SPEED

HS HIGH SPEED

Figure 6-4. , Texas. Past Improvements to:Communitation System.

(Continuation.1)
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OJ , 167507
L

'1261 546
01 3061526

5063 3405
02 3067527

7 3 9_7 3895
03 1067553 4707 225
04 161506 cs:20243 26 ,

OS 161501 3363
06 .

1GTA15
-

76'
/

1-7736
07 30GT545 12468 -8835
OS 3067541 23904 19511
Os 3061516 17255 13885
10 IGTAI6 0

11 0 0

12 - 3061520 4406
13 3061521 10103 8022 -

14 s .IGTA6 6159 2650
15 1GTA9

0

16. 167509 376 1206
13061i23 12326 -

1S 3061524, = 227269 . 17769:
3061'534

_ .

14756 11955
20 3061535 20106 15977
21 3061533 1284k 9334'
22 OGT550 1944 906
23 3061540 24531 17995
24

IG04072 `4652 -5971

1CD4073 7126 1 377k

3 OGD 5701 32858 l 25549

1.2-31-75
1,

/AMON , tOTAL

1 007

8968

1 3 rl?

-0
0

0

7032

20269.

363
17812

21303

0 43415

31140

0

0

0

a 181

1809

0

0 1582

0

0

fl-

270137'-

40038

26711

36083

//I 7 R

_n 1./1.5

14/59

1 AR?3

ta04
58407

Figure 6 -5. TLETS Circuit Traffic Statistics
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eigure 6-5. 'TLETS Circuit Traffic'Statistics (Continuation. 1)



SENT

RECEIVED

TOTAL.

REPORT PERIOD TLETS USER MANAGEMENT REPORT

MESSAGES-SENT-AND-RECEIVED-1Y

.

UDR TCIC NCIC MVO,. NLETi STA ERR 4-CODES

120 1283 O. 778' 302 180 1

112 1247 1065 , '166 351, . 180 909

232 2530 1065 1544 653 360 910

* * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

- AZJF

EL PASO PD

TOTAL MESSAGE TRAFFIC AVERAGED.BY HOUR ANO DAY

T1M INTERVAL SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

0000-0100 7 5 9

0100-0200 8 4 7

0200-0300 9 18 3

0300-040J 7 17 7

0400-0500 19 ' 14 13

0500-0600 6 10 7

0600-0700
. 8

6 13CA

I
, 0700-0300 1 ' 5:

-' 08D-3900 3 8
L,0

0900-1000 6 10 8

1000,1100 5 12 17

110)-1200 10 15 12,

1200-4300 5 22' 13

''13J1-1430 , .9 13 , 9

1400-1500 10 11 17

1500.1600 11. 28 18

1600-1700 10: 22 .18

1700-1800 15 , 7. 24

1803-1900 13 18 26

1900-2000 18 6 18

2000-2100 8 6 ' 15

2100-2200 9 6 9

2200-2300 13 8 9

2300 -upo 12 4 13

DAILY AVERAGES 230: '276. 306
. .

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

10 2 6

1' 11 3

16 7 1

7 3. 4

8 4 2

23 3 3

18 9. 8, .

5. 21 12

4 23 23

10 10 18

11 7 * 12

11 8 9

191 15 11

15 8

10 11 9

13 9 4

7 -.6 8

22 6 7

20 0,4 5

8 5 6

16 ''2 4

12 12 3

-300 216 184

16

8 10 5

. 4 '4

08/07/76

1

OTHER AV. SIZE . TOTAL DAILY AVG

99 320 2761 89

210 414 484J 156

. 309 384 7603 245

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SATURDAY HOURLY AV MONTHLY TOTAL

1 14 243

1 9' \it ;
9

247

282

9 , 7 . 239

20 11,. 359

13 ,9 259

6 10 311

11 ' 9 292 ..
2 10 319

7 10 322

9 13 339

9 10, 324

6 13 433

9 , 10 322

9 11' 341

8 , 12 3S3

15 -12 383

11 , 13 1.' 404

9 13 411

9 10 317

5 7 245

12 9

8

.8 .7622207593231,

29' 2,4

u1

0

H
H
H

* * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 5 $ $ * * $ $ $ $ 7

STATIO ERRCRS
.

ILLEGAL ADDRESS 12 TAPE HUNG 1 0 INVALID PRIORITY. 0

MISSING EOM 55 TOO MAYR\.ADDRESSES 0 INCORRECT FORMAT 0

NO TEXT IN MESSAGE MORE NA 3 0-CO0ES 0 OTHER ... 113

'Figure 6 -6.' TLETS Traffic Statistics.
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Question

The-TCIC manual and example drivers license and vehicle
registration formats were used to determine average_ essage length. Table
6-2 shows the average message length results. Combining these message
lengths with the distribution of traffic by message type alloWs us to
calculate an overall average message length' of 110 characters per message.

Question 5

Question

No information availably..

Messages are automatically forwarded from the Austin switcher
to the NCIC.data base in Washington, D.C.

Question 7

Nee

Three planned upgrades mentionedtwere:

_

(.1) A substantial' increase in the number of Computerized
Criminal. History records

(2) The expetted upgrade of about.300 low speed terminals
J, (75 bps) to high-speed CRT terminals (1260 bps)

(3) -A 20% increase of new users.

Table 6-2. Texas Average. Message Lengths
(Charadters-per Message)

.Message Type out

TCIC 48

-LIbR 35

MVD 50

Adm 500,

NLETS -Adm 370

NLETS-Data Base '100

'NCIC 50

-86

'300

.175'

.500

250

290

.90
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USER SURVEY

Approximately 270 of the TLETS user agenc±es responded to our
user surveys. Results from- these responses are now presented-

Traffic Statistics

Traffic statistics obtained fi-om user 'agencies agreed well
with traffic.- statistics provided by the state. One statistic of interest
obtained from the user survey was a measure of the peak-to-average traffic
ratio at each terminal. The average peak-to-average ratio over all
reporting terMinals was 2.33 and the ratio ranged from 8 to close to 1.25.

V.- Response Time
0 7

.,,

fr

Acceptable response dimes were of interest .to us because of
the impact response time has on system Figure 6-7 shows the
results otthe.responses user agencie in the acceptable response time
question. Figure 6-7 is a frequency digraM. showing the,number of
response falling within acceptable response time,ranges. For example, 18
agencies indicated an acceptable average response time of 10 sec or less.
The two most frequently chosen times were 30 and 60 sec. The range was
from 2.sec all the way- to 300 sec with the ean being 52 sec. Most
agencies reported the acceptable response ti;7- to be very close_ to the
existing response time.

User Agency Characteristics

Because not-all user agencies returned their surveys, other
sources were identified obtain populat-ion, Tersognel and crime-rate .

statistics.. The primary sourqe of data was a. listing of uniform crime
reports by county (Figure 6-8). Eactillii4y is broken out by incor-
'porated,and unincorporated -areas and st istics are presented on popu-
lation and the TBI'seseven index crimes. An example, shovn in
Figure 6=8; is 'Cameron County. There are five cities in Cameron County:
Brownsville Harlingen,. San Benito, La Feria and Port Isabel. The
population and number of index 'crimes occurring in each of these cities is
presented as well as totals for the incorporated, areas. The next line
shows population and incidence of crime for the unincorporatedarea of the
County. The unincorporated areas are-served by the Sheriff Departments.
Finally the total County population and incidence of crime statistics are
presented. These statistics were available for all counties in Texas.,'

Additional personnel data were obtained-from the uniform crime
-reports issued annually-by. the FBI entitled Crime in the United States.
'.Under the Police Employee Data section, tables are included showing the-
number.of full-time. police department employees in cities 25,000,and over
in population and in cities 25,000and under in population.
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.CITY

BURNET

LOCKHART

LULING

CALDWELL

PORT LAVACA

CALHOUN
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BROWNSVILLE '
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SAN BENITO
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PORT ISABEL
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POP INDEX

f,

12, 29 0'10

COUNTY TOTAL, 15, 31 239

RATE PER 100, 00 1,509,1

6,587 I. 94

4,791 165

11,463 .150

,COUNTY TOTAL 22,341, 409

RATE PER 100,000 1,790.8

12,.918 553

5,350 218

COUNTY TOTAL '13,753 771

RATE PER 100;000' 4,

9,035 .23

COUNTY TOTAL 9.035.,, 23

, RATE PER 100,000 254. 0

.70,963 2,968

' 40,000 2,035

11,618 442

TOTAL 128,561 5,445

3,544 2

4,200 .8

TOTAL 7 744 ,10

COUNTY. TOTAL,

34,529

170,654

233
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.1

2

8.8

2 ,

2

10,.1
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1 `) 3 111

3 o 15

13.9 37,9 94,7

2

2 9

1 5 '19

4:4 21,9 83,2
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rz.

96

643.2

58

55
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. 151

. 631..4

2

10,7 '26.6

1

,11.1

4 14

9 250

,48,0 1,225,5

. 14

1 : 14

11,1 155.0-

41 991

118: 471.

23' 92

LARC AUTOS

75 )10

105 12

Dor. 0 75,8

52

94 6

64 , 9

210 15

919.4 , 65.7

372,

129

351 22

2,6o5.8' 117.2'

i

7

77.5

1,890 232

1,351 104 '''

.' 22 180 1,554 , 3;318 365

2:91 :36

H
H

10

15

0.8 1,8

11 15 38 35, 56 012

'211 37 220' 4,341 1,550 358

0.4 21,7 128.o 96'0.3 1,918.3. 124,8

8.: Texas Uniform Crime Reports"'
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6.1.2 Analysis Methodology Applied to TraffiC Statistiqs

Two different types of statistics were used in Texas to
determine total system traffic . First , recall that prior to 1976, only
message volumes by circuit were-available . These circuit statistics
provided information on the number of communication messages sent and
received by each circuit. Since v.4ch communication message is sent and -

received , thete -7-ttatistics double aounted communication messages .

After 1976, the number of messages was broken out by user
,agency and message type (Figure 6-6) . Different message types were
counted as. follows:

( 1) Messages , into Texas State Data Bases - TCIC, MVD , LI

Each user agencY sending a message into these data bases
has one message recorded in the sent row and wtien the
resPonse returns has one message recorded in the receive
TNYW . In addition, each of the: data baseS has a message
recorded in the receive row when it receives a thessage
from a up?Dagency and a message recorded in the send
'row when it responds., This leads to double counting of
theSe data base messages. -L_

Each time a response 41s received from NCIC a message is
recorded as being received by a user agency and sent by
the NCIC computer There is; nb double counth.ng of NCIC
messages :

(3) . Messages into NLETS

All messages sent by user agencies or computers into
NLETS are recorded as being seht by the agency and
received by NLETS while messages sent by NLETS are
recorded as being sent by NLETS and received by a
user agency. NLETS messages are double counted.

. .

( 4 ) G.Code..:.messages:

When an agency wants to send a message to many or .all
other 'agencies , the message travels to the appropriate
DPS terminal ( Austin Garland/Dallas , or San Antonio) .
The message is recorded as being sent by the agency and
also being sent by the DPS send terminal. Each-message:
sent by the send terminal is received by many -user
agencies and each of these receiving terminals records
a message being received . Thus , send messages are
double. counted but receive messages are .not .

6- 1 8 140
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.(5).' Other. messages--

These are administrative messages; from one user agency
to .another. Each.other message is recorded as being
sent by one agency and received by another. Thus, there
is double counting of t hese messages.

4

A set of these user agency statistics is given for all users,-
data bases, and.switchers directly connected to the Austin switcher and
for all users and switchers directly connected to the Dallas silitcher. The
third switcher, located in San Antonio, is not.operated by the Department
of PubliO Safety and thus does.not-have similar detailed traffic

- statistics. However, looking at the set of-Austin switcher statistics,
the Dallas smitcherand the Sam Antonio switcher are ploluded as user
agenCies.. Thus all, traffic coming.from terminals tied directly into the
Dallas,or San Antohio switcher into the Austin switcher is included in-the
set of Austin_switcher statistics.' This includes all messages into Texas
state'slata bases,. messages into.NCIC and-NLETS, and a fraction of the -G-
Code messages. Those messages riot:included are the_intra-switcher

.

messages of the Dallas and San-Antonio switchers. e,These include`
messages between Dallas users or. San Antonio usera,'queries

by- Dallasfusers into the Dallas regional data:bases, and-G-Code messages
tetween.one' Dallas user and only other Dallas users-and-between one San
Antonio user.andohly. other San Antonio users- SinOe statistics were
-available from the Dallas. switcher, these: intra-switcher message columns
were "avai/able for Dallas. San Antonio intra-circuit statistics were
obtained from the San Antonio Police Department. Figure-6-9 shows the
flow of messages sayer- the TLETS system in JUme 1976: Message flows
shown with solid arrows are to and-from data bases while dashed arrows-.
-signify G-Code or administrative messages..All data base messages are
into state or national files except fqr 11,200 messages from Dallas '-
terminals into the regional DallaS data.bases.and-3,900 resporises from-.

theregional data bases,;baek to Dallas terminals.. Terminals shown Ito.
the right of the Dallas data-base and San'Antonio data base are-part
of regional or local systems. The termirials.and communication lines
serving: these agencies are not part of the state TLETS- system. However,
traffic -.from these terminals is reformatted by regional 'computers and
-sent into the state system. . .

Administrative traffic is showri between Dallas Terminals and-
other Dallas Terminals, between-Austin Terminals and other Austin
Terminals, between San Antonio Terminals and_other San Antonio Terminals,

.

betweeri Dallas- Terminals and Austin Terminals and_between San Antonio .

Terminals and Austin Terminals. We show that there-are many more G-Code
messages from switchers to, users than from users to switchers.

Using the above- interpretations of the Texas traffic
statistics we were able to establish'past traffic growth patterns from
1971 to the present, which ..was_used to establish Texas baseline growth.
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6.1.3 Peak/Average Traffic Ratio

Recall that the peak-to-average ratio is the ratio of traffic
volumes dUring the peak hour and average traffic volumes. We use the
ccmputer's.peak/average ratio to describe traffic variations of the entire
system (see Section 3.3.4).

In Texas one average peak/average ratio was used for all state .

data bases. Traffic into state data bases was 4,522 messages per hour
.

Inuring the busiest hour of July 1976 and averaged 2,565 messages per hour
in the same month. The peak/average ratio is.

4,522
= 1.76

2,565

To insure that we would not underestimate traffic, a peak-to-average value
of two was used in Texas.

6. 1.4 Traffic Growth Modeling

6.1:4.1 Paste Traffic Growth. After interpreting the Texas traffic.
statistics we were able to construct the curve of past :growth in communi-
cation' messages which is shown in Figure.6-10. The curve shows a pattern
of continuing growth.
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The sharp increase in traffic that occurred
was caused by the addition of the TCIC data
growth we only go badk as far as. 1973. Our
1973 -the TLETS system was so much different
comparisons would be inappropriate.

between April
base. . In our
justification
than in later

and July of 1973
analysis of past
is that prior to
years that

6.1.4.2 Sarstem Improvements. A portion of past trafficgrowth can:
be related directly to system improvements. Past. improvements were:

(1) Addition of new system users.

(2) Addition, of new data tiles

(3) -Substituticin of low-speed communication lines, with
high-speed lines and new terminal equipment.

Implementation of loci and regional inforthatiori
systems.

Bet'ween January 1;'1973, and the present, there have been 106
new agencies joining the TLETS system.

Table 6 -3 shows the increases in traffic caused by the
addition.ornew terminals which are all serving law. .enforcement agencies.
Tne fact that Significant traffic increases were occurring in 1976due
to new agencies suggests that not all potential law enforcement agencies
are subscribers to the TLETS system.

There were three periods in Texas when lines were upgraded
from low "speed to high_speed. The first occurred in Cctober 1973 when 60
agencies were provided with high-speed service. The benefitting agencies
were Police Departments and Sheriff Offices, and the estimated resultant
traffic increase. was 3,700, messages per .day. The second upgrade began in:
July 1975. Twenty. Department of Public Safety 'Offices were-provided With
high-speed lines leading to an,increase in traffic,of 3,900 meSsages per
day. Finally, in. January 1976f 15 additional Department of Public Safety
Offices were given high-speed lines. The accompanying traffic increase
was 2,550 'messages.per day.

impact: on
. The additiOh of-the- TCIC data base inJuly 1973
traffic which was discussed in Section 3.4.3.1.

had a major'

Finally, the implementation of local and regional systems
caused an increase in traffiC. Small increases in traffic were identified
from;the-city of Houston, Harris County, Wichita Falls and. Tarrant County.
All together these increases totaled 1,650 messages/day.-,



Table Texas NeW Agency Traffic Impact-.

Time Period Total .Traffic Increase

...January 73 - February 74 5022.

February -74-7 February /75 2023

..February..75 - Present / 4081

Total 11,126

Table 6-4 summarizes the effects on traffic-of improvements
to the communication_iystem. The impact during each 3-month period caused
by all system improvements is shown in the rightithand column. Note that
the largest increase occurs in. late 1973 because of the addition of the
TCIC data base. Substantial increases are also indicated in the third
quarter' of 1975 and :the` first quarter of 1976 due to the conversion of
low-speed lines to high-speed lines.

TO obtain baseline growth we subtract out all past traffic
. increases caused by system-improvements. Figure 6 -1.1 shows graphically

this subtraction process. The top line represents totalsTLETS traffic
averaged over 3-month periods. The next line down ±s-TI,US traffic
with increases due to the additionof new terminals subtracted out.
Successive lower lines represent the subtracting out of traffic caused
by implementation of regional systemb, the- addition of the TCIC data
base and high-Speed lines.

6.1.4.3 Traffic Projections. . "The baseline growth curve developed'
in the previous sdotion'is'uSedto project-future baseline traffic.
We have shown that, In the past, baseline growth displayed. an S-shaped
curve with growth being slow before and alter 'system upgrades and linear
between-these periods. In'order to predict future traffic growth we
must make assumptions regarding actions to be taken by Texas decision
_Makers in_upgrading communication capacity. Conversations with Texas
planner's led us to the'assumption that it is not likely that the state
will increase capacitybefore saturation effects begin to occur. However;
once these effects become%evident, funding-necessary for increasing
capacity,will be obtained rapidly.



Table 6 4. ?Texas Impacts of System Improvements . Average Messages/Day

New High-Speed.

Terminals Lines . Data Bases Data Bases Total

Regional

January-March, 1973

kpril-June, 1973

July-September, 1973

)ctober-December, 1973

January-March, 1974

kpril-June, 1974.

July- September, 1974

)ctober-December, 1974

January-March 1975.

April - June; 1975

July-September,'1975

)ctober-December, 1975

January-March, 1976

kpril-June, 1976

817

1,041

1,764

1,400

496

-623

700

204

492

526

821

1,067

130

11,126

3,718

0

0

0

0

0

0

3,920

817

1,041

13,500 1,000. 16,264

4,000 0 9,118

900 0 1,396

1,500 2,123

0 70.0.

0 204

650 1,,1 42

0 526

0 5,741

1,067

3,979

-45,163

1,000

21549
1,306

10,187 20,700

ti

0

150
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Texas baseline grO4h displays less .of' -,an S-shaped curve
than:other .States becauSe f the distributed nature-of theTLETS system
(see-Section 3.4.4). How ver-, we can identify periods of constrained
and unconstrained growth. Figure 6-12 shows the Texas baseline growth
data points. Lines are fit to the data points_of the unconstrained
growth period.of January1974 through March 1975 and the slow growth
period ck.April 1975 through December 1975.. The slow-growth period_
line has a slope of .2,120 messages/3'-month period which is interpreted
as an .increase Of.2,100-messages per day each 3- month Pepiod.-When'
projecting ilititic growth after an .upgrade,. we will assume an increase
of 4;260 messages per day during.the6month. period after the upgrade,

The "best fit".regression lihe during the-unconstrained growth::"
period has a slope of 3,840 messages/3-month period.. Thus during periods
of unconstrained .growth we will project'aVerage.dally trafficyincreases of
7,700 messages per-day each 6-month period.

- iJsing these lin6tr eRpressions we can project baseline traffic
between January.and JUneof 1-976. -The.line drawn in Figure 6-12 during
thistime-period- represents the Wojection. otice tflat we project a
traffic level .of-54,980 tessages per day d ing April-June 1976 while the
actual value is 54,600'me%sages per day.

In addition to increases in :traffic volumes cauSed by baseline
growth,:, there will A.increaSes.caused bycommunication_System.
Improvements In Talas, five:areas Of'improvement were identified:

-addition of new users, conVersionto:highspeed.lines, regional infor.7
oration - systems, mobile digital terminals, and NCI access.

Texas plana.to:offer a,high=apeed.link to any law 'enforcement
agency in the State within the next year. Me agency mustpay for the
communication terminal however. the state, will pay for the communication
line. The state expects all current systet,users.to remain users and they .
also expect many new agencies to join. .We assumed that*any law'
enforcement agency currently, without a TLETS terminal and:which serves a
popuiatiod.ot 5,000 or more. people will join. There are 133 such agencies
in Texas. A user characteristic data base wasConstructed-tsoe'these.13-3
agencies containing information .on population served, number of pereonnel,-
crime rate, and agency ty0e. The expressions shown for Texas itraffic'

-from3-7 were then useeto- estimate traffic'rom thesepOtentialnew users-
We;projected 7,30a messages per day,from the: new. users.

The conversion to all,high-Speed lines is expected to'be
completed by late 1977.' In the past, when agencies.in Texas have been
provided With .high-speed lines, a 50 %- increase in. traffic was obserlid.,
'Assuirling this rate of increase continues in the future, an inc ease of
31,300 messages per day will be caused by the high-speed li .upgrade.
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Regional infordation 'systems have
traffic into a state telecommunication system
of such systems and their potentiai impact on
ducted a telephone survey of all existing and
in Texas. We asked the following questions:

historically increased
To determine the status

future traffic we con-
planned regional systems

(1) Is your system an existing one or just in the Planning
stages?'

(2) What types of criminal justice agencies are served by
yoUr agency?

(3), Whatstype of data files do you maintain?

(4) Which particular agencies does your system
e-s-
o

( ) How many terminals tie into-your system?

(6) Are messages automatically. forwarded from
TLETS?

(7) Do you allow access to your data files by
TLETS user?

(B) _ Other

:What are your future plans ?.

Any other comments?-

serve?

your system to

the general

Responses were obtained.from..12 of the.13 regional systems 'and are shown
in Figure 6-13..

In.regard to traffic increases caused by regional information
centers,-we foreeast increases from El Paso, Waco arid Garland when. they
becothe fully operational. 'Increases were alsb predicted. from HoustOn
because-130 new terminals ane being added, and Tarrant County because they-__
are allowing access to their data.file by all.PoLice Departments in-,-
Tarrant County. The total increase by 1985 will be 11;000 messages per
day.

.

Currently, there are no laWlenforcement agencies in Texas
eqUIpped with mobile digital terminals. In estimating their future
implementation schedule, we talked with poliCe department plannersand MDT
vendors. We concluded that by 1985, MDTs would be implemented-in Dallas,
Houston and San Antonio but not in smaller departments. This corresponds
to between 1,000 and 1,500 MDT units by 1985 and will result in an
increase in traffic of 23,000 messages per day.

1. _

`The topic of the one port.per.state NCIC requirement was,
dThcussed in,Section.j..4.4.2 with the increase -in TLETS r.S taffic being

.

. 13;800 messaget'per day. -- -

4
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(\ 1) PLANNED

1978.1980

2) P. D. ONLY

3) JAIL RECORDS

TRAFFIC FINES

PARKING FINES

4) WACO P. D.

ONLY.

5)

6)

7) ACCESS

NONE

j
DALLAS COUNTY

1) EXISTING

2) .COURT

3) LOCAL WARRANTS

SUBJECTS IN PROCESS

BOOKING ,

4) DALLAS CO, COURTS'

5) 250

6) COURT DISPOSITION,

WARRANTS AND

REC, UPDATE

7) ACCESS

OPEN TO TLETS

,USEL ONLY REGIQNAL.

PEOPLE INQUIRE,
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ROUSTONS

I) EXISTING

2) LAW ENF.

3) STOLEN VEH.

BICYCLE REGISTRATION

MASTER NAMEFILE

a) WANTED,PERSONS

b) ALIASES

c) LIC, PLATES ASSOC.

WITH WANTED PERSONS

GEOGRAPHIC

4) HOUSTON P.D,

6)

7) ACCESS

o) NOT TO.GEN,

TLETS USER

b) MAY CONNECT

NEARBY COMMUNITIES

DIRECTLY TO

HPD COMP,

"8) OTHER

MAJOR UPGRADE

ON-GOING. 130 NEW

TERMINALRILL BE ,

ADDED IN NEXT

2 yr

HARRIS COUNTY

1) EXISTING

2) COURT, CORRECTION

3) .BOOKING.REC,

JAIL INMATE RECORDS

COURT ACTIVITY

a) DOCUMENTS

b) APPEARANCES

c) WITNESSES

4) MRRIS CO. COURTS

5) 135

6)

7) ACCESS

a) NO IMMEDIATE PLANS

POSS, HOUS-GALVES C.0,G.

b) INTERFACE WITH

HOUSTON P.D. COMP.

8) OTHER.

LOW TRAFFIC

LEVELS INTO

TUTS

AUSTIN P, D.

I) EXISTING

2) P, D,

3) WARRANTS

4) AUSTIN P. 0,

5) 6

6)

7) ACCESS

NONE

8) OTHER

PLANS TO EXPAND

NUMBER OF TERM.

JOIN-WITH.MUNL.

COURTS

CASE ENTRY

PARKING FINE

CORPUS CHRISTIE

I) "EXISTING

2) P, D. .

3) WARRANTS

STO, VEH,

BOOKING REC.

'4) CORPUS CHRISTIEP, D,

5) 6

6)

7) ACCESS

NONE

60

EL PASO

I) PLANNED

2) WILL BE P. D.

3) WILL HAVE

WARRANTS

510, VEH,

4) EL,PASO P. D.

ONLY

5)

7) ACCESS

NONE

-8). -IMPLEMENTATION

UNCERTAIN

WACO

1) PLANNED

1978-1980

2) P. D. ONLY

3) JAIL RECORDS

TRAFFIC FINES

PARKING FINES

4) WACO P. 0,

ONLY

5)

6)

7) ACCESS

NONE

C
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In this. section we have presented the baseline rate of traffic
increde and increases due to. system improvements.. After discussing
growth in traffic due to new data types in Section 6.2 we will use. the
increases. of this section and combine them with the.new data type
projections to give total future Texas traffic growth in Section 6.3.

6.2 NEW DATA TYPES*

Tables 6-5 through 6-26 present the projected new data
traffic volumes in Texas for 1977 through 1985. Traffic volumes are shown-
in average messages per day and in peak characters per minute. Traffic
volumes of each type of new data are displayed separately. The total
traffic from new data in average messages per day is shown in tabular
form in Table 6 -25, and in graphical form -in Figure 1-2.

Table 6-5 is a guide to the tables describing the Texas new
data type traffic projections. In addition to summarizing-the contents of
each table,.it lists-the sections in this report which explain the
derivation 'of the traffic volumes.

Table-6-5. Guide to Texas Criminal\Justice Inforthation'System
New Dfrta Type Traffic Projections with
Reference to Methodology

Table
Number

Description of
Topic Methodology

6-6 Computation of Average Messages per Day for- 4.4.2.1.1
Texas CCH/OBTS Use

-

6-7 Texas Law EnforcementCCH/OBTS Ave-rage Message 4.4.2.1.2
Length Computation for.1977 and 1979

6 -8 TexaiLaw Enforcement CCH/OBTS Average Message 4,4.2.1.2
Length Computation for 1981 through 1985

Average. Message Length Computations for Texas: 4.4.2;1.2
Court, Corrections and Parole'Use of CCH/OBTS
Files

6-10 Statewide Texas CCH/OBTS-Traffic to and from
Austin TCIC' or 1977 through 1.985 in Peak
Characters per Minute

)

6 -11 Distribution, of. Texas Court CCH/OBTS Traffic in 4.4.2.1.4'
Peak Characters per Mihute

5-12 Distribution of TDC CCH/OBTS Traffic
Characters pei Minute

in Peak' 4.4.2.1.4



Table .6-5. Guide to Texas Criminal Justice Information System
New Data Type Traffic- Projections with
Reference to Methodology .(Continuation

Table Description of
Number

. Topic ilethddology,

6-13 Computation of Texas, Average Automa ted Finger- 4.4.2.2.1
print Messages per Day, and

_ _ Distribution_ of Texas Automated Fingerprint:- 4.4.2.2.3.-
Tra ffic in Peak-.Characters. per Minute

. ,
6-15 Computation of Average Messages per Day for '4.4.3.1.1

ObSCIS System

6-16 Computation of Average Messaie Length for 4.4.3.1.2 .

OBSCIS Data

6-17 Distribution of Texaa OBSCIS Traffic' in Peak 4.4.3.113
Characters per Minute

=-6-18 Computation of Average Texas Youth Council
(TYC) Messages per Day

'6-19 Computation of Average TYC Message Length

6-20 TYC Traffic Distribution in Peak Characters
per Minute

6-21 Computation-of Texas Average Messages per Day, "4.4.4.1.1
for SJIS System

4.4.3.2.1

6-22 Distribution of Texas SJIS Traffic in Peak
Characters per Minute and

.

.6-23 Distribution-ofCombined Texas Court CCH/OBTS..
and SJIS Iraffic in. .Peak Characters per Minute

6 -214 Texas ICR Data Conversion Traffic:, Average
Messages per.Day, Peak Characters per Minute,
and Computation of. Average Message Length

-25 -Summary of Total Texas New Data Type Traffic in
Average. Messages per day for 1977 through 1985

6-26 Summary of Texas New Data Type Average Message
Lengths by Data Type and by Year-

6-32 153
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Table 6-6. Computation of Average Messages per Day for Texas.CCH/OBTS Use

(Refer to Sectiony.2.1.1 for Methodology) .

Factor 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

Estimated Arrests per year: 565,146 587,718 , 610,290 632,862 655,4310,

IgsughgijagattutiLlagtto::
.

,

Law enforcement , 0.08 0.1.. 0.2 '0:5 0.5
, rCout's :._.. ___01,___TII.---....----0 .7-0---------- -0.207- 04-538-
TDC.

.. 0 0. 0.1 0.3' . 1.0
BPP 0 0 0:.1 0.3 1.0

'CCH/OSTS transactions per arrest:

Law enforcement 12.1 12.1 19.91 19.91 19.91
Courts 6.08 6.08 6.08 6.08 6:08
TDC ,0.25 0.25 . .0:25 , 0.25 0.25
BPI, 0.24

.

0.24 0.24 0.24 '' 0.24

beit2M2L0transaction: 2 2

Time 'conversion factor convert

annual to daily average

Law enforcement

Courts

TDC

BPP

2 2

1/365

1/250

1/250

1/250.

1/365 11365 ')'-' 1/365

1/250 1/250 1/250

1/250 1/250 . 1/250

1/250 1/250 1/250

1/365

1/250

1/250

'1/250



Table 6-6. Computation of Average Messages per Day for Texas CCH/OBTS,Use (Continuation 1)

.(Refer.to Section 4.4.2.1.1 for. Methodology)

Factor

Year

1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

IaultLraggrtsizgLIL:vrar

day for CWOBTS usage

Law enforcement

Courts

--rpc-

BPP-

3,000

0

eo-

0

3 897, 13,j17 :34,523, 35 754,

0' . 0 6,367 -, '17,138

0 380

0' 1,22 380. 1,311

.
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Table 6-7. Texas. Law Enforcement CCH/OBTS Average Message Length Computation for 1977 and 1979

in Characters. Assumes inquirieS only and hits on one-third of inquiries

(Reter to Section L. Z. 2.,1.2r Methodology)

Operation

Taniactions

er Arrest

Police inquiry 11.1 .:.:

Prosecutor inquiry 0.8

Jail inquiry 0.01

Probation inquiry 0.19

Totals 12.1

Weighted Average

Message !maths Meszaajlugths

Average

to om

p 4: To TCIC From TCIC To TCIC From TCIC T 16

80 ,o.67 x 80 73

o.33_ x. 960

80

80

8o

0.67 x 80

0.33 x 960

0.67 x 8o

0.33 x 96o

0.67 x 80 ,

0.33 / 960

339

.24

206,

15

30 370 225



Table 64. Texas 'Law Enforcement CCH,OETS Average Message. Length Computation for 1981 through 085.4

Characters. Assumes inquiries and entries from users.

(Refer to Section 4.4.2.1.2 for Methodology)

..,

1 Weighted Average
'.

ssi
,

, t

7.

.
, Transactions

Operation per Arrest
..

_Police inquiry _______ ._ 11.1_

Policy envy 4.9

Prosecutor inquiry 0.8

prosecutor entry 2.5 .

Jail inquiry ,,, 0.01

Jail entry, 0.02

\ .

Probation inquiry ^.19

...

Probation entry la

, Message Lengths Messagelengthl

,

Average

to/from

To TCIC ,, Friom TCIC To TCIC From TCIC TUC
/

80 0.6 x 960 45_ _______ 379 212

IO.4 x80

.....

960 80 236 20 ,
128

80 '960 3 39

,

21

960 80 121 10 ., 66

80 960 , 0 0 0

960 80 (1 0 - 1

80 960 1 9° 5

960 80 ii. '
2 11 ,

Totals" 19.91 426 459



Table 6-9. Average Message Length Computations for Texas Cotrt, Corr ctions,"and,

Parole Use of CCH/OBTS Files in Characters.

(Refer to Section: 4.4.2.1.2 for Methodology)b

Weighted Average

Message Lengths Message Lengths

Average
Transactions to/from

Operation per Arrest To TCIC From.TCIC To TCIC From TCIC TCIC

11rual.IMM.
court

s

, Entry

Totals
, r

966
960 8o

rr\

Inquiry 0.04

'Entry Sidi

Totals 0.25

PP:CCH/013nla

Inquiry 0.04 80 96b 13 160 87
Entry 0.2 960 80,, 2.Q. II Ail

80

960'

77.3

.:' 204 111,

AQS/
5

520

960 13 - 154 '84

80

819 221 520

Totals '0;24 813.. 27 520
1

ti*



Table, .6-10. Statewide Texas CCH/OHTS Traffic to and from .iustin'IC for 19.77-1985c in' Peak Characters per Minute.

.(Refer to Section.11.4.2.1.2 'for Methodologi.)

Traffic

Component From ICIC' Ipici From TCIC C, From 'TCIC' To 'TCIC `'.F ram TCIC To TCIc, Fro' .TCIC

cr)
Law

co enforcement

CCH/OBTS

use

.

771 217 .11002 .31942 4,248 . 10,219 11,013. 10,583 . 11;406::

Court CCH/

OBTS use

'TDC:CCH/

OBIS use
Z

BP?

OBIS use

ti

0 10,251 3,540 27;5.92 9 529,

.207 57 646 179, 2,229 616,

207 57 646 17i 2)229 6 6.

6

t.71

0
1-+

H
H



Table 6-11.

11.

Distribution of Texas Court2CCH/OBTS 'Traffic in
Peak Characters per Minute
(Refer/ to Section 14-4 .2 .1 .14

City To -TCIC From TCIC

-4
1983
Dallas-Fort Worth

Total

1985
Dallas-Fart Worth
Houston
San Antonio
El Paso
Austin

_Total

10,251-

10' 251

-10,350
9,464
4,466
1,656
1.656

27 ,592V;

'3,540

S -
-3,5240 .

.3,660
3,268
1,439

572
572

9,511

6-12 . Distribution of TDC CCH/OBTS Traffic in Peak'
Chanacters per- Minute -

( Refer to Seation 4.4 .2 .1.4 for Methodology)

To From.
TCIC TCIC

1981
Huntsville e7De Headqua.rters
198'R

Huntsville TDC Headquarters
1985 .

-207

6146. 179

Institution Town County' Inmate-3

TDG ,Headquai-ters
Coffield
Eas-tham
Ellis
Ferguson
Wynne
Ramsey I-
Clemens

.Hu.ntsv_ille
Eat estine
Fodice
Riverside
Weldon
Huntsville
Angleton
Brazoria

Walker 1,840
Anderson 2,316
-Houston 2 ,30/4.

'Walker 2,0924
Houston - 1,922

1_, 800.

1,632
1,1 -1.9

Walker
Brazoria-

F Brazoria,

7.41-- 206
183 50
182 50
165 - _46;

- 142

142 39
129 :36
.88 '24
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Table. 6-12.- Distribution Of TDC CCH/OBTS Traffic in Peak
Chai-acters per Minute ,( Continuation 1)
(Refer to Section .4.24_. 2.1. It for Methodology)

.

. .

. Ramsey II
D,grririgton

er.

rieve
'Central ,

Huntsville-7;
Diagnostic

Goree
Mountain Vi-ew.

To tals

Angleton
Alvin_
Stafford
Angleton
Stafford
Hunt'sville

Huntsville

Brazoria
Brazoria.:
Ft,. Bend
razoria-

Ft . -Bend
Walker

981 77 21
§44 - 67 18
444 . 67 18
.7-67 60 17
767 60 17
6624 52- .14

1483 38 11
3140 LI.

71T -.2 229. . 616-

_,Ta.ble Computation of Texas Average ;Automated Fingerprint'
Messages per Day

efer to Sections 4.4.2.2.1 and 4.4.2.1.1 for Methodology)

Estimated arrests in Texas
per- year

sz'Technology penetration
factor :

. Fingerprint transactions
per arrest:

Messages _per fingerprint
transaction :

,

. .1977 1979,,

. _

Year y.

19815'-'

565,1246 587,718 610 290 632,862

0 0.207 .0.392

2.18. 2.18 2.18

2

:655,434

0.506

2.18
ti

2

Time conversion ; annual 1/250 1/250
to daily average :

tAutoma ed fingerprint .-

-traff'c in messages per day :



r

Table 6-14: aistributionf .Texas Altomated Fingerprint

r
(Refer to Section 4,4.2,2.3 for

v

Traffic in Peak, Character per Minute

Methodology)

.Source
1981

T6 TTCIC From;CIC

Year

1981.

To TCIC From TCIC

1985

To, TCIC From TCIC

ballas-Fort Worth . 8 504 1;278. 8,921

Houston

San. IniobiO

'Paso

1,340

1 1214;'

3,563' 535

1,425 214

Totals 8,504. 1,278 16,698 2,509 22 326

10
31.355

a



Table 6-15. :Corajnatation.__bf 'Average -Messag;es per Day. for
_Texas OBSCIS' System: . .

1Refer to Sction 4.4.3. 1-..11-for MethodologY)
ti

- Factor

. TDC - inmates

Technoldgy penr
.

e-t_
tion factor
Transactions per
_inmate-day

Messages per'.
,transat tion_

Year'r
1977 1979 1981. 2/ 1983, - 1985

0, 7.17 -24, 773. 28 849 -.

ipp-SCIS: traffic
--taVeraie aiessageS per

. day)

O. 175- 0. 175

11.



Table 6-1 'Computation of Average Message. Length for Texas OBSCIS Daa

(Refer to Section 4.4.3 1.2 for Methodology):

Message Type-

-Transactions

per

Inmate-Day

MessagtLengtii

I

=1.11100En.=10
, A,

. Average Mesage Length

To TDC From TDC To TDC rcm TDC

Average

to/from TDC

TDCHdata .entry
"I 1.14

210 .

242 377

TDC inquiry 0.071

BPP inquiry LQ33 '80 480

Totals 0.175



Table -17.: DistributiOn'of'Texas OBSCIS Traffic in
. Peak Characters per Minute

(Refer to Section 4.4.3.1-3 for Methadology)

To:'"
z". TD.0

Froth.

TDC

'1981.

-TDC.HeadquarterS A4.09 876-
BPP Headquarters 96
TotalS: .505 1;081-

1.983
'

TDC'..HeadqUarters
.BPP EeadquarterS:.

_1 400
329

998:

Tot is : :1,729 3,699
8

Institution Town County Inmates

TDC Headquarters Huntsville Walker 1,840 745 3,734'
B?? Headquarters Austin Travis. None 1 230 2,633
Coffield Palestine. Anderson 24316. 429 919
Eastham. Fodice Houston 2,304 :427 914
Ellis Riverside Walker 2,094 388. 831
Ferguson Weldon Houston 1,922 .356 763
Wynne Huntsville Walker 1,800 334 714
Ramsey I Angelton Brazoria 1,632 303 648
Clemens Brazoria 1,119 207 .44y.
Ramsey II

.Brazoria
Angelton Brazoria 981 1 -82 389

Darrington Alvin Brazoria 844 '157 -=-335
Jesier Stafford Ff. Bend 844 157 335
Retrieve .Angelton -.Brazoria' 767 142 304.
Central Stafford Ft. Bend . 767 - 142

_ 304
Huntsvill% :Huntsville Walker 664: '123 263

Diagnostic.
Goree -Wa4:-ker 483.- .,90L 192-
Mountain-View Coryell- Corkel-1 135

Totals
. .

20,717- 6,475- '13,.857

6-44
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Table 6 -18. --Computation of Average Texas Youth Council (TIC). '-
Messages per. Day
(Refer to Section; 4:4.3.2.1 for Methodology)

-TIC students
Technology penetrka-

tion factor
Transactions per
:student-day.

Messages. Per
transaction.

"TYC traffic In-
average messages
per. day

. ,:835

0.
2,196:- -. 2;557 ' 3,280

.0.5 1.6 1.0' . 1.0

0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0,26

Table 6-19. Computation of Average TYC Message
Length in Characters N

(Refer to Section 4.4.3.2.2 for Methodology)

`Message .-:- Average Message Length
Length

.:-. .

iTransactions Average
Message per To From To From to/froM
._Type '. Student7Day TYC .TYC- TYC TYC TYC .'

.: -.

Entry.::: 0.13 °480 80 240.1 , ko. 1140
-Inquiry 0 :4'3 sq 960 ..-JLQ. 480 :1 2E2 -,.5-,:',

......., '. :

. : Totals 0.26 280 -,- .520' 1400.

..-. .!:

e



.

Table 6 -20: TYC TraffiiDistribution in Peak Characters O'er Minute

(Refer to Section 4.4.3.2.3 fpr,Methodoloy)

/

I

.

: Number . .

.

. .1 P
, ,.. .

. . . 44, of To'.--.Frot To From. 1".().'.., FrOM To From

titution ... Town , County' Students ! .TYC TYC, TYC',.', TYC. ...TYC TYC TYC : -TN

TYC. eadcivarter Austin. 'Travis 0 333 618 194 360 22a 411 249 462

Brownwood Brownwood Brown, '. 200

Gatesiil le Gatesville COryell 600

Gainesville Gainesville Cooke 275

Giddings Giddings Lee , 270 ,

Corsicana Corsicana Navarro 1.30

Pyote Pyote Ward 130'.

)

Waco . Waco McLennan 130

Crockett

Totals. .1

Crockett ,HoustOn.Y

0 194 360 . .221 4110 249. 462::
LT1

(.0

139: :.28 156 .295. .177 33a.

0

-,(62 71 131 80, 148: .

P .

62' 115 71

H.

131 80 148 H.

58 36 66 40 . 74

6

0 31 8 36 '66 40 74

0 '..31 58 36 66 40 74

_31 L_61

333' .618 775 1,440 884'11 643 ''995: 1,848

.
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-

6-21. Computation of Texas Average- -Messages. per Day
for SJIS Syseein
_(Refer to SeCtion 4.4.14.1..1 for- Methodology)

Factor
Year

1477 1979 1981 1981 1985

urt .di;Spositions
. .- -

Technology
,penetration factor.
_Transactions per

disposition

Messages pe-r..
transaction

656,660 718,013 779 366 840,719 902,072-

0 0:207 0.63-8

:." _ ,"'
. .

Tinie. conirersion 1 :./2501 1/250
.

.V250 .1/250
"

faCt-or- .' -7' . .
.

SJIS teaffi-c-
(ayerage messages

--per day)

0 1,392 3, 883

'4.

. .,
_ .. Table 6-22. Distribution of Texas SJIS \Traffic in

Peak' Characters per Minute
(Refer to Sections 4-4.14%2. 1 , _ and 4_. 4.4-1., 3 for.

Methoaology: '- This table assumes 1920-character _.,
,- data -entries to_ Austin and .80,-haracter =

._ - _

__

ackriowledgmentS", to 'courts) .- -,-
,

City To *Austin.
-Traffic

From Austin

1981
DallasFort 5,56$ :*. e32

1985
Worth- 5,981 249

Houston -.5;327 222
-San Antonio- 2,345 98
El PasO- 9147 39.

Austin. 912'

Totals 15,532 647

6-47



Table 6-2
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Distribution of Combined-Texas Court CCH/OBTS and
SJIS Traffic in Peak Chdracters_ per Minute

City and Year
Traffic

To Austin From Austin

1983 --

.15-,819 3,172.Darias-Fort Worth
198'5

Dallas -Fort. Worth -16.,331 3,-909
Ho.uston 14,7,91 3,490

. San Antonio 6,811 1,537
El Paso- 2,603 611:Actin 2-088 611

Totals 43,124 1'0,176

O
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,Table 6724. Texas ICR Data Conversion Traffic:' Average.Messageiiper lay,'Peak -Characters per Minute

Computation of Average Message Length in Characters

(Refer'to Section 4.4.4.2 for Methodology)

:Traffic Volume

Inquiries per day: 1,500

Data entries per'day: 11500.,

,Total average transactions per day; 3,000

Average messages per day: 6,000

'Peak characters perminute: 1,698%o TCIC

4,302 from TCIC

Average Message Length Computation:

.r

. .

Message LenRth Weighted Average Message Lengths-

Transactions

per''.

Operation . Arrest To TCIC From TCIC To TCIC From TCIC.

Average.

to/from,

TCIC

:Inquiry 1X: ' 80 ..0'.16; x 960 40'''' 304 .-, ' 172

0.4' x 80 I.

, . .

,Eptry .,,, 1:0.. 10.6.1 480 80' 336.

'', ..16.4 x 960 INI 4

40 188

Totals 2.0 376 344 360

4 'c



rzible 6-25.
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Total Texas New Data Type Traffic in
Average Messages -per Day -4--

Data-Type - 1977 '°4.1979. 1981

IdR data conversion
Law.enforcemeni
CCH/OBTS

Court ,CCH/OBTS - --

6;:000 .-- 6,000 -6,000
3,b00 3,897 13, 317

-0
Corrections CCH/OBTS 0 - 0 . 122'
BPP CCH/OBTS 0 *122'

0
OBSCIS - 0 0 - 1,010
TYC O 571 1,330
Automated '0 e .0 2,203

fingerprints

Totals 9,000 . 10,468 24,104

.

98 =1-985

6,000
314, 523

6;060
35 .,754

6,367 :17 038
380 1,311
380 1,311

1,392 3,883
3,457 12, 950
1., 517 , 706
4,326_ 5,784

58,342-. 85,837

Table 6-2 Summ-ary of Texas New Data Type Average Message
Lengths by Datia Type and'.by Y-dar in Characters

.To
State
.Center -

From.
Sta.' te
Center

-Av.eraggr 'to/ from
State .6en ter

By Data Type:
ICR data conversion
Law priforC.e-ment CCH /OETS
CoUrt CCH/OBT'S
Corrections CCH/OBTS
Parole CCH/OBTS_
SjIS
OBSCIS
Texas Youthf-;.Council
Automated fingerprints

376
80/1426!

773
819
813

t, 920
2142

1,852

By. Yar - c:! AU. New Data Tvoes:-
1977 e 278
1979
1981- 531. t
1983
1985 638 °

.344, 360'
3703459* 225,6443*

267
221--
227
-80

520--
279

403
38/4

*First 'nuibaber is--average message -length in 1977is average -message length in 1981,- 1983; 1985.
a

520.
' 520. .

520
4 00,0

.377-
400

1,066

312V. .-

474'
496

- 511

and 1979; Second.

1
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5.3 :EXISTING ANDNEWJDATA-TYPES COMBINED
---.

This,: ction combines the projectiomg, for the grc-
,

misting criminal' ce information data types from` Section' th
,-

:he estimate-for Lure - ew datetype-trafficl-from Section 6.2...,--btain-
L total criminal stice formation system traffic projection for Texas;
'he methodologies used to irbject fqture growth in existing traffic types
ure explained in-Section 3, and the techniques used to estimate the
;tart and growth of traffic in new data_ types are described. in Section 4.

'Traffic Projections

The ,three groi4thcomponents are baseline
;ystem improvements and traffic into newdat bases.
iotentiaCnew traffic 'caused by syStem improvements
47-afTioz.'\The values in the table are _the increases
wevious 6 -month period.

e

The word 'potential is-used.b6cause.it -these-traffic7increases
.

!aliSe total- traffic'to exceed .system. then the_increases-will be

growth,'growth du'e'tb

andnew data type
in traffic abdve the

.elayed:

:rowth and

4 0

T

ke wi ll
show the

(2 )

now-summarize procedur4es used forprojectih
results. Procedures -used are:

;

Periods of. 6-month duration will be u i... . 1
. . ,_- .- . - -fi .

Due to baSelinegrowth, traffic .b244,;2Q0 meSsages Den
day higher.one Period.af ,...-.... --.=.. n.-ugrade,-10,200,-messages

N
per day higher two peril... _2'.4-..,...-:-...z_' -"Can upgrade and; 17,

-ic--messages per day higher -_,

---,,,,--' '::
,,ReriodS7aifter an upgrade.g

ehird.Peri, ,,.. .7, l'A.c is _7,700 *essageS per daY- - -.

higher each subspquent P .:

.

(3). System _im.pro vement traff -geoWth and new' data type
traffic growth.occur'as specified in-Table 6-27. -

V

(4)

0

--Current .systero_ca ity -in Texa:_ is "15(1,000 thessages per
- :4=

t.4!:
4

5) .. Traffic 1,-grows:-;each-- perloa-..twiti period is reached
where pi.ojeect-traffic--cit5cee4a4. system.- dapaci-ty. At
this popTtall-thee -cbepneritss.of traffic' growth:are
-i-educed so that total traffic is less-thap systeth-capa-

. city by 3,000 megsagEs-pei: day! Dur:ivg the next period
a 150;0(10 average-message per day,increasdin system,-
capacity,is assumed. *The increase in a.-!/erage daily
messagerrolume dUe to baselin'e.grOwth,ls.4,200..mess
per day. Growth. due torsystem _inipeovements-dhd new data
typetraffic is the sUm.of'the growth spec-ified.in
Table 6=2-7 and the amount of rthe reduction during, the
previous period... In subseqUent-periodp traffic continues
to grog until once` cagairi-systeM dapacity is re-ached.

_
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Table 6-2 . Increase in Texas Average Daily. Communication
Messages

.Six Month ". Sys-terri Improvement New Data. Type
Period Traffic Traffic

- .

77
7T/78

78/79_
79
79/80
80
80/81
81
81/82_
82
.82/83'
83
83/84
-84
84`/85
85

3, 46,300
9,5_00"
2, 14bo

1,40.0
14,200

200
600-
400 -,

400
400 _

400

10,500
-0
0

0-
0

1100
40p
400
400
400 -

5-400
3400
31400

. 3140.0

8600
8600
8600

-8600
6900
6900
6.900
6900

Tables 6-28 and 6-29 show the application o-f these pro-
cedu'res to Texas. Note. that capacity increases are llksquired in periods
'77 and ',82. Table 6-29' shows that by 1.985: almost 400,000 messagesper day wit], be transmitted over the TIETS.-system. Traffid proje-ctions
are also 'presented in peak characters perft.minute to show 'how the longer
mesgbage lengths of the new dat. types cause them to contribute a larger

heportion of _t trai
a.

fic i.n units of characters per minute. -
0

y.
6752
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-Table 228. Texas Traffic .,Gro4th 'Each Six Months - 1975-1985

Star t in g 110,000

76/77

'77

-77/?8

78

- . _8,800.1'93,000

._7.8 /7 BG. 7,700
SU 1,400
NDT' 400

9,500 '202 500

79 -BG 7,700 -83
SU 14,200
MDT -400

22,300 224;800

BC 7, 700
SU 0 -
NDT 1.100

8,800
..

BG 7,700.
SU 46,300
NDT 1.100,

55,100

BG 3,940
SU 23,700
NDT 560

28,200

BG .. 4,200
SU 32,100
NDT 940

37,200

BC 6,000
SU 2,400

_NDT 400

80/81

,, .

BG 7,700
SU 2400
NDT '1,400

118,8001 - .11,500
0

. 81 BG 7,700
SU . 400'
NDT 3.2400

173,900* 11,,500

147,000

184,200

81/82 BG _7,700
SU 400
NDT 8.600

16,700.

824/85 BG .7,700
SU 0
NDT -' 6,900

259,300, '-, 14,600 382,60o

-7 85 BG 7,700
SI) 0
NDT 6.900 .

270,800 14,600 397,200

287,500

BG 7,700
SU 2100
NDT 8.600

16,700 3024,200*

BG 4,380
SU 230
NDT 4.890

9,500 297,000 LEGEND:

82/83 BG 4; 00
SU 70

,10:1-NDT 1

16,7"0

.t-

79/80 BG.' 7 700
SU 200
NDT 711400

11,300 236,100-

80 BG
SU 600
NDT R;1400

7.11,700 247 800-

744
313,700

BG 6'000.
SU: 10,500

'NDT 8,600
25, 100 3-38,800

"83/,84 BG. -.7,700
SU 0.
NDT- 6-.900

14,.,600 35j,400

BG, 7,700.
.SU 0
NDT 6.9C10

1-4,600 368,000

BG Baseline Growth
*SU - System -Upgrade
NDT - New Data Type

*Exceeds. capacity.
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Texas Traffic Growth by. Two Year Periqds

-Tra-ffic *-Summary-:- --'Average-- messages per day Wv -:
.

Existing Law
Enforcement Traffic

New Data 'Total
Type Traffic Statewide Traffic

77 138,1490 8,400 146,900
79 214,190 10,600 224, 800
81 246,600 24,200 '270,800
.03 -280,200. r 58,500 338,700
85 31 060 86,140 '397,100

Traffic Summary: Peak Characters per Minute

. I
Existing Law New Data Total

Enforcement- Traffic Type Traffic Statewide Traffic

77- T21,160 3,700 ., 24,860
79 32,720 4;670 39390
.81 - 37,670 15,940- 53,630.
'83 42,810_ 40,220 -83,030
85 47 i10 61,010 198,520

6:3.2 TrafficDistribution--- Texas Traffic Distribution- Results

AO Distribut*on of messages-to users in Texas is discussed:in
detail in Section 3 ar needs-no further discussion here. however, the
results of the -distribution task are presented in Table 6-30 for 1985:The
table snows_, the projected traffic in units of peak characters *pct minute
to and-JI-om TLETS",data- bases for each of tMe approximately-600 tenminals
projected to be in the state criminal justice telecommunications :system.
The-sik traffic-entries represent traffic .to ..and from. Austin',.to and. from
Lallas-and to-and from San Antonio. Only -terminals in close proximity'to.
Dallas or San Antonio will have to- their -data files:

In addition .to determining the amount of .traffic to and from
each terminal) we must determine the distribution of total. traffic by
mess e type. This is needed-to calculate the overallmessage.lenth into
an out of the computers- and also over the communication network. It is
al- o used to determine computer transactions given communication messages.

Table 6-31 shows our projectionsfor this distribution in
1985. -Units are average messages per day and peak Characte.rs per minute.

6-54'
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Table 6-30. Texas 19,85 Xraffic To and From Each User 4gency

Twzfin.es of data are shown foreach 'user agency. The-lst line shOws -

user ageney 'natrie, city identification number andtraffic from-user agency to
Ailstin and.from-Austin to user agency. The 2nd line.shows traffic frorn user
agency to Dallas, from Dalla.s.to user
and from San Anton.id to user agency.
cha.ra.cters per minute and repr;esents
p.aL (ST int. P0 1 24.65 60.16

.00. .00 /. .00 .00
Ahc-cw.S. SC 8.71 18.16

. OC . .00. .00 .00
LufK IN- OP.S 3 28.14 91.02

.no,- .00 '.00 .00
L,JFK /N PO 3 40.317 MF3.06

.00 .00 L.00 -00.
4OCKPORT P01.50 4 '6.7M 1.25;

.00 -.Do .00
1/4

.00
ARCHER- CITY SO. s 2.85 7.35

.00 .. .00 .00 .00
..:ouRDANTON SO 6 14.2!1 35.90

.00 .00 1.82 7.74 .

&CIA_ vILLE SO . 7 5.11 12.16
.on -.Go- .00 ,.no

mtk_ESHOE PO I 7.35 19.23
. 00 .00 .00 .00

.SETmOUR SC . 9 5.03 11.5%.
00 . . .00 .00

BEEvILLE FO 10 14.91 30.35
.00 .00 .00 00

8EL TON PO 12 11.27 25.60
.00 .00 DO .no

SCLTON SO 11 34.65 83.88
.po .00 .00 .no

FORT H060 PMO 12 18.16 57.50,
.00 ..nc

HARKER .HEIGHTS. PD 13 9.36 21.95
:00 r-.00 .00 .no

KILLEEN PD 14 76.78 131.84
.00 .00 .00 .00

NoLANyILLE PD 15 7.18
. .00 .00

TEMPLE PO 16, 72.58 131.90
.00 .00 .00 .00

-ALAMO. HEIGHTS PO,:' 17 11.23 23.51
.00 .00 1.01 1.51

'TT SAN HOUSTON PPM 18 11.01 ity 34.88
. .00 .00 2.04 v.06

.LECN VALLEY PO 19 16.02 35.33
ID '.00 1.60 7.40

SAN ANTONIO:COMP 20 1750.89 3393.58
.00 . .00 .00 - .00 *.

SAN ANTONIO CSTMS 20 8.95 28.3111,
.00 .00 1.66 1..49

SAN ANIONIC DPS '20 24466 78.10
.00 :DO 4.57 5.85

SAN. ANTONIO -F81 20 5.04 15.98
.00. . ..00 .93 1.40 -SAN ANTONIo PD-20 6.08 19.25
. Co . .00 .00 -no

SAN ANTONIO PO CON 20 3:16 10.00
.00 .00 .00

5.AN ANIONIC PD /NT 20 7.90 25.00
.00 .00 .00

SAN ANTONIO SO 20 4..05 12.83
.

.00 .00-.75. 1.13
UNIVERSAL CITY .P0 21 20.68 4255

.00' 000. 1.79 7.69
CLIFTON PO:, 22 5.8-I 17.31

:GC .00 .00 .00
MERIDTAii SO 23. 4.55 10.51

.00 . :CO .00 .no
.TEXARKANA OPS 24 19.92 63.07

.00: .00 .00 .00
Igx4RKANA PO 24 49.95-101.22

.00 .00 .00
TEXAPKANA SO . 24 35.87 70_06

agency, from user agency to an'Arkt-evrio,
In all ca-ses., -traffic is given in units of
traffic during the busiest hour.

'.00 .00 .00 .00
ALVIN PO 25 16.13 33.95

.00 .00 .00 .00
ANGLETON PD 26 10.55

.00 .00 .00 .00
AN GL ET OP1 SO 26 43.40' 100.48.

.00 .00 .00
CLUTE PO. 27 1o..3p1 -21.04

.00 .00 .00 -.043
FREEPORT PO 21 16.45 31.9.!;

.00 .00 /7 .00 .no
LAKE JACKSON PO 29 23.310 29.;10

.00. .00.00 .00
PEAALANO pa 30 10.75 25.04

.00 .00 .00 .00
ORTAN DPS. 31 24.22 76.69
'.00 .00 .00 .no
BRYAN PD 33- 52.69. 103.04

.00 .00 .00 .00
COLLEGE STATION PO 32 23.04 40.93

.00 .00 .00 .no
ALPINE PO

.0C .00 .00 .00
9.38 26.90

FALFURRIAS SO 9.51
.00 .00 .00 .00

8RowNw00D PO 35 18.72 32.118,
.00 .00 .00 .00

CALOYELL- So ' 36 4.64_ 10.87
.00 .00 .00

PORT LAVACA PO 37 15.92 31.68'
.0'0 .00 .00 .00

'PORT L Ay AC8 SO 37. . 9.97 24.17
.00 .00 .00 .00

IIRONNSY/LLE PO- 3.8 85.56 :.1143.53
. SO .00 .00 .00

BROVNSVILLE SO, 38 21.10 -60,..82'.
.nc .00 ..00 .00

HARLINGEN OPS -39 .12 .4.38
.00 .00 .00 ,.C30

HARLINGEN PD 39 58.49 116.23
.00- .00 .00 .no-

PORT ISAEL PD 40 r 5.67 17.'68
.00 .00 .00

SAN BENITO PO 41 14.86 p.32.07
.00 .00 .00 .00

LINDEN SO 42 .5.67 15.89
.00 -.00 .00 .00

DIMMIT SO 15, 43 3-53 .1.82
.00 -.00 .130 :00

ANAKUAC SC 6.10 13.48
.00 .00 .00 .00

JACKSONVILLE PO 45 15.83* 37.12
.00.. .00 .00 .00

CHILDRESS OPS 46 '12.22
.00 :OD .00

NORTON -S0 47 4.38 -10.58'
. 00 .00 Opi .00

RoaERT LEE SO 2.20
.00 .00 00, :00

COLEMAN PO 49 6.48.00 .00 .00
FRIS P0',- 50' . 6.49 17.65.

.94 1.42 .00 .

M NET PO 51 22.20 '41.01
1;46 2.19 .00 .00 .

PLANO PO 52' 46.73 89.00
3.41 5.11 .00. .no

WELLINGTON -SO 3.58 7.61
.00 .00 .D0 -

P

6-55 184
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Table 6-30. TeXas .1985. Traffic To and From Each User Agency
(Continuation 1.)-

.114.1J1 44.1.4
iLAnt14 rJ JIB Lb.

.on .. - .00 - .00 .00
NEN PR AUNFELS PO . 55 , 24.06 42.04

.QC
LA .50

.00 -- :00
-- 711 .f /3.74.g1

_1100 f. 410-__.:1343. ._.130. .. ,
-._ 56 --76--.436, 1 7 . 8.4 HE;REF01i0 po -CCP. NCHE FO .. 79. ---',7 9.43- 25.643.00 - .00 .00 '- - :.00 -41-5"--":.00 . .. .00- .00,.' - .n0INESVILLE PD. . - .57-','7.- ,16.181 j .34.51 HEREFORD. SO 2: ' -;!'.79 5.13, 14.73 _.CC

COPP E.0 AS 4I04.4E PO
AO -.00 . .00

--58 19.19'
e .

oc.pi0T0ON-

PO
..00 -'-,,---4----:00 .00-.-. .. 32 80 53.39 - .106.40-.00 .00 .00 , .00 . 6.18 .00

-0%GT ES v ILL E' P0
.013 .00

G TE SY ILL E SO
.:.00 _ .00

C.?.INE PO . - ,

-.013 : --oo
OZONA OPS-',

.'59
.00

59
.00 :

60 ....
.00

61

- 0.96
:-.no --

29.16
.no

5.81
7.110 .

20.50
.00 .00 .00 .013

DALHART PO 62 7.95
.00 .00 .00 .00

ADDISON PO 63 : 0.55
.94 1..42 ....00 .00

. CEDAR HILL PO - 64 12.24''.90 1.35 .00 .no
ofiLL CITY COMP 65 4157.09

.no .00. '.00 .no
DALLAS COUNTY COMP. 65 3415.2559.20 s8.60 .00 .00 i'
DALLAS DEA
6.18 '9.28 - .00

65 33..40
.00

DALLAS OPS CONTROL 65 1.11:
_ 1.32 1.98 , . .00 .00 .
DALLAS OPS INT opt 65 - .1,1. 02 .03 .00 .00
DALLAS OPS RA0/0 65 33.17

G.1414 9.21 .00- .00 .

DALLAS OPS I WX 65- 35.84
6.64 9.95' .00
14LL AS .FBI -. 65 3.98

.741 --. 1 .11 ..00 '.no
DALLAS IRS 65 2.98.55 - .83 .00 .00
DALLAS NAT 3 65 32.40-6.00 9.00 .00 .no
Dal_ AS PD 65 11.37

.00 .00 .00 .00 .

DALLAS PO DRUG. 65 1.97
.00 .00' .00 .no

DALLAS PCI ID 65 -7.50.00 .00 .00.0 ' .no
DALLAS SO 65-- 10.09

1.8 7 .2.80 .0t7 .00
DESOTo Pa-, 66 13.63

1.2C 1.79 .C1).' .00
OuNC ANY ILL E. PD . .67 23.16
.1.444 2.16 .00 .00

FARMERS BRANCH PD 68 39.61
3.4 2 . . 5.1.3 .00 .00 =

GARLAND P1 69 190.20.18.42 17.63 .00 .no
GUANO PRAIRIE PD

5.3B G .01
70

.00
100.15 '

.no
-- 14/G)-a.4.14,0 F ARK PD. `. 71 .1.4..!51I. 54 2.31 c :bo .00 .

.IRv'ING PD ...- -.: 72 136.84'. .'. 39 3.58 .00 .00
L ANCAST ER Fa . . 73 . 16.8e

1.244 '. 1.86 . .00 .00
PIC SOuITE PO . 74 97.7.9._6.23 9.35 . .00' .00 .

RICHARDSON P1 75 I4.4i
5-54- . 9.31 .00 .00 .

;4: AOCvILLS PO '. 75 13.91.97 1-45 D. C -, .00
Sru SE CuR /Ty POL . .65. 10:20- 72 , 1'.09 . .00 " -no
LIN Iv F-R!-,TIi:. PRH PD 7.7'- . 27;43

''' L,1 -. 4.03 it .00 .O0-

21.25 DENTON SO po 39.08, 7.053.10 '.... .' 4.65
52.02 LnelSvILLE-Po

.00 .- - .00
26.36 44.30

....2.40 2.10 .00 VI

.00 .00 .00
: .106001..2081.3.

CUERO SO 10.5218.10. 02

58.58. SPUR PD 83

SAN DIEGO SO "10
.00 .00 .00

6.22
17.813-

21.17 84 14.13.00 .00 .00 .00.
.

19.09EASTL AND PD- 85 . _.' 5.53- . 25.99
' .- .00 . .00 .00 .00

23r.413 COESSA -PO 86 125.57 220.77.00 .00 .130 .00.
3964.29- otEss a so 86 21.9 .35.15

. oci .00 ..00 .00
10413.02' ENNIS PD 87 14.1

i
-:- .00 .no

30.42
.105.75 yAj3AHil 2iCHIE PD- 8- 16.05 33.58

N.141"xI-14ACHIE 50. . 80 11:. 59
.00 .00'22.52 2.16.

. 62 . 92 .00 ,. . no
19..7

.34 EL P.ASO , IDE , 89 6.25-
. 00 .00 .00

.001.57

105." EL PASO OPS 89 26.96
113.411 1.11

85.39
. 00 .00 '.00 .00

12.60
13.00EL PASO FBI -89

. oo ..ao .00 . no
89 -506.58EL. PASO PO 745.03 .

. Do .00 .on .009.45 EL PASO SC 89 25.02 55.13.00. .00 .00 .. 00102.60
.00 :oc .00

..e1J1.00 9.50EL PASO US 'CUSTOMS 89

36.00 FORT BLISS' PHD 89 o.9.00 28.5
.n0 .0C .00 : .00

6.25 51 EPHENyILL E PO 90 13.75 39.16
.00 .00 .00 .00
- ..no ,- ..co .00 .00

22.8691 8.02.23.75 MARLIN PO

.. 91 4.07:

28.22
.00 .00 .00 .00

8.1331.95 MARL IN SO .

_ . 00. 7 .00 .00. .no .
26.19BONHAM PD . . 92 -11.1 0

41...60 R0%Y SO. ' 93'. .3.39' '.7.60 :
.DO - ..00 .00 .00

81.11 FL 0 YOADA S .O 94 - 5.60 . .11..:91
.00 . .00 .00 . .no . .

4113.30 FAIRFIELD- SO' 95.. ..44:65
.00 . ..on .00 .np,

16- 9.04 PEARSALL SO. } 96 7.46
.00. .o'S . .00 -Do

33.03 RLCHMONC SC /... 97 -. 27.39
.. . 00 ,./00 . ,-. 00 .00

175.12 RCSENSER G. PD , so 26.80
. 00 . .00 .no .00

.- -32.20' SENINOLE" SO '99 I0.8
:CO .00 .00 .- . .00 o, -

176.07 FRI5NDSW3C0 -PC, 100 9.75
. .00 .. .00 --.:'' .00 . -.4. 00

I42.96 CALVESTON. 1, 0 124.2.8101
.. ..00- . ...CO '.430 : .00

. 00 .00 .00 .03
38.2225.93 'G.ALYES TON SO ". 101

. 19.20 HIT CHCOCK PO . .....102 6.616
. CC .00 .00 .00

59.97 La.mAROur. Po 103 1

.'00 .:",.. 00 -On-
.003.28

.10.61

14.44

58.12

37.191

19.29
22.3?

200.98
33.38

1.9.07

30.00
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-3'0'. Texas 1985 Traffic To and From Each User. Agency
-

LC -ACUC CITY PD
. 00 .00
EX AS. 1./TY::+41

.'.00.'

'.00.
FREDERICKSBURG
.00 . .00

GOLI AO SO.
.00 .00

OCNZLES SO
.00

PAMPA P0
00 .00.

4ENI-SON PO
.00 ".00

simanam OPS"
.00 .00

SHERP AN PO
.00 .00

SHERMAN SO
.C.10 .00

GL ADEWATER PO
.00 .00

KILGORE P3
.00 .00

LONGVIEW PD
":00 . .00

LONGVIEW SO
.00 .00

NAVASOTA PD
.00 .00

SEGUIN PD.
. .00 .00

PLAINVIEW PD
.co. .00

PLa iNvxcia. so
.00 .00

4MILTON so
.00 .00

SPEARMAN rp
.00 .00

SPEARMAN/SO
.00 c."" .00

OU Ai4AH SO
.00 .00

KOUNT2E SC
.00 . .00'

S /LSBEE. PC
'4.00 .00

BAYTOWN PD
.00 .017

ecLL &IRE"' RD
.00 .00`

DEER. PARK PD
.00 .0-12

GALENA PARK PO
- .00

HOUSTON CITY. COMP
.00 070

CNT aiMP
.00

-HOUSTOW2PS
.00 .CO

HOUSTON Fin
.00

HOUSTON P AND W
.00 .00

HOUSTON PO
_ .00

HOUSTON SC
00

Hcustpm SO OCU
0Cf 00

HCUSTON. iiSO AFR4NT
00 .00

I

:

SO

.

(Continuation 2)
um 14.07 '31.47

.on no
-105--.. - 111.11

A

106 - Z -) 11.16
.00 Vie .00

107 6.670 3.6'1
.00 .00

108 2.99 .7.24
.00 .00

103 6.96= 15.57
.71 1.07

110 . 29.39 65.69
.00 .00

111 33.32 70..73
.00 .00

212 19.33 61.38
.0C .00

212 40.42 82.03
.00 0.00_

112' 25.91 59.50
00 .no

113 10.93 26.27
.00 .00

fir 11% 15.23 31.44
.00" .00

11S . 58.10 123.117
.00 - .00

115 12.76 24.75
.00 .00

11.6 8.4.7 22.63
.00 .ra

-. 117 21.40 43.43
.1.83 7.7%

..11 25.27- 55.61
.00 .00

1,18 7:67 13.67
.00 .00

119. 1.73 4.53
.00 .110

120 6.03 18.07
.00 .00

120 - 2.33 5.19
.00 .00

121 3.50 8.8%
.00-' .00 -122 -21.92 38.28

..00 .00
223 20.17 23.15

.00
124 74.95 13 3.75

.00 .00
125' 17.66 - 36.37

.00 .00
1 26 9.72 \14.76

.00 .no
127 15.95 - 31.71

.00 r .130
128 7771.15 5650:23

..00 .00

128 43.51 140.36
.00 .no

128 3.66 13.75
.00 .00

128 , 12.00 38.00
.00 .no

128 8..E1 '2 2;25
.00 . 00

228 5.13 16.25
.00 .00

228 3.32 - 10.50
.00. .00

128 .00 .00
.:(30 ,

HOUSTON US, CUSTOMS.00 .00
HUMBLE

.00
JACINTO ITV PO

.00 .00
JERSEY VILLAGE PD

.00 . .00
K ATV- PD

.00 .00-
LA PORTf re

aa
PASADENA PO.00 .0C
SEABROOK PO00 .00" -

SOUTH HOUSTON PO
.00 .00

SCUTHSIOE PLACE PD
.00 .00

SPRING VALLEY PO_
00 .00

0M3ALL PO
.00 .00

VILLAGE PD
.00 .00

WEBSTER PD
.00 .00

WEST UNIV PL PD
.00 - .00

MARSHALL PO
.00 .00

MARSHALL SO
.00. .00

HASKELL -SC
.00 .00.

SAN MARCOS PO
.00 .00

CANADIAN SO
.00 -.00

ATHENS PD

.00
DONNA PD

.00. .00
EDINBURG PO

.00 .00
ED/NEtURG SO

.00 -Go
HIDALGO PD

.00 .00.
MCALLEN PD

.00 .00
MERCEDES PD .

00 .00
MISSION PD

- OD .00
PHARR PTY

.QC .00.
MESL ACO PC *4

.00' : .00'
HILLSatm, PO

-.00 .00
LEVELL AND PD

.00
SULPHUR. SPRGS DP S.

.00 .00
SULPHUR SPRINGS PD

.00 .00
BIG SPRINGS. PO.

.00
BIG SPRINGS SO

.00 .00
COMMERCE PDIRo
1.25 .1.73
GREENvILLZ .,Prt
2.57 3.86

BORGER P17
bD .00

. .

128.-
.00.

123.
.00 7

230
.00

1.31
.ocr-

332
.00

.00
13%

.00
135

.00 .

236
.0C

137
.00

138
.00 -

139
.00

140
.00 .

141
.00

132
.00

143
.00

233
.00

144
.00

. 245'
.00

146
.00

147
.00

148 :

.00
149

.00 .
139

.00
150

.00
151-

.00
152

.00
153

. DO
25%

-.011
155

.00
:156

.00
157

.00-158

.00
.

.00
159.

.00
259

.39
.00

_9.11

1.1.49
:00

6.73
.no
11.27

:00
:00
12,7.35.
00"
13.32'
18.79

.00
'7.25

.00
9.63

.00
8..52

.00
25.3:9

.00
9.80

.00
12.87

.00 :-
31.49

.00
17.02

.00
.; 12.24
.00 .

34.12
.00

86.14
.00

15.18
OCI-
.11.11
.00
18.1 5'

.00
5895

.00.
6.12

.012
73.33

.no
12.77

:no -

18.-93 .
:00
. 22.57
.00 -

13:.4%
.00

10.76-
.00
10.35

.00
21.50'

.no .

21.56

31.72
.00-

3.66
.no
10.01'
.00

39.70
.no
18.92

.no,

1.25

23.00

25.311:k-

19.64
a

27.15

-. 35.43-7

16.8.8%

21.32 -

19.64

21 .98

20.23
42.56

23.75

28.89,

443.79320--
35.12

64.57

. 9.01.
36.42

26.46

36.90
.

145.21

17.10

-137.02

30.56
:. 9

35.22

39.66

31.55

25.82

s 27.80

68.10

44.54 p

10.32

273.83

71.92

35.96

.00 .
160

.00
161

.00
1+62

.00

6 -57.
aa

"t^
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1

(eOneinuation 3) . - dir
, .

-co - e OC .00
.n03.04 7.55 l VC/OWLS MU "-

. 00 .00 .00
242.28 .340 68
00

JACK S801,0 SO 163 193

EDNA SO 161 5.62 3 3.98 4 LU 0 80 CK SO IV .39..61 59.13
--. oo .CO -_e .00 .00-- . .00 .00- -.00 :: .

DE 4UPION1 OPS 265 . .''1'2 :.- .38 SL *TON PO 191 10. Is. 23.71
.00 - 00 ; .00. .CO' .00.00 :.00 .00 .00 -- .
AUNONT F'0 ' 165 220.23 372.38 :1 0401( A P0 - 155 5.42 17.21.00 .00 .00 .00 .. .00 .00 :on - -.A°

8CAumONT so - 165 38.6 9 97.63 T AMOK A SO 145 4. -C3 9.91
.co .co .00 .00 . 00 ...OD .00 '..00

NEOERL AND . PD ,. .166 16.28 32.07 P AOISONVILLE SO 196; .91 10.64
. 00 .00 .00 .00

PORT AR T NtR PO 167 72.73 . 1411 .2.3 ../CFFERSON SO
.00 ,

.00 .00 . 00 .00
,397 . .11;-. .39..315.

. 00 ' .00 .00 - --
al /C 168 _29.E3 61.63 9.AY CITY FT ....____ 198

..041
___9

:CIO .00 .00 - .00 7.00 %.? 0.40 ' i ce'
31 Y CIT Y SO .

....r. 4.-
6N PIO '269 , 12.76 26.11 158 '5:06 il.so

1. 05, ' r:64 ' .00 .00 .00 '.00 - - .nc
CL E LIU RN 1- P.O .' 170 56.17 EAGLE PASS PD24.29 : 199 16.11-3 31.71
2.68 4.02 .00 .00 .00 - .00 .00 .00

BRADY PD 700 8.69 22.5%- -;/X "It, '..3 21.7,7 .00 .00 .00 .00.pc .p ,CIELLME4C1 PD 27.92172 7.17 19.30
. LIC .00 .00 - .ro

201 13.17
.00 .00 BEVERLY RILL PD 202 7.3ft 111.65173 - 5.71 13.016 . 00 .00 .00 ..00 .00

371. 13.96 20.841 WACO OPS 203 .12 .38
.on . no ..no .00. .no . ,..-

NACO e0 203° 233.95 167.27175 21.22 38.95
. 00 -.00 .no -..00

liaco so
.co .nc

203 21.76 65.G9116 2.95 7.98 .no .00 .op .00.43 .61 c- biC00v AY PD 204 9.91.277 . 2.51 5.37 -- 22.81.

.00 .00 .

HONDO SO '-'"--`
.00 .r... ,04:31 .00

205 15.:69
.no

39.76128 29. St1 91.93 00_ .00
.00 :no 14EN AR 0- SO

2.02
206 ,.--- 1.80

v.111
1..87178 25.69 46:07 . 00 .00 ;00 .00

. .00 .00
- . 279 2.7 8 7.02 Ti:OL ANC OPS 207 .12 .3.8.00 .00 .00 .no. 00 .00 MIDLAND PO 207; 68.40 144.61180 46.6'6 95.26 .00 .00 .00 .00.00 .00 MIOCANO Sc , 207 7.15 I 7.92 rA180 29.80 - 85.72 .00 .00 .on .00.00. .00

181 7.21 CAMERON" SO .- 2Q8 . .4.-73 10.70. -I81 .00 -.00 - .On . .00 L.on .00 : ROCKDALE PD E, 209 7.51
- 182 13..01 . 79.41 19.41

.00 00

ANsoN so
- 94 .op

ST ANFOR 0 ,P0 -
. 00 .00

KARNES CITY 50
-. 00 .00

'K auFN AN SO
.51 .76

TERRELL PC
1.1.2 2.13

80ERNE SO ..

-00 .00
JAYTON 50

.00 .00
' KERRVILLE OPS

.00 .00
KERRvILLE PO

.00 .00
iNCT ION SO
. 00 .00.

KING'S vILLE PO
. 00 . .00

KINGSVILLE SO
. no .00

BENJAMIN so
. on .00,

PARTS PO
00a . .00

PARIS SO
... .00 ^..00

CI T 1 L EF/EL 0 PO
. 00. .00

imt.crici.o.so
.00 . .ao

oLioN PO
CO .00

CapipAsas CPS ' 185 11.55 -

. c o . .01:3 -00 . .no -
1 AmPsaS SO 185 3.81_

-go .00 .on .00
maLLE:risvILLE SO 136 6.65

.OD .00 .00 .00
YO AKUN.-P 0 167 7.50

. GO .00 .00 .00
CENTERv:0.-E 50 188 1 .20

. 00, .00 .00 .00
CL EvEL AND PO 189 9.03

.00 .00 ..CO .00
Liscary Po 190- 16.87

. or:: .co .00 .no
L :BERT y 50 190 13.21

.00 .00 .00 .00
.4ExIs PD 191 9.4'3

. 0 0 .00 .00 , .00
GEORGE WEST SO 1.92' 2.61

.00 - .00 .00 .00.
Lu9.90CK OPS 193 31.12
. .00 .00 .017 .00

400 .00 . .00 -- .ncr..00 .00 .

.

.
COLORADO ,CITY Po .

.210 2-2.43182 . 5:83 '.' i2.93- ..00. _ -.. .00 :00 "- .00. 00 .00, . COLORADO 'CITY SO 210 5.48 .. .--9.10283 8.87 21..51
.00 '..0.0..- .

- .00 .00 .00 .no 41

80 ii/E.P0 211 9.2r. . 23.69183 ° 4.57 11.05
''. .00 .1:10 '400 .00
R

.00 . . , . .00 ONT AGUE SO Z1Z . . - ./.1..11 . 9.27 .
181 :. 5.36 ..4.6.9.1 .no - , .00 .00 . .00 .. 00 .00

8.95

"21..60

20.72

10:39

22.91

33.22

21.17 .

24.12

.7.39

98.55

CCINR OE P D. ?13 ,...,, .:-22..5I 72.96
. .00 . ..00 co 1 .ho -..
coNRoC so -213 68.28 140:65

. 00 .00 .00 .no
DURAS PD -214 10.00 25.52

.CO - .00 , .00 . .00 ...k..
DAINGERFIELO SO :;,.'1.5. .3.24 -W-, 9:21

. 00 .00 ;7.130 .no.-
NACOGDOCHES PD -. 216 33.b7 71.50

. CO .00 .00 .00 -.
NACOGOOCHES SO tRof .. 216 El7 19a25 'ft, :

.00 '.... 0 .00 . 00 -
'CORSICAN* VD 217 25-.35 60.11

.00 . .cd- .00 r
CCRSICANA _ sp. - 217 8.13 . 111.38

.. 00 -.00 .0 .00-
SNEETN ATER' PO

.
-. 2-18 15.C1 31.46

-

. 00,.. .00 .00 .00 .
swEETu ATER SO 218 7.12 15.50

.00 .00
219 22.53 *1.36.

.00 .110 .00 .00

.00 .00
CORPUS CHRIST I ops



CTable

CORPUS c HR
.. .00

_ Co RP US__ CteR_IST I SO
-..n0 .00

\ROBSTOVN PO
.00

CR Vby LOH PO
.00

PERRoTTON 50
.00 .00

VEGA. SO
:00 .00

4 ORANGE PD
. 00 .00

ORANGE SO
.00 .00

Hc,NERAL wELL S 0PS
.nn

HINERAt: WELLS OPS
4.33 6.50 -

CARTHAGE PO' '-
4,330 .00

irEATHERFORO PO
1.30 1.95

F ARwELL SC
.00 .00

FRIONA Po
..00 .00

FORT STOcToNi
. .00
AH8R,ILL0 OPS

Ipt 00 - .00
Ai! &RILL° PO

- .00- .00
AMARILLO So

.00 .00
CANYON SO

2 ...CIO
ARxsyILLE p0

-.On. .00
PCCOS OPS

.00 .00
, :COS PO'

00 .00
PrC05 'SO

. on .00
(az LAKE SO

cn .00
HEARNE PO;

.004
ROcKwALL Pt .

1.30 1.95'
BALL-1HcER PO

REN DERS0R Po_
.1:30 .00

AR ANS AS PASS' PO
00 '.00

GREroRy P0-:
-.00 . .00

INGLESIDE PO
:00 . .00

PORTLAND-Po
.00 .00

SINTON SO -
.00 .00

ELDORADO SO
.00 -..0C

SNy3ER PD
. 00 .00

sNyoER .S0
.00 .00

STRATFoRD. SO
.00 .613

T YLER OPS .
.00 .00'

TYLER PL
.0C .00

77-53 Vol . III
+-. %.
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11)

31.9.73 459.04
.00 .00'

219 30:62 71.41
.00

220 185.52 ; 68 .04
%ODspa

221 14.66 '.2..42
.00 .00

221 3.16 5.52
. 00 .00

222 2.17- 5.54

el.si
. 00 .00
, 223 42.95

. 00 .00
_223 32.64 74.13

.00 .00
224 26.00 $2.32

.00 .00'
224 23:11113 74.09

.00 .00
225 2.68 21.45

.00 .00
226 I4.46 30.27

.00 .no
227 .61.63 9.54

.00 .00
22s 6.53 18.62

.00 .00
229 - 2.41 .6.34

.on .00
230 .12 .38

.00 .00
234 197.50 287.23

. 00 .00
230 236.97. 326.69

. 00 . .00
. 231. 20.611. 334.12

. 00 .. .00 '''''
232- 6.28 17.92

.00 .00. 233. 26.25 83.13
-pa co - .

233 11.75 29.19
.00 .op

233.. , 2..39 .16.16
. 00 .. -.00
,.: 231... 2.04. 4. 87
. 00°- 100 ..

235 10172 27.84
.00 - .00

.236 2.1:1$ 22.21
-.00 '.no.,

'237 7.32 21.32
.013 -.. .00 6

238 -10.26 22.39
.00 .170

239 13.22 27.61
.00 .00

280 6.25 17.51
. 00 , .00 ....241 .8.45 22.5
. co 4. .00..

242 18.22 29.31
-.00 .no

-.2183 13.773 31.76
.00 .no2.. i1.. 5.09
. 00. - .00.

2%5 18.91 32.38
. 00 :00

2185 41.4:5 9.61
.00 .00 00 .-0.0286 2.57 6 51 SAS aNSEL3 -PO

. 00%; .00 .00 .00287 .12 .38 5AN ANGELo SO
....00- .00 .00 .00

-.287 108.18 191.26 10:37174 OPS- CONTROL
-.00 .00 , .aC

:TYLER, Sp.-
.00 .170

IRF_CKENR IC _PD.0
SYMING. CITY SO

.00. .00 .
,ASPERHONT SO'

.00 .00
TULT.A PD

00 00
ARLINGTON PD

2.5% .4.26
'BEDFORD PD-

1.20
COLLEYVILLE PD

2.01 1.51
CROWLEY PO

.97 1.85
OFR REG AIRPORT

.:. S.29 7.93
EULESS PO

2.51 A .22
FORREST HILL. PD

1.09 1.64
FORT WORTH COMP
11.97 27.95
FORT WORTH 3PS

1.61 -

FORT WORTH PD
1.16 1.7%

FORT WORTH SO 1'
5.51 - 8.27

FORT WORTH 50 2
5.81. . 6.11

FORT WORTH SO 3
14.34 6.51

GRAPEVINE PD
1.20 1.79

HAL TON CITY PO
2.40 6.6D

HURST PO
3.39 5.09

LAKE WORTH PD
1.09 1.64 .

NO RICHL AND; HLS PD
2.52

RICHL AND HILLS PD
.1.13

SOUTHLAKE PD,
..99 1-84
ARRANT' co comp,

14.141-
TURNPIKE THP

2..B0 4.20
WHITE SETTLMNT PD

1.70.
ARIL EPIC OPS

00 .00
ABILENE PD

.00 .00
ABILENE SO

:00 .00
sANDERSON SO

.00 .00
BRowNFIEL3 PO-

.00 -.00
13ROWHETEL 0 SO,

.00 .00
HT 3tEASANT PD

sf0' '.00
ANGELO 3P5

EaCh User Agency,

2111 58.25'
. 00 '7, 00

- 2C11- .

. 170 - ;00
"289 5..12

" .00
250 .40 2.54

.00 .00
251 10.97

. on vac
252 181.53

. 00 .00
253 23.56

.00 y .013.
254 /0.72

.00 .ob
255 6.58

.00- .no
. 258 . 26.56
.00. .00

256 35.89
.00 .00

13.0%
.00 .no

258 527.30
.00. .no

.258 8.87
. 00 .1313

25s 6.25
. 00 .no

258 29.71
. 00

258- 29.-20
.Oc '.00

258 23:%5
. 00 .no

259 12.03
.00., .na

260 84.18
.00 .n0

261 .4-.9,138`
. 00 .no

262 20.1E5
.00 .00

263c- 38.56
.00 -

264'- 12.73
.00 .no

, 265 '6.71
. 00 .no

78:16-
. 013 .r0

. .258 - 15.13
.00 .00

266 16.22
. 00

267 20.29
.00 .00

267 117,8%
. 00 .00

267 9.25
.00 .00

268 1.52
'.00 .00

269 17.09
.00

269 4.03
.no

-270 9.92
. 00 .na

221 11.66
. 00 .nn

271 102.1811
;go

222 7.62
.00 .00

272 2.6%
.no

4

.1003.73

29.1
" 15.75

6.21

29.37

185.31

38.91

22.95,
17.99

a 4.

9%.115

20 5%

705.86

28.08

19.80

91.28

92.88

74.25-

'33.90
. 78.16

92.111

23.61

65.77

. 26.5
- 18.37

2187.5.7.

.47.93

30-.33

233.82

19.70
8.31

10.89
8.36

100.26

1118.2s

15.89
,; 9.00

0.

-4
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Table 6-30. . Texas 1985 Traffid To and.From Each User Agency
(Contipilation 5)'

.,7117N OP% Db;IJ otF .12 W.ICHITA FALLS PO 288
.00' .00 .00 .nc . .011

. ... ..00 - .00
212 ..-. .12'. .--4311_ _wICHtta___FALLS SO 222.00 - .1.no -..-- .nc :00 - .00

' 272 .22 . -- .32 289
:A:10.2...

.no
VERNON PO .' . '

.co.00 .00
`t 72 21.24., 6-725 RA4mONOWILLE...S0

.00-. f .00.
2

.00. .00
.12

. 00 .

*-31... PLORFSVILTLE SO ..

. .00 .00
'3.4:3M 108.75 KERAIT.S0 _ 292.
. no .no . .00 .00
10.66: :,'33.75 DECATUR SO - 291

'.00 .43 - ..F'!..
:ooF.

23.29 .73.75 WINNSSORO PD .
-294

.no . - ...Do ..nO -,00 -

-

.37.58 119.01 OCNYER,C/21, PD 295
:no .00. .00 A .00

..

I., 1.50 GRAHAM PO 296 .

.00 .r - .00. on .00io. 32.50 pMASAR SO
-no

/-7-\, :11N DPS -ICR /'

.00
-aTIN DPS ICR :

.00 .00
diTIN rxNTCPT
..110 -.00

AUSTIN FOPS NARC 272
. na .00

AUSTIN DPS RADIO.
. nn .06.

AUSTIN DPS ROTR
.nn . .00

AUSTIN DPS SENO
. nc )

ausT/N OPS Twx
.no .00-

waSTIN WALT14 DEPT
.00 . .00.

AUSTIN MVt5
.00

AuSTIN AND V
.0 .00

'AUSTIN PD
:00 .00

AUSTIN SAFETY. RESP
.00- .00

AUSTIN SO
.VC" .00,

UmIV OF 7,.:XAS PD.-.
.00 .00

CILPICR SO
.00 a00:.

RANKIN SO
.00 4 - .00

uVALDE PD
.00 ;pp

EL Rioaps.
:on .1- .00
CANTON SO
.00 0

v tooR TA, CFS
nn

-.

.00:
VICTORIA PO .,

.00
VICTORIA SO

tie - .00
NuRTSVILLE PO

...DO. . .00

NUALfSY.ILLE SO
. .00

NuNTSVILLE TDC
. nv

NENpsTzao SO
.

rON114ANS PD
. 60 .00

BR 4.:NHPt SO
.00 r. .00

LAREDO PO
- .00 .00
4aar00 so -

.so l ucio
Prri?cs DPS

.0o .00
walARTON-S0

.G0 .00-
SHAMROCK P3

.0C .00
Etue.RPuRNETT PO
.,.Or .00

id:C.411i FALLS COMP
.00

wIL"ITA rALLS JPS
_tr .00

.00
.212.

.00
272

. 00

2,72
.00

272.
. 00

272
. 00

272
..00

290
'.00 .00

291 "6.04
,

2.53
.no.

3.211.
..nc
' 7.69.

7.39
.00
11.34

.00.
- 3.16
.00

6.23
.00

7.88

7147.47
. 00

102.64
. no

3.62-

.00
6.30

.no
6.43

.no
5.21

1.45
. 1.66
.00
.1.84

.-51 -

3.42
. 00

10 2.80
:DO .00

31.. 2.30.
.00

1.26
.00

5.79
.00

2.93
.00

3.30-
.00

204._ 3.05
:00

9.55
. 00

It. al
. 00

12.87
. 00

7.09

272 15.71 41.75
. 00 .no

. 272 451.77 206.86
.00

272%, 6.79 21.50
.00 - .no

272 64.63 .121.27.;
. 00 .00

272 - 9.95 31.50
. 00 .00

273 9.57 19.29
. 00 . .00

274 3.41 8.22
.00 .no

zts 12.45 28.12
. 00 .no

276 31.45 - 99.61"
. 00

.
.00- . 2.

277 19.06 52:98
.00 .00

278 18.34 58.08
.on -- .00

278 56.72 117.63.
.00 .no. ,

278 13.27 31.76-
-.00 .6o.

279 _132.45- 69.65
.00 -..00

279 11.!59 , 1.70
.00 Oft

229. -4.97 15.75
.00 .qa/. !

-280 21.73
.00

1 '10.39 27.22
.no .

2- .z,oz 5.39-
.00 .no

283 86.00
.00 .0U
:. 281 I2.319 35.92

.no
- 2414 19.52 61.22
.00 '--- .no

285 20.10 49.03
.00

. 286-- 6:45 . 19.05
0

287 12 27.87
.00

28e 125.81. 186.30
.00 .00

288 a0.76 65.73
'.nr .no

. .

. 0 .00
OLNEY- PO

. on- .00
CRYSTAL CITY "PO

. 00 .00
NCIC

.00 .00
-NLETS

. 00 .00,
PALESTINE S.O.

.00 .00
ANDREWS P.D.

.00 .00
ARANSAS PASS P.O.

. 00 -.00
PLEASANTON P.O.

.00 ..0C
muLEsHoE 5.0.-

.00 .00
BAN3ER4 S.D.

.ne .00
1ASTRuP S.O. -

.00. ; .00
al-cvn.L.f

.OD .00
BRYAN.S.O.
.0n .00

ALPINE
on

J'ALrUR-RIAS
. .00

BROWNW000 S.C.
.on

t.N ape.e FALLS S.O.
.on .00

LOckNART s.o.
:on . .00.

LuLiNa
.00

LocKmagr P.D.
.00

B AIRD- S.O.
.00

PITTSSURG
.00

Pn.TISFORG:

PANHANDLE .S.O.
.V0 .00

41LareT4 P.O.
.,on . -bp

DIRRITT
,.00 .

Ruilts .0 .

296
.00

297 .

298
. 00

0
.00

,00-

.00
299

.00
300

. 97

.00
301

. 34

302
- .00

6,6J SD

.00
(3g

.an
35

. 00

203
.on

..00
305 5.15

.00 .00
204 5.28

..110 .00
306 1.53

. 00 .00
307 1.79

.00 .00
107 5.28

.00 , .110

4' 208 2.17
.00 -.00

209N 6.20
. 00 ` .00

5.28
.00

310 .4.40
. or . cc

30.25

15.50

28.11

1.97

5.13

8.29

23.02

20.81

26..98

6.35

18.03

21.40

6800.31

325.01

11.63

19.95

20.35

16.51

5.26

5.83

10.85

8.87

7.28

'4.04

28.35

10.45

9.67

16.32

16.73

4.86

5.67

16.73

6.88

19.95

16.73

73.95
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.
and V'rom Each User Agency

-
SILVER sP6S S.0. . 156 2.60

-.no .00 .no .

CROCKEr. S.O. 323 3.05
4.00 .00" .00 .00

CROCKETT P.D. 323 5..141
. no .00 .00?- .00

4111.

a.67

9.67

17.2

GREENVILLE S.0...
.nn , .00

161 '4.40
.00= '.

13.95

ST/NNETT 5.0.. . ' 324 ;..545 --- 8.08
.00 .00 _...6.00 ,.00.

EDNA P.O. ' 77.57' ..1 64 5.61 -.., .17..95
.00- ''.0110f

JASPER P.0:-
-.120 -ND, :

3gs 6:43 20.35
400= .00

,.. 00 .no
JASPER 325 10.53 .33.3
.00 477 .00 .00 .00

GRovrsP.o.
.00.. .00

226 6.17
.00 .00

-19.55,

-PORT NEC ES 'P.O. 327 6.30 14.95
.00 .00 .00

50.. 168 2.80 8.87
eon .00 -.on .00

ccnougm's.a.
'..90 '1.35

A170 .851 -.

.00 .no
.

1531..

KERRVILLE.S.O. 178. 2.43 4:ags
.110 .00

Lorksas_s.o.,
.0o :no ,

. las ' 2..3n7
.

1.2v"
no .00 .00..- .no . ..-

cc:RILL., s.o. 326 , 1.92 6.0i
.no. .00

leIDOINGS S.O.
.00 .no ,

229 2.17 6.88
'000 .00 .00 ..00 ..

GRCE5BECK S.O. 330 2.68 8.88
.00 .00.. , .00' .00

CtANO 5.0.. 7

, 331 '2.68 8.88
.00 .00, .00 .00

EAGLE PASS S.C. ..1 119-9 1.53., .... 8.86
.00 .00 .00 , .00 -.`"

8WADY 5.0. 200 1.53 4.86
.00 .00 .00 .110

plots 5.0.-
.00

214 1.66
.00 .00

6:26
011,11111;ON 5.0. a32: 3.18 10.06'

.0C . .00
BRIDGE CITY "P.O.

.00 10

333 Iik j 5.79 18.35
.00 .od . .00 .00

VIDOR P.D.
-

234 6.80 21.54
.00 .00 .00

MINCRAL V-ELLS P.D. '224 0.52 26.97
.00 .00 .00.

PALO PINTO S.O. 335 . 1.53 8.86
.00' .00 .00 .00.

CART AGE 5.3. 225 3.05 '-.-J4- 5.67
.0 .00 . .130

ET. TOCKTILN P.O. 229 b.5S 20.75
.0 .00 .00

LM STON-5:0. 336' 3.62 10.85
.0 .00-

. .00 .n0
CANYON - 231 6.4.3 '20.35

.00 .00 .00 .00
CLARKSVILLE S.O. 232 3.67 11.63-- \.00 .00 ...DO- .00
REEL/CIO. S.C. 337 .2.68 8.48
.00 .00 100 .013

FRANKLIN S.O. 3.38 2.55". 8.08
.00''. .00 - .00

ROCKVALL S.C.
.25 - .78

BALLINGER S.O.

1135- 1.38
:on

23,4: . 1.79 5.67
.00 . .00 .1313

14:110E6SON S.O. 12..02 38.05
..00 .00

.233
.00 .00

KE,IPHILL S.C. 333 2.30
.110 4 .1,6% . .n0

Table '6-30. texas 1985 TraffiC:To
(Continuation 6/

RUSK P.O.
.00 .00

CHILDRESS S.O.
00 .00
DRESS P.D.

HENRIETTA S.O. -

.00 CO.'-1,

coczplam s.o.

MCKINNEY S.O.
cs.118 - 4.77

V SLUMFCLS
. 00 .00

COMANCHE 5.0.
. 00 C0

teINESVILLE S.O.
.On -co

CROSBYTON S.O.
-no --"014.,".

..,

CARROLLTON P.O.. -*--"`
1.81 2.71

COOPER .S.O. ..

.00 .00
CUERO P.D.

.DD .00
CARRI20 SPRS. P.D.

. 00 . .co .

CARRIZO SPRS. 5.0.
0)2 .00

CISCO
.00 .00

EAST AND s.d.
. r .043

UNIV. TEXAS P.O.
. 00 ..00
EPHENVILLE S.O.
.00 .0

BONHAM 5.0. --'

. 01k + .00
LA CliANGE S.O.

.00 .00
MT VERNON S.O.

-.POO .00
PEARSALL F.0.%

. on .00
`RICHMOND P.D.

.00 ..00
SP*INOLE P.D.
- .00 '' .00
FREDERICKSBURG P.O.

. 00 .00
GONZALES P.O.

.00 .00
PANFU, 5d0.

. 00 .00
ANDERSON S.O.

Err on -
szGurm 5.0. -,

. no .00
MEMPHIS S.O.4 .ao .00
SAN MARCOS S.O.

. 00 .00
ATHENS 5.0.

.00 , .00
ALAMO P.C.
.00 .00

wilLscoRo S.O.
1- ..00

LEV7.LANO 5.0.
..Cr. .0C

GRAN...RC 5.0.
.40 .61 .00 .00

310
.00

146

e .00
4 86

.00
.321

.00
49

40 .
51 .

.00

5.81
.00

1;15
.00

5..67
.00
1.28

.011

,...1;79

.(0
17.17

.00

,..

17.14

3.63,
-' .

17.95

8.04

5.67

54.38

) 55
.43 .

2.3R
`:64

,7.27

7.6856 2.83
.00 .00

57. . 2.80. - 8.87
.00 .00

212 1.66 _5.26.00 ."
213 9.77 3094

.00 .00
314 1.92

- .00 ,, .no
82 5.81 17.14.

.00 .00
315 5.79 18.135

.00 .00
315 3.18 10.06

.00 .00 1

316 5.79 18.35
.00 '1:00

' 85 2.30 1.2'8
.00 .no

89 7.82
.00 .00.

90 2.55 8.08
.00 .no

92 3.67 21.63
.00 .na
317 4.04 12.79

.00 .00
318 1.92 6.07

.400 .00
96 - 4.41 13.95

._ .82 1.22
97 5.92 18.79

.00 ,.00
99 5.92 18.75

.00 .00
107.

.00
5.67

.00
17.15,

ACT 5.79 18.35'
.00 .00

110 1.92 6.07
.00 ,....00

319 2.30 7.28.
.00 - .oc

117 2.18 6.91
.80

320.,
.00

.61
1.53

.no.
4.86

185 2.4-3 7.68
.00 .00

147 4.40
.00. ....00

321 5.15 16.32
.on .00

256 3.79 12.02

-on'
157

...Do
2.68 11.811

.00. .00
322 2.18 6.91

.
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Tahle.6 -30. Texas 1985 Traffic To and From Each User Agency.
(Continuation 7)

.,:,

..

sAN.AususTINE s.o.
. .00 . , .0D1A-

CCCDCrRY4 S.O. .'

.00.- - ..00 .

SAN SABA S.O.
.00 . -.00

MATMLS P.O.
.00 .0D .00 .00,

SINTON P.O. '1413. 5.67 17.95'
- .nn .00 ..on -... ..00

CENTER S.C. 344'- 11.41 36.12
. 00" .00. ' .00' .00

'R/stOmpaPinC.-CTy P.O..' 345- 5.79 18.35
-) .00 .00 -.. .00 ,-

(70 CRAINDE Eiv 5:0. 345- 11.13 35.25 4
- '.00 ..00 .00 .00
BREcKENRIOGE S.O. _ '242 1.41 4.45

-. 1.' 1.92 ..6.07.
.

i)TULIA 5.0. -2-5

.CO .0C .60 . .00-

.00- .00 .00, .00
9EN9RoOK P.O. 346' 6.57 2.0.40
1-.22 ' 1.62 .00 .00

CVERMAN P.O. 217 1 - 5.44 17..24
1.01 1.51 .00 .00

RIvEROANS. P.O. 346 5.90 18.67_
1.09 1 1.64 .00- .00

PT. PLEASANT S.C. 270 '4.7° 2.43 ..__ 1.681''

. on .00 - .00 ..00
GRovErom 5.0. - 349 . 2.43 7.61 .

.00 .00 ...-- . .00. .00
NOOOVILLE S.O. s 350 3.42 10.15

.00 .00 -.00 .D0
GILNER P.:0. _ 273 -.. "6.30 .19.95

,

LOO -.00 .on .00 ._
uvAL0E s.c. 275 ....2 .:33 9.27

.00 ...00 .00 . .00
Oft. RIO P.O. . -.-276 . 15461 '45.13

.no .00., , .00 .00
..,- DEL RIO S.C. - '' ,. 226 2.55 .408

.07 .00 .00 .00
% NoNilaks.P.O. . ;81 6.55 20.75

it: ..00 .00 .00
SRCNwM P.O. 282 6.6CF 21.51

.0.- . i .00 .00 :no ,

EL C1NPo P.O. , - 351' 6.4.3 20.35 ....-

340 2:04 6.46 0

.00 .00'
Z42 -2-.554.- :08-

.00 . .00
' 1.52 6.01,342
.00 -. .no

.343 5.47 1/.95

i

A('

.

-.41-1"

-CC ..00 -.00 ..nc -

--114ART)H P.O. 2e5 6.68 21.14:-.
.E-0 "- . .00 . .00 .no .-

, it4EE..i.LP S.O. 352 2.04 6.46
. 00 ° .0C .00 .00'

!CNA PARR P.O.. 353 ° 6.C5 - 15.15
. 00 .00 .00 .00

vERNop. S-c., .289 1.79 5.67
.00 .00 .00. .00

.RAYMCCNOVILLE.R.D. -Z90 6.43 20.36
( -CC IRO .00 '...00 4'

..c,oRcE7OwN 5.18e. .- 354 2.27 -7.1i
.. ,

.00 t .00- .00 .00-
GEORGE-TOWN P.O. 354 6.17 19.55 .

.cr .00 - .00 - - ..no
74.1.CR.130. t- 4- .-: 355 '6.55 20.75

-.Cc .CC .00 .00
ic.R..17 p.l. ' - 292 '. 6..55 ., 20.75

.GC .00 . .00 .no
.ouTrmat-4,5.0. _ 356. 3.75 1.02

.Pr .0C .00 _ :00
RIA.,:ti--.S S.Oft

-.. .

'357 1.53 '14.66
.rn ..oc -.co .no

.24intrA S.O. 359z).. 1.92, . 6.07
.1' N - '.00 .co ... .00

CPY".7Et. ITT S.C.-5.0. 298 . 3.05 9.-67
. {,C. - .00 .00 ' .no
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Table 6-31. Distribution of Texas: 1985 Traffic by
7
-Message Type

Number of
.Messages

Message
Length

LIDR - In 'c 12,100 .1 35
- Out 11,100

143,100
300
60TCIC - In

- Out 140,900, / 86
MVD --` In 26,1400 50

- Out.- 26,1100 175
NCIC :
NCIC-TCIC-NCIC 26,000 50
NCIC-NC1CTCIC 26,000 90.

- NCIC-TCICruser -26,000 90 .

NLETS
To LIDR 300 35
From LIDR .300 300
To MVD A 12660 50
From MVD . 1,600- 175
U6er-Other Data Base --. 1,300 .;

50
NLETS-Rust-Other Data -Base 1,300 50

Other' Data. Base-NLETS-Ault . 1;300 200 -

Other Da-ta _Bye-User 1,300 200
Adm ;to Texas '. ' "1,300 300
'Ada from Texas 1,300 . 300
NLETS-Aust-Other Adm 1,300 300.

Adm - In _<:. .r 10,200 - 500
- ' Out d,..^ la, 200 500

G-Code -' '1400 ' % 0
- Out 23,800 300'

Dallas :DB -. In
. . -: Out

1. San Ant . ,DB - In
ck - -Out

Law Enf. CCH' - In- Out,. -
-Courts CCH --- In ',' '3:

- Out : ,-_

Corredtio CCH - ;In
-. Out

S4I.?In
L-. :Out

013§dIS - In
- ,Out -''

L. E.- -Fingerprints - In
t- Out

Texas Youth, Council .- Iri
- Out

,

:3, 100-
9,900 .

1,300_,-
. 1,300'

17., 877 e.

17,8,77
8,569
8,569

656
656 '- ,,-.

1,942
1,942
6 ,g75

6,1475

0 2,892
2,.892

.853

853.

N,

' 50

.k90
50
90.

1426

1459
1

773;." %

267
819' cP....

221
1,920

80-'

2142

512 t
!I; 852 -1'

.. 279

280
512 °

6-63
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Table 6-31 Distribution of Texas 1985 Traffic by Message ,Type
(ContinuatioV1) -

:

sr- L.-

B. P.P,. CCH - In ,656 813
- Out 656 227

ICR Cony. Iri- . 3,000 378
- Out 000 32414

396,900

'

AIM

1 9
6-64,

\-N
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SECTION 7

- NETWORK ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TOOLS

.

4

This section describes the principal network and analysis
-design tools developed and utilized during the STACOM Project.

ti

Section 7.1 discusses the Network Topology Program. Section
7.2 develops the approach to network reliability and availability
analysis. Sample calculations are presented for the' Ohio LEADS and Texas

TL:ETS systems. Section 7.3 deriveS the approach to network queueing-
analysis that leads:to the development of network response time. analysis

techniques. Sathple calculations are also'gkven.

7.41 THE STACOM NETWORK TOPOLOGY PROGRAM

Two types of analysis are involved in.designing a communica-
tion network. The first is concerned.vwi,th arriving at acceptable line
loadings; the seconditholves the achlev6Ment of_optimal (least &st)
line Configurations. The STACOM progrm\has.been developed:tb acCbmplish
both types_ of. analysis.

*Before describing the STACOM Program itself, we will examine
a state criminal justice information system and its communication network:'

as an example of a typical communication network. We Will-then discuss
the goal of the STACOM program.

.

7.1.1> State Criminal Justice Information SysteM
-

An information system is usually developed to prdVide a
systematic exchange of information beelween -a group of-organizations. The
information system is, used to accept (as inputs), store (in iles-Or a
database) and display (as outputs) strings or Symbols that are grouped in.

various- ways. While-an Information System' mazy exist withOtt a digital
computer, we.wtll 'consider only systems-which contain.digital-computers aS
Integral parts.

Information systems can, be classified 'in various- ways_for

various purpdses. If classification. Is by type.of service rendered, the
type of information system which serves a criminal justice community in'
state-can be as an information storage and retrieval system.
This tipe of information 4.stemiis the subject of qur interest. For
example, the "state of Teas'has_an information system with data base
located at Austin. The data base contains records on wanted persons,
stolen vehicles, licensed drivers and stolen license plates. Also
stored in a separate computer are files of the Motor Vehicle Department
(MVD) which contain records on all and motor vehicles in the state,.

0.0

7 -11
4
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_.State Digits). Cde;munication Network- \
1...

For a- given state information system, stors.geand retrieval
-.. of data to /from the data base,oan be accompfished in various ways -for-
-.different user requirements,. In general.,..the users =of a state- criminal
justice information system di-e geographidar. d- istant from the,ceritl

- data' bade .computer. Since fast turn:.-around-timis a necessity for
-,thiSparticular.user community, direct in-lirle-,accedls to the central
data base .by each .criminal- justice agency,constituteS the- mbstimportant
.uper'srequirements. -In-adadtion, it is required to quickly'move message .

data. from one agency.to:anotherrata different.focation. All of these,,--
goals require a:data communicatioiVnetwxr:k: Because the computev deals
only with digital data, only-digital- data communicate networks are
considered here:-

Aftdigital.00lmunicatiOn. netwOrkconsists mainly of a- set of -

nodes connected,by a set of links- The nodes may be computers, terminals
or some type of communication doritrOlunits-in various 'locations, while
(..the links are the tommunication.channels.providink a data path between the
nodes. TheSe chanhelS-are usually private or -switched lines' leased Troia
.a common carrier. A Simple..eXample-;--of_a network is given in,FigUre.7-1
where the links between modems are the communication lines leased from
common carrier: The ,comm,unicatiop.control.unit,In- city E -is used .to
multiplek Or.ccInbentrate several Idwer4Speed terminals onto a high-spee'd
line_ The -line which-conneats cities "C," D, and others"- is called.multidrop
line which connects several terminals to the data, base computer.-

7.1.3- A'STACOM-CommunicatIon Network
.:. .

`-----;44o
:74,

r the purposes of the STACOM
is erapdefirie'a set of system-terminations

. -,Y
Each systeeTtermination consists of one or
computers located at the same city.

7.1.4'

study, aCoMblau. hicat.on network
connected by a set oE:links.
more physical terminals or

3-

COmthunication Network Configurations

The communication -network for an information system with a
'central data base' computer will- be one of three basic network
configurations: the star, the multidrop, or distributed connectidn.
-These three types are shown-in FigUre 7-2.

As shown in the ftgure,, the star network consists of four
direct.connections,.one for each- dystem termination. Each Connection Is
called a central link. The multidrop network2has.one line with 'two system
terminections and two central links'. In the distributed network shown,
more.than one path exists tie-Olken each indiVidual system terminations and
the central data base.

_
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*STAR NETWORK

Figure 7-2.
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7.1 -5 -Network Optimization
N. .

Given a communication networkythe operating costs for the
various types of lines or common carrier facilities-required are governed
by tariffs based upon loCation, circuit length and type of line.
Experience suggests that the operating cost of a network can often.be
substantially reduced, by'an initial investment in a configuration
analysis. In other 'Words, some efforts in network optimization generally
provide cost-saving.

There 'are two ways of constructing'a communication network in,
. a geometrical sense.,-One can divide a communication system into several
regions, construct a minimum cost rdkional communication network for each
region, and then build an inter-regional network connecting all of the
regional centers to the central data base center.- Each regional center is
responsible for switching messages issued from and_returned to. each system
-termination in the region. Alternatively, one can consider the whole
system 'as a region -which is entirely made up of system .terminations, sand
perform optimization for that region.

7. 1.6 , The STACOM Progr&m and its Purposes

One of the objectives in the STACOM study is to design minimum
cost and effective communication networks, which will satisfy the predicted
future traffic load for both selected model states, Ohio and Texas. In
order to achieve this objective, the STACOM program was developed and
utilized for the analysis and synthesis of alternative network topologies.
It is also the project's goal., that the final product be a portable soft-
ware package which can-be used-e. s.-e network design tool by any user.

1

In network desIgn,.two majon4-problems are the selection of a -'
cost=effective line 'configuration for given 'traffic,'aT2d'the design of a
lest'cost network to arrive at lower operating' costs.

The goal'of the STACOM program is to provide a user with a sys-
tematic method for solving both problems., In other words, the main purpose
of the STACOM program is to provide the network designer with a tool which,
he can use for line _selection and for-obtaining least-cost line connections

7.1.7 Functions Performed by thee STACOM Program

The STACOM program is a goftwaPe'iOol which has been developed
for the purpose-of designing least cost networks in order to achieve
lower operating costs. It utilizes a,modified Esau-Williams technique-
to'search for those directlinks between System terminations and a
regional switching center (RSC). whiCh may be .eliminat d in order to
reduce operating costs withoUt impairing system perfo ante below that
specified. The RSC eitherl5rovides-a switching capabil ty or s a data
base center or'both.

Inputs for the STACOM prQgram contain data such as-traffid,°-
terminal locations, and functional: requirements. The network may be.

vi
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divided into any number of desired regions in any given program run. Each

region has an RSC which serves terminals in its region. RSCs are finally
interconnected to form the complete network. Upon receipt of a complete
set of input.data, the program first performs formations of regions and,
if needed, selection of RSCs. The program then builds a regional 'network
in which only system terminations in the region are connected. The
program then optimizes the regional network for each region requested by
the user.

The' formation of regions is performed by the program on the
basis'of attempting to arrive at near equal amounts of traffic fox all

.

regions. After finding.the farthest unassigned system termination from
the system cent d geographical center), the program starts formation
of the first region by selecting unassigned system terminations.close to
thissystem terminatioriuntil thepotal amount of traffic for that region

- is. greater than a certain/percenge (90% in -this implementation) of tkie

average regional traffic .r Thd average regional traffio-is simply the
total.network traffic dic7idedby the number of .desired regions. 'The-same
process is repeated bye program in fording the rest of the regions-.

) .

-:

nima1 traffic-
distancedistance product sum. In the selection process, each system termination
is chosen as a trial RSC and the sum of tr2tc-distance Troductsis then

T calculated. The .location of the system termination which provides the
minimal sum is the selected as the RSC. The,lacation of the lie-' for a '
given .regionmay also be specified by. the user. The optimization proceSS
consists 'of two basic steps, i.e., searching -fv lines whose elimination
yields'the best cost saving, and updating of the network. The two step's.

are repeated until no further sav:ing I.,* posSible.
,Th

Before performing network optimization, the'STACOM program
-

constructs an initial star network in which each system termination is
directly connected to the regional center. It theq starts the optimi-
zation process. At the termination of this process, d multidrop network
is generally developed. In a multidrop network, some lines have more than
one system't these are called muitidrop.lines.

When needed, the STACOM program will continue to form an
interregion network; which consists'of a set of regional centers and has.
a direct link.beteen any two region centePs.- Yryle program then performs'
optimization on the network.

1 -
-

.

The process for interregional network optimization involve'el- ,,,

the same two steps: searching and updating.: Hoever, the searching step4,
_

is primarily for finding an alternate route to divert traffic between two
regional sWitching,centers with tie bestdsaving. 1 t .

1.

. . . ,
. t -, . ,)t ..

BaSed on 'the -data provided, a Suedessful'run of the S,ACOM
program'generetes a regionallorinter output and, if requested, a CalComp
plot. The printer-odtput contains data such-as'initial regional cork

and optimized network, assignments of system terminations, etc- The

CalComp plot shows the ,,geographical connections of the optimiied network
in which, multidrop line actually connects 'all of the system_terminations.

7-6
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Figure-7-3'gives examples of regional star networks and
initial inter-regional network; Figure 7-4 gives examples of optimized
regional networks and inter - regional network Obtained from Figure 7-3.

7.1.8 Main -Features

As'described in-Paragraph 7.1, the STACOM program has been-
,-

developed for the purpose of performing analysis and synthesis of
alternative network topologies. The following is a-list of features which
characterize the STACOM program:

(1) The Esau-Williams routine, has been modified, tested, and
utilized for determining. near optimal (least cost),
network topology.

(2) A tree type structure is used as the storage structure
in the program.)

(3)' The program execution has been made flexible; for
example, constrainton response time for a multidrop
line is an input parameter.

(4) A response-time a;,gorithm has been imidlemented J.n.the
program.

r -

(5)- A Cal Comp plotting routine has .been included for drawing
resulting multidropped networks.

16-the rest of this subsection, these. main features are/
discussed in detail. q..

7.1.8.1 Structure

a

7.1.8.1.1 Storage. Since a multidrop network can be viewed as atree-
composed of sub-treeS, it was determined that a tree-type data structure
would be appropriate and convenientTor representing a multidrop network.

A tree-type storagestructure is therefore needed the
program. This tree type storage structure is implemented/by defining a
,set of storage cell':

Each system termination (datal is represented internally by a
'storage cell in the program. Each cell tconsists of five fields and each
field occupies one word (i.e., a 36-bit word for UNIVmr 1108 computers)-

7 :c
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O REGIONAL SWITCHING CENTER

0 SYSTEM TERMINATION

._ LINE CONNECTION BETWEEN SYSTEM TERMINATIONS

LINE CONNECTION BETWEEN .RSOs

REGIONAL BOUNDARY LINE

Figure 7-3 Example-of Initial Region Network and Initial
Interregion Network
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4

4

0 REGIONAL SWITCHING CENTER

0 , SYSTEM TERMINATION

LINE CONRITION BETWEEN SYSTEM TERMINATIONS

LINTE CONNECTION ,BETWEEN Rks-

__REGIONAL BOUNDARY LINE

os

Figure 7-4. Example of Optimized Regional Networks a id Optimized
Interregion Network
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Defining that system termination X as a successor of Y,
and Y -a predecesson of X -if X branches out from Y, and defining X
the root of a free if it has no predecessor before it, then the
storage cell-gor system termination A can be described as folls,s:

4s*

I
A

A

f3 f4 15

)

Let c(fi) = content of 1-th field in a storage cell IA, where
IA is an internal index alsystem termination A (data)then

system terMinations under A

a pointer Whilh points to the first successor of A
.

a pointer which points to ttile next system
termination whose predecessor is the same as A's

a pointer which points back to tae previouS system
termination whose predeor is the same as A's

c(f1) =

c(f2) =

c(f3)' =

c(f24) =

a pointer which,points to A" . predecessor

When there is a "zero" in a field, this indicates there is no
one irelating to A under that specific relationip. Given a tree as
Figure. 7 -5, A is root of the tree; it has 4 descendents, i.e., B, C, 0,
and E. jlig.lare 7-6 is the internal representat_Dn of that relationship

n indices IA, IB, Ic, ID and -IE wIn's'l'are internal cardinal numbers for
stem terminations A,. 11, C, and_E.

The ,first field of storage ,:e1]. IA indicates that there are 4.
system termpations 'under IA; the pointer tc 1= says that IB is its first
successor. Since IA is 'the rcpt of the tree, 7-he other three fields are
left with zeroes.

In, -the Case:of IC, ID fs its next successor of IA, and its
previous successor of IA is 1E5. Its third fieldebas a pointer pointing to
ID, and its fourth field a pointer pointing to 'B.

< 203
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0

Figure 7-5. A Tree with A as its Root

0.

IA = INDEX FOR A .
"N.

Figure 7-6. Internal Representation of the Tree in Figure 7.5

7.1.8.1.2 Program. The STACOM program consists of twelve functionally
independent routines. . Figure 7-7 shows thelaasze-Cstructure of the
program. The functional interrelationship isindicated by arrows.

An arrow fram,routine A to routine B indicaegis that routine B
will be called upon by routine A during its execution. In addition, all
of these routines communicate to each other through the COMMON block
besides the normal subroutine arguments.

r

Major functions of these eleven routines are given below:

(1) MAIN Routine
This,is the master routine of the STACOM program. In
its execution, it reads in all the data required from an
'input device (card reader or demand terminal) And
performs calculations of distances between any two
system terminations. It assigns system terminations tot

7-11
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`MAIN RGN NET

L I N NUM

PRINTS, PLOTS

IRNOP
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Figure 7 -7. STA C OM =Program Structure
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(4) LINNUM-Routine
This,...routine provides an estimated line Configuration

(required to satisfya"given traffic and,kis mainly called
upon by routine RENNET. During its execution, uti4iza-
tion of- selected lines-are calculated/against the r

.given traffic by calling RHOTUN so that, effective line
utilization is less than'the pre-determined number.,

(5) kkOFUN Routine
This routine calculates the line effective utilization
for a\ given traffic and line configuration.

(6) ICOSTJ Routine
Given the line configuration and indices for any_ two
system terririnations, this ,routine calculatethe
installation costs and annual recurring.costs for
the line end other chargeable items required:: In
calculating line costs, it calls upon. roilt'ime DIST

for distance data betweed two given system terminations.
Resulting cost data are arranged by chargeable item
type

(7) DIST Routine ,

-This routine retrieves distance data between any two
`system terminations by calling routine PACK. When the
distance is greater'than 510 miles, it retrieves

a

distance data by calling routine RECOVR:

(8) PACK Routine.
This routine stores or retrieves distance data between -

any two system terminations. It is called upon by
routine-"MAIN for distance data depositing; and called
upon, by routine DIST for its retrieval: For the purpose
of saving storage, distance data has been Compressed,
and each 36-bit word has been divided intofour.sub-
words of 9, bits. Therefore, any distance datum with
,value equal to or greater-than 511 is stored in another
specified area; its retridyal calls upon rbutine;RECOVR.

(9) RECOVR Rtine --

.Luring distance data retrieval in the execution ofie the
DIST routine,.if the return value from routine PACK is
511, this routine will be called upon to provide the
actual distance data, which is eqdal to or greater-Ithan

511.-

(10) LINK Moutine
Sinde the distance between any two system terminations
I and J Is independent of how I add. J. are referred to,
the routine LINK provides a meehanismifor. preserving
such.an independency by mapping I andJ.into an absolute
index.

-7-14
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7.1/ Response Time Algorithm-- kSPNSE Routine
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4.(y1 ','PLOTPT Routine ..

This routine Proviads instructions for plotting a given
point on a Cal Comp plotter. Location of a point.i4-
caleuldted by its associated V-H coordinates. -

There is a limit on the numberof terminals which can be
linked togetherby a multidropped line due'to constraints on reliability
and response time. However, it ifould be an oversimplification to just use
a particular number as thelr main constraint in determining how many
terminals a multidrop line can have. In reality, the response time of-a
given multidrop 'line depends on the amount of traffic, the number of
terminals onthe line, and very heavily, on the number of transactions to

.

be prOcessed in the-data base computer system:

In the STACOM program, a response tie algorithm is imple-7-'

mented in .such a way that during the n*ts:rork optialzationprocess it
is used to accept-or reject the addition of a given terminal to a multi-
drop line. This response-time routine calculates the average response
time on the given multidrop line, given the number.of terminals and
amount of peak traffic on the line. Before its inclusion ip the STACOM
program, the fidelity of this algorithm was evaluated by sfinulation
andfound to be acceptable.

7:1.10 . Flexibility

At the outset of the.STACOM project it was anticipated that
the STACOM program would be used for states with varying traffic
requirements; it was decided that the resulting program should be as
flexible and general as possible. With this-in mind, the STACOM program
has been implemented with the following featUres which make it - flexible

Viand thereby enhance its capabilities:

(1.) Rate Structures, Line Types, and Chargeable Items

Because'a.state can have more t.han one rate structure
(tariff). applicable at any orie time, the. STACOM program
has been designed to accommodate this.

Under a specific rate structure, any combination of line
types-with their names, line .capacities, and basic cost
figures can be prescribed to the program. In addition
to the line cost, any- number of chargeable items
assoctated with each line type can be prescribed to the
program. For example, any combination ofcost items
such as service terminals, drops, modem and others can
be used... FUrthermore, under:the MUltischedule Private
Line (MPL) tariffs given by for interstate communi-
cation lines, the monthly line charge between any two
terminals is now a. function of both the inter-city dis-
tance and the traffic densities of both terminal cities.

7 -15
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The STACOM 'program has been implemented in such'a way
that it can take line-cost figures based on MP------t-agiffs
or other tariffs. r

(2) Region Formation,-Switcher Selection, and Network
Optimization.

Given a: set of system terminations dividing them into
.regions can be'performed in either of the followin ways:
the user can. preassign some or all of the terminations
into preseledted.regions-, alternatively the user can let
the programt.perform the region, formation by'simply pro-
viding the system centroid. Following the formation

%.process, the STACOM program will. start selecting ,

-regional switchih&centers for regions'without a
preassigned, switching center. The pr;ocess of regional
network formation and its optimization will then follow.

(33 Number of Terminals per Multidrop Line-and Average
'Response Time gte

It may,be desirable to set a limit on the'ntimber of
terminals on a multidrop line. In its implementation,
the STACOM program takes this number.from the user's
input data as a constraint during its optimization
process;

.Besides the limit on the numben of terminals allowqd on
a multidrop line, a good network design also requires a
constraint on the average terminal response time on a
multidrop line. The STACOM program allows a user to
specify the limit on a run basis.

7. 1. 11, Programming. Language

-.The STACOM program is implemented "-with the :FORTRAN V language
of UNIVAC.systems, compiled with the EXEC-8 FORTRAN PreproCessor and
mapped by its MAP" proaessor.

7-142 Operating. System Requirements

. The EXEC-8 operating system of the- UNIVAC 1108 computer has
been.used in the development of the. STACOM program. The current edition
of the. STACOM prOgram can- only be executed under the-EXEC-8 system.
FUrthermore, since a CalComp routine is linked with the program, the
plotter must, be part of the operating system. If such a hardware unit is
not included .1' the system, the STACOM program must be updated to reflect
this enviro...-nt.

7 -16
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In-addition,.the current STACOM program...has been designed with
the feature- that all: the desired output be put into a FORTRAN-file
designated as 100. gefor executing this program,, a file with the name
100 must be assigned. Ot erwlse regular RITE- unit 6 Will be the
destination,outputfile, e.g., p int.output will go to the user's demand
terminal when it is run as a d and job.

As an example, the following is a complete list of EXEC-8
control statements which need to be priepared or typed in after the run
card for properly executing the STACOMprogram.

passes by. In the following sections, we will present assumptions and

@ASG,UP 100
@SYM,P pUNCH$G9PLTF
@XQT File.Element

(data)

@BRKPT, TOO
@FREE 100
@SYM. 100.T4

The @SYM,P command directs the resulting plot card images to
a Cal Comp plotter designated G9PLTF. The last @SYM command directs
print output to the slaw hardcopy printer designated Tit.

7.1.13- Functional Limitations

While the STACOM program has been designed and implemented
with the intention,that it be applicable as widely as possible, it does
have certain limitatiOnS. These are due mainly to the limit of program
size (sum of,I and -D bank) allowed under the EXEC-8 system for simplistic
programs. The Maximum program size allowed is 65k words per program.-
Although it is more convenient for later use to assign all parameters with
maximum values as long as the overall program size is within limits, this
results in greater expense in later use of the program due to the higher
core-time .product. Therefore, it is recommended-that all parameters be
set at values just-high enough for anticipated Use.

After setting 'parameter values, the-STACOM ProgramcaPabili.
ties are then limited to these assigned values. If arun requires that
certain parameter.value'-be exceeded, the STACOM program must be recompiled

and-remapped. 0

7.2 SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
4

r-.

While -cost p thebe a major concern deciding the opti-en for
network Implementation whehseveralalternatives are available, the factok'
of system reliability (survival probability) and availability as a function
of alternate option does deserve-Some considerations.. The reliability
and availability of a-system not only depends on how the system is built
up, it aldo depends 'on how each component of the sysem behaves as time

.7-1 7
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definitions of Terms and equations which are to be used later in calculating
systemreliabilities-and availabilitie. The conptraints of subsystems
,to be inrstigated and.-resalt's from? applying these equations for both ' . ...-L-
X/hio and Texas are then presented.

. z .
N

'Pk...i'
_

7.2;1 , Assumptions -----,4 .-,....

The true reliability Csui;vival p'robbiliTh of a given -..4..,

_component as a_function of age.is impossible to describe exactly and
simply. However, 'in many,cases,;a. component's reliability can be practi-
cally and usefully represented. as a unit with a "bathtub" shape -.failure
rate function as shown in Figure 7-8. In other fords, a compenent can
be well described as having a failure rate that is initially decreasing
during the infant mortality phase,constant during the so-called "useful
life" phase, and, finally, increasing during the s'o-called "wear-out" Phase-

y.

Figure 7 -8. "Bathtub"- Failurie Rate FunctIon,
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In this study., ., we assume that all components are to be opePated-w4hin the
.

. constant fall,vre rate phase. :Several ckistribution functions do -hate such,
a constant failure rate Case. Ho ever, in the following discussion's, we

- use ttv exponential distriblition to, represent the reltabiliy«funetion-for
each individual component. An- important _property of the exponential
distribution is that the remaining life of a used componeht is4ndependent'
bf its initial age (the "memoryless property"). iiitp the. exponential
=distribution it folloWs that:

4

R

-(a) Since a used component is as good as new
.(statistically), there is no advantage in following a
:policy of planned-replacement of used components known
tohe still functioning.

4

(b), The statistical estimation data of mean-life, --,

percentiea, reliability and so on, may be collected on
the basiAi. only Of'the number of hours -of observed life
and of the ..number of observed failures; the ages of
components under observation are irrelevant.

1

7.2.2 - Definition °

tNa.

For the purpose of convenience in later' discussions:, we. give
- definitions to the following terms and notations::

(a) Ai = Failure rate for component i

(b) 41 = Mean time between failures (MTBF) for component i

(c) vi'=- Mean time to repair (MTTR) for component i

, "(dX_R(t) =Reliability function as'a function of time, t

(e) A(t) = Availability function as a function of time, t

(f) Awl = The limiting average availability

(g)

(h) X = System failure -rate

(i5 = System MTBF

(i) v = System,MTTR'

7.

a
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7:2.3 SystemReliability and Availability

GiVeri a system with n (>2) components, it is in general
E=..impossible to derive its exact reliability'and mailability. Hoviever-, if

the statistical idtericelationship,among its .components. can be described,
wecari then relaiethe 7.'t.T.stem relfability and-availability to the 4>

reliabilities and availabilities of the components._ For the simplest-
case,.if aiX.of the Componentsare statIstically independent and each of
them hs a constant failurerate the the overall' system reliability
R(t) for a series systerri (a system-whAhlfunctions if and only if each
component functions) is

A

R(t) = e- -At

-)

where A = E hi
i =1

n = number of components in the system

If the-system has a -parallel structure (a system which
functions if and only if at: least one component functions), its
reliability becomes ,

.

:

. n
R(t) = 1 - n (1 - e-'Xit)

. 1=1
- - -

.

where 17 denotes the mu-ltiplicatibn operation.

(2)

Furthermore, for a sees ystem, Its limiting average system
availability can be describ&I as

Aavg =
i=1

and the average of system downtime.(MTTR) tecomes

V

where =

= µ E
. i =1

system MTBF

1=1
. =

( 3 )

( 5 )



7.2.4 System Reliability and Availability for the Texas Network

7.2.4 . Reliability System Structures. The existing communication
netwo lefor Texas consists of two central data base computers at Austin,
one central switcher at Austin and two regional switching computersat
both .Dallas and SariAntonio.

Wtth this in < nd the reliability-system structures for an
individual "user terminal can, e described as follows:

.

User Terminal - Austin Switcher - Austin Data BaseS. Case 1:.
Computer

Figure 7-9 shows the reliability system struct
user terminal. whew- its 'communication with the central data
through the Austin switcher only. ."

ure for the
base6 has to gO

Since line L2 is a very.short,one and it is. an in-houseline,
its reliability is considered to be 1.- This also applies to th'e-:following

cases.

user
both

Austin
Li L2

Figure 7-9. Texas Reliability Structure for Case 1

Case 2: User Terminal.-'DalIs Switcher - Austin
Switcher - Austin Data Base Computer

Figure 7-10 shows the reliability system-structure for the
terminal when its communication with the ,data base has to go through
Dallas and Austin switchers.

Ep) Case 3: User Terminal - San. Antonio Switcher - Austin
Switcher - Austin Data Base Computer

Case 3 is similar to Case 2, with the exception that San
Antonio switcher is the local switcher instead of Dallas
switcher. It is shown in .Figure 7-11.



AuStin . Austin

Figure 7-10.
a

-

Texas Reliability Structure for Case 2

San Antonio Austin

Figure 7-11. Texas Reliability Structure for Case 3

Austin

. .

7.2.4.2 Empirical Components' Failure Statistics. Table 7-1
failure statistics for all of relevant components as

rTexas reliability system stuctures. These data are-.0.

by differerit sources as indicated on the Table.
7.,

7.2.4.3

'

System Reliabilities and Availabilities.

(a) Case 1

The effective sySte-m failure rate is equal to,

Al = AT + 4AM + AL + AI SC + ADB AENV

= 0.02786

Its reliability function as a function cyf time

R,(t) = e 70,.02786t

Applying

.

t = 24, R1(24) = 0.512

Since Al = AT + 441 + AL + ARSC ADB4+ AENV

0.0832

and its average availability is equal to

shows
given in
provided

becomes

0.9134.

Given a 24-hour operation period, the system will-have a sum
of 110.6.minutes. of outage. These results are tabulated in
Table 7-2.
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Table 7 -1.. Empirical/Estimate Components' FailureliStatis,tics
,.0

Component

o

lai
MTBF

1. Terminal 900

2. Modem '5000

3. Line 668.5

4. Data Base 350.8
Environment

5. Austin S/W - 143.9

6. Dallas S/W 145.0

7.

-

San Antonio
S/W

145.4,

8. Data. Base '68.3

Failure Ai
vi Mate Availa-
MTTR (X10-3) bility Source

0.667 1.11 0.99926 .074 Int.
Calm.
Corp.

3 0.2 0.9994 0.6 Ohio WU

1.4 1.496 0.099791 2.1 Ohio WU

0.57 2.85 0.9984 1.62 Ohio
.

1.17 6:94 0.9920 8.13 )
1

0.99350.95 6.89 6.53 Texas

0.56 .6,88 b.9962 3.86 DPS

4.67 14.64 0.936 68.4

.._

-(b) Case 2

The effective system failure rate is equal to

A2 = Al + 2AM + AL + ARSC at Dallas

= 0.03664

and its reliability function becomes

e-0.03664t

-Applying t = 24 R2(24) = 0.415

Since 72 = 0.0930, its average system availability is
equal to

= 0.915

Given a 24-hour operational period, the system will have
a sum of 122:5 minutes.of outage.' These results are
tabulated ip Table 7-2.



Table 7-2. Texas System Reliabilities and Availabilities for a
24-Hour OperatiOn Period

System 1
rr

System 2 System 3

1) Reliability 0.512

2) Availability 0.9232

3)r- Daily Outage -110.6 minutes

0.915

122.5 minutes

0.1415

0:917

119.3 minutes

r

(c) Case 3

The Rffective system failure rate is equal to

.

X3 = A-1
+ 2XM 4- XL + ARSC at San Antonio

= 0.03663

and its reliability fUnction becomes

R
3
(t) = e -0.03663

Applying t = 24, R3(24) = 0.415

Since 73 = 0.09036

its average system availability is equal to

A = 0.917

Given a 24-hour operation period, the system will have
a sum of 119..3 minutes of outage. These results are
also tabulated in Table 7-2.

7.3 RESPONSE TIME ALGORITHM

This section describes anetwork response time a_gorithm which
models mean response time values at network user terminals', Response-time
is defined as that time interval between the time-a network user initiates
a request fpr network service and the time.A which a response is'
completed at the userd inquiring ierminal.

Section 7.3.1 describes a general approach, to network response
time modeling. Following this background material, specific models used
in Texas are 'discussed in Sections 7.3.2. .

0
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7.3.1 General Response Time Modeling Approach-

7.3.1.1 ,,kporoach. Components of the model described in thlis
v.can .be assembled to mimic response time behavior at any terminal
in_any network configuration incorporatingterminals, lines,
switching computers and data base computers:

section
imbedded

message
fel

. To facilitate discussion, we shall consider the components
a response time model for the general network depicted in Figure 7-12,
although the principles of model component development apply to any
network configliration:

for

In the network shown, Regional Switching Computers, (RSCs),
service terminals within their -defined region's.. RSCs from each region
are connected to a central RSC which provides a data base forinquiry/response
tran ctfons.

The longest response time at a
on a multi-dropped line served by a remote
discussed here treats this condition.

system termination will occur
RSC. The response time model

.Figure 7-13 presents a simplified drawing of the confi:guration
of interest. The remote RSC services a multidrop -of M terminals and
receives a single regional trafficgload fran'-all other terminals in the,
region. In our discussion2intraregion lines are. half duplex and
interregion lines are fUll duplex. Again, the general approach is not
limited to these specific choices.

The central'RSC connected to the data base.receivs traffic
from the remote RSC of interest, and from both terminals -:in its region,
and other RSCs in the network.

-

In this scheme, messages transmitted from multidrefp terminals
to the data base, and back to the appropriate Multidrop terminal, encounter -

a series of queues.

The total time spent in any queue is defined, as the time .spent,
waiting' for service from a facility plus the: time spent by- the facility 'in
servicing the transaction. The response time. model developed
here considers average or mean.values for all variables, so thLt,

E(Queue Time),= (Wait Time) + E(Service Time)

Fa'cilities in the model consist of transmission- lines and
computers.

Figure 7-14 shows seven distinCt queues encountered by a data
base inquiry and response operation 'from a multidropped terminal. The
wait time and service time components of, each queue are delineated in, the
figure. Inquiry input to the data base moves across the top of the figure
from left to right!. 'Response output from the data.base moves across-the
bottom of the figure from right to left. Each of the queues, seven in
all, are numbered for later easy reference when specific equations are
discussed. .

4
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SYSTEM TERMINATIONS

Figure 7-12. 1.General Network
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Figure 1-13. Sikplified'Configuration For Response Time Analysis
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'Each of the queues is considered' to be a single server
queue, with the exception of the data base RSC computer which may be
treated as a double server '_queue ( dual _CPUs) if desired .

A

7.3.1.2 General Eauations. We shall now develop a set of general
equations for a re'sponse time model. In this model, response time is
defined as that time from initiation of a request for network, service At

''a terminal to the time that a response is completed at the requesting
terminal. We wish to de4telop equations for the- queues outlined in
Figure 7-14 for a network capable of handling three types of message
priorities. In addition, for purposes -of this discussion, output from-
the computer onto the multidrop line is given priority over input messages
to the computer from the-multidrop line.

Thus, there are really 4 types of priorities to deal. with.
Consider the three 'message priority types as being.

Priority 1 = Message type A
Priority 2 = Message type B-
Priority. 3 = Message type C

Then, on the-multidrop, the
following four priority types

model will need to_ handle the

Priority 1 = Output of Message type A
Priority 2 =V Output of Message \type B
Priority 3 = Output of. Message type C
Priority 4 .= Input of all. Message types

This approach is necessary since messages cannot_ be prioritized
until they- reach a computer, at which pOint , message types Can be examined
and appropriate 'priorities assigned to each. It is assumed here that -it
is not desirable to allow network users to assign priorities to messages.

7
On interregion full duplex lines, output does not interfere

with input so that the model need deal with input and output of the three
_priority types, messages A, B, and C.only.

The following, assumptions are made for model development:-

t1) Traffic, arrival patterns, at facilities are Poisson.

(2) times of messages are exponentially
distributed.

(3). OutPut. messages from the computer to the multidrop line
have priority over input messages from the terminalS. to-
the computer.

(4) Message dispatching is first in, first out, (FIFO).

(5) No messages leave queues without first being servictel

7-29-
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(6) Polling is cyclic-on the multidrop with equMgartighting
for each terminal4

(7) Message handling is on a non pre-emptive basis, that
is, messages are not interrupted once they are placed
on a transmission line.

(8) When dual CPU's are considered, they are assumed to be
evenly loaded.

(9) Users on4the-multidrop line do not hold the line for
more than one message before polling is resumed.

Under conditiOns of the above assumptions; the mean-waiting
-time, E(tw) , in a single server queue is

where

and

where

E(tw) -
pE(t8)

- p

E(ts) = mean service time (sec)

p = E(n)XE(ts)
AI-

E(n) = average number of transaction arrivals pen second

The mean queue time is therefore

or

or simplified.

E(tq) = E(tw) + E(ts).

pE(ts)
E(tq) + E(ts)

1 - P

.-E(tq)-.=
-E(ts)

-.P

(T)

(2)

The term, p,-is a measure of facility-utilization and is equal
to the fraction of time that a facility is irk use serving trlansactions.
The term, p, take_ s on values betwen 0-and 1.- When p =.1 ft means that the
facility is 100% utilized. We shall see that p values should generally"
not exceed 0.700.

For dual server queues, such as computers with twin processors
where an incoming transaction is ''serviced-by the first processor which is
not busy, the waiting time for service, E(tw), is given by

7-30
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P 2 E(ts)
E( tw ) =

1 P 1 P

and in this case the traffic value, E(n), shouldAbe halved in
calculating p; that )s

E(n)
p E(ts)

2

(3)

Before presenting specific equations for the qudues outlined
in Figure 7-14, we shall consider the general equations for waiting tiles
when it is desired to handle messages of different priority types.

The ability to prioritize messages can be an important network.
feature when there is a mixture of long and short messages on the network,
that is, when there is a wide range of average message lengths for .

-different message types. For example, in the law enforcement environment,
when long message types such as digital fingerprint data, Computerized
Criminal History data, digital facsimile .data or long administrative
messages are included in a network along with shorter inquiry/response
messages related to officer safety, it may be expedient to transmit the
latter message types with a higher priority over the network to insure
shorter response times forjhese more dmportant message types.

The response time model-is capable of handling up to four
message priority levels_. The mean wait time components of mean queue
:times for. the four priority levels are given below.' Priority 1 is the
highest priority.

Mean wait time, Priority 1,

Mean wait time, Priority 2,

.E(tw2) =
(1 - P ). (1- - P1 - -P2)

pE(ts)_

Mean waittime-i. Priority. 3,

E(tw3) =
1 p E ( ts)

- Pi P2) (.1 - Pi - P2 P3)

(5)

(6)
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Mean'we t time, Priority 4,

E(tw4) =

In the .above equations

,pi = facility utilization due to ,priority i message type
i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

pE(ts)

PI - P2 - P3) ( - p)
(7)

and E(ni),<E(tsi)-

where 'E(ni) = arrivals per second of priority.itype messages
a

and . E(tsi) = 'service time for priority i type messages

so that the total facility utilization

P = + P2 + P3 + P4

and the total Message arrivals per second

E(n) = E(n1) + E(n2) + E(n3) + E(nit)
:Finally, in the.model, there are two types of service times

to 'be calculated. One is service time for message transmission over
communication fine facilities and the other is service time for message
switching and - data base acquisition by computer facilities.

For the four priority types,
communication lines are given by

where

and

11.

(Lmi
E(tsi) =

= 1 9'2, 3,

service times for messages-an

OH) x Bc

C
MPSE

Lmi average message length o.f a priority i type message
chara ters_.

"1
overheadOh = number/ oof verhead characters-that accompany.a message-on

the network

=-number of bits per character

C = line'capapity in Bauds

(8)

in

MPSE = time 'spent for pauses in transmission -due to modern line
turnaround time or other factors

(
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Tha unsubscripted service time term, E(ts), (which appears
with'-the- unsubscripted p term-In-the-numerators-of-equations 4.thru-7),-Is
calculated similarly, but uses the overall network average message length,
Lm, tn.place of Lmi,

Where

Lm = Pi(LM1) + P2(Lm2) + P3(Lm3) + P14(Lmk)

pi =. the percentage of priority i type messages on the network
i = 1, 2, 3, 4

The mean service time.for a negative poll on-the multidrop
network is giveh by

POH x Be
E(tPOLL) = + PPSE

Cm
( 9 )

where POH = number of polling characters including, overhead characters
,-

Bc =

"C
7
1 =

number of bits per character

line capacity in Bauds

PPSE = total line pauses during a negative poll due to modem
turnarounds,' etc. There are two line turnarounds for-
a negative poll on a half duplex line.

Note that communication line service times do not include
terms accounting for line transmission delays as a function of distance.
these contributions'to total response time are negligible and are not
included in the model.

Mean service times. for cOm"15,12ters are estimated from data
supplied by computer' system vendors: interest-is the;averake time
required to process a transaction." For an RSC the time is that-requZ.red
to-perform message switching. For a remote single server RSC, - the mean
queue time E(tqRC), is

.1.ihere-

E(tsRC).
E(tqRC)

1 - PRC
(10)

.E(tsRe) = mean service time for switching per transaction in
a regional. computer - -

PRC = facility utiliz &tion for a regional computer

where

'PRC ' E(nRC) E(tsRC)

E(nRC) = total transaction arrivals per second.at the
regional RSC

7-33 2 2
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For .an RSC connected
computer-123-a dual- processor. -so that
this case, the meansueue/tiMe for the
is

1

. -
.41. 77: "

where

and

Where.

.ter 4

Ide_shall assume that the
-.4Z5-"':A4".111-7K1- serveroqueue.. .

aata Jrase'switcher computer ; E(tqCD),
--

P2CDA E(tsCD)-
E(tqCD) = +,E(..tsCD)

1' 4- PCD .1'-PCD
t:

E(tsCD) = mean service time-for switching plus data base
access per transaction

PCD = facility utilization-for an g, C with-data base I.

E(nCD)
PcD 'E(tsCD)

2

E(nCD) = total transaction arrival rate per second at the data
base RSC

Mean service times for computers are hardware and software-
configuration dependent, which necessitates vendor consultation in each
-case. Generally, computer mean service times will. range from 100 ms to
700 ms. 4

Cu.

In arriving at values for computer mean service times, it
is important to visualize the computer-facility as- a .single large queue,
despite the fact that the. operating system involve many queues
inreald)ty. One approach, for example, may 'consider the mean number 3

of program.steps executed.per transaction-and the mean, number of disc
accesses per transaction. 'Typical .numbers -may,be:

ITEM

150,000' instructions
per transaction

SPEED TIME

0.150@ 1 microsecond mean
instruction execution
time

6 disc accesses per @ 147.5 milliseconds per= 0.285
transaction access

.

MEAWCOMPtTERSERVICE TIME = 0;435 sec

Ideally, vendors or system users may have actual measurements
available .from operating statistics.

7.3.1.3 Inputs/Outputs: 'The general model requires the input data
listed in Table 7E6. Table 7-4 describes the terms .calculated by the
model. Figure 7-15 clarifies wher,e various terms apply in the model.
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Table 7-3. Model Inputs
r

Item Symbol Meaning and Units

Cm _ Line capacity of the multidrop (Baud)

2 CR. Line capacity -of interregion line (Baud)

3 OH Overhead characters in line protocol (CH)

4- MPSEM Total line turn-around time on multidrbp (see)

-5. 'MPSER Total line turn-around time on interregion line
1.

.... (sec)

6 M Numbei, of,terminals on multidrop

7 UC Units pef. characte (bits)

8 L1 Priority one outputaverage message length (CH)

L2 'Priority two output average message length (CH)

L3 Priority three output average message length (CH)

L4 Input average message tength (CH)

12 L5, Priority one-input:average message length (CH)

13 L6 Priority two input average message length (CH)

14 L7 Priority three input average message length (CH) ror

15 Lm Overall system average message length (CH)

16. ECnm ) - T- Mean "arrival rate ofpriorIty one outpUt messages to
multidrop:(msg/sec)

17 E(nm2) Mean arrival rate of pri,ority two output _messages- to
multidrop.(msg/sec)-

E(nm3) Mean arrival rate of Priority 3 output messages
to multidrop (msg/sec) _



Table 7=3. Model-Inputs (Continuation 1)

Item Symbol Meaning and Units.

9 E(=4)

20 E(nRI1)

21 E(11:42)

22 RI3)

.23 E(nR01)

24 E(nii02)

25 EcnR03i

Mean arrival rate of all input messages fPom
multidrop (msg/sec)

Mean arrival rate of Priority 1 input messages on
interregion line (msg/sec)

Mean arrival rate of Priority
interregion line (msg/se6)

Mean arrival rate of Priority
interregion line- (msg/sec)

Mean arrival rate, oft Priority
interregion line (msg/sec)

Mean arrival rate of Priority
interregion line (msg/sec)

Mean arrival rate of Priority
interregion iine-(msg/ec).

2 input messages on

3 input messages on

1 output messages on

2 output messages on

output messages.on

26 E(nCR) Mean numbeP of transactions/sec

27 E(nCD) Mean number of transactions/sec
a data base (trans/sec)

28 E(tsCR)

?9 - E(.tsCD)

at the RSC with

Meanservice time per transaction
computer (sec/trans)

for the RSC

Mean service time per transaction for the RSC data
base, computer (sec/ trans.)

7 -36.



Table 7-4. Calculated Values

Item Symbol Meaning and Units

1 E( tsmi)
i = 1-7

2 E(tsm)

E(twmi)
i = 1-4

rpmi
i = 1-4

5 Pm

6 E(tqCR)

7 E( tsRIi)
1 = 1 -3.
E( tsR0i)

i= t-3

9 E( tsRI)

E( tsR0 )

Mean service time for messages on the multidrop
line (sec/msg)

Mean service time .for messages on the multidrop
- using overall average message length (Lm) (sec/msg)

Mean wait time fOr service on the multidrop line
(sec/msg)

Mean utilization of multidrop line for' each
priority type

Total mean utilization of multidrop line for all
messages

Mean queue time of RSC (sec/ms,g

Mean service time for input alc;ssages on
interregion line (sec/msg)

Mean service time for. output _messages on
interregion line (se-c/mag)'

'sa

Overall mean service time for input messages on
interregion line (sec/msg)

`Overall mean service time for- output messages on

11

12

pRIi
= 1-3

pROi
= 1-3

interregion line (sec/msg)
11.

Mean utilization of interregion line for input
messages for each priority type

Mean utilization of interregion line fo output
Messages for each priority type

13 pRI -Total mean utilization of interregion line for all
input messages.

14 pRO Total mean utilization of interregion line for all
output messages

15 E(twRII)
,

Mean wait time for input service on inter-
i = 1-3 regional lirie (sec/msg)

16 EC twROI) Mean wait time for output service on inter-
i = 1-3- regional line (sec/msg)

17 E( tqCD). Mean queue time of RSC 'with data base (sec /mg)
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Figure 7-15.- Model Inputs and Calculated-Values
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Once the calculated values are found, it is a simple matter
to sum up the desired components 'of the seven queues involved, (outlined
in Figure 7-14.2) to arrive at desired val-ues for response times by priority
type. It is also 'possible to use the model for simpler network configura7:
tions which may Or may not involve message priorltiZation. The following
two examples will clarify model use..

EXAMPLE 1

Suppose we wished to find response times for the network-shown
in Figure 7-14 under the following- aonditiorls:

There are three priority type messages on the network,
A, B, and C, with A being the higher -priority

Output of messages to the Multidrop lihe has.. priority
over input messages from the line multidrop -s

Inquiry messages flow from the multidrop line through an
RSC, over-interregion lines to a data base RSC and
response messages flow back

The equations. for response'tiqe-are presented below. There
are three equations shown.

E(trA) = mean response time for -a priority A message

E(trB) = mean response time for a prioriiy.B message

E(trC) mean.response time for a priority C message

. Each equation is comprised of the 'appropriat6 wait and service
time components calculated by the model. The equation -for E(trA) IS)
presented in moreAetail. The equations for E(trB) and ECtrC) are.ef
similiar:conStruction, however, the waittimes in queues are longer since
they 'are of lower priorityand the line -- service times are different since
average message lengths are' different. These .differences 'are evident in
the*use.of different -subscripts. Note that the Nalt time for line service
fb,r,an input message on the multidrop line is the same.in all equations
since input from the multidrop is visualized as priority 4 on the- multi-
drop line,- that is, input waits for all output onto the multidrop..

Term

E(trA) Response time of priority A messages

Queue No..
Explanation , (See Figure

(See Table 7-4) -7-14)

]- 1
E(tpoll).

2
Mean waiting time for-poll at a. terminal

,7 -39

Not applicable



-Term
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planation
Tabl-e: 7-4 )

Queue No.
(See Figure.

7-14)

+-E(twm4) Mean waiting time torother input messages
on. multidrop that may be polled befoi-e-
terminal of interest.

.

+ E(tsm5) Mean service tine_ for Priority A- input
message on multidrop line

E(tqCR) Mean_ queue time at RSC
- S7....

+ E(twRI1) Meari\igaing time for Priority A message
for interregion line-.service

+ ECtsRI1) time for Priority A message
on interregion line

+ E(tqCD) Mean queue time at RSC with data base

+ E(twR01)

+ E(tsi01)

+ E(tqCR)

+ E(twM1)

E( tsM1)

and

Mean waiting tine for Priority A message
for interregion line service
Mean service .time for Priority_ A message

, on interregion line

E(trB)

Mean queue time at 'RSC

Mean wait time for output service of
-Priority A message onto multidrop-.line

Mean' service time for output message of
Priority A on multidrop line

I11-.:.--,. _E(tpoll) -I- E(twmli) + E(tsm6) + E(tqCR)..-
3

:1

1

3

5

,E(twRI2) + E(tsRI2)
E( twR02) +.E(tsR02)
E(twm2) + E(tsm2)

+ E(tqCD)
+ P(tqCR)-'

- 1
E( trC) = {M E( tpoll) + E ( tWrall- ) Ectsm7) E(tqCR)__...._.

2.-.

`NO

E(twRI3) + E(tsRI3) E(tqCD-)
E(twR03) E tSR03 -I- E (tqCD)
E(twm3) E( trnS3)

7 -40 s .
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EYAt-1PLE 2

Suppose we wish to, deal with the simpler network configuration
shOvin in Figure 7 -16. As before, the longest response time in this
network-will occur on one of the multidropped fines. Therefore, consider
the simplification of Figure 7-17 where we consider one such line.
Consider, also, the4following characteristics _of inteEest.

There is no.pridgtization of messages.

Is given by

Output of messages to the multidrop has priority
over input messages from the multidrop

o- A single RSC with data base is used in the network

Under these conditions, the response time, E(tr), for messages -

M
E(tr) = E(tpoll) -E(twm2) E(tsm2)

-1-1E(tqCD) + E(twm1) E(tsml)

In this equation, output is givp,n priority one and input-is
given priority two.

7.-3.1-4 Model-Validation'. The reader will note that siniplifica,tionS.
have been introduced into the model. For eXampleMean.queue time-at.
'computers is calculated .without_regard.to average - message lengths.of
transactions.- This-assumes thatythe mean number of software,operations
carried out per,,transaction (hence;. mean time) , as well as time for disc
accesses, is-fairly insensitive -to -the lengths ofmeasages which are being_
handled: These and other simplifying ,assumptions are best-tested by
comparing -model-outputs with simulation. -This exercise was performed with
a GPSS program that simulated,a networIQ with the characteristics of-
Example 2 of the section entitled Model Inputs/Outputs, but with-two
priority message-types, -A and B, instead of no prioritization. Results
are shown in Figure 7 -18. These .results show-the model to be suffidiently
close to simulation results to be of meaningful value as a design tool.
Values used in these specific tests are shown in Table 7-5. Values in
Table-7-5 for E(nCD), E(nm1), E(nm2), and E(nm3) correspond to a total
network transaction level of 90,720 transactions per day. The curves.
of Figure 7-18 were generated by increasing, (or decreasing),,these values_
proportionately to generate x-coordinate values.. '"
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Figure 7 -16. A Simpler Network



E(nm2) E(tsCD)

'RSC- WITH

DATA

BASE.

. .

E(nCD) .= TRAFFIC FROM REMAINDER

OF NETWORK TERMINALS .

Figure.7-17. Network,Inputs for Example 2' :
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. .

Model: -Validation Input .Values

Term_ -Value

Cm
-OH

POH
MPSEM
PPSEM
M
-Uo-

L5
L6
LI
L2

E(tsCD)-
"E(nmi)w:-
E.(nm2)!
E(nm3)*:'
.E(pOD)1!*

2400:Baud
13. characters
10 characters

0.150, sec
10 terminals
10. bits-.
18 characters..
250 characters
170-characters (output Priority 1)
250 characters.(output Priority. 2)
39.-characters-(Input),
108 character-s
0.700 seconds:
0.046Y
0:'0042
0.0502.
0.525

*Values :for multidrop traffic' used at E(mCD) = .525 (see text)

**E(naio) .525 for evenly loaded dual-prOcessorstOtai.computer.:
-.13ransaction load = 2 x -525.= 1.05 transactions/sec or

90,720'transactions/day.-

The equations fbr response times in this model were

[7.777] E(tp611) E(twm3 + E(tsm5) + E(tqCD)-
M -

+ E(twm1) -+ E(tsm1)

. E(trB) =

[

,M -.I .. _ .,

2.

E(tpoll) ± E(twm3) E(tsm6) 4-E(tqCD)-.

E(tvarn2) E (tsm2 )
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t- The dotted line in Figure 7-18 represents the time Spent
in queue in the computer (see Equation 11). Note that the overall
life of the system in- terms of ability to handle throughput is limited
by the computer performance. In the system shown, the computer utilization,
Pm, reaches 0.700°-at approximately 173,000 transactions per day.
At.this point, excessive queues tan develop in the computer with small
variations in.throughput_demand. Consequently, designers should be
well into planning an upgrade when mean computer utilization hovers
near 0.700. The model can be used to-find the new required computer
mean service, time to handle throughput demand for any number of years
in the future. Mean service times may be reduced in any number of-ways;
the most typical, being use of fixed head discs, improving communi tions
-software obtaining faster core, and Lmplementing multiple processing
units.

The Texas Response Time Model

The response time model for the State of Texas requires the
development of further terms to handle the queueing analysis of data base
terms..

The present-system in Texas employs three regional switchers
- one in one in Austin and one in San Antonio. Each switoher
serves terminals in its genei-al region. The Garland-and San Antonio
switchers are connected through communication lines,to the Austin
Switaher. The Austin- switcher, in turn, is connected to-state data bases-
Response time models developed in Section 7.3.1-are _useful.. in treating
respopse times from terminals into the Austin switch. The nature of
communications between the Austin switch and the Texas data bases in
Austin, however, require the development of additional queueing equations.

Figure.7-19 presentS a simplified blOck.diagram of the TLETS
System and shows specific .'connections- between the Aust.in.switch and the
three data-bases providing service-to, the TLETS. Network - the Texas CP1me
Information Center, (TCIC), the Drivers License Records, (LIDR-) , and the
Motor Vehicle- Department (MVD):

When the Austin switch accesses these data 1)ses, the "line
over which the inquiry passes to the data base is held in reserve until
the response is constructed, and then used to return the response fPoM the
data base 6aCk to the Austin switch.

. In analyzing tt-iis type -of "Holding" operation, it is useful to
treat the data base line facilities together with the data base facility
as a single system. For,exaMple, Figure 7-20 shows the-TCIC system as it
appearso the: Austin. Switch. The system has a characteristic mean
waiting time, E(tW)s, a mean service time,_,E(t,S)s and a-utilization-,'p
Where'

E(n)TCIC.
E(ts).s
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NUTS 2400

75,1200

REGIONAL MULTIDROPPED

LINES

c

75, 110 AND 1200

REGIONAL MULTIDROPPED

LINES

HOUSTON 2400

HARRIS COUNTY 2400

AUSTIN 2400

2400

75,1200 SAN

REGIONAL ANTONIOMULTIDROPPED

LINES SWITCH

2400-

. .

GARLAND

SWITCH

,2400 CITY OF DALLAS

2400 DALtAS COUNTY'

2400 WICHITA FALLS

2400 FORT WORTH

2400 TARRANT COUNTY

NCIC

a

2400

1800

2400

AUSTIN

LIDR

2400
SWITCH,

IMM1111111110.

TCIC

<
0

2400

H
H
H1200

1200

2400 SAN ANTONIO

MVD

Figure 7-19. Simplified TUTS Diagrmn
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TCIC

LIDR

---MVD

Figure 7-20 . Data tase'MeanAesgiOnse Time as it Appear6
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o Austin Switch
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E(n)TCIC-= 'mean arrivalS per second of TCIC, inquiries

Since there are two lines available co the Austin switch for
service_to the.TCIC, the system appears to the. Austin switch as a dual
server queue. Thus;,the value for system utilization, Ps, is halved by
dividing the mean transaction arrival rate by 2, (see equation 3).

The TCIC-computer is also loaded by 'LIDA traffic and traffic
from in-house'Di"S terminals used for file update purposes. Thus, the
total number of telecommunication transactions per second at the data base
computer, E(n)CD'

E(OCD) = E(n)LIDR E(n)T0I0 E(n)DPS

And the computer utilization, from the telecommunications standpoint,.PCD2
Is.

itv= E(nCD) E(tSCD)..

Where E(tSCD). is the.mean service time per transaction of the IBM 370/155
single server data base computer.

The total mean queUeing time for the TCIC system,.
is equal to the meansystem waiting time plus-the'meam syStem
timei

E(tg)TCIC2.'
service

E(tQ)T0IC = E(tW)s :4- E(tS)S C12)

.,:. From a system standpoint, the Ausin''switcher
,
sees. two:2400

Baud lines available for serviceto.rthe'TCIC;system.: Thus,fro.M.equation
.

3, the mean'SysteMrWaiting'tiMe:-for this.dUal server_ queue iS:given by,-

. , ps2E(tS)s -

E(tW)s = (13)
1 - Ps2.

The mean service time in this equation, E(tS)s,
the following components:

consists of

E(tS).$ =':line transmission time-tai.TCIC_fromthe Austin switch

+ wait time at the TCIC computer.tor,data base.service

+ mean service time per transaction at-the ,TCIC 'computer-

+ line transmission time back .to the Austin switch
. from the'710I0

tote that there is no waiting time for the line'when
..response message is to be returned to the Austin switch from-the TCIC



since the line is "h ld"'for return service once an input Inquiry message-
begins transmission .

The c ponents of ,the above equatiOn' are listed in the
following paragraphs.

Let the line transmission time, (service time); from the
Austin switcHto the TCIC computer for input inquiries be E(t5)ATI Then

(L(m).TCIC IN

C

OH) 'Be
+ PAUSE .

L(m) TCIC IN-=,,averagemessage length-of a TCIC_inputitessagef

. C.,_

PAUSE

`(inquirSr).
I -

-= Mesiage.overhead-oharac'ters

= bits per 1.Iracter

,

= line capacity in -Bands

= total pause time per message due to niOdem turn,
around-time,'etc.

.

The waiting time at the TCIC computer.forra TCIC transaction
is calculated by considering the prObabilities that either, another TCIC
transaction is in front of it, aim LIDR transaction is in front of:it or'a
DPS in-house terminal transaction is infront of it, and/or all
combinations-of these possibilities exist. This anarysiS indicates_thSt'
in the worst case, the wait time, EIOTGIG, for' a TCIC transaCtion,:in-tile
TCIC computer can.be approximated by,

E(tI') TCIC = E(tSCD)x Pdp X1.1

where PCD = TCIC computer utilization

(-15)

t(tS)cp = Mean transaction service time of -the TCIC computer-.

- Since the value for Pm) cannot exceed- 1, the mulitplicative-,
factor of 1.1 suggests 'that "the Waiting time for TCIC service-**a TCIC
transaction after' it has arrived at the, TCIC computer will nev.ef.:exceed
one TCIC computer mean service time plus 10% of one mean services time on
the average.

This finding is not unreasonable consider14 that the single
.

LIDR and the two individual TCIC linei from ,the AUstin'switch are "held"
as described above, so. that queuing is limited at theICIC -computer. ---

Further, LIDR and TCIC inquiries enjoy a-non-PreeseptivepriOrity interrupt'
over DPS in-ho-use terminal _messages,.



The mean service time per at the ,TCIC coMputer
was arrived at by analyzing software stapistict. Which provided means
:Of-4etermining total. computer and disc time devoted to telecommunications
and.A-measUre ctf'total transactions- over a given period. The mean
service time per transaction for the TCIC COmputer:hasbeen determined
to be 394 milliseconds,

Line transmission time, E(tS)ATO, for an output from the TCIC
to! 'the Austin Switch is given by: -

(L(m) TCIC out'+ OH) Bc.
E(tS)ATO + PAUSE (16)

C

,/74r The terms in thiS equation are identical to those in equation
16 with-the exception of the average message length, L(m) TCIC Out, Which.

'is the average.message'length of a TCIC response moving from the TCIC
computer to thelAuStin switch.

We cam now construct an equation for-the mean service time for
a transaction to the TCIC from the Austinswiich:as the system appears. to
the Austin switch. Using equations 144 15 and 16 and a knoiriledge%of-the.."
comPuter,Mean-servide.timei. E(tSCD), the. equation' or -system/mean service..
time, E(tS)S2- is :.

E(tS)s =.E(.tS)ATI + E(tSCD) X PCD

E(tSCD) E(..ts)_krb

(17)

Now, subStituting equation 13 into .equation 12, the desired
expression fortotal queue time, or response time, 7E("))TCIC, for the
'TCIC system as-it appears to the Austin switch becomes,

ps2 E(ts)s
E(tQ)TCIC.-

1 - Ps2
+ E ( tS )s

E(n)7ic X E(tS)s
Where Ps _

2

. and

( 18) .

E(n)TCIC = the mean arrivals per second of TCIC inquiries.

.. , Equation 18 is used to analyze TCIC turn-around time from the
Austin switch in the) analyses carried out in Section 11 of this report.
For the remainderof the network, that is, from multidiops to the Austin
switch and back, the following equation is applicable._

The total response time equation for-a terminal whose multidrop
_

is connected'to the Austin is: -.

. .

E(tr)-=
M -1

E(tpoll) 1--E(tWM2) +.E(tSM2)
2

751

J

0 It

(19)



+ E(tQAS), +
Ps2 S

E(tS)S-
1 PS2

+ E(tQAS) + E(tWM1) E(tSM1)

where E(tQAS) = mean queue time.for;,the Austin'switch'and
4her terms are as they aie presented in-eqdation. 18.

The response-time for terminals multidropped from the Gar4land
or San Antonio switches would.includeadditional terms accounting for
reMote:switchei queues and dnterregion line-queues ---
E(tsRI1), E(twR01), and E(iSR01).

IhuS far, wehave developed an equation for the treatment of
.TCIC. data base inquiries 'and.responses. .A similar set of equations must
be.developed-to treat LIDR and MVD.traffic.

In the'caseof-the LIDR
service-for message flow between the Austin swi
this .system, as frir the MVD system, a slightly
will apply: For each gf these systems, as for
be a system queue time, that is, a system wait
time. In the 'discussion-of the TCIC system, we
S, to'denote the system. Let us now expand our
using the following:terms:-

viewed'

a.single_Iine_provkdes
tch and'the'data base. For
different set of equations
the TCIC system, there will
time= plus a system service
simply= uses subscript,
terminology for claritY,by

.E(tQ)ST = system-queue-time for the .TCIC system

E(tQ)si = .system queue time for-the LIDR system

r
E(tQ)sm = system queue time for the MVD-system

.Each of these systems. has a wait time-and a service time as
from the standpoint of the Austin switch; so that; we may write:

E(tsT = E(tW)ST ktS)ST

E(tQ)si.= E(tW)ST.--1-. E:(tS)ST-

E(tQ)SM = E(tW)sm + E(tS)sm

.

For the LIDR system, we have a single line which competes
for data base service with.the TCIClines and the in-house DPSterminals.
The LIDR system appears asa-single Server queue to the'AuS't& switch
with a mean service time E(tS)SI and a system utilization-of. PSI-
Therefore, the meamwait time for this.system, E(tW)si, is

.-E(tW)si
Psi E(tS)si

1 PSI

7-52
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s.
Where 1031 = E.(n)LIDR, E(tS)SI'

The value for E(tS)si As the sum of the following components:

E(tS)si = line transmission time to LIDR data base-

-4- wait time at, the data base.computer for service

+ mean service'ttme-for the transaction at the data
base. computer

+ line transmission time back -to the Austin Switch
from the data base computer:

Let ,;t-he line transmission tiMe, (service time), from the
---Austin-switch-tb the LIDR data base computer for Anput inquiries be_

E(tS)AII. Then

.

(L(m) LIDR IN + OH)B6
E(tS)AII = + PAUSE (24)

Where. all terms areas they appear in equation 16 and L(m)
LIDR IN is the average Message length for a LIDR inquiry.

The waiting time of the data base computer is calculated by
considering delay times for each possible combination of TCIC, LIDR, and
DPS in-house terminal messages, weighting these by their probability of
occurrence, and summing these-weighted probabilities. The procedure
follows that carried out for the TCIC system earlier. For the LIDR; ,this.
analysis indicates that the wait time, E(tW) LIDR, for service for an LIDR.
inquiry in 'the data base-computer is a function of -Pcm, and can pimply be
iri.tten as:

(25)E(w)LIDR = E(tS)cp

The Mean service time for the data base computer E(tQ) CD of
394 milliseconds is,. cecourse, also employed gere.

Line transmission time, E(tS)AIO, for an output from the data
base\to the Austin switch.is:

E(tS)AIO 7.
(L(m) LIDR OUT + OH)T3c

C
+ PAUSE

-where terms are as they appear. in equation 16 and L(m)(LIDR)0U7f
is the average message idngth for an LIDR output response- message.

Equations 24, 25 arid 26 are combined to give an expreStion
for LIDA mea.0 service time as it-apppars to the Autin

1E(tS)si = E(tS)AII-- -1--E(tSCD) X PCD E(TSOD)

E(tS)AIO

zz-53
2,,

(27)
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Now, substituting equation 23 into equation 21, the desired
expression for total queue time, or response time, E(tQ)LIDR, for the
LIDR data base system as it appears to the Austin switch becomes;

Psi.E(tw)si
E(tQ)LIDR

1 PSI
E(tS)si (28)

Equation 28 is used to carry but the LIDR analyses presented
in Section11.

For-the MVD, we have two lines providing service to the
MVD data base, which is separate from the TCIC/LIDR data base, (see
Figure 7 -19).

This system is analyzed in a similar way _as the TCIC and
LIbi systemsabove. For the dual server MVD system qUeue as rt appears
to the Austin switch, the mean waiting time, E(t'W)sm, is,

P2SM L'tS)SM

the 'TCIC

=

where =

1 -
SM

E(n)MVD

2

E(tS)SM
x

1

(29)

zp

and E(n)MVD = Arrival rate of TLETS traffic

The-equation for E(tS)SM follows the rationale
and LIDR.systems above. Thus

E(tS)SM =.E(tS)AMI E(tW)MVD 4-7E(tS)CM

where

E(tS)Amd

developed for

( 30)

O

-.E(tS)Amt line transmission time to the MVD data base

-E(tly)ma = wait time at the .MVD -data base computer

For_4.
transaction at
agencies other
MVD-data- 1?ase.

foe.service

ErtS)cm servi e time per
MVD computer

transaction at the

E(tS)Amd = line transmission time from the MVD-data base'.
to the Austin switeh..-

the MVD system, the wait time for servicefor,a
the.MVD computer, E(tW)mvp, mist consider the:fact .that
than thOse associated with tt^^ TLETS network also

howeyer, has non-pre rr _five interrupt pribriti.over

riV



other users. .To treat this case, we consider.the total arrival rate of
'telecommUnications messages at the MVD data base to be comprised of TLETS
MVD.Inquiries, E(n)mvp, and "other" arrivals at a rate of E(n)mo. Thus,
the total arrival rate of. messages, E(n)mT, is given by

E(n)MT = E(n)MVD E(n)MO

Therefore, utilizatiory_of the MVD data base due to TLETS
traffic, Pm,. is

PML = E(n)MVD X E(tS)cm

and the utilization due to "other" traffic, MO, is

, Pmo = E(n)MO X E(tS)clie

So that the total utilization of the MVD data base computer
-due to telecommunications traffic, Pcm, is

PCM = PML PM0

Under'these conditions, the mean waiting time fora TLETS
MVD inquiry at the MVD- data -base computer is, -,

pcm E(tS)cm
(t1.1)mim

PML

The mean service time .for tXe MVD' 570/155 computer per
-trar4action is ,similar to the TCIC/LIDR data base computer', i.e., 394
milliseconds.

Thus, the total system mean - 'queueing time, E(tQ) MVDr for MVD
data base'system as it appears to the Austin switch is-

E(tQ)mvp
p2sm E(tS)SM

1 - P2
E(tS)SM (32)

SM

Ar ;Equation 32 is used in the analyses of the MVD system carried
out. In Sectibn 11.

Sample Calculation

By way of example, clet us consider the total. mean response
time for ,a terminal,connected `to the Garland switcher intO.,the TCIC. system
and back to_the terminal. In this sample calculation weshall,use TLETS
circuit 4 out-of Garian a 5 Baud pultidrOpped line with 10.-.-terminals.
The - communication pat is. over he multidropped.line, thi'bugh the Garland
switch;! over a dual-sever set o, interregion lines, through the-. Austin
Switch,:through the TCIC system as it appears to the Austin switch and
back'through each component to the inquiring terminal;

The equation components are Shown in-.Table 7-6.'

44
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Table 7-6. Equation ,Components

Eduatiqn Component Meaning

[

M-1
.E(tr) = ---- E(tpoll) + E(tWM2),+'E(tSM2)

2

E(tQ) cA

+ E(tQ)Tcic

+ E(t WcA

E(tQ)R0

E(tQ)CR

+ E(tal )

.

7-56 25 C

Wait on .multidrop for
service (priority 2,
input) plus service
time on multidrop to
Garland switch

Wait plus service time
at Garland-switch-Tor
TCIC input message

Wait- plus service time
for dual server inter-
region lines - input
message - one priority

Wait plus service time
:at Austin switch for
input message

Wait plus service time
for TCIC system as-it
appears to Austin
switch

Wait plus service time
through Austin switch
for output message

Wait; plus service time
fob dual ser'r inter--
region lines - output
message' -. one _priority

Wait plus service time
at Garland-.&kitch:for
TCIC output message

-Wait plus service time
for output 'message
onto multidrop line
.(priorit3i. 1 , :e.. ,

output over input)



The sample calculation _presented here makes use of numerical values
listed in Table 7-7.

:sok
The equation components of Table 7-6 then become;

St

[M21]_ tic

E(tpoll) 2
Cm

E ( tWM2 ) =
em E(tSM2)'

-o- PPSEM = 3.15 sec

(1-em1).0.--eml-em2Y

(Lm2 OH) Uc
ELtSM ) -o- MPSEM =

Cm

E(tQ)CR =

E(tQ)Rf=

E(tQ)CA =

1E(tQ)-TCIC =

E (tS) CR

1 Pc R

E tS RI

E (tS ) CA

1- PcA

pST E( tS)ST

1-PST

E(tQ)CA = See Above =

E(tS)R0-
E(tQ)R0

1-PRO2

E(tQ)-CR = See Above =

E(tWM1) -
.pm E(tS)M1

. (1- m1) -

( Lm1 -o- OH) Uc

Cam.

Thus the total response tj_me, E(tR)., -in this Ample calculation 'is -the sum
of the above terms:

E(tS)ST =

5.9 sec

ti

0.35 sec

0.55 sec

0.86 sec

2.1 sec

0.86 sec

O.9 sec

0.35. sec %

14.7 sec

E(tR) = 57.1 'sec



Table 7-7. Sample.Calculation Input Values

Term Meaning Value

POH

Number of terminals on multidrop 10

Line capacity of multidrop , 75 Baud

Polling overhead 3 char

PPSEM Total line turn around time for 0.4 sec
a poll

MPSEM Total line turn around time for 0.4 sec
a message

OH Message overhead on multidrop 12 char

be Units per character on multidrdp 7.5 bit/char'

Lm2 -Input average message length from- 134 char .

multidrop - priority 2

Lm1 Output average message length 208 char
to multidrop --priority 1

Lm Overall average message length 177 char
on multidrop -.

E(nM1Y

E(n.M2)

E(S)Cli

Arrival rate of output messages
.to multidop -

Arrival rate of inpUt messages
from multidrop

Mean service time of Garland
Switcher

E(n)CR. Total arrival rate of messages a
: Garland Switcher .

Cr

MPSER'

LmRI.

0.006/sec
4

0.005 /sec

0.300- sec.

0.5 sec.

Line capacity of interregion lines 2400 Baud

Total line turn around time per "'0.056 sec,

message on interregion lines

Average message lengthof messages
from Garland-Switcher to Austin
Switcher

134 char

1,



Table 7-7. Sample Calculation Input Values (Continuation 1)

Meaning Value

LmRO
Ati

E(n)RI

E(n)R0

UcR

E(tS)CA

E( n) CA

CAT

OHH

PSAT 'Total line turn-around time per
message on TCIC lines

LmATI Average message leng n of
messages from Austin Switcher to
TCIC

Average message length of messages
from Austin Switcher to Garland
Switcher

208:char

Rate of message flow from Garland 0.2 /sec
to Austin

0.22/secRate of message flow from Austin
to Garland

Units per character on high speed bits/char
lines

Mean service time of Austin
Switcher

Total° arrival rate of messages at, 1.34/sec
Austin Switcher

2400 Baud

0.400 sec

Line capacity' for lines between
Austin Switcher and TCIC

Overhead characters on high speed 13 char
_lines

LmATO

E(tS)CD

E(nI)

_E(nT)

Average message length ofmessages
from TCIC' to Austin Switcher

0.032 sec

183 ..char.'

168 char

Mean service time of TCIC computer 0..00 'see ,-

(data base -computer}-

Arrival rate-of messages toTCIC'
data base

Arrival rate of messages to LDIR
data base

Arrival rate of transactions from
DPS inhouse term±nals-

0.232sec

0:12/sec



STACOM/TEXAS :RK STUDIES

A

STACOM/TEXAS Network Studies consist of examining five
optional network configuratiOns, and the'execution or three additional
network studies.

Options 1, 2 and 3 investigate potential cost savings in.
. .

trading off network line costs with regional switcher costs. Options :4
and 5 examine cost fradeoffs between construction of a separate' network to
accOmmodate predicted growth in New Data` Type traffic, and the integration:
of New Data Type criminal justice trafficwith TLETS traffic into a single
network.

Three_additional_networkstudies_consider: (.1)__network_cost.
increases'as terminal mean respon6e.times are decreased, (2) the impact on
'network cost and .performance 'due to :adding digitized classified.
fingerprints as a data:type, and (3) the relative difference,Wnetwork
costs'between maintaining and abandoning network line service ,oriented
toWardthe existing regional. .Councils of Government.'

'The f011owing paragraph discuss these-studies in more detail.

a'71 .OPTIONS1 THROUGH 3
_ . .

As the number of regional switchers serving terminals within
their regions is increased,, total network line costs mayl)e:.eXpected to.
-decrease due to the fact that total'hetwark linelength.has=decreased..
The 'placement of additional regional- switchers., however,impoSea an
additional network cost:which-may or' may not .offset cost savings due to
decreased line lengtha.

Options1 through.3spek:tounderstand-the effecti of the:
-placement, of regional swit her$ throughout the_ State of Texas on-costs..

_ . tOtion.1-con ders the use of a single regional switcher
.located in Austin:

Option 2 analyzes the use of two regional switchers. One
swItcher is located in Austin 'and the second switcher is located in one of
-four different citieS in an attempt-to-search for a minimum cost two
region configuration. The four locations considered were restricted:to
the major candidate' cities of Dailas,"Midland, Lubbadk and Amarillo.

Option-3 considers costing effects -of the use of three
regional switchers. Two of the:switchers are lOcated in Austin and Dallas
.respectively and the'location of the third is varied from Houston,
Midland, 'Lubbock% Amarillo andSan Antonio. The San- Antonic location is
included to provide a comparison of optiMized networks with an optimized
network with switchers located as they are in the TLETS system.



8.2 OPTIONS'4 AND.5-

The New Data Type traffic communication requirements
can either be met. by constructing a separate. network dedicated to these
needs or by integrating this traffic flow with the' TLETS Network.

Option.4 considers cost totals for-operating separate networks
for the . TLETS System and the New Data .Types.

Option 5 considers total costs for meeting traffic
requiremaits of both TLETS and New Data Types in a single integrated
network.

In both cases; the TLETS network considered will be the least.
cost network identified .from the -studies of Options 1 through.3.

.3 COST SENSITIVITY TO RESPONSE TIME

A study designed to clarify the extent to which total network
costs increase as terminal response times are reduced is to be carried
out. As response times are _reduced from the 9 second goal specified in
the STACOM/TEXAS Functional Reqiiirement, networks will be called for that
drop fewer terminals on given multidrops hence;require more lines.
Higherspeed lines may also be required as response time requirements are'
made more stringent, These factors will tend to increase overall network
costs.

This study will determine the extent of cost increases as a
funttion of decreasing network response times for the least cost TLETS
network that results from studies of Options .1 through 3.

8.4 IMPACT OF ADDING FINGERPRINTS 'A A .DATA PE

Estimates of fingerprint. traffic in Texas_ assume the use of
automated digital classifying equipment at strategic locations throughout_
the state. The. potential impacts of the addition of suchdata types to
the TLETS Network in terms of cost and performance are a matter of Inter-
est. From the performance standpoint the principal conSideration is the
extent to which the addition of fingerprint data)nay affect response time
characteristics of higher,priority officer safety type messages. .

This study determines the extent of such impacts on the least
cost TLETS Network.which develops from Options 1 through 3.

:8;5 COG SERVICE STUDY

In. the_ present TLETS system, mUltidropped lines providing
service: to agencies throughout the state are generally organized such:that'
single multidrop lines service .agencies in jurisdictions of a. single
'Council ofGovernment, (COG).

8-2
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This .study investigates the potential for line savings
if network multidropping is carried out without the restriction. of
serving COG agencies on separate lines.

The specific COGs-iconsidered in this study are shown in
Section 11 of this report, Figure 11-4.

'

.11

a.



SECTION 9

TEXAS NETWORK COST ANALYSIS

ThiS section presents assumptions.-and bases for costing
STACOM/TEXAS Network Optionb Total network costs are comprised 'tot'

. recurring costs and one -time installation costs. 'Table 9-1 shows `the
basic cost items considered and describes the meaning of each item.-

.The. costs considered here include the primary items that
affect relative costs between network configurations involving different
numbers of switchers and different traffic types. Costs for required
-upgrades of the.central data bases in Austin and in the Austin Switcher
are not included, since these costs are present'to the same degree in all
of the alternative network configfurations studied. -Detailed costing 'of
data base computer upgrades is ribt within- the scope of ,thee STACOM Study
which is primarily oriented toward network alternatives. Basic data
base ,computer PerformanCe requirements,,however, are treated in Section 12
of' this report..

1

The following paragraphs develop costing values for each item
listed in `Table 9-1.

9.1' LINE, MODEM,'AND SERVICE TERMINAL COSTS

The line tariff structure used for costineof lines, modems
and service terminals for the Texas-computer network topology_ runs was
supplied by Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. Table-9-2 displays

Table 9-1. Cost Items and Descriptions

Item

0
.

.

,Recurring Costs

.

. -On-Time. --,,

Installation :Costs

. .

Lines, Modem p,
,

Service Ter&inals
Annual Tariff Costs

.

..

Modem and Seryice Term
,..

inal InStallation
Terminals Maintenance Costs Purchase Costs
Regional Switchers Maintenance Costs Purchase Costs
Switcher Floor Space Regional Switcher

Site Rental Costs
Regional Switcher Site
PreparatiOn Costs

Switcher Backup
Power

Maintenance Costs Purchasti_Costs.

Switcher Personnel Regional Switcher-.
Personnel Salaries

Not Applicable
.

__ --

Engineering Not Applicable Network Procurement
Costs



Table 9 -2. STACOM/Texas Line Tariff

N SerVice*
Line Cost/miimigL: Modem Terminals Drop
Speed '. . Charge
(Baud) IXC $ Telpak $ Inst $ - Month $ .I.nTst $ Month $ Month $

. .

'km

1200 3.00 0.60 50.00 22.00 10.00 15.00, 10.00
a2400 3.,00 0.60 100.00 54.00 10.00 15.00 10.00

4800 3.00 sr 0.60 100.00 135.00 10.00 15.0 10.0Q t7-

*For TELPAK the term Channel, Terminal is used
For IXC the -term. Connection Arrangement is used _

installation and monthly charges used. For 1200,2400 and 4800 Baud lines
the-table'shows costs per mile per month for the Inter eXchange-Charges
(IXC) when a non-TELPAK city is involved. The TELPAK column shows cost
per mile per month for connections between any two cities .in the:, LPAK
inventory. cities in the TELPAK inventory do not 'stay constant long
periods of time, however, for the purposes of this study, the 'T
cities listed in Table 9-3. were used.

9.2 TERMINAL COSTS

The State of Texas has recently procured replacement terminals.
for the TLETS system capable of operation at 1200 Baud and at higher
rates. It is planned that these terminals will be placed at user agencies
within the next few years. TheSTACOM/Texas-Network study assumes that
564 terminals will be operational by 1978 and -continue operation through
1985. Since the, life of the system is greater than 3 years,- it is assumed
that the cost effective policy of purchasing the terminals and carrying a
monthly maintenance charge would- be'parried out

In'thiS costing exercise, the unit cost per terminal is known
to be $80847 and the annual maintenance charge is $1,260 ($105/month).

9 - 3 REGIONAL SWITCHER COSTS

The purchase price for regional switchers now in use in the
TLETS system in. Garland and San Antonio range between $320,000 and
$380,000. it is assumed that similar regional switching facilities would
be incorporated in any future network making use of them. For simplicity
In network topology comparisons, a purchase price of $350,000 is assumed-.

The annual maintenance charge for regional' ssatchers is
estimated at $18,000 ($1,500 per month).

4
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Table 9-3.' .orTexas Telpak Inventory'Used in
STACOM/Texas Study

1. Abilene 25. Donna 49. Pharr 4:

2. Alpine 26. Edinburg, 50. PiairiView
3. Amarillo 27. "El Pas6 51. Port Arthur
4. Angletcin. 28. Euless 52. Richmond
5. Arlington 29. Fort Stockton 53. Rusk
6. Atlanta 30. Fort Worth 54. San ,Angelo

s7. Austin 31. Galveston -55. San Antonio
Beaumont Gonzales 56. Seguin.

9. Belton- 33. Greepsville 57. Sherman
10. Spring 34. Harlingen Sweetwater
11.

_Big.

.Brenham 35. Houston 59. Tahoka
12. -Bridge City 36. Huntsville 60. Temple
13. Brownsville' 37. Kilgore 61.- 'Terrell
14. Brownwood 38. Killeen 62. Texarkana
15. Bryan 39. Kingsville 63. Texas City
16. Canyon 40. Laredo 64. Tyler
17. Childress 41. Longview 65.

.%

Vernon.
18. Colorado. 42. 'Lubbock _66. Victoria
19. Commerce 43. Midland Waco

.20.. Conroe 44. Mcallen 68. Weslaco
21. . Corpus Christi 45. Mt. Pleasant 69. Wharton .

22. 46. Nacogdoches 70. Wichita Falls
23.
24.*

_Corsicana
Dallas
Denton

47.
4a.

Odessa
Paris

71, Yoakum

1

AP,

REGIONAL SWITCHER FLOOR SPACE

It isassumed that 1000 ft2 of floor space,is sufficient for
housing a regional switcher facility including personnel office space.
Facility preparation costs are estimated at $30,000 -per switcher facility.
These preparation costs do not appear in cases where switchers are located
in Dallas or San Antonio. Monthly rental is estimated at $0.40 per ft2 so
that monthly rental per switching facility is $400.

SWITCHER BACKUP POWER

Uninterruptable power supplies, (UPS)., are considerednecessary
at each regional switching facility to ensure commercial poweis continuity
during momentary power transients as well: as over extended periods.

Solid-state static inverter type UP8 including a rectifie0
charger, and autobypass switch are available at approximately $13,000 per,
unit. Batteries for the unit are estimated to cost $2,5001 A gasoline
engine generator for, use when len)gthy outages ocotir include* Weatherproof
housings and auto transfer-switches -that*.operate when commercial. l-power

-These 'units are priced at $4,500 each.

913.' _< b
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The total one-time purchase price for each installation
is, therefore, $20,000. A maintenance contract for both the UPS and
engine generator is estimated at $500 per month.

9.6 ENGINEERING COSTS
\

Engineering costs associated with network. implementation were
estimated for single and multiple .region configurations. Table 9-4 shows
manpower estimates in man-months for assumed engineering costs. The
values shown for the single region separate New. Data Network are reduced
with respect to other single-region networks since the network is
considerably smaller. Cost per man-month including overhead and benefits'
is estimated at $4,000.

'PERSOhNEL COSTS

AP
Regional switching facilities_re4uire supervisory, prog=ammingi:,

and computer-operationS pcsonner.%, This study assumes that.each,regional
switzher facility requires one supervisor, two programmers and six
computer, operators, Two computdr-operators are. provided per Shift for
safety reasons so_thaf'at no time during a _24 -hour day the facility ;-is
'manned by one person alone. Table 9-5 presents estimated salaries -for
the required personnel.

9.8 COST SUMMARY

Table 9-6 summarizes recurring and one-time installation
costs developed in this section for convenient reference.

9.9 TEXAS NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION'
4

The networks presented in this section are designed'to meet
_TEXAS traffic requirements through the, year 1985. Acost analysis on the
feasibility of constructing an intermediate network to meet.1981'traffic
level requirements, and then upgrading this network in 1981 to meet_,1985

. traffic level requirements, as.opposed to building a single network to-.
-meet traffic requirements through 1985, was carried out. It was found
'that-building-a-single:network now to meet 1985 traffic requirements- would'
not involve additional costs over intermediate phasing of network
upgrades. exception to this rule occurs in the cases of networks
where New Data Types are involved, (Options 4 and 5).

Growth'in new data type traffic volumes from the present
through 1985 is such that it is' less costly to implement one network to
handle traffic volumeS-up,to.1980-and to then add to the network to meet
traffic demands from,1981 through 1985.

1
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Erig4. neering -Cost t imat.es In man months)

Task

1- RegiDn
2, 3 and 24 . -.New Data _1 Red

Regions Types Othi
r

Final Functional:. Requirements
Switcher besign -.Spec/RFP
,Network D_ eSign Spec/RFP
:-Switch?r Facilities .RFP-
Switch,er Procurement MOnitor°`..

, Network Procurement Monitor

2
4
4
4
6 ENO

3
.Facilities Procurement Monitor
Switc4er Test Plan- 2-

Switcher Testing-- , 2
Network. Test Plan 2 1

'Network - Testing 2 1,

Doddinentation 6 1'

Supporting Analysis 6. 2

User_ Operators-Manualt 6 2

Totals (Man.Months) 58 12 -

Approximate t at $41C/MM ($K) 230 13
c..

Table. .9-5 .g Personnel Costs
7t,

P4I,r sc nn e 1 No Requied
(VC) - ($K)

Annual Salary . -Annual Cos

r.

SuperViSor
Programiners
:Operators

r :
. 2

, =3-'6
-:::-&-

20
18
.12

20
36
72

.

-

Tolal- Personnel Annual Cost $128K



Table 976-.7 .COst Summary by Item
Ty

Item-

Annual -

Recurring Cost
Per Unit

($KY

One-TIE
Ins'tallatior

Per Un
($K)

Lines, Modems, Service
Thrminalth

Terminal
Regional
Switcher
Switcher
Switcher-

P.
Switchers
Floor Spabe
Backup Power
Personnel

Engineering

See Tariffs and
Costs;. Tables 4 -2,'

and 4-4
-1.2o0
18.0
4,8
6-0 ---
128.0
None

See Tariffs
Costs; Tabl
4-3; and
8-.847
350to
30.0
20.0
None
50/130/230
See paragra

F

For these reasons costs presented in Sections 13 and
are based on the construction in 1-978 atmetworks that will accO
predicted traffic levels through 1985 with the exception of netw
involving new data types that are phased as indicated.

ThusTEXAS Networks can be regarded- as involving co
a.period of eight years.- Therefore., :total eight year costs incl-
installation and recurring.costi are used as a basis'of network
cost- comparisons.



SECTIONJO

:STA;ZOM/TEXLS NETWORK FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

'This section presents- the Functional Requirements fi6r
Texas -State Criminal Justice Telecommunications (STACOM) Network_ a
developed by the JPL/TEXAS STACOM project Study.

The FUnctional-Requirements document iS.the top level
specification and serves as_'a.base for all lower level design'spec-
tiens:for the.-total -network,--:including functional. and_iiesign.speci
tions of network elements. .AllSubsequent documentation muSt:be.c-
tent with this specification.

.This section provides a basic descriptionof'the TexaS
network, .definition of network elements, and defines the required _

ofthe-totalnetwOrk-as well as-:thenetwork elements. .The descrip-
intended to .provide a sucoinct:overview.of network functions-and ri
ments. Further. details related-to how the -functional requirements
shall be implemented shall be contained-in-later requests for propc

'Theuse of the .term STACOMJjetworkrefers to either a
network or a :group-of networks that-meet .theffunctional requirement
outlined-herein.

The purpose of the STACOM NetwOrk-is to provide:effloiE
telecommunications capable of transportimg:information betweenTexe
criminal justice agencies on a statewide scale and to and-fromsspec

,4 interstate criminal justice agencies. Criminal justiee agencies-a=
agencies whose primar.y. functions encompass law. enforcement, peosecx
defense, adjudicationvcori.ections and pardon and Iparole. -The:_nets.
shall be designed to handle communication equirementS among-these
agencrojected through the year 1985:-

10.2' STACOM USERS

The .STACOM Network shall be comprised-of one or more nE
serving user- requirements -, to be .determined during detailed network
analysis and design phase of the STACOM Project.' Users shall cons
the present and future_uers of the,Texas:Law Enforcement Telecommu
hications System,.(TLETS), and other'lauthorized criminal justice as

.

'-.1.a.thin the Texas State Criminal' JUStice:.System. 6.-
.

,

NETWORK CONFIGURATION DEFINITIONS

- _

The basic configuration_of the STACOM Network is. an arr
network system terminations connected through Regional Switching Ce
(RSC), facility(s)_ to -data-4base
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_Each system termination on .the STACOM .Network shall be defin
as one of. three..types_e

a. indiiridua/ terminals

groups of terminals in cities

interfaces to- regipnal- criminal tice Systems

Athy of the system terminations within- a -network shall- be able to commu.
nicate with any other system..termination - system; termination shall
not be routed through more than one RSC in gaining/ access to the 'Austin
data baS'es,- not including the Austin switching. facility, -.during normal
network operation. . 7

.4 MESSAGE CHARACTERISTICS

10.4.1 Digital Message Types

The STACOM Network shall handl the following six basic -types
of messages.

Data File InterrogationsrUpdates

These messages_ shall be inquiries, entries, modifiers,
cancels, locates, clears -and responses to and from a
data file at the state or national level The text
is generally in fixed *format

Adniiniitr.at Messages

These =are essages between network users which dci not
involve data file access:- The text is in a le
restrictive format.

Network Status.

These= messages shall provide information at terminals
initiating messages in the event that destination
terminals or intermediate switchers or lines are unable
to function or specific files or portions of files are
not functional .

Error Messages
:

These messages shall contain information regarding .the
nature. of errors detected in transmitted messages .
Messages in which errors are detected are not 7

automatically retransmitted on the netWork, but are re---
sent at the users
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information
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DiagntisticeMessages

Messages .of a diagnostic nature shall be.incled with
or shall accompany network status' and" error 7...._ssages,-;,2
when feasible.

,

Fiengehrints
4

.Digitized representations of fingerprints
7:Anclipedon the STACOM

161eseage Content

Criminal-justice messages shall contain the following
in known locations:

Internal TLETS messages. shall

Message Origin

Message. Type

Contain

8kternal:-TLET-messagesSilall:Cantain

Message Type

.
.4.

Message Sequence Number'

Message Origin

10.4.3 Message Lengths

Digital messages transmitted over the STACOM Network shall not
exceed 500 characters in.length. Actual messages=exceeding 500 characters
shall,be blocked in message segments which shall not exceed 500 characters
each. Matisegment messages shall have-a single overall message.. number

r -Wand. distinct message segment numbers. Each segment shall be transmitted as
a separate message. Personnel at destination ter4inal(s) must reassemble
'the overall message upon reception..

Multisegmeni. fingerprint, multiSegment file update messages,
and other multiseliFent,messages whoSe'final destination is a compuger', pr
data base file, shall be reassembled by software at the destination point.

10.5 NETWORK MESSAGE HANDLING

11sage ,Routing

The,STACOMNetwork shall,-provide communications routing-for
all messageSbetween any Of its "system terminations.



The following specific- routing capabilities shall be prdvided:. inRuiry/updat9. messages shall be routed from,
the originating terminal to the-Austin-fdata bases .

through no more than one intermediate Regional Switching-
Center,. not including the Austin -switcher, under
normal network operation. Interface routing to NLETS..
and the NCIC shall be main 'lied. as in the 'present
Texas TLETS system.--

Administrative messages shall be routed from the
originating terminal.to the destination terminal .through
no more than_two-RSCs under normal network operation.
Adirtinistrative m9Ssages shall also have a capability .for

POINTS'routing as currently employed- by =the Texas
TLETS system .

Digitized,- fingerprints data .shall be routed .-frbm the
--- originating terminal- to the'Identification and .Criminal

.Records Division of DPS,- Austin,, through no wire 'than
two 'RSCs under normal network. operation

. -

Message routing shall be accomplished by the regional
switcher ( s) utilizing the destination information in, the message. Single

destined for the same _region in which they , originate shall be
switched to the approPriate system termination by the- regional switcher
servicing that region.

When more than one system termination is specified as the
destination point, the message shall' first be routed to appropriate STACOM
Network Management who may exercise the option to grant message approval_.The appropriae s shall then be generated and transMitted.

10.5.2 Message Prioritization

Prioritization of messages shall be incorporated in the STACOM
Network to the extent required to meet
outline in paragraph t0 5- 3-

the -message response time goals

Messages shall be handled! on a non4reemptive priority basis..
In this scheme, messages oy mestage segments in process of being
transmitted shall not be interrupted., but allowed- to complete before
higher priority messages "are honored.

. -

Under the above co tioris, the STACOM Network shall be
capable of recognizing and:handling message _types' in accordance with the
following prioritization:'

, -Priority 1v Item a. that "may._ be .directly related th \officer
sareety, ;such' as inquiries into, TCIS', LIDR, MVD,
and 'NCIC files and NLET,.S messages ./



Priority.

_
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2:s.Administrative messages related to officer safety
or tactical- needs 2 and CCH Summaries..

. -

3: Administrative, -messages not related to officer
safety, fingerprints, SJIS, OBTS,. CCH Rap Sheets,
and other. criminal Justice data consisting Of
.large numbers of message segments. .

-- The assignment of message types by the STACOM Network to a
given- prioivity level shall be' under computer software control so that such
assignments-may be altered by STACOM-Network Management as needs arise.

Response' Time Gbals

Response time for the STACOM Network is defined as the* time
duration -between the 'initiation- of _a request for service of:an inquiry
message by the network at a system termination and the _time at -which a
response is-completed at the inquiring, system termination.

, The response -times shown, below are maximum times for mean
response times and itr-i-esponse -times of messages .9p%- of the time. These
response times represent maximum allowable_ goal values on the STACOM
-Network.

--- Line- Protocol

The STACOMATEXAS Nebwork shall employ- standai-d. Bell. 8A1 line

pr tocol. All network, equipthent shall- be :capable of conversion to Bell
8 protocol.

Half. duplex 1

The standard interface to system. terminations shall be
half. duplex

Rill duplex

STACOM Response Time Goals Maximums

Messag
Pribrity

Mean Response 90% of- Responses-. to Inquiries
Time Received in Le-2-s

9 sec
'1 min
2._hrs.

20 sec
2;3- Min
4.5 hrs



Full duplex line discipline may only *be used inter-
-regionally'

10.5.5 Message Coding

All STACOM Network messages_ shall be coded using the American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), IJ.SA X3.441968.
Messakge coding for interaction- with NCIC,,,.an,d !NLETS systems shall conforrr$
to existing practices of the Texas TLETS Network,

10.5. 6' Error Detec:tton

The STACOM Network regional . switcherS shal-3 provide for :bit
error detection ,of erroneous messages. Error messages- shall' be

etransmitted to system terminations in accordance with -Present practices of'
the Texas TLETS Network. The computer .shall detect format errors and
transmission errors on incoming messages and notify the sending terminaIS
appropriately. The computer shall also detect off-line or inoperative
terminals..

Messages .,shall not be automatically retransmitted Upon. error
detection. Messages may be retransmitted at the discretion of the user ..

10.5.7 Network Status MessageS

The STACOM Network shall provide for notification to system
- terminations of any Conditions which preVent operation in. the normal

specified manner., System" terminations shall receive such status message
Upon attempting to use the network when the network is in .a degraded mode .
Status messages shall include status- on conditions of criminal justice
files, portions of fileS,. computer and line hardware diffibulties and
message queues, when. appropriate.

10.6 SYSTEM TERMINATIONS

4 - .
.

"STACOM Network system terminations having, interface capability
of 1200 to 2400 BPS 'shall interface with the network using half duplex

.,

protocol. Terminals. Shall have the capability of off-line construction of
input messages and for hard copy production of received messages. Termi-
nal printers' shall- be capable of 1200 BPS operation.

-.J'
.-,

- All terminals shall be pollable, provide" for parity error
detection, and employ CRT display screens.

The number of system terminations per multidropPed-line Shall-
. not exceed 20.
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10.7 REIONAL SWITCHING CENTERS

The STACOM/TEXAS Network shall be comprised of one Regional 2- .

Switching Center (.FtSC) with redundant data bases_ located in Austin and up
to four additional RSCs without data bases. Regional Switching Centers
shall determine for each message -the:

Message type

Message destination

Message numb'er-

NCIC Identifiers,
.

Sending authority.

The following :further describes the capabilities of each type

f. sending department

-

.10.7.1 Switcners Without Data -Bases

10.7.1.1 Communication 'Line Interfaces.. An input communication
line interface shall convert- incoming serial bit streams into assembled
characters and furrrish' electrical interface for the modem and logic
required for conditioning.

An output communication line .interface shall convert
chafacters into a bit stream. It shall .also provide logic necessary to
condition the modem. for transm-fission' and furnish the necessary electrical
interface. '

RSCs shall be -designed -to fianale either full or half duplex
line protocols on any line interface. ;

.

10.7.1.2 Message Assembly / disassembly. A message assembly unit
shall assemblemessages -by..,deblocking. the character stream.

-
.. .._

al . . , d

. --

A message dilassembly unit shall, segregate mesdages into
logical blocks 'for output .' It shall also OisasserabI'e the blocks into a
character stream for presentation to the communication, line interface.,

10 . 7 ; 1. 3_ - Error r.ontrol. The error control ftinetion shall doroVide
error detection capability and initiate error mess ens in accordance'.

_ with reqUirerdents outlined in Section 10.5.6. The rror detection function
is highly dispersed.. Character:paiity. is most efficiently -checked during
assembly of characters- in. the interface. Block parities are checked. -
upon assembly of blocks. Additionally, all internal data transfers
shall require a parity check.
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10.7.1.4 . Message Control and Routing. The message control and routing
function shall provide logic which examines the -assembled messages,
determines its priority, destination,- and forms the appropriate pointers
and places them in the .proper queue, (the pointers are- queued, not
the messages) .

Message routing shall be performed by RSCs in- a4cordance.- with 1-
procedures outlined. in Section 10.2.2.1.

In additiab,, this furic-pion. maintain- network status,
information for 'the ;purposes determining availability of alernate.
communication paths in degraded modes of VperatiOn

Queue Control. This -function shall .provide -buffer-- and
queue storage used to assemble input -messages, buffer them for output
and to form space ta:_queue the message pointers.

Regional s'wi.tchers: shall maintain nedeSsary. queues for -each
system terminat.iOn :they; service and for interregional traffic,: The
queues,:shall hold messages that cannot be sent immediately. due to '1t
usage. conflicts. However, the regional switdhers shall not maintain a
long term store and forward capability. In the event that queue-. space is
full , the:regional switcher shall not accept arry. more messages and- shall-

- notify .the other switcher not to -accept ,messages destined for the .switchezt
in :question.

§ Thi, capability shall be provided through use of -upper and
lower qtieUe thresholds specifiable by the regional switcher operator.Operatosr. All-
.syStem terminations sending 'messages '.to the -regional switcher Which- would
'demand queue space in excess of the upper. threshold -shall b,e-.sent negative
adknowledgernent respOnSes. .:Once the upper. threshold .has been exceeded , the.gregional switcher 'shall 'enter . the :Input control mode ( .e , the egiiinal
switcher shall output only) Any request ...for regional: switcher
while it is in the input control mode shal-L_resuit.. in a watt "ac owledgernerit
being sent to:: that. Sy-Stein :.termi6ation. --- The regional .switcher shall . dr

stay'. Sri 'the input control mode until .the lower threshold is attained.
,

Queue control procedures at the regiolnal7switchers shall be
comprised of the following basic functions

. -4
Provide thiei,,independent ,queues --for ea.h.- 67stem z -

°termination --y priority as,.,,requir4ed-. i
.---,. .. .'; fl ....-..±....4L.

Dynamic queue management where a- common` core pool is
made available for queueing on an as- needed baSis .

IP
'

Queue overflow management as disd'uSsed above.

jr-ovide queue statistics for input to statistics
;gathering function, as di icussed- in Section 11.7.1.7.

411 G.
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10.7.1.6 Lihe'Control. The line control function shall provide \I

the capability of controlling and ordering the' flow of data between
the 'various message-Switchers. It also determines-which line discipline
is to-be used Pill - duplex, half - duplex, polled or contention line
discipline capabilities shall be possible.

10.7.1.7 Network Statistics. The STACOM Network shall be capable
of .collecting statistical data fundamental to the continued efficient
use Of traffic level prediction and _ network design.tools.developed
by the STACOM Project.-

. -

- The STACOM Network shall be' capable of collecting .:the
following statistical' data

-

. . . 1. .
. .

:
. . ,

Number oz mestages..bymeasage type,received
s

. .

sytem terMination at...State-Data :Bases-.:
. -

system.

Number of-messages by message type 'sent to
termination from.-State'OPata Bases. .7

from -eaCh
-.

eaci.sySteM.

Average message lengths by 'message type- received
State Data Bases.

-Average message lengths by message type sent from State'
.Data Bases.

The STACOM Network shall Provide for periodic sampling of the
following statistics:

,-,Origln-Destination message volumes-by System-
terMidation.-,-

e Percent of "BITST,-a4d-"NO7BITS'',on each data base type

AveragewaitingAimes of input messages at switching and
data .base computers for, CPU service.

/ Average wafting times of output messages at_switching
and data baseY computers for output lines after CPU r,4
service.

-/

.

ANerage CPU service time per message .atat switching and,
data.,base computers.

Total number of messages received each hour at :the State
Data Baies.

Total response :time for:data:.bade Interrogations/updates"
.of- selected system terminations.

.10-9
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/
10:7.1.8 Operator Interface. The regional switcher shall provide
means of interfacing with the operator; . This interface shall be used
to. control and .monitor ftheexegional switcher _and its network. The
following .,flanctionS are to be provided:

The regional switcher shall prov-ide a set of commands
for the purf)ose.f communicating with-. the otierator.

.

The regional switcher shall provide. means of outputting
data to the operator at arate- of at least 30 characters
per -second

The regional switcher, shall provide means of, accepting
operator control input.

The regional swither shall provide high' speed" data
- _
output, capability. This data output capability shall
not be less than 300 lines per minute. A Iine

-,.have 132 Characters.

-10.7.1.9- Fault Isolation.-- Regional Switchitig- facilities shall be
- equipped to rapidly ; iSorate -network componer4 faults to the. level of

-communication "fi-ont ends and switching computers.

. , ._ .. ..10.7.1.10 Switchers With -Data Base. RSCs with data .;bO capat_ility
employ the additional function of providing file search_ and /update
capability. This- furiction involves receiving message's' froiinithe zwitchers

., ,..;message control and routing. function (see. :10.2.4.1.) , and plac ing -their 1:
-zpOinters in queue by -.priority. for' access to data __base files. z Wort
-'. com.pletfon .of data base access., _messages )are, returned to the message

control and routing runctiori in preparation' for output. .-

14,

RCSs with data bases shall maintain -redundant a.dta.base
-,each is updated in, parallel- a.t- the time -of file

.
eupdat..

-10.8 NETWORK AVAILABILITY GO .

The availability goal for the STACOM Netwoi-k shall -be _.9F+9=7,4r,
for the worst case Origin-Destination,;(0-D) , .pair of system' term- ations'
on . the -network; The worst case pair is defined as that link
system termination" to data base computer that employs% the lar number,
of.-System componentS in its path or -the...Eine., t t ost vulnerable to

.

most
failure . f :- .

.
.

.
IL . -_ - - AvailabliItSr 'of 0.9722 implieS an average outage -of-Iless than.,--or equal -to 40.0 minutes pet-,_..day for the worst case path. Planned sYstem -

outage shall- be in addition to outages -specified. here. 'It- shall be a- ....
design goal, to allOcate a minimum of 20 _minutes outage per -day,
Availability = 0.9861), cto -data`., computers and the -remalriing maximum .

of '20 minutes. outage per day to termirials, lines, modeinsand-.-.RSCs.. -
. ...
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10 . 9 TRAFFIC VOLUMES

The STACOM Network shall :be' designed to handle traific' pro=
jections through the year $986. These projections, shall include traffic'
estimates; plus design margins for peak vs. _average 1,6ading. The_ total
network throughput projected from 1977 to. 1986 is as follows :

Totai'StACOM Network Throughput'Average Messages/Day (in 1000s)
-

"\.,

Year
-.

M..ETS New Data- Types .

1977
- 1981

-.45'.1985

4

138
247
311

214

86

1O. l0

-

CONSTFtAINTS--"ND BOUNDARIES

Data HandlingConstraints

All data ,transMisSion shat be digital

. - .

No unscrambling or decryption shall. be performed within the
STACOM Network..,, .ASom e . modems perform scrambling : in the normal course of
their

.

their operation but this scrambling is transparent to; the- user .1 . -=.,--
.. . . - .,. .. , . , .

. , Traffic -loading by network users in excess of the traffic .

.:-. ., .

safety Margins for: -_which their system terminations are designed could
result in degraded. message response' time . 't

1

, - -
:

10:10- Data Rate .Constraints
..- - -

Jr

The minimum serve goal . for the STACOM /TEXASTEXAS Network: shall be
4-

1200 Baud half, duplex 'lines - --,;. c. All available line capacity services above
thiS rate shall be eligible for consideration in a cost/performance -.,.

. .

effective 'manner .. . _ 1

Securitk and Privacy- Constraints
.

, :The .sTicom.:1110-u8 6.06pfigued kahegeneht,l,

control by an -authorized criminal-justice:ageiidy or grOUp lof such
Only STACOM Network operating personnel o have ,,been- authorized b STACOM'"

_Network. Management shall physical access to the network equipment.
- These persOnnel sh4ls hive -b afthoroughl .screened . It shall:be the
reSponsit3ility :of the STACOME°' etwork Management to, institute and main-
toin 'security. measures and:pro -*urea consistent with applicable regulattons.

10-11 2 73
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It shall be the responSibility of the.STACOMHNetwork Management
to- ensure that udauthorizedpersonnelare not'allowedaccesS-by system

: terminations and that authorized personnel_ ao not employ-the nett-fork
_facilities for any purpOse other than those for whiCh the STACOM Network
is speCifically intendd.- '- j.

,. , STACOM Network design shall assist in the. realizationof .,

adequate security to the extent:that engineering considerations-,can.. .

-contrihute". The STACOM Network shall consider in its design methods to
.prevent any alter'ations of the content of messages once they have-been
routed over the network. AllTof.th-equipment.00mpriSing the .=-STACOM
Network, except for the communication lines, shall proirldeadequate
phySical security to protect them against'any unauthorized perscinnel

.

ga,linintaccesA4o the STACOM Network..The computers and other, network
accessing equildment comprising the STACOM Network shall be. located in .-

.controlled facilities, Redundant'elementS should be configured such that
a single act of sabotage:Will not disable both redundant elements.
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SECTION. 11

ANALYSIS OF' EXISTING NETWORKS IN 'TEXAi
-A4...

The purposeof .this section is to compare the performance of'
the existing,'Texas Law- Enforcement Telecommunictions Networkr (TLETS),
with network specifications contained in the - STACOM Functional Require-
ments for the State of Texas presented in Section. 10.

This sectionAregins with in -overva.ew.of the present TLETS

system. Section. 11.2 ,trummarizes areas in which the present systeni fails
to meet-stated Functional. Requirements, and presents a detailed analysis
of the,present system in these specific deficient areas.

,THE PRESENT. TLETS NETWORK'

Theanalysis o_f the present Texas Law Enforcement Telecommuni-
cations Network,-CTLETS), presented here cOn'siders service to 431 law
enforcement- agencies throughout the state-consisting_of poliCe depart-.
ments, sheriffs Offices anState Department of Public Safety, (DPS),
offices. The.netl4ork is managed by the DPS.

The TLETS network,is'topologically
regional switching centers located in Garland,
Terminals on the network are served tram:these
1200 Baud multidropped -lines. .:.

distributed from three
Austin, and San.Antonio.
switchers by 75, 110,.or

A

Network Usersmhave access thrOugh. the Austin, switcher to- state
data-bases located in Austin consisting, of the Texap Crime.InforMation-,
Center, (TdIC),'a drivers record system, SLIDR.), and the Motor Vehicle
Department, (4VD),-..records. ..

Figure 11-1 presents a simplified diagram Of the TLETS system.
Detailed TLETS line layouts for 75, 110, 1200,"and 2400 ,Baud lines are
shown' in Figures 11-2 and 11-3. -

Ingeneral4a.multidrOpped lines are organized'such that .

terminals on :a given drOp yeclustered-in areas4inder the jurisdiction of,-

a single Council of Government, (COG). There are aPproXimatey 24 such
COGsdin the state' of Texas as depicted in Figure 11 -4. -Figure 11-5
presents a composite of Figures 11=2 .and .11-3 showing the complete -TLETS

terminal network:. , A130'

The Garland andAutin switchers communicate thrOugli-two 24001.5

Baud lines and the San Antonio Switcher isconnected to the Austin
..'switcher through a single 2400..Baud,line.

The Auitin switcher also provides for TLETS communication with

the li=5-swttcaler- in Phoenix through-a 2400 Baud line and with the NCIC.7"
througri.a 2400 Bad line.

.03
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The Austin dwitcher is connected to the TCIC data base .

through. two 2400 Baud lines, to.. LIDR data base,. through singie
1800 Baud line-and to the MVD data base through two 1200 Baud lines.

the present system, the data bise lines are held once an incffitey
is initiated from the'Austin switch until the qesporise is returned
over the' same line. .

-"rhe TCIC data,base compUter is an IBM-3T d/155 and the MVD
employs two 370/155's. The three TLETS switchers are supplied by Action
-Caimunication Sirstems of Dallas, Texas.

' The total cost of TLETS lines modems, servi6e,terminal
arrangements and%drop charges is $320,000 per year. These costs include
charges to central COG points and charges incurred within COG's.

It is anticipated that total network Costs for lines, modems,
service terminals and drop charges for the present network with a minimum
line'service of 1200 Baud 'would cost approximately $495,000 year.

;11.2 COMPARISONS pF EXISTING NETWORK WITH STACOM/TEXAS FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

Table 11-1 -summarizes conformity to STACOM/TEXAS Functional
Requirements by the existing TLETS.Network.

- The two' principal areas for discrepancies shown,are Network.
Response. Times and Network Availability TheLfollowing sections discuss
these deviations in detail.

11.2.1 Response Times

Response time for the STACOM Network is defined as the time
duration between the initiation of a request for service .for an inquiry
message at.a network S'ystem termination and 'the' time at which a response
is completed at the inquiring system termination.

The response time goal for the STACOM Network
went traffic is to achieve a mean response time leds than
seconds, which insures; that 9O% of the time, responses to
be received in less than 20 seconds.

Redponie times at given terminalefon the TLETS Network depend
on the number of switchers that messages myit-pass through to and from the
data bases, and on the line speed servicing the terminallon a multidrop.

Representative circuits-at each multidrop line speed, (75, 110,
and"1200 Baud) ; that carry relatively heavy loads of traffic were - selected
for analysis. Circuits selected for analysis were the'Garland circuit k
at 75 Baud, the Austin 'circuit 27 at 110 Baud and the Garland circuit 15
at 1200 Baud.' Normally, in a worst case analysis, circuits would be
.selected that pass through the maximum number of switchers - in the Texas
Case, two Austin circuit 27 was selected at 110 Baud because- there-are.

Mr law enforce
or equal-to 9
inquiried shall

Mat

`
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Table 11 -1. Conformity -Summary of.Existing Network to
STAtOM Functional Requirements.

averxrement -,....

.1 V

Section
Requirem s Met

- /
Section X

Requirements Not, 14:416
.

.

. ql..-

Message
Characteristics

.

All

.

-

Network Message
handling

.

Routing, Protoc,41-,
Coding, -E or -

Detectio i, Status
Messages

Response Time on 75,
- 110 Baud Lines.

..., ,

r

NI,

System. Terminations - All - -s,

Regional Switching
Centera '

. Dallas,
San Antonio

Austin Switch Meah
Service Time

Network Availability
Goal f

- Data Base
Availability

Traffic -Volumes . Axerage Traffic
Levels

Peak TrafficLevels

Cpnstraints and
Boundaries

Data Handling Data. Rates
_

no 110 Baud lines in the present system served by the Garland or San
Antonio Switchers. Garland circuits '4 and 15 were selected for analysis
because their traffic loads are higher than any 75 or 1200 Baud ines'
served through the Sari Antonio switcher. These circuits, then, are
representative of worst case performance. for 75, 110, and 1200 Baud
multidrops on the network. _

Response times at terminals presented here' are estimated mean
values derived from queueing equations presented in Section 2 of this
report.

The sol id line in Figure 11-6 presents mean respOtase\ time for
tIe Garland circuit, 15. : \At a 977 average daily traffic: level talc4n to be
116,000 transactions per day through the Austin Switchei., the 'system ,i'

performs adequately with a mean respdnSe- time of. '8..6.. seconds. However, at
system peak ldads, estimated at twice the daily average, response time
becomes excessive. :Queueing analysis:indicates that the principal con-

, tributor. to' this excessive response time at user terminals is the buildup
of queues at the Austin switcher. This component of total respohse time
is -shOwn by "the dotted line in Figure 11-6. With .the present*.mean service
time per transaction estimated at 490 ms for the Austin. switch, computer
utilization- Of: 0.7 A ls reached at a transaction evel-of 151,000 per,day;
as shown in Figure 1176.. In-general, telecommunication systems 'shOuld be
designed such that Switcher utilizations do not exceed -4.70.;

Figure 11.-7 presents system- queue times 'for circuit 15 ayekb
selected -system traffic levels. It cane. be seen that the Austin swit=

11 -8
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componeri becomes excessive as traffic progresses from- average levels to,.
peak levels, whereas the remaining components': consisting_ of the multifirop-
line , the Garland Switch., interregion lines : and the -TCIC- do not increase ..

.., as dra( matically. -
. ,

.

, I :, ,, -t.,---/ .
/- Figures 11-8 .ancl.,1-1:-9 present mean response times at terminals

on Garland ciyie:Ult 4, 175. -Baud) and Austin_ c_ircuit 27- (110 Baud) :- The
major comP6nent of times in hese cases is spent in transmitting over the
line out of AUStin ,actually has a ionge sppnse time at terminals ti5an 1,

low . speed mulirdropped I_ifiesl_ It. 1. irate to, note that. the 110 Baud

the 75- Bud line out of Garland, even 'tgo h. the latter passes :throUgh an ---\,'
additional Swit-cher : There are four , mine ipal reasons for this -"( 1 ) 110
and- 75, Baud 'lines tfave the same character .rates*., .(2)- the 110 Baud line
protocol involves more_ line turnarounds --per message , (t). the traffic level ..

. on circuit 27 is higher than on circuit 4, and.* (4) . there-are 15 terminals -,..

n circuit 27 arki_ orrly 10 on circuit It-- .-, s. 14.

In any case, _

'low peed '3..Ines exhibit response times on the
.e rr of- one minute -during avera0 network transaction levels and of-
minutes to tens of minutes during network peak transaction levels. The
low speed lines themselves are majoi- contributors to response time at low
traffic levels and the Austin switch is the limiting factor at higher
levels.

-
. -

It is also of interest to consider' the effect of peak 'traffic
ley s on the TCIC/LIDR and MVD computers. In the case, of the TCIC/LIDR
370/ 5 an exact analysis is made more difficult because traffic levels
from _DPS in-house data entry terminals, (DPS traffic) , must. be estimated

. during TLETS average and peak traffic levels. On any given day DPS .

traffic peaks may not fluctuate as much as TLETS inquiries to the TCIC and
.LIDR, however, over a period of years DPS traffic can be expected to grow
at, apprimately 4% 'per year. The -S'analysi presented here assumes an
increa e in DPS traffic as TLETS traffic fluctuates:, and, in that sense is

.. .conservative.
Increases in DPS traffic , bf course, aff the TCIC/LIDR com-

puter Utilization. -The effect of high computer ..utiliza ion. one,TLETS
inquiries, however , 1s minimized since these inquiries the given prioi"ityt__
over DPS interaction. Thus --T-CIC/LIDR computer utiliZations of up to 0.8 to
0.9- have fairly small- effects on TLETS response time, but do have a= _-
significant effect on-lin-house DPS trniinal operations, (see Figure

tal queue times.`: for an inquiry passing through the AUstin
switch to the TCIC/LIDR computer and_ back out through the Austin ;switch .
were- analyzed a's a function -di" 'network traffic load. A similar exercise
was car. ried out for the MVD computer.: Figure- 11--10- =shows queueing times
fOr the -three data bases" including, the Austin 'switch. TCIC is seen to
provide the test and LIDR the longeSt. The 'curves are driven.service

*110 Baud- lines_ have 11 __bits per chai-acter -a
per ,pharacter ; thus bath Iines "trangrit 10 6

ur ./,s *

'-'75 Baud lines have_ 7.5 bits
racters second ..
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mpward as TLETS traffic ievels increase because of long queueingtin the
Austin switeh,..(high computer utiliatig-n).'

It is also ,of interest&to.estimatesthe present -system per-'
#.

formanae of the data base systemslone without the effectsof the Austin
switch.- This is shown in Figure 11-11 where data-base queue times are
presented as they appear to theAustin switch. The TCIC and. MVD systems
provide better data base turnaround times,due to the fact that they
provide'service over two lines. However, it'is also noted that these
system& beginto degrade rapidly at TLETS peak traffic levels-which adds-
to response time degradation at' DP's terminals under our conservative
assumption.

.
..,

From the stan-dpoint,of network response time at user
:, to

terminals, 'then, wecan conclude the following with respect to.the present
,-TLETS system.

/

75 and 110 Baud lined do not meet functional requirements
due to their idherent low data rates..

1200 ,Baud line service 'mean response time is le-ss
than or equal to 9 sec., (the -functional requirements
goal), for.traffic levels ctf-under 130,000 transactions
per Aay at the Austin switaher, (see Figure 11-6).

Network response time limitations encountered above.
130,000 transactions per clay are dueprincipally
to high utilization of.the Austin switch.

The TCIC/LIDR computer also experiences utilizations
near 0.9 at network peak traffic,leyels.

jalaring peak traffic loads on the present TLETS system,
the. magnitude of user response times atterminals
is measured in minutes to-tens of minutes.

Section 12 of this report treats specific network and
computer upgrades required to meet the STACOM/TEXAS Functional
Requirements of Section 10.

. /1.2.2 Network Availability'

In Paragraph 7 -2 of this report,-saMple,calctlatiOns are carried
out which derive system reliability and availability for the present TLETS
System.. These calculations show thatsthe sirstem'atRilabIlity for a--
terminal connected through the Dallas regional swifehel-- is 0.915. ThiS

.
.value implies-an-average daily outage of the network to any terminal-
connected to the Dallas switcher of 122 minutes.

-

A2.similax calculation carried out in Paragraph 7-2 for terminals
-connected through the San Antonio switcher results" in an availability of
0.915 which implies an average daily outage-Sof. 134,minutes.

1115
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_ The-tUnctional R_ equirements for the Stateof Texas. set'an ,
availability goal of 0.'9722 which Corresponds'to'an:average 7dally'outage
of 40 minutes. Thus, the present network does not .conform to availability-

goals. Specific upgradeS required for'donformity are disdu6'aed in Section 12,.
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SECTION12-,
, .

NEW OR IMPROVED STACOM/TEXAS NETWORKS

This section presents detailed topologyost, and performance
data for each of theetwork'options outlined in Section 8. Section 13

of this report presents a compai.ative discussion of cost and performance

data for the options considered.

COMPUTER PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Mean. Service Time Upgradd

STACOM/TEXAS'netWorks are designed. to .meet response time
functional requirements.for all network options at peak network traffic

loads. To thisend, computer mean service times. pei.transaction at peak
traffic loads haVe been assumed such that switcher and-data base computer
utilizations do not exceed values in the, neighborhood:Of .700. It is

important to realize that increasing networkmultidroliped.linespeeds does

not appreciabXy decrease network response times when computer utilization
becomes high, increasing line speeds is not an'effective solution.'
for alleviating computer- queueing pressui,e. Thus, it is of crucial
irMportance to maintain computer'utillzations at less than approximately

.

0.700 at all
-

times

The networks presented in this section assume similar data
baseA.ine and computer configurations ,as exist bort' in Austin, with-'certain

specific upgrades.
%.

Sp6bific:aliy, the Austin Switcher serves the TCIC' through two
lines, the LIDR\through one line and the MVD through two-line as in the

present system.) The line "holding" procedures in present use .with the
TUC and MVD are maintained:

Tablea12-1 summarizes'traffic loads on the Austin Switcher,
the TCICZLIDR'data base anethe MVD data base in terms of computer trans-
actions dn 1981 and 1985. \Also included are transaction requirements,for

handling new data types. The following comments discuss the origins of
values entered in the table.

Values shown for transactions at the. Austin.Switch include the
total of existing 'LETS traffic'types plus CCH, new data types and,:

.finggrprint traffic.N,The TCIC and LIDR entries showspredicted levels for'

theSe data bages. ' The TCIC levels include CCH traffic. That is, it is

' assumed that CCH in Texas will continue to,be implemented at the TCIC/LIDR
data, base:

- .

Values shown for in-house data procesSing traffic on the
TCIC/LIDR computer assume a gi-owth of'1% per year from 1977 levels through

1985:

Asa

29212-1 2
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Table
;

12-1. ..Traffid Loads On Computers by Year

1 9 8 1 -1 9 8:5

Av Trans
'Per Day
(1000).

Av Trans
Per'Sec,

Peak
Trans
Per
Sec

Av Trans
Per Day
(10'00)

Av Trans
Per Sec

Peak
.®

Traps:
Per
Sec

Austin
Switch
TCICt
LIDR
In:House

. .

MVD frail

:::::::ist
Austin

_Nt-VD other
1:'roCessing

' New Data A
Computer

. 230

43

10
69

24

7

,-;

15

.
.

4'

2:66

0.5
0.12
0.75

0.28

0.-08

0.17

,

5.32

1.0
0.23

. 1.5

0.56

0.16

0.35

,

.

315

47 .

13
74

30

. 8

25 .

3-6

0.55
0.15 .

0.86

- 0.35

0.09

-0.29

7.2'

1.1

0.3.
1.75

0.70

0.18'

0'.58

''t

:

Traffic shown between the Austin Switch and the MVD mputer
NiS taken fi"om STACOM/TtXAS MVD traffic .ptedictions., The,MV4 computer
also handles traffic from sources other than the Austin Switch. This
traffic is assumed to amount to 25% of the Austln Switcher MVD traffic
level. .

. Finally, it ds assumed, and recommended; that new data. types-,.

be integrated ..nto a single separate computer facility docated,in AUStin.
These data typ'es includesystems used .by ICR, OBSCIS, SITIS, fingerprints,
TYQ, Pardons and 'Paroles, and Corrections.

The traffic levels shown in Table -1--Zff were run through Aata-
base queueing models-discussed in Section .7 of this report in order to
size data base line and computer mean service time requirements. -Table 12-2
summarizes the results of that analysis. .,- . ,

,....

a.

It is recommended that all.data base lines be_immediately
upgraded to 4800 Baud lines.. This .upgrade Will be sufficient, to meet,/ine
requirements from -the present through 1985. An investigatid4 into-.the
merit of "holding" or.not'holding TCIC/LIDR and-MVD lines-..was carried
out. It was found that holding theines, as is the. present practice, is
a bad practice only when line utilizations.become exdessiveince data
base lines need to be upgraded, to 4800 Baud in any :case,-the penalty for

J

9 n
12 -2

.-

s
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Table 12-2. Coodputer Mean Service Time and Data Base
lime Requirements for Peaktoading

Years

Line. Requirements
in Baud - AUStin
Switch ta.Data Base

Required Mean Service Time
per Transaction',

(ms)

New
Austin Data

TCIC LIDR MVD Switcher TCIC/LIDR-, wip Computer.

1977 (-4800 (2).. 480a (1) 4800 (2) 1E0- 250 , 406 2000

1980 '-

,l981 4800 (2) 4800 (1) 4800. (2) - 100 200 400. 15.00-

to -
,

1985
.....

r4,

?

continuing the present practice is minimized to an extent thift,response
time functional-requirements can still easily be. met:

V J
Computer upgrade -requirements' in terms ofameari service

- time per transaction is also indicated in Table 12-2. To fUnctton,
Properly, the-Austinswitcher should immediately be upgraded to perform
with a mean service time of 1.30 ms, and, bin 1981, should exhibit-a
mean' service time of 100 As an example; the Action Model 200 system
with the Nova Model 840 and Century DiScs could meet these requirements.

:4

The TCIC /L]DR'computer should immediately be upgraded'to .

provide a mean service time-of 250 m's,' and in 1981, provide a mean service
of 200 ms. The.250 ms, goal may be approached byJconsidering the use.of an

-IBM 370/158 machine and 3350 Discs with a reduction of mean disc accesses
per transaction frOM 8 to 6. The 200 ms "goal may requing a mixed use, of
totally fixed head discs and semi-fixed head discs. At this point;
mTrOvements in CPU time per transaction will

.4
notappreciably reduce ,total

mean service time per. transaction.-

The MVD:computer,need not be upgraded through 1985.. A mean
service time of 400ms will continue to serve that data base adeqtiately.

The networks presented in this section assume that the data
baseline and computer upgradqa outlined above will be carried ouk as

""y- indicated.

2,94;
1,, 12-3 ,

OP,

:"
.w
*7.1
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'12.1.2 System Availability Upgrade Requirements

.The principal component which causes non-coni4ormity to
STACOM/TEXAS Functional RequirementvTor system, availability is the
TCIC/LIDR data base computer. If the availability of this facility is
upgraded to 0.9814, system availability requirements can be met for
"the single region.case. Thelfollowing-characteristics provide an example
as. to how this might be achieved:

. '*4.
MTBF 145 purs

:MTTR - . 1.7 hours

Failure Rate
(X 10-3) 688

Availability. 0.9814

If these conditions are met, the resulting availability of the
single region-TLETS)Network would be 0.974 which implies an_average"daily-
system7outage from /any terminal.on the network of 37.4 minutes. The
STACOMLTEXAS goal for availability implies an "average daily average outage-
of 40.0 minutes..

e 'e 0 r
1 .

For multiple region configurations, - upgrades are also required__

at regional switching' sites to ,improve system availability. In multiple
.region configurations, availability of regional sw*tchers should..he 0.997
In addition to the abbve mentioned' data base improvement: -By :way of .

example, this goal'could be achieved - .with;,
1e,

/.

MTBF

MTTR 1 .hour

333_ hours

Failure Rate 3.0
(X 10-3)

a

Availability 0.997,

These improvements will, yield a neg/ork sysem,availability
of 0.973 which corresponds to an average daily system outage of 39
minutes.

12 -OPTION..1 SINGLE REGION TLETS
4 d

72.2.1 Topology: -

t
- .

The STACOM/TEXAS single region TLETS network. layout is shp -wn.
in Figur 12-1. -The netiflork consists q a single regional switcher
facility located in Austin connected tom the TCIC/LIDR and-MAID Data. Bases.'
There are 35 multidropped .fines serving. system terminations. Alit network
lines are 1290 Baud lines with the exception of one .2400 Baud line and

-
7

12-14
S

2,9 ti



Figure 12-1. Single Region TLEp Network
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one 4800 Baud line. Table 12-3 presents the detailed terminarassignments
for each of the 35 multidrops. Reading from left to right, the TabA
shows the line number, (1 to 35), the total number of terminals on
the drop, the alphabetic code name for the first terminal on the dr
and the remaining, code names for terminals on the drop in order.

12.2.2 Costs

Total eight-year costs for the single region TLETS system are
presented in Table 12-4. Total costs based on costing assumptions
outlined in SeCtion 1'le-"Eount to $15,800,000. About 68% Of this total
-cost is due to terminal recurring and purchase costs. Lines, modems and'
service terminals -amount to approximately 31% of total costs. Engineering
costs make up.th(amainder. Regional switchers in addition to the Austin-
Swit9per are not required in this option.

12.2.3
L_

Line Performance

Table 12-5 summarizes' performance characteriAtiCs by.lirie for
the single region. TLETS Network., Reading from reft to ri44 the table .
presents the line number, the code. name for the first'terMinal on ,the
drop,- the total number of term.inals'on the drop, the line capacity in
Bauds, the peak line utilization value, total mileage on the drop, and the
mean response 'time-for any single terminal on the drop.

Mean response times on the single region network run between
. 2.5 seconds to a worst case value of 8.7 seconds depending on the specific
multidrop line. Of the 35. lines in the network, 33 have meari response

ttimes of less than 5 seconds. -' 4

(

12.2,4 Network 'Availability
. . - .

.The availability of the data bases to any;terminai on the
network is 0.974 calculated in accordance with the procedure outlined in .\

Section `5.2, and assuming data baSe -upgrades called for in Section 12.1:2
- I,

are implemented. This availability implies an- average 'ietwork daily
outage at any terminal on the :network of 37 minutes-.

/

,

12.3 OPTION 2 - TWO REGION TLETS

12.3.1 Topolggy

For the STACOM/TEXAS tworegion case, four possible networks'
were studied.- Each of the four networks consists of one region served by
the Austin Switcher. Candidates' for a second region in the network
included,'Dallas, Amarillo, Lubbock, and Midland.

29
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Table 12-3. Terminal Assignments

NETWORK OPTION: TLETS/AUSTIN.

NUMBER OF REGIONS: 1

LINE
REGION NO,

1
1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

/12
%. I

i 13
.../

14

15

16

17

(

TOTAL
TERMINALS

NO. STARTING A REMAINING

10 SXLP
SXF5.5 IPSYR4.5XAT.AZZn.SX055XYA.5XYH.519W.

..20 AZID
AZ/C.AZAV.AUB .AUH .A2AV.AZCS.AZFH.AZFW.A7FL.AZZH:

18 SXQQ
AZHN.A1/B.AZTT.AZFK.AZYM,AZ5E.AZUJ.AZI1K.A7PR,

NA130,5XPR.SX50SXKC.NAAn.SXSN'SXLErNAAF.SX0X.SXRB.

17 AZFI
NABToNACW.NARK!(SXCCPNAFC.SXOZ.NAEK,

AZFJ,A0+S.AZFZiAZHC.AZLZ"AZAW,AZFO.AZIApAZAN.AZ7192;
AZFB,ALFEAZAU.AZ/U.AL/U.AZYGP

19 SXK A
NABX.5XGV45X[0.5XOK45XRM.GXB OSXRC.SXRD.NAFB.SXPN.
NACS.5X5D.SXBR.NAAK.5X05.MACN sxm.sxnN.

20 SXOP
NACA.5XGC.SXBK.5XBJ L.CXR
-SXAD.NADW!SX13/.NAAHIP5XW r .5X8W.NAAC.5XRZ,_

2U SXRK
SXRL.SXYJ.NACE.SXDAPSXR5rMGHPSXRX.SXPN?5XPP.SXUL.
SXYK.NAEU.SXRW.SXCD.SXH/o5XRP,SXRQ.NAPLIoNeEA.

20 -SXDP
AZUE ALUD.AZRTPAZBUIPAZDU.NADEPAZJU.AZKU.NACO.NACR.
AZFU.A2CU.NADF.AZEUIPA2LU.AZUC.5XDF.5X0/.NAPJ.

17 AZTE
AZO/PALAC.AZBC.AZXT.AZN5.AZAX.AZAB.A7TD.AZAA.AZO.J.
AZUP.AZJLAZOL.AZTS.A2e14AZRI.'

18 AZUN
NAEQ.ALA5.AZUA.NABU.AZAD.AZFA.AZAH.AZLS.AZFFAZKYi
AZJY.AZYL.AZHU.AZGR4NAEP.AZIP.AZIF.

13' NAAN
NAAP.NAAG. ACX.AZYI.NAEO.NACEAZIZYAZFROWARR,AZON..
NACC.NAAO,

_

11 AZUS
AZU5 AZNA AZRK A2U7 AZZC, AZZA AZZP, AZUOI AZCN.AZXL

17 AZUX
DOJH .00I Y. NACL PDGCW R 0037 nONli. OGNH.PIACIPA r NAB / .1:Y4GS
DOKH DOEA .DOEJ NACr1 nOAC

14 Ag8N
AZAE.A14/.NAAI.AZAJ.A2ZB.kAEX.MAEV.NAFW.AZUWPAZAZ:
NADO.NABZ.AZBX.

20 DGHT -.______
.

t

DOHP.DGCF.00HN.DOIT.00MO.n0HR.D0An.00FTiOnET.[WIT,
DMHJ.DGIH,NADR.00MwPOGI-45.n0HT.NABCA"JARHIPMRYP

1 DTJ

18 D-TL

DOMJ.DOTRIMOTW,OGBDIPDOGn.n0C5.DORSPOOMA.DMCT.OnHLIT
00,41.1:1013T.nORK.DOSUI.00HZ.

,

12-7

''
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Table 12-3. Terminal Assignments (Continuation'1)

18 10- DOHU

19°' 17 DOEK,

20 lb AZXJ

21 21. DOGY
.DOEEPOODZ.nOKY.NAE(,i.NAIAO.KOGX.DOLW.00LY.DOER.DePF1

,-- DOEC.DOEW.NA135.00GS.[WyKH.NACI.NAEZ.NAAR.N4A5.0QEZ.
22 12, DOJT 1

008H.NACT.AZUI.NAOFDORnon0HC.00HEDOHF.00EY.DQV/:
DOSL. ,

-

23 f lb DOKT
Dompnio .0ONW.00LT.DOMA.m01-10.00HT.OnHH.OnH14!0DTC .

DOZY.NAEF.NAED.0.09ZOOCH.NAEE.DODH. .:

24 19 AZUF
AZXH.ALYC.NAAW.NAAX.00E14.17)00R.AZGN.F.ObriWPOOFP:
NAAA.ACRZ.AZAR.NADII.NADK.PAAER.NACJ.N;T',.

25 17 :AZPW r

'...t: NAAL.ALPS.NABE.AZAZ.OGAY.NABF,N.:.CH.Y.OQGJ.OnGJ.
NAOG .NADH.AZPX.NABb.A2PZ.NA00. --

26 17 .AZIJ.
A2/K.A2JP,AZJA,AZZMPSZGF,SXGR.MAE! .NAEM,SYPA.NAIDA.

/1 AZZJ.AL/LoNAEN.AZGO.AZ/M.NAEY.
27 19 AZLA

AzLEI.A.4Tr,AzLcipAzKA,AzLn.mAcG.Azk,pAivoi,NaAv.AzwN,
Azwp,Azwo,Azwx.AzLI,mAA,,,zziK.Azws.mwc,

28 p 7 A2I5 .

' AZIW.ALGM;;AZIF.AZ:I.AZ,.J.AZ0.50AZ/Y.AZJK.A7L0AZLF,
A2FA.ALLN.AZIR.NABV.AZIO.P0AAB.J

DOHX.DOGB.DONB.D08E.01,LX.nOCA.N48Q.DQL4.NAPF.

DOED.00EiiDOEI.NAOP.nODY.NADI.NAnY.NAnT.NAVS.NACO.
NAOP,NAE0b.DOOQ.DOUT.NAEJ.

AZOA.A.Z. '.-.AZAF.AXO.AZXP.AZXW.AZGW.A7X5.AZX
AZX/rACXr, .;CE.D00C.DOKK.

29 (*.17 AZPN
A2P1=0.4ZPL.AZPI.:,ZGL.AZLK,AZ:_L.ZZLP.MARG:A7KW,AZPC1
AZYE.AZXZ0AZLO.LZPJ.AZPK.AZRB

30 lb AZWL
NAOL.AZAMPAZWJ.AZWK.NAAT,AZWE.AZ*P.NARY,NAtm.AZSP.
AZW5.AZWA.AZSZ,AZWC.NADC.AZWO.AZSX,

32 13 AZGA
AZQB.AL000NAAO,NABM.AZGF.!ZPE.NAERIPAZOE.AZPD.A2nni
...OZPA..ALKD0 a

32 18 AZAG
AZGA.AZAG.AZJQ.NADJ.AZJ=.NAAJ,AZMj.AZGE.A7/.AZJF.
A2J/,AZKJ.AZJO.MASO.AZLR.AZZI.AZZF

33 15 'DTF
OOG/PAZ5R.AZJSPAZKX.A215P.AZKR.AZ4W.AZKG.NARA.AZKN.
DOEH.ALKL.NAES.AZKF,

11 AZAF
NAETPOOGZIPMAA7rNAA2PNACRIPAZW/aAZWW,NAEHrAZZLPAZSZT

35 lb: NAAM
..AZGG.AZUR.N4CV.MACZ.SX0P.NABWIPSXGK.SXPF.NACU.SX8E7
NADV.AZZR.NADR.A2ZWAZZX.

4

29,9

I
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Table,12-4_ Netwot7k Option Costs in Thousands of_Dollars

Network: TLETS- -

Remarks: Single Region - Austin
NuTberof Regions: 1

One Time
Installation-.

Recurring Costs Costs Total

Annual Total Eight Total Eight Year
Annual Year- . Unit: Purchase Cost by .

Item .Regd. Each Cost Cost Cost CoSt Item

Lines,
Modems
Service
Terminals, 611 4,888 37 4,925

Terminals 564 1.260 7T1 5,700 8.847 5,000 10,700

Regional
Switclers 0

4Witcher
Floor Space

' Switcher
Back up
Power

Switcher
,Personnel

I
vv.

Engineering

Subtotals.

. 130 130

10,588 5;167 15,755

Total Eight Year'Costi 15,800

300,
1279

.>
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Table 12-5.. -Netizork Line Charactecistics-
,-

.4=7 y ,
Network:
Reraarks-:

TLETS N adbe.r. of Reg
", Austin as Regional Ceriter .

..4.

-1.4ne
':No..

.

First
Node

No. of-
Terminals

Line
Type

(Baud)

_.,

i- Line
_Utiirzation

.,-

Total
Mileage .
..(mi)

.-- .

.
>

Mean
Response

Time
(see) -

A

1 ' SXLP P 10 + 1200 0.643 '73° 8.7-
'2 AZIO 20 2400 - -- 0.611 . 1514 4.6
3 SXQQ 19 1200 . 0.068' 374 .8

. 4 AZFI , 17 __________ 1200 0.157 313 :14. 1
5 SXKA 19 - 1200 0.145 1469 4.1

, 6 SXQP 20 1200 0.181 356 .2
7 SXRK 19 1200 0.169 433 4.,2
8 SIDP 20 1200 0.213 2415 4.4
9 AZTE 17 1200 0.243 0 14.1

10 AZUN 18 , 1200 0.101 ,304- 4.0
11
12

NAAN
AZUS

13
11

1200_.1200
0.037
0.083

218.
143

3.6
3-7

13 -AZUX 17 .1200 0.115 -396 -. 3-9
14 : AZBN 14 1200- 0.0614 255 3-7
15 DQHT 20 1200 ' 0.310 297 . 4.9
16 DTJ 11 14800 0.445 181. 2.6
17 DTI. 16 12_00 0.556 181 2.5
18 OQHU ,. 10.-- 1200 -. '0.095 -309 3.7
19 1,QEK 17 1200 0.076 14241 3.8
20 .AZXJ 16 1200 0.145 286 14.0
21-

N
DQGY, 19 1200 0.137 451 24.1

22..--. 'DQJT 12 1200 0.123 2514 3".9
23 DQKT 19 1200 0.319 213 5.0
24. °. AZUF 19 1200 0.095 4149 C 4.0
25' AZPW 17 1200 0.065 -356 3.8
26 AZIJ 19 1200 0.1214 698 D.0
27 AZLA '-.19 1.200 0-:0514 623 3.8
28 -AZS ., 17 1200. 0.083 523 3.8
29 AZPIsi-'-. .17 1200 0.130 550 14.0
30 AZWL 18 = 1200 06,172- 661 4.2
31 ---AZGA '14 1200 0.083 386 3.8
32 AZAG 18 1200 0.247 706 4.5
33' DTF. 15 1200 0.080 446 - 3'28
314 AZBF 11 1200 0.025 .489 3-5
35 _NAAM 16- - 1200 0.051 317 3-7..

.
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The aeast cost configuration of.i.hese. four possibilities is
the Austin- Dallas. network shown'in Figure 1-2-2.' The Austin region
consists of-16'1200 Baud lines and one 2400 Baud line for a total_of 17

'lines. The Dallas region is coMprised of 18 1200 Baud ltnes and one 2400
Baud line for a,total of 19 lines. "A single 4800 Baud line connects the
two regional .computers. Table 12 -6 aetails_the terminal assignments by
-line for the two region case'.

12..3.27 CostS
a

Total eight-year costs for the, two region Austin-Dallas_
Network are shn:In Table 12-7. There iano''purchase cost shown for
the Dallas regional switcher or for an uninterrUptable Power supply since
these- facilities presently exist. The total cost is $11,000,000 over
eight years. Note that the annual line cost of $602,000_is'reduced.from
the $611,000 annual cost in the single regiap case.- Total costs are
increased, howeyer, despite-the fact-that the second switcher-need not be
purchased_due to additional switcher, 'facility and personnel recurring
coats.

.111.

Tables.12-8, 12-9, and 12-10 show costing results of consider-
,

lag Lubbock, Midland and Amarillo as locations for a second switcher
respectively instead 'of Dallas. Note-that annual line cost's are very
similar in all two region cases. However, non-existent switching facilities
are required in the Western locations.

12.3.3' Line Perf,ormance

Table 12-11 presents line performance characteristics for the
two.region case with switchers in,Austin and Dallas. Mean response times
Vary_between2.2 seconds and 8.7 seconds 'depending on the particular
Edultidropped line. Of the -total of 36 lines for both regions, 34.show,
mean response times of less than 5 seconds.

,a

12.3.4 NetworkrAvallability

If. data base and switcher upgrades called for In Section 12.1.2.
are implementdd, the.system-avallablIity for the-two region case is 71:5;973.
This implies an average- daily .nftwork outage for terminals connected to 7

-- the Dallas switcher of 39.0 minutes. - /

12.4 OPTION 3 - THREE REGION TLETS

12 . 4 - 1

_ .

Topology
4

For, the STACOM/TEXAS three region case, five possible
configurations were studied. Each of the five networks consists of a
switcher facility in Ads-tinand Dallas. Candidate locations for a third
switcher were San Antonio; Houston, Midland, Amarillo and Lubbock.

-a-

3 r-3
12-11
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ure 12-2. Two Region TLETS Snitches in Austin 9nd Dallas

.
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fables 12 -6. Terminal, Asbignments

JWORK ()PITON: TLETS/AUSTINDALLAS

.R OF REGIONS: 2
.

...

TERMINALS j.
AUSt04 LINE TOTAL - N .

LEGION NO. !WO. STARTING r 'REmATNING
1,

1

3

5

7

8

9.

10
D

12

13

14

15

17

-20 AZIO
. .

16 AZFI

...

12 SXOP
.

21 :SXRK

18 SXOP

. 17 AZUE

-...

20 AZYI

17 AZUS!

AZUS12

. 2U . SXK A

10. SXLP

19 SXPR

4 VAZON

11 AZAG

.17 AZTE

15 ' SXRC

1.4 NAr0

. .

AZ/CrAZAV.AUB AUH .AZAVrAZCS.'AZEHrA7Ew.AZFLrAZZN:
AZNIN.L.AZ/8.AZTY.A7FK.AZYMPAZSE.AZUJrAZUKZPB.

_

.
.

ie.
. -

AZEJ.A0+SAZHC.AZLZDAZAWPA7EO.AZ/A.AZAM.AZYP.AZEB.
AZFErAZAUFAZIUIPAZ/UPAZYQ,

4.
NARK.SXGC.SX8K.-SX8LiJ.SX8L.sXRTrSZIRS.SrYFpNAOX.PNAOM.
"SXAO r NADVI.SX/3/ .13AAH.SXWY . SX IT. SX9to ok:15 Act SXRZ . .

.

.NACA NNAO NAAN.MAAP.MAAG.NACX.NAMPSxSOrSXKCNAAO.'
SXSNo

, .
.

,

SXRL. SXYJ .MACE.SXD4rSXRS.SHGH,SXRY.SX
SXYK.NAEUPSXRW.SXCD SXHI.SXPR.SXPO,NAOZ4MAEA.NAFB.

.
n

. SXGV,SXD.J.SXOKIPSXBOPSX8P,SX8M,NACS.S.SY5P.NAAK.
SX0S.NACN.SXOL.SXONPSXDE.SX0/.HABj.

AZUOPAZ8T AZ9 UpAnliNAOEAZJUIPAZKLI.NFQ.NACR.AZEU.
AZCUNADEPAZEUPAZWPA2UCIPNAOUr

1

.

NAEO,AZEWPAZAE,PAZkIPNAATsAZUF.AZXH.AZYC.AZRZPAZAJ:
' .

AZZBfAZUWPAZAPNAOOrgACE,AZBX,NABZ,AZIZPAZPRP

NAEO AZASvAZUA.NAR1JPAZAD.AZEA.AZAP.AZEF4A7KYPAZJY:
AZYL.AZHU.AZGP.NAEP0AZIPPAZIEP.

AZUSPAZUX,NACJ.NACKPAZNA.A.ZRKPAZUZ.AZ7C.A2MGPAZUR.
NACV. .

. ..

.SXES.S PSXRJ.SXAY.AZZOPSX9S.SXYA.SXYBo5XR!

SXLE.SX8E.NAAF.SX9X'SX9D+NAI5T,NACW.NAeK.NABL.SXCC.
NAECiSX0ZoNAEK.SXRAtmA0ArsYGROAELIPNAEM,

NACC.SX00.NABO.

vAZQA.AZAG.AZZ.J.S*GF AZZNPAZJAPAZ.P.AZTL,NtiENAZGO.

AZOI.AZAC,AZSC.A7XY,AZNS,AZAXPAZARrAZTO.A7AA,AZOJi
AZUP.AZJL.AZOLvAZTSAZ9K.AZR/

SX1RO.AZJQ.NA0J,A7 JEDNAAJPAZMnirAZGE.AZSI.AZJFAZ.LII.
'AZKj.AZJDPNA50.AZjt-gr

tiAAM.NACZ.SXOR.MAPWfSXSK,SXRFPNACU0NADVIPAZZR.NA08i
AZZW.AZZX.NAEX, .

12-i3
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Table' 12-6. Terminal Assignments(ContinUation 1)

DALLAS LINE TOTAL
REGION NO'. STARTING'.

N
REMAINING

.1 1 DTJ

1e

3 9 D(HO

a 19 DOFT

1, DOHU

lb DOJH

P2 .DOJY

8 20 AZXJ

2U DQGT

\-10 1.5 : DOJT

lb OOKT'

12 B AZPW

. .

04"4:1OVOTR.OQTW.DCA8OPPOGDPOOCS/DOkaDONArDlacTsralHLi7
DGH/PENO8TaDORKaDOSU,DOHZPOQDTPDOHJ.

.

OQITirlaHmaD4HP/DOCF,DOSTPOQDd0DOH160QC6.,

DCZEIPpgIH.NAOP.DQAD*DOHR.NABH.DOBY LIQUI.DQSL;D@RO.
DOH6DOHEODQHFrOOFT,n0HwrnOHSPO war4C.

DQHX.DOG8006MNB,DQBE;DOTYONACL.D4aCWPMAP1.0QGSPD4KH.
NACI;NLX,DOCA,NABDGILZ.NABF.

NAAW,MAAX.DGEN.DOORilLZOMPDOEF.NAEHNADKaDaDWPDQEP:-
NAAA.DPAC.DGEA.DOEJ,NACD

DO.NUPDQKYPNAEG.NAAU DQGXPDGLH.nOLYen0FX,00
00W.NABSPDOGSnOKH.NAC/PNAEZPWAAP4MAAS.DIEZPOONH.
NADM,

FP/AEC.
F.

AZDJ'apAZXNPAZXK.AZARPNADY.AZAFPAZXQ.AZXP.AZXWPAZGl!
AZXSPAZXRPAZXIFAZCNPAZXCPAZZP.AZUSaAZW4pAZZA.

. .

DOEE.DOOZPDOEK.DOFDPOQELPnOOQ,DQUT.MA:Ej.MEI,MADR,;
DODX,NADI MADY.NADTPNADS.NACO.NACP.M4FigNin0::

NAEEPDQSZPOQDH.DGMM!NACTAZU/aNACP,MACH.DOAYNABP.
AZPSPNAET.

.

xQcy,Dr6 vOtaN/ DQLT OQHAFIDQHDFD.QHT/p(IHH.D(AKR4OTC...
DOZY.NAEF.NAED0DQDHPOODD0'

. .

INIAALIAZPX.NABB.AZPZ,NADQ.AZZL.AZZFr
13 In DOGZ

14 19 AZLA'

.15 16. AZPM
AzppaAGPLPAZPA.AZISPAZIWtAZGMPAZIFPAZTI:AZiJPAZIA.
-AZINPNAEYPAZPUsAZPKPAZR8.

- 16. lB AZWL-

NAAY.MAAZPAZGLIPAZLKAZLLPAZLR/MASGITAZKWIPAZPCFAZTE.
AZXZ.AZLaNACRIFAZWIPAZWW.NAERPAZZL:

, . .

1L.-
,AZLBOZWS.NAECt'AeriPAZLCPAZKA-AZLOPNACG,A7Kic.AZWR:
pAAV,AZWNIPAZWPaAZZKIPAZWn.AZW pAZL.T.MAAE.. .

NADLPAZAM,AZWJ.A2WIONAAT#AZWEPAZWF.MAT,NACM.A7SP.
'.AZW8PAZWAPAZSZ,AZWOPMADCPAZSXPAZWCP

,i7 14 AZGA
AZO8l:AZGC4NAAO.NAAMi.AZPE,NAEBZQP,NAPN.AZQEPAZPD.
AZODPAZPAPAZKO.

18 20 '07- . ..

08140/ AZJR.AZJS.AZKKPAZKP/AZKPP4ZJWPAZWO.DOGJPORGJ.
NAOG/ORDJ.NADH4NABAPAZICM.DGEHtAZK/rtOES..AZkgo

NAETFAZLJrAZKS.AZTX.AZJKPAZLEAZI_PaMAPApAZLMPAZtRa
i.: N4811.AZIgsMAABPAZJZ

IQ AZ9F

,.1.2 -14

3-,
T_;
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Table 12-7. Network Option Costs in-Thousands of Dollars
.

.7

Network: TLETS
Remarks: Austin.- Dallas

Number of Regions: 2

. One Time ,

-v.

, Installation
Recurring Costs , Costi Total

Annual Total Eight Total Eight Year
No. Cost . Annual Year . Unit Purchase Cost by

item Regd. Each Cost Cost Cost Cost .Item

Lines, .

Modems
Service
Terminals 602 4.816 - - 38 4,854
Terminals 564 1.260- 711 5,700 8.847 5,000 10,700-
Regional /
Switchers 1 18 ' 18 144 0* 0

.,
144

, Switcher
Floor_Space 14.8 18 - 18--
Switcher .

Back. Up
Po'wer 1 '6.0 "6.0. 0* 148

Switcher
Personnel -1. Set la 128 1.024 - 1,024
Engineeripg 230 230

Subtotals 11 770. 5,268 17,038

Total Eight Yea'r Cost: 17,000

*Regional Switch Installation Not Required

12-15
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Table 12-8.Z,.Network *ion osts in' Thousands of Dollars '

. . ..7',

Network: TLET

Remarks: Austin - Lubbock
Numbed

One T'
,

Installation

Item.
No.

.-Regd.

Recurring-Costs Costs Total
Eight. Year

,Cost by
Item

Annual 'Total Eight Total

Cost, Annual Year Unit Purchase
Each Cost Cost Cost Cost

,Lines,

Modems
Service
Terminals - 606

,.

4,848 7' - 38 4.886

Terminals 564- 1.260 711 5,700 ,80847 `--... 5.000 10.700

Regional
Switchers 1 18 18 144 /350' _ 350 '44
Switcher
Floor Space 1 4.8 4.8 38

-.
30 30 68

Switcher
Back Up
Power 6.0

-

..

6.0

I
,

- 48 20. 20 68

Switcher.

Per -sonnel 1 Set 128 128 1,024- - - 1.024

Engineering

Subtotals

230 230

c-

11,802 5,668

Total Eight Year Cost:

17,470

17,500



Table 12-9.

_77-53, Vol. III

a
Network Option Costs in

ik

c

F-

-Thousands.of Dollays
11.

-Network: TLETS
Remhrks: Austin - Midland

ern

Number of Regions: 2

1

Recurring Costs
Ahriu1 Total Eight

No. Cost Annual Year
Reqd. Each Cost Cost

One Time
Installation

Costs-
Total

Unit Purchase
Cost Cost

Total
Eight Yearn

Cost by

Lines,
Modems
Service
'Terminals - - 609. 4,872 18 4,910

AY Terminals'- 564 1.260 711 5,7004 8.847 5.000 10.700
Regignalv
Switchers 1 18

_

18 144 150 150 494
Switcher
Floor Space 1 4,8 4.. 8 38 10-- 30 68
Switcher
Back Up'
PoKer - 1 6.0 :6.0 2 48 20 20 "68

Switcher
Personnel 1 Set 128 128 `)1,024 1,024
Engineering

Subtotals

230 230

11,826 5,668

Total Eight Yeat, Cost:

f7, 1r94

17,500

tI
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-Table.12-10. Network Option Costs in Thousands ofDo2gars

-

.s4
Network: TLETS ;° Number 'of Regians:
*Rema'rkS:-.Austin

r G One Time . s
41 .Installation?

Recurrintz Qosts Costs' Total

f A4
4,
:Annual - Total. Eig Teftal Eight Year

No., Cost Annual Y Unit Purchase Cost by
Item Regd. Each Cost 1 ost Cost Cost Item

\-.

.-3

Lines, \
Modems -1''

Service,
Termipals - 612 4,896

,

.

- 38
Terminals.- 564 1.2.50 711 5,700 8.84.7 5,000
Regional
Switchers 1 18- 18'' 144 R50 350
Switcher
Floor Space -1 4.8 4.8 18 10 30
Switcher
Back Up
Power 1 6.0 6.0 48 20 20
Switcher
Personnel 1 Set 128 128 1,024 - -
Engineering. - 230

Subtoils 11,850 5,668

4,9R4
-1.0,700 46.

494 .

68

X 68

1,024
230

17,518(

Total Eight Year Cost: 17,500

No.

309
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Table 12-11. Network Line CharacteritStics

Netwo
Remarks:

TLET$
Austin Region

Ao.
e First

Node
No of
Terminals

Line
Type

(Baud)

....:

1 AZID 20 2400.
2 AZFI 1200_-....17

3 SkKA 20 1200
a

4 SXQP 12 1200
5 SXRK 20 1200
6 SXDP

.

18 1200
7 AZUE 17 1200
8 .AZYI 20 1200

lag

AZUN
AZUS

18

12
1200
1200 i

.
11 SXLP 10 1200/
,12 SXPR 19 1200
13 AZQN 4 1200
14 AZAG 13 1200
15 AZTE 17 1200
16 SXRC 15 0200
17 NAEV 15 1200

Numbprof Regionb:

Mean
Total Response

Line Mileage Time
Utilization (mi) (sec)

0.611
0.157
0.177
0.035'
0:170
0.112
0.204
0.087
0.4101

vow
0.643

,
0.077
0.023
0.095
0.243
0.228.
0.017

154
313

, 352
240

- 479

4.6
4.1
4.2
3.6
4.2

356 3-9
338 4.3
352 3-9-
304 3.9
224 3.8
73 8.7

395 3-9
46 3.4

428 3.8
0 4.1

841 4.3
293 ..

3.7

Network:
Remarks:

TLETS V

1 \
.c.

Number of Regions:
Dallas Region

1 DTJ 1 2400 0.472 0 2.2
2 DTL 18 1200 0.325 .22 5.0
3 DQHQ 9 1200 0.110 69 3.8
4 DQFT 19.' 1200 0.242 106 4.5
5
6

/ DQHU
DQSH

17
16

1200
1200

0.135
0.099

231

335
4.1

3.9
7 DQJY 20 1200 0.105 363 4.0
8 AZXJ 20 1200 0.156 316 4.1
9 DQGY 20 1200 0.129 336 4.1

10

'11

DQJT 13 1200 0.082 172 3.7
DQKT 16 1200 0.308 52 4.8

12

13

AZPW
DQGZ

8
18

1200
1200

0.020
0.125

272
622

3. 5
_ 4. 0

14 AZLA 19 120G 0.054 '567 3-.8
15 AZPN 16 1200 0.120 424 4.0
16 AZWL 18 .1200 0.172 588 4.2 .

17 AZGA 14 1200 0.083 368 3.8
18 DTF 20 1200 0.116 378 4.0
19 AZBF 15 1200.. 0.044 517 '3.7

12-19
31'0
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least cost configuration of thdbe five is the network '

12-3 employing Austin, Dallas and Saff-Antonio as switcher

Paragraph_12.4.2). The Atrat,In region consists of ten
and two' 2400 Baud fines.

The Dallas region services 19 lines, all of mtich are 1200

Baud lines with.the'eXception of one 4800 Baud line. The Sail-Antonio

switcher has six .1200 Baud lines and one 2400 Baud line. A single 4800'
Baud line connects the Austin switch to Dallas and a-(single 4800 Baud line
also provides communication from Austin to, San Antonio. Table 12-12. -

provides line topology details for this three region case.

12.4.2 Cost

_Tables 12-13 through 12-17 show eight-year cost breakdowns for

the five three region cases considered. The Austin-Dallas-San Antonio
case exhibits the highest annual line cost of any of the five alternatives
considered ($639,000). The overall eight-year cost, however, is less by
some $200,000" only-because required, switching facilities are already in

place.

The remaining four cases indAcate virtually identical costs

when totals are.rounded off, although rffe Austin-Dallas-Houston configura-
tion exhibits the'lowe'st annual line cost of all alternatives, ($597,000).

As in the two-region-case, the location of switchers ih the
Weitern part of the state appear to be least favorable by slight margins

only.

12.4.3 Line Performance

Line performance characteristics for the three

Dallas-San Antonio configuration are shOwn in Table 12-18.
times vary from 2.2 seconds to a worst case of 5.0 seconds
of 38 lines in the network, 22 have mean response times of

equal to 4.0 seconds.

12.4.4 Network Availability

If thedata base and switcher upgrades called for,in Section

12.1.2 are implemented,theNthree region network will have an availability
of 0-973, which implies an average daily system Outage for any terminal

connected to the Dallas or San Antonio switchers of 39.0 minutes.

region Austin-
Mean response-

. Of the total
less than or
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tigure 12-3.
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ee Region ItiETS,Iiith Switches it Austin, tellas
and San lntotio.(1985)
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Table 12-12. Terminal Assignments

NETWORK OPTION: TLFTS/AO..SA

NUMBER OF REGIONS: 3

-,.
-

LINE TOTAL
REGION NO1-....-: NO. ''STARTING , REMAINING

)
:

1 20 .'AZ/D
AZIO.AZAV.AUB .AUH PAZAVJAZCSIPAZFH.AZFWeA7FL.AZZHI,
AZHN.AZI130AZTTPAZFKPAZYN,AZSEPAZUJoAZUK.A7

2 17 -AZFI
AZFJ.A0+S.AZFZ.AZHC*A2L7PAZAW.AZFO.AZIA.AZANIPAZYP.
AZFB.AZFE.AZAU.AZIU.AZIU#AZYG.

3 17:,: AZUE
AZUD AZEIT.AZSU.AZDU.NADEPAZJUIPAZKU.NACG.NACR.AZFU.
lAZOUNADF.AZEU.AZLUPAZUCONADU.

4 19 AZT/ ,-

..- NAEO.AZEIN.AZAE.AZA/oNAAI.AZUF.AZXH.Ain.A7RZIPAZAJ:
-AZZa.AZUW.AZAZ.NADOtAZIZiAZFOrAZBX.NARZ.

TERMINALS
.1`

5 -18 AZUN

6 6 NAAN

10 AZUS

13 AZJQ
°:

13 AZAG

10 17.. AZTE

11 ' lb NAEV

2.

1 17 -

2 3 DTL

3 9 DOHA

,'19' DAFT

- 17 DOHU

6 167. OGJH

NAEGI.ALAS.AZUA.NABOrAZADrAZFA.AZAHrAZLSIDAVF.AZKY.
AZJY.AZYL.AZHU.AZGP,NAEP.AZIP.AZIE.

NAAP.NAAG.NACX.NABRoNAAO.,'

AZUStAZUX.AZNA.AZRKPAZUZPAZZCPAZGG.AZUR.NACV.

NADJ.AZJE.NAAJ.A2M.J.A2GE.AZ9/PAZJF.AZJI.A7KJPAZJOi.
NABOrAZJES.

AZOA.AZAG.AZZ.J.SXGFoAZZN.AZJA.AZJP.AZIL.NAEN.AZGO.
AZJCAZJJ

AZG/pAZACPAZBC.AZXT.AZNSPAZAX,AZAR.AZTD.A7AA.AZOJ:
AZUP.AZJL.PAZGL.AZTSPAZOKiAZRIP

NAEWPNAAMoNACZ.SXGR.NARW.EXGKPSXRF.NACU.NADV4AZZR-F
NADB,AZZW.AZZX.NAEX.

O IL .DGMJ.OGTR.OGTWPDGBD.DGGO.DOCSiDORSIDOGNA.DOCTi
DGHL.D0HI.DGIBT.DORKtOGSU.MHZ.

DGOT.DGHJ.

D OIT.OGHN.DGHP:DGCFDGHT.MODCMGHK.OnCEr

DGET.DOIHPNADO.DGA11.0GHRoNABH+DGBY.DOVISLeDGRO7
D GMO,DGHE.DOHF.DGET,DOHWrOOHS,DGHY.NARCe

.

D GHXOGGES,D9N8.00BEeDG/Y.NACL",DGCW.NARIDOGGS.DGICH7
NAC/oDGLX.DOCArNARG.DGLZPNABF.

.
.

NAAWiNAAX.rIGEN.DOORrAZGN,0AEF.NAEH.NAOK.DnDW/DGE1117
NAAA.DOAC.DGEA.DGEJ.NACnt _.

,



7

8

12

13

14

15

16

.17

18

19

7
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Table 12-12. Terminal Assignments (Continuation 2)

21

20

.20

15

16

OGJY

. AZXJ

POSY'

OGJT

'MKT

CIONUrOOKYNAEG.NAAlf.004XonOLS.DGLYM404.04ECPDGEW;
NARB.Q9GS.00KM.NACIPNAUrNAAR.NAAS..DGEZ.OGNMPNACIMr

AZOA:A2XNIPAZXKipAZARPNACYrAZAFtAZXG.AZXP.A7XW.,AZGW..
AZXSrAZXR.AZXIPAZtNPAZXLeAZZPIPAZUG.AZWZAZZAr.

DOBE.DGIOZ.OGEK.DGEOPOCIEL,O000.08UT.NAEJDGEIPNACIRr
CIAOX.NADT NAOY NAOT.NAOS.NACONACP.NWEIAA00,

NAEC.Ir.2013Z.DGCN:OGRM.NAtTsAZUZ.NA&,NACHOCIAY.NARP:
A2PS.NABEP

OGCY,OTG OlorkiWg0QLTsOGHA.OGHO.OGHT.P6914H.O0HBoOTC.:
DOZY r NAEF NASD. INCH . -

8 AZPW
NAAL.AZPX.NABBPAZPZNADOPAZZI.AZZF.

18 DOGZ
NAAY.NAAZPAZGL.AZLK AZI-LrAZLR.NABG.AZKWrA7PC.AZYE:
AZXZ.AZL.G.NACB.AZWI,AZWWONAER.AZZL.

'19 AZLA
AZLB.AZWSANAEC.AZTIPAZLC.AZXA.AZO.NACGrAZWK4ZWRi
NAAV.AZWN.AZWP.AZZKAZWG.AZWX.AZLI.NAAEr

16 AZPN
AZPP#AZPL AZPI.AZI5 AZIWPAZGM.AZF.AZII.AZIJ.AZ/K;

I AZUONAEYPAZPJrAZPKPAZRPf
18 AZIL

NAOLsAZAM.AZWJ.A2WKPNAATPAZWE.AZWFpNARY.NACN.A25P.
A2WB.AZWA.AZSZ.AZWDPNADCPAZ5X.AZWC.

14 AZGA-
A2QB.AZOC.NAAG.NAam.AZPEWAEB.AZOF04ARNrA7GEAZP11;
A200.AZPA.AZKOr

11-
DOG/rAZjRrAZ.ArAZKK.AiKP.AZKR.AZJW'sAZXGOQGJonGGji
NAOG.nODYPNADHoNABAtAZKM.nGEMPAZKL.NAFSA7KF.

15 AZBF /

.NAE7rAZLJ.A2K5rAZIX.AZ.-WiTI2LE.AZI.C.NAFA.AZLN.A1/07.
NABV.AZIG.NAAB.AZJZ.

10 5XLP -S

SXF5.5 PSXRJpSXAY.AZZO.SX0S+5XYA.SXYB.SXOW.
lb XLE ,

20.

20

10

18

4

,

1

.

5X0P.

.SXRK

SXBO

SXGC

SXSQ

,

5XFIE.NAAFtSX0X05XR8 .NABT.NACW,NABK.NABL,SXCCP.NA.FC:
SXGZ.NAEK.SXRA.NAnA SXGR.NAEL.NAEM. °

NACA,SXKA.NABX.5XOP .SXGVSX0J.SXOK.SX05,NACN,SZOL:-
57EONI, CII.NA84r5XOF P5X00,NABO.SiPR.AZONeNACC.

SXR .SXYJ.NACEf5X0A ;SXRS.SNGHi-SX0XPSXR44,SXRP.SXUL;
5XYPNAEU.SXRW.SXCO ,SXHIrsXRR.SXRG.N045Z.NAEA.

_ .

.

5XBR.SXRCIPSXRD.NAFB .SXBM.NAC5P5X5OPSXARFNAAK,

SXRK,SXBJ.SXBL.SXRT .SXRS.SXYFPNAIDX.NAOW,SXRI.NAAH:
SXWYNAON,SXAD.5X/T PSXBW.NAACrSXR2.

.NAAO.SXSN.SXKCe.

I '
3(4567P 9 2 34 5478901234 5 6 7 8 9 0 I 234456789n 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 001234567 9 n 1 2 3 4 5678g0123 t.L5678R rt

/
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Table 12-13. Network'Option Costs in'Thousandsof,Dollars

Network: TLETS.

Remarks: Austin - Dallas - San: Antonio

9-

Number of Regions: (1

Item

Recurring Costs
Annual Total Eight

No. Cost Annual Year.

Regd. Each Cost Cost

Lines,
MOdems-
Service
Terminals
Terminals_
Regional
Swi tchers
Switcher
Floor Space
Switcher
Back Up
Power
Switcher
Personnel
Engineering

Subtotals

One Time
Installation

Costs
Total

Unit Purchase
Cost Cost

Total
Eight Year

Cost by
Item

639 5,112 40 5.152

564 1.260 711 5,760 8.847 5,040 10,700

18 36 288 0* 0* 288

4.8 9.6 77 0* 0*' 77

6 12 _g6

IP

0* 96

2 128 256 2,048 2,048.
130 130

3,321 5;170 18,491

Total Eight Year Cost: 18,500

*Switches exist in Dallas and San Antonio

12-24
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Table 12-14 ._ _ Network_ Option Costs_ in Thousands -of Dollars

Network: TLETS
Remarks: Austin - Dallas - Houston

a

Number of Regions:. 3

One Time
Installation

Recurring' Costs Costs 'Total
Eight. Year
_Cost by

, Item

Annual Total Eight' Total
No. Cost Annual Year Unit , Purchase

Item Regd. Each Cost Cost Cost Cost,'

Lines,
Modems
Service
Terminals - - 597 4,776 - 38 4.814
Taimingilz.--5541=262L711 5.700 8.847 5,000 10-700
Regional -

Swltchers 2 18 16
.

288 150 350* 618.
Switcher
_Floor Space 2 4.8 9.6 ' 77 10 10* 107
Switcher ;
Back Up
Power 2 6.0 12.0 -96 20 20 116
Switcher
Tersonnel 2 Sets 128 256 2,048 - 2.04-8
'Engineering 230 230

Subtotals a 12,985 5,668

Total EigYear Cost:

.

18,653

18,700

*New facility required in Houston only
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_

_Table...12705,____Networption Costs in Thousands of Dollars .

Network: TLETS
Remarks: Austin - Dallas - Midland

Number of Regions:

Item
No

Reqd.

Recurring Costs
Annual Total Eight
cost Annual Year
Each Cbst Cost

One Time
Installation

Costs
Total.

Unit Purchase
Cost Cobt

Total
Eight Year

Cost by
Item

Lines,
Modems
Service
Termirlals 604 4.812 4.870

Te-rminals 564 1.260 711 5,700 8.847 5.000 10.700

Regional
Switchers 2 18 16 a 288 150 150 618

Switcher
Floor Space 2 4,8 9e.6 77 10 10* 107

Switcher
Back Up --.,

Power 6.0 12.0, 96 20 20 116

Switcher'
Personnel 128 256 -2,048 2.048

Engineering

Subtotaj:s

230 230

13,041 5,668

Total Eight Year Cost:

18,709-

.

18,700:

*New facility required in Midland only

12-26



ilAble 12-16. Network Option Costs in Thousands of Dollars

Network: TLETS A

Remarks: Austin Dallas - Amarillo
Number of 'Regions.: 1

,

It&s.
No

Reqd.

Recucring Costs
Annual Total Eight,'

Cost Annual Year
Each Cost Cost

Lines,
Modems
Service
Terminals 607 -4,896

Terminals 564 1,260 711 5,700
Regional
Switchers 2 '44 18 16 . 288
Switcher
Floor Space 2 4.8 9.6 77
Switcher
Back Up
Power 2 6.0 12.0 96

Switcher
Personnel 128 . 256 2,046
Engineering

-Subtotals-

One Time ,

Installation
Costs Total..

Total Eight Year
Unit Purchase Cost by
Cost Cost. Item.

18 4,894
8.847 5.000 10,700

350 150 .618

io 10* 107

20

230

116

2,048'
230

13,065 5,668 18,733

Total Eight Year Cost: 18,700

*New facility required in Amarillo only

X18
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Table 12-17. Network Option Costs. in Thousands of Dollars

Network: TLETS
Remarks: Austin - Dallas - Lubbock

Number of Regions: 3

Item
No.

Reqd.

3ecurring Costs
Annual Total Eight
Cost Annual Year
Each Cost. Cost

One Time
Installation

Costs
Total

Unit Purchase
Cost Cost

Total
Eight Year

Cost by
Item

Lines,
Modems -

Service,
Terminals 602 4,g16 38 4.854
Terminls 564 1.260 711 5,700 8.847 ,a,000 10,700
Regional
Switchers 2 18 36 288 350 .638

Switcher
Floor Space 2 4.8 9.6 77 30 30' 107
Switcher
Back Up
Power 6.0 12.0 96

II -

. 20 20 .116
Switching
Pei.s6nnel 128 256 2,048
Engineering

Subtotals

230

13,025 5,668

Total Eight Year Cost:

-18,693

18,700

*New Tacility required in Lubbock only

319
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Table 12-18; Network Line Characteristics

Network: TLETS
Remarks: L Austin Region

Number of Regions: 1A

Line
No.

First
Node

No . of
Terminals

Line
Type

1' (Baud)

1 AZID 20 21400

2 AZFI 17 1200

3 AZUF 20 1200
4. AZYI 15 1200
5 AZUN .. 18 1200
6 NAAN _

6. 1200
7 AZBN 18 1200
8 AZID 20 2400
9 AZFI 17 1.200

10 AZBT 20 1200
11 AZUN- 18 1260
12 NAAG 9 1200

Line
Utilization.

0.611
0.157
0.220
0.067
0.101
0.012
0.141
0.611
0.157
0.186
0.101 ,
0.021

!Total
Mileage
(mi)

Mean
Re4Sponse

Time
(sec)

1514 14.6

313 4.1

373 4.4
269 3.7
304 3.9
111 3.4
372 4.1
154 4.6
313 4.1
437 4.3.

3014 4.0
165 3.5

Network: TLETS
Remarks : Dallas Region-

-2

3.

4

5
6

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17.
18
19

-
DTJ 1 .4800
DTL 18 z-120.0.
D-QHQ.1 1200
DQFT 19 1200

.DQBU 17 1200
DQJFI, 16 1200
DQJY 20 1200
AZXJ 20 1200
DQGY -20 1200
DQJT 13 1200

-DQ1CT 16 1200'

AZ PW 8 1200
DQGZ 18 1200
AZLA 19 1200
AZPN .16 1200
AZWL 18 1200
AZGA 14 1200
DTF 20 1200
AZBF 15 1200

Number of Regions':

0.472 0. 2.2
"0.35 * 22- 5.0: ,

0.'. 110 69 3.8
0.242 106 14.5

-4k10.135 231 4.1
0.099 335 -3.9
0.105 -363 4.0
0.156' .316 4.2
0.129 . 336 4.1
0.082 172 3.8

- 0.308 52. 4.8
0.020 272 3.5
0.125 622 - 4.0

0 -054 567 3.8
0.120 4214 14.0

0.172 588 4.2
0.083 368 3.8
10.116 378 , 4.0
0.044 517 3.7

ci

320
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Table 12-18. :Network Line Characteristics
(Continuation 1)

Network: TLETS Number of Regions: 1
Remarks: SanlAntOnio-ReRlon

Line
No.

First
Node

.

No. of
Terminals.

Line
Type

(Baud).

L.2>

Line
Utilization

Total
Mileage
(ml)

Mean
.Response

Time
.(sec)

.e.

1 SYJ..1? 10 2400 0:324 0 2.7
2 SXLE 12 1200 0.037 220 -` 3.5
3 SXQP . 19 1200 0.095 319 ,3.8
4 SXRK 19 1200 0.169 376 2 4.1
5 SXBQ 10 1200 0.090 341 3.6
6 SXGC 18 1200. 0.172 310 4.1
7 `SXSQ , 4 12D0 .

0.015 82 3.3

12.5 _OPTION 4 - SEPARATE TLETS AND NEW DATA NETWORKS

12:5.1 Topology

Growth of new data-types in Texa.s is: such that, communication
facilities for these data types should be implemented in two phases., An
initial network to handle -traffic requirements through 1980 is shown in
Figure 12-4. A complete network sufficient to handle predicted'new
traffic vaimes from 1981 through 1985 is shown in Figure 12-5. Both
networks are basically starred networks to provide desired response times
at terminals.

Table 12-19 lists cities included in the network which
functions through 1980 and-Table 12-20 shows terminals to be added to make
up the final new data network which functions from 1981 through 1985.. The
first network employs 14 terminals. In the second network 18 locations
are-_added :for a total of 32.

A `)n



Figure 12 -k. Texas Separate New Data Network Through 1980
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Figure 12-5 lexa$ Separpte New, Bata Network 1981 Through 1985. 
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Table 12-19. Separate New Data Terminals Through 1980

Code Name Terminal Location

ICRA ICR Data Conversion, Austin
TDCA' TDC H.Q., Huntsville
BPPA* BPP H.Q., Austin
TYCA TYC H.Q., Austin
TYCB Gatesville TYC, Coryel

TYCC Gainesville TYC, Cooke
TYCD Giddings TYC, Lee
TYCE Brownwood TYC, Brown
TYCF Corsicana TYC, Navarro
TYCG TYC, Ward
JYCH Waco TIC, McLennan
TYCI Crockett TYC, Houston

112 terminals, 1 each for CCH and OBSCIS

a 12-20. Separate New D'ata Terminals to Se Added to Those of --

Table 12.19 to Make up 1981 Through 1985 Network

Code Name .Terminal Location

.CTAD El Paso'Courts
TDCC Eastham Fodice
TDCG Ramsey I CCH, Angleton
TDCI Ramsey II CCH, Angleton
TDCK Jester CCH, Stafford
TDCO Goree CCH, Huntsville
CTAA Dallas-Ft. Worth Courts

CTAE Austin Courts

TDCD Ellis CCH, Riverside
TDCH Clemens CC41 Brazoria-.

TDCL Retrieve CCH, Angleton
TDCP Mt View CCH, Coryell
CTAB Houston Courts

TDCE Ferguson CCH, Weldon

TDCM Central CCH,Ztafford
CTAC San Antonio Courts
TDCB Coffield CCH, Palestine
TDCF Wynne CCH, Huntsville
TDCJ Darrington CCH, Alvin
TDCN Huntsvil/e Diag. CCH

gip



12.5.2 Cost

Total_eight-year_costs for the separate new data network
amount to $1,350,000 as shown in Table 12-21. Costs for lines, modems,
service terminals and network terminals are broken down for required
network phasing. It is assumed, that the first network is built in 1978
and the second. in 1981. As in previous costing, new terminals for the
network are purchased.

It is assumed that new data type files, with the exception of
CCH files, will be implemented at a new single computer facility in
Austin. That is, functions of the TDC, BPP, TYC, OBSCIS and SJIS will be
integrated ona single computer. Required mean service times for this
computer 'are indicated in Table. 12-22.

The co Ling of this computer is not included in the cost
..comparisons for 0 tions 4 and 5. Thi:s does not 'invalidate the cost

comparisons carried out here, since the comparative issue is network
integration with TLETS lines versus separate new data network
construction. .In either. case, a separate compeer facility from the
'TCIC/LIDR and MVD facilities is called for.

12.5.3 Line Performance

Line performance characteristics for the 1981 through 1985new
teadata network are Shown in Table 12-22. ri" response times vary between

11.9 seconds and 17.7 seconds for the- li e,s. .These response times are in
.

keeping with functional requirements -for these data types.

12.5.4 Network Availability

The network availability for the separate new data tetwork is
calculated at 0.974 which implies an average outage per day of 37.0
minutes. This assumes similar performance as in the single-region
TLETSNetwork.-

.

12.6. OPTION 5 - AN INTEGRATED:TLETS AND NEW DATA NETWORK

12.6.1 Topology %

Integration of new, data type terminals into the TLETS net-
work involves a two-step implementation procedure as new data terminals
are added to the network in the same manner that the separate new data

.

network implementation is carried out: The network consists of a single
region TLETS network, with new 'data terminals added at appropriate points.
Table 12-23 lists terminals assigned to the 43 lines called for in the
integrated network of 1981-85. Six of the new data terminals-remain
connected in a star configuration and the remainder of the new data
terminals are integrated into muliidropped lines with law enforcement
agencies.



Table 12-21. Network Option Costs in Thousands of Dollars

Network: New Data
Remarks: Separate New Data Network

Number of Regions: 1

Item

Recurring Costs

One Time
Installation

Costs

Total Total
Annual Purchase Eight

Annual Cost Eight Cost . Year
No. Cost To 1981- Year Unit Cost by
Regd. Each 1980 1985 Cost Cot 1978 1981 Item

k
Lines, Modems - - 51 121 758 - 1.8 2.6 762;4
Service
Terminals
Terminals 14/12* -1.260 18 40 254 8.847 124 159* 517
Regional
Switchers
Switcher

-floor Space
Switcher
Back Up
Power.
Switcher
Personnel
Engineeririg 40 10 50

Subtotals '1,012 165.8 171..6

Total Eight Year Cost: 350'

N._

*18 additional units

12-35 32
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Table 1-22. Network Line CharacteriAtics

:.

NetWork: -New Data Type
Remarks:. Austin as Regional Center-

,

Number of Regions:

.

Line First NO. of ..

No: "gode Terminals

-1 ICRA.7

2 CTAA
3 CTAB 1

4 CTAC 1

.5 CTAD- 1

1:

1

1

1

1

1

1

.. 6 .7-CTAE'
7 TDCA

TDCB:
9 TDCC

10 'TDCD.
.11 TDCE
.12- TDCF-

,. 13 TDCG
14 TDCH
15 TDCI
6 -,TDCJ
,17 TDCK
.18 TDCL
19 11)cm
.20 -tDCN

--21 TDCO
22 TDCP.,
.23 BPPA
24 TYCA.

25 TYCB.
26::. Tyqc

TYCD
28 'TYCE
29 TYCF
'30,- ZYCG
31 TYCH
32 TYCI

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Line
Type

(Battol)

Line
Utilization

Total
Mileage
(mi)

Mean
Response Time

(sec)

2400 0.512 0 14.6
4800 0.611 r 181 11.9
4800 0.544 147 11.3
2400 0.473 73 13.7
)200 0.364 530 17.7
1200 0.362 0 17.7
2400 0:367 134 13.2
1200 0.180 162 ;16.0
1200 0.180 154 16.0
1200 0.163 134 15.8
120.0 0.150 1.54-

15.6
1200 0.140 134 15.5
1200 0.128 159. 15.4
1200 0.088 59 15.1
1200 '0.077 159" 151
.1200 0.066 161 15.0
1200 0.066 126 15.0.
1200 0.060 159 14.9
1200 0.060 126 - 14.9
1200 0.052 134 14.8
1200 0.038 134 14.7
1200 0.027 14.6
2400 0.382 .0 13.2
1200 0.082 0 15.0
1200 0:059 80. 1i4.9

1200- 0.027 .233 14.6
1200 0.027 -49 14.6
1200 0.082 124, 15.0
1200 0.014 --.- 145 14.5
1200 0.014 320 14.5
1200 , 0.014 '95 14.5
1200- , 0.014 154 14.5

12-36 4:



12.6.2 Costs

Total eight.ryear costs for the integrated TLETS New Data-Type
NetWork are $16 00,000 as shown in TOle 12-24. PhaSing_for line
reconfiguration and addition of 18 new terminals in 1981 is_indicated.

1

12.6.3 ,Line.Performance

Line performance for the integrated TLETS'New Data Type Network is
tabulated .in Table 12-25. Response times vary- from 2.5-seconds to .8.2
-seconds. -,Line .panfigurations are such that prioritization of law
enforcement message types is not required.

12.6.4 Network ;Availability

AssuMing data base upgrades called for in Section 12.1.2
are implemented, the availability -of data -bases to 'any terminal on
the network is' 0.974. This availability 'implies an average network-
daily outage at any terminal'on.the network of 37.0. minutes.

it

12.7 -CaMPILATION OF COST AND PERFORMANCE DATA - OPTIONS 1 THROUGH 5 .

this-section
le_ 12 -26 compiles cost and performance data presented in

far each of the five STACOM/TEXAS Network options. -

,The next .Section discusses these _findings and also presents
results of additional network'studies carried out in Texas.:

IMO

6

th.
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Table 12 -23. inal Assignments

A-tETWORK TLETS WITH NEW DATA TYPE

14UM9ER OF1PFG/ONS.:::

4 TERMINALS
. LINE TOTAL

REGION NO. NO. STARTING
1

1 ru sm.A,

2 1.9 SXK A

REMAINING

p.

.SXFSiS r SXAY AZZD SXOS SXYA .SXY8f.SXOW

NASX rSXGV SXD...! .SXDK SX8Q SXRP .SXRC eSXR0 ,NAF135X8t1;
NACS .5X5b 5X8R .NA AK SXDS NACN SXOL SXD`I.

3 20 SXOP
NACA rSiGC.r SX8K SX8J SXIBL .SXRY .-SXBc.S(Y1-1.Niftr)X eNADN:
SXAD.NADW SXF3INAAH.SXVITSXITSX8W.NAAC,SYRZ.

20 SXRK
. sx0L.5xrJ.NACE.SXDAFSXRSocHr--I.SXRX.SX0N.SXRP, SXU12:

SRYK NAEU0-SXRW .SXCD SXHI SXRR .SXRCA.NrIDZsNAEA
5 1.9 SXDP .

AZUNIPMAEOPTDCL.TDCIPTOCPPTOCGPAZAPIPAZPApA7AH,ALLS,-
AZFFiALGPIPNAEPPAZrPALIFSXDFFSXOTIPNAPJ

ib AZUE
AZUD AZ8T AZ8U. AZI"Vir NADEP AZJU AZKU NACO NtSCR r AZFU!
A2CU.-11ADF, AZEU A Z1J.., A ZUL

11 . AZTE

. 8 .16 AZY I

AZQ/ AZAC AZEIC .AZXY A2NS,AZAX AZAB AZTD A7AA a zwt
AZUPrAZJIP AZOL.AZTS*AZOK AZP I

MAE° rTUCNIt AZAS. AZI.14 irtgASIJ, tsZK Y AZYL AZHU. MACE
AZIZ r AZID.N'ABR .TYCONAAM.19ACX AZFR

5: b NAAN
NAAP r AZO NPNACC 'NAM).

10 1 s ICRA

11 CTAR

1.2 1- CTAC -

14 30 .CT..AE
Sxcp . NIABD rSXPR .SXSGSXKC i NA AO SXSN.SXLE Nfi-AF .SXriX.
SXRB NABT.NACW . r-IAQK r MARL SXCC MARC: . sx qz . NAE.r .

144 20 - TDCK
AZI,C AZAV. AUE1 *AIM- OAZAV AZCc ALRW I, A 7PLs AZZH.
AZHNFAZIB AZTY.AZFKPAZYN,AZ5E-PAZUJPAZUKIPAZPB0

15 1 BPPA

16 16 TYCA . .. . . ..
A2FI A-1RJ . AO+S . AZHC AZLZ AAZAW rAZFD 'AZT . TOCJ AZAN .

_ AZYPir AL.F5. AZFE. AZAUAZIU.AZIUr AZYCkip
17 1.S A ZUS . . .

. AZUS itkINA r A ZRK . AZUZ A ZZC. AZ7A .TYCR itZCTJ . A7Y1_ . TrICF;.
AZZP . AZUQ . ..

18 1.3 AZUX .
.

. .-
. ..-

, .YYCH. AZAR reZXCR .NACY A2XN. AZXK ..8ZXE:1. li iXigs AZGIV . A ZXS P
o. AZXR P AZX 1 1 ..

12-38 32 o
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Table 12 -23.' Terminal Assignments (Continuation 1)

19

20

14-

20':',
-.

A
. .

AZ 3N
..

D6HT

21 OT.)

22 lb OTL

23, 16 DOJH

24 Pl OGGY

25 12 DOJT

26 19 MKT

27 '10 NAAN

28 1 CTAA

29 1 TDCA

30 iw TDCN

31 20 . TOGO

32 I7: TYCF.

53 1b , AZJE

.54 1 AZPW

2.0 AZIJ

36 11 AZtS

.37- 17 AZPN

58 17 AZWL

_39 AZGA

.

A2AErALA/rMAAI.AZAJoAZZOrMAEXDNAEileNAFW.A71,1WrAZAZ7...
NADOrNA82,AZ8X.

a.
. ,

.,^ %.)

DOHPinQCFPOOHNonOIrtnlaHOOIGHRfn0AnynnFTMOrToprOnT,.
0914.JOGIHrWADPrOGHWrOOMSONOHYrNA8CrNARH,DnRY,

DOMJr0QTRrnATW.DORDrrIGGF).110CSrOQRS.DQMA.DOCT.OGHL7
DOH/v0G8TrnORK,DOSUPDOHZi

DOr1vrNACLrnOCWr0GJYrnOMU.FIGNHoNAOmoN7iRI,0065,00KHi
NACIn0EArn0EJrNACIIrOGACr

56tErrIODZOINOKYIAEGPNAAVPrIOGXVIDOLWPOnLY,MER,V.DMPF,
1.34DEC4MIEWO"ABSii.OGSOOOKHINACIINAFZ,MAAKIMA.AS

DO8HrNACTuAil44NACFinORDonGHC,D0HErOPHF.D9E.YrOOVIr
DOSLP..

Dovi4nTo ,o0Nw,o9LT,noHA.noiip.poHT.cy4,4H.DoHR.nTc r

_DOZYiMAErrNAE0,0082.DOCHrMAEEr00014009nUIP -

NA AP DOEN DOOR AZGN DOEF r)GOW PTDCR Ot4EP oNAAA,

AZUF.A.GXHPAZYCrAZRZrAZAarNADUrNATIWO44EH,TYCI.rTOCtiP
TOCCAPNACJrNACK,

.

,. , .
_ .

DOEKrOGIEDirnOELIPOOEIsNA6Prn0DX,r'AOTAnTeNADT.NA65,
NACOr!'1ACP.NAErsNAOLIvD006rMIT4NAEJ4TDCF:TnCOr

OPHU.00HX'rO0G8,00N144raFtEinOLX4DOCA.Ngi964TYCC40(1Lir
NARFrAZXJtAZDA000CgiOG00010141(* - '-

NAAJ AZMJrAZGE.AZRIPAZJ'FrAZJIrAZI(JsAnneNARO.

NAAL.-AGPS.NA8tsAZi2,00AYrNA9PNACH.0q0YrOOGJr006J7
NAOGrNADHrAZPX.NA0R.AZPZrrJA0Gr

AZI.KrAZJP,AZJAAAZ2NrSXG=',SXGR:NAEL,NerMoGYPArNAOAr
AZZJrTYCGrA2GOrAZJC,AZJJrAZIN, PMAEN.

AZZWrAZGMPAZIFrAZT/rA2LJr.AZK5rA XrAZOK.A7LErAZLF:-
NAFAflAGLNreig/R.NOV.AZIOrt.IAAR,

AZPPrALPLrAZPIrAZGL AZLK,AZLLrAZLP,MactGrA7KI!trAZPCi
AZYErA4XZAZLOPAZPJAZPKr4ZREIr

NACILAPAGAM,AZWjeAZWK.NAATrotZWE.AZWF*MAgaTrNAtk.AZSP,
AZWarACWArAZ5Z.AZNn4AZWCrAZ5X. .

.

AZG8.41,40CtNAAMprIAPM.AZ(*rNA8NrAZOmoNA=14.47PFrAZPOr
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Table-12-a. Terminal Assignments (Continuation 2)

.1
44:t 20 f AZAG

lb - DTF

2 lb. NAAM

.20 . TYCE

A200.ALPAPAZKar

,AZCIALAGFAZBF.;NA=1,60GZ1NAAY.NA4Z.MACII.A7WIPAZWW.-
NAER.AZZLPAZJZPAZJONADJPCTADPAZJP.AZZI,A77.Fp

.

DOGIrALJR.42OSPAZKK,AtKPFAZKRiAZJW,A6ClOoNARA:AZKNr.
POEMPALKLO"AES.AZKF,

AZGGrALOR;.MACV.NACL SXnFrMAPWISXGVPSNACUPSYGEi.
NADV.1142RrmAnS.AZZWPAZZY,

AZLA. ALL9 AZTt. AZ.LCAP ALK 2LO.NACG AZWK A7WR.NAAlt.
AZWN. AZWP ZWO t AZWY AZL/ PPIAEft AZZIC. FmS .NEC
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24 Network Option Costs in ThoUsands of .Dollar-s
,/

'Network. TLETS Network with New Data Number of Regions
Remarks A -Single:Integrated Network

Item

Recurring Costs

Total
Annual:.

Annual 'Cost

,No.- Cost . To 1981.7-
Each 1980.1985.

.0ne Time
Installation

Costs

Eight
Year Unit
Cost Cost

Total
Puiphase
-Cost

1978..1981

Total
Eight
Year

Cost by
Item

Lines, Modems
Service
Terminals,-

620 030

-.Terthinald 578/ 1-.260 729 751.
-596

Regional
Switchers

Switcher.
Floor Space.

Switchei-
Back up'
Power

Swi te her

Personnel

Engineering

3-8

942 8.8+7 5, 100 6 59*

5,070

-2 -

1;201

Subtotals

Total Eight Year Cost

:10,972 - ;5,138 16.1 16,271

16;300

*16 Additional Units.

12--41
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Table 12=25. Network Line Characteristics

Network TLETS with New Data Type
Remarks Austin as Regional Center.

Number of Regions 1

Line Total Mean
Line , First . NO . of Type Line Mileage - Response Time
No. Node Terminals (Baud) Utilization (mi) (see)

1 SXLP 10 1200 0.637 73 8.2
2 SxKA 19 1200 0.144 469 4.7
3 SXQP 20 .1200 0.179 356 "4-8
4 'SXRK 19

.--.19

1200 . 0.167 433 4.8
5 SXDP 1200 0.431 269 6.7
6 AZUE 16 -1200 0.201 320 4.9

-7 AZTE 17 1200 0.2241 0 ,21.8
8 AZYI 18 1200 0.1240 3.,5 4.6
9 NAAN 5 1200 , 0.020 59 3.9

-- 10 ICRA 1 2400 0.524 o 3-9
11 CTAB 1 2400 0.595 147 2.5 _
12 CTAC 1. 2400 0.486 73 3.4
13 CTAE 20 1200 0.1437 374 6.3.

'14 TDCK 20 2400 0.638 156 5.7
15 'BPPA 1 2400 0.390 0 3.2
16 T/CA 19 1200 0.305 ;.313 5.6
'17 AZUS 13 1200 -c 0. -i'68 143 4.6
18 AZUX 13 1200- 0.153 176. 4.6
19 AZBN - 124 120.0, 1 '0.063 255 4.2
20 DQHT 20 1200 .0.308 297 . 5.6
21 DTJ 1 4800 0..472 181 2.2 .

.22 DQSU 16 -1 01::1 0.296 181 4.8
23 DQJB ,16 1200 0.090 394 4.4
214 DQGY 19 1200 0.136 451 4.6
25 DQJT 12 1200 0.122 254 4.4
26 DQKT 19 1200 0.316 213 5.6
27 NAAW 10 1200 0.250 278 5.0
28 CTAA 1 - 4800 0.668 181 2.9
29 TDCA 1 2400 0.375 134 3'2
30 TDCN 14 1200 0.427 279 6.5
31 TDCO 20 1200 0.2421 473 6.6
32 TYCF 17 12'00 0.161 369- 4.7
33: AZJE 10 1200 0.185 .549 4.7
34 AZPW. 17- 1200 0.065 356 4.3
35 A7IJ 20 1200 0.136 698 4.7
36. AZIS 17 1200 -I:1.082 523 4.24
37 AZPN 17 1200 0.129 550 4.6

12-42 33
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0 Table 12-25,- Network Line Characteristics
(Continuation 1)

Network Tr.ETS with New Data TVoe
Retharks- Austin as Reizional -Center

'Number Of Regions

Line Total Mean
Line First No. of Type - Line Mileage ltesponse Time
No. Node Terminals. (Baud) Utilization (mi) (sec)

38 AZWL. 18 .- 1200 0.170 661. 4.'8

39 AZGA 114, 120( --* 0.082 386 14.3

40 : AZAG 20 : 1200 .0.1157 1078 6.5
41 DTF --15 1200 0.080 446: 4,3
42 -NAAM 16 , 1200 0.051 317. 4.2
43-.- TYCK y, 20 1200 0.135 623 4.6 .

Table 12-26. Compilation of Cost and _Performance Data
for. Texas Options 1 Through- :5

Option

Network.

.Separate TLETS
-2 -;TLETS,_ plus

Region 'Region Region New-Data New Data

Item Parameter

.0.ne-Time-CoSt 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.6 5.2
Eight Year 10.6 11.8 13.3 11.6 11.0
Recurring. Cost,

Response Time 5.0 5.0 5.0 5-0/ 6.7
(sec) 15.0*
Availability 0.97.9 0.973 0.973 0.979 0.979

*15.0 on separate .New Data Network

-12=143 33
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STACOM/TEXAS NETWORK COMPARISONS

This section-provides a comparative overview of the five
STACOM/TEXAS Network0'ptionsand also'preSedts results:oi- three additional

'stUdies, One additional study assesses the impact:on network costs' of
.reducing response: time at terminals to lesS than the 9 seconds called
for in the STACOM/TEXAS Functional Requirements. A-second study deals.
with impacts on the TLETS network due to inclusion of classifiedfingerprint.
odata.-. The third additional study investigates the potential for.:line:
savings if network multidropping is carried out without therestriction
of serving C.O.G. agencies on.separate lines.

13.1 COMPARISON OF THE THREE TLETS OPTIONS

Each of the three TLETS options, Options 1 through 3,involving
the use of 0 to 2-regional switchers, in addition to the existing Austin
Switcher, have. been designed to meet or exceed STACOM/TEXAS Functional
Requirements. The principal issue of comparison between networks thus
becomes cost. Costs presented here, and in the previous Section 12, are
based upon total eight-year installation and recurring costs for the year
1978 through 1985 as developed in Section 9.

Figure 13-1.presents- total- eight-year costs for Options 1, 2-
and 3. The: single region TLETS network is the least expensive.' The best
two region case with switcher's in Austin and DallaS, and the best three
region case with switchers in Austin, Dallas and San Antonio follow with
increasing total costs. .

The network with the least recurring line costs is the
_three region. Austin, Dallas, Houston configuration (see Sectiori 12):
The network with the greatest recurring line cost.is found in the_three
region Austin,,Dallas, San 'Antonio, case. However, the latter oasP
exhibits lowest overall costs for 'three regions, since. the eight-year
difference in.line coats does not justify the movement of switchers.

In any ease, the. single region network is the least cost,
network. These results show that line savings due to the use Hof regional
s4itchers located throughput the state do not offset the additional
costs incurred for regional switcher hardsiare, sites, personnel, interregiOn
-lines and increased engineering costs encountered in :a more complex
network.

"Since all networks meet functional requirements, the conclusion
is that the STACOM/TEXAS single region network isrthe most cost-eflective
option of the first three options.

.13-1
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13.2 SEPARATE VS INTEGRATED TLETS/NEW DATA NETWORK(S)

- - Whether integrated with the TLETS Network or not, the
estimated growth of new data types from the present until 1985 calls for
the_implementation of 14 terminals through 1980 and the addition of 18
more terminals in 1981, for a total of 32 operational terminals from 1981

throngh 1985. -.This-means that in either case there is an additional one-
-time_installation costa incurred in 1981.

When installation and recurring-costs are totaled over an
eight-year period for- the 'Separate and. integrated: configuration, the
costs are as shown in Fi6are 13-2.

If the TLETS, and.New Data networks were-to be.tmplemented.as,
two separate networks, the total-eight-year comparative cost is
$17,150,000, or approximately 17.2 million as shown. If network lines are
,integrated in accordance with Option 5; the total cost is $16,3001.000. The
eight year estimated difference is $850,000.

.

The monetary benefits of,integration over an eight-year pericd
are significant enough to come under consideration-in the management deci-
ion to implement Options 4 or-5.

Mean response time requirements are met in the integrated
network without a need for message prioritization.

13.3 NETWORK COT SENSITIVITY TO RESPONSE TIME

The effect of reducing network response-time on annual
recurring costs for lines, modems and service terminals An the single
region TLETS case, (Option 1), was investigated. Network optimization
computer runs were' carried out at a number of points where the required
response---time was set at less than 9 seconds. The program then found
the required netwqks and produced costs.for each run.

Figure.13-3 shows the results of this. analysis, 'Which was
carried out with the same_ -mean service' times for the Austin Switcher and
Data Base. Computers used in Option 1 runs to clarify the effect on network
costs. ,The figure shows that_for the STACOM/TEXAS single region TLETS'
network,, thereis virtually no cost penalty for specifying a response time
down to approximately 7,0 seconds. Stating the case alternatively, a
-network that meets a 9.0-second response time requirement also meets a' 7.0
second requirement.

A slight increase in cost-begins to appear at 6.0 .seconds, due
primarily to'the reduction of the number of multidropped terminals on 'some
of e lines. This reduction is required to meet the-lower response time:
goa

A substantial increase in cost of about 10% is required to
realize a reduction in response time from-6.0 to 5.0 seconds. 'ReductAns
in mean response time requirements below 5.0 seconds begin to result_ in
rapidly increasing costs:,
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13.4 IMPACT OF FINGERPRINT DATA ONLEADS/NETWORK.

Topology

'Predicted growth of fingerprint data types is -contingent on
the development and use of-digitizer-and classifying equipment located in
major Texas cities... The STACOM-Study implementation schedule calls for a
first digitizer/classifier to be located in the DallasFt. Worth area
In 1981 and 'three more to be added to,the system:In-1983 at-HoUston,
San Antonio.and El PaSo. The incorporation of these facilities involves
a slight-m$41ficationto the topology of the single region TLETS case,
(see -section 12.2).- The-TLETS Network with fingerprint data added
as specified.- requires a total of 36 multi-dropped-lines. These lines,
and their principal Characteristics, are summarized in Table 13-1.

Costs

tg. -Total eight-year costs for-a-TLETS which handles
fingerprint data are brbken down in Table 13-2. Costsfor the TLETS
System fr-om 1978 to 1985 are shoWn separaly. In'1981, the incremental

-69dts for the' first:terminal in Dallas a?e-shown. These costs are
incurred through 1985.- The three-year costs for the addition of the final
three terminals In 1983 through 1985 are also listed.

Total eight-year costs are $16,537. Costs for lines, modems,
-and service terminals, (listed as LINES in. Table 13-2), account foriabout
8% of the eight -year cost increase over-the single region LEADS without
fingerprints and the costs for fingerprint processing equipment accounts
for 92% of the additional cost.

As indicated-in Table 113-2, the purchase cost for a single_:
.fingerprint' digitizer- classifier is-estiMate*, at $200,000eper unit.. Annual.
'maintenance is assumed-to run.at $12,000._

13.4.3 Performance

The principal performance question
considering the addition of messages with long
such as fingerprint data, to the TLETS Network"

-effect on response times for higher "priority"
officer safety.

An analysis-of the mean and
service times on the,TLETS Network with
that- mean response time_ goals specified
Requirements will be met satisfactorily
prior=itization by the computer.

of interest when
average message lengths,
is the potential degrading
type messages involving

.
_-t

standard deviation of message
fingerprint data added,ihdicates
in the STACOM/TEXAS Functional
without-the necessity of message' .

This_result- stems from two considerations. First, the
.classification of fingerprint -.data allows for'substantial-reductions in
the actual amount of data characters transmitted for-each fingerprint
(1852_ characters). Second, while this message length is still
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Claaracteristics

Network TLETS with Fingerprint
Remarks Austin as Regional CenterAustin

Number of RegionS

Line
No.

First
Node

Line
No.,of Type
Terminals (Baud)

Total
Line = Mileage

Utilization -

. Mean
Response Time

(sec-)

- .

1- SXLP 10. 1200 0.640 73
2 AZID 20 2400 0.608 154 5.0
3 AZFI 17 1200 0.156 313 4.4
4 SXKA 19 1200 0.1\44 469 4.4
5 SXQP 19 ,..,..1200 0.069 344 4.1

.6 SXRK 19 "-/--1200 0.168 433 4.5
7 - AZUE 16 1200 0.202 320 4.6.
8 SXGC 18 1200 0.1.21 350 4.5
9 AZTE 20 1200 . 0.247 70 .4.9

10 AZUN 18 -1200 0.100 304 4.2,
11 FPAB. 1 2400 0.545 147 3.5.
12 FPAC 17 1200 0.528 375 6.4
13 AZUS 11 1200 0.083 143 4.0
14 AZUX 17 1200 0.114 396 4.2'
15 AZBN 14 ' 1200-: 0.064 255 4.0
16 DQET 20 7 1200' - 0.309 297 5.2
17- DTJ 17 4860 0.549 181 2.7
18 DQHU, 10 .1200 0.094, 309 14.0 .

19 DQEK- 17 1200 , 0.076 441 4.1
20 AZXJ 16 1200 0.1145 - -?86 4.3
21 DQGY 19 1200 0.136 451' .41Zi 4.4
22 man' 12 1200 0.123 , 254 4.2
23 DQKT' 19 1200 0.318 213
24 AZUF 19 120p 0.095. 449 4.2
25 FPAA 1 - 2400 0.626 181 3.9
26 AZPWr 17 1200 0.065 356 4.1
27
28

AZIJ
AZLA

19
19

1200
1200 (0.053

698
623

4.3
4.1

.29 AZIS 17 1200 0.083 523 4.1
30 AZPN 17

/
1200 0.136 550 4.3_

31 AZWL 18 1200 0.171 661 4.5
32 AZGA 14, 1200 0.083 386 4.1
33 AZAG 9. 1200 0.437, '706 6.0
34 DTF 15 1200 0.080 446 4.1
35 AZBF 11 1200 0.025 489 3.8
36 NAAM 16 120Q ' 0.051 317 14.0
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Table 1372. Cost Summary by. Year_sfor TLETS-Network with
E'ingerprint.Data in Thousands of Doilars.H-

,

Xear.(s)

017

Annual, Total Eight-Year - Total
Number- Cost Annual Recurring Unit Purchase

Item Required Each Cost Cost Cost Cost

.

1978 ° Lines
_

- 615 - 4,928 37
1985 TLETS

Terminals 564 1.260 711 5,700 8.847 5,000 -
,

y981- Lines* 3.2 16
1985 Fingerprint*

Terminals Y 12 i2 60 200 200

1983- Lines* 5 15 1

.1985. Fingerprint*
Terminals 3 12- .36 108 200 600

Ore
10;827

...5,838

To Ital.' Eight Year Cost 16.665-

*Added Costs in Years Shown

comparatively long with respect to the normal TLETS message typesz, the
occurrence of fingerprint messages-on the network accounts for only
abOut '1% of the total traffic predicted for1985.

For these reasons, the mean response time goal of less than,
or equal to 9 seconds is met for the network topology-presented above.

LINE SERVICE TO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

In 'the present TLETS system, multidropped line -providing
service to agencies throughout the state are organized suc that single
multidrop lines service agencies in jurisdictions of a si le Council of
Governments (COG).

A study was carried out.to compare costs of. the Ingle -region
TLETS network, (Optiofil), in which multidropped lines were not restricted
to servicing single C:O.G. areas only, and costs fora single region TLETS
network in which multidropped lines were organized to, service single
C0Gs. ./

13-8
A .1.
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The resulting COG-oriented network is-ihown in Figure 13-4.
Annual recurring line costs for this netwOrk%mount of .$617400 as com-
pared 'with $611.,000 for the unrestricted multidropping Option 1 ease.
Since all other network costs are comparable, the difference of $6,000
per annum over eight years amounts'to $48,000. This difference is
not considered significant when compared to overall network costs;
The result is that significant cost savings are not to be realized
in the abandonment_of a COG oriented approach.

Performance characteristics for the network pic.tured in Figure 13-4
are presented in Table 13-3.

r..-

0

4 3



Figure 13-4. TLETS Single Region COG oriented Network
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Table 13 -3. Network Line Characteristicd

Network TLEW Under COG. Structure Number of Regions
Remarks Austin as Regional Center

- Lirfe - - Total: Mean
-Line First No . of Type Line Mileage . Response Time
No.. Node.. Terminals (Baud) Utiliz.ation (mi) (sec)

1 S
2 AZZD
3 NACA

NAEG
5 NAEO
6 AZRI
7 NAAP
8 .NAEW
9 AZUS

10 SXBP
11 SXBJ
12. AZ AG

13 DQDR
114 DQEK
15 NAA
16 ;,--NABX

AZXR
18k AUB
19 AZHN
20 AZIB
21 -AZ YC

22 NAEQ
23 SXRL

NAEK
25 DQHT
26 DTJ
27 DQSU

AZDA-,

29 DQJT
30 DTQ
31 AZJS
32 NAET
33 AZWJ

.34 NADL
36. AZIW
37 AZIT
-38 AZDU
39 'AZLL

1

20
,8
17
13
17

8
5

17

-

2400
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200..
1200

- _1200

0.302

0.059
0.243
0.025
0.01100..01119

7_ -1200 0.052
. 8 T200 . 0.173
12 1206 0.074
18 ; 1200' 0:083
20 1200 0.104

1200 0.077
tit 1200 0.067
15; -1200 0.1 7

1 2400 0.4 5
20 1200 . . 0.241
18 1200 0.157

6 1200 0.053
18 1200 0.098
18 1200' 0.163
12 1200 0-048
28 1200 0.310

1 2400 0.472
16 .1200 0.296

.10 T200 G;061
18 200 0.243

1200 0.266
1200, 0.081

6 1200. 04017
20 1200 0'.104

.12 1200 0.098
5 1200 . 0.024

20 1 0 0.130
11 120 0.156
18 1200 0.138

73 2.6
3.9305,," .

3.5
3.9
3.7
14.5

3-5
3.4
4.0
3.5

96
491
261

0

12128
107
2145

247
858
-469

50.6

448
-2&4
224

.4 249
147
196
308
185

4.2
3.7
3.9
4.0
3.6
3.7
3-9
3.4
4.5
4.1

3-5.

323 _3.6
233991 797

.,

3

4.1
3.9

. 4.9
, 181

181 , --

280
261
298
,453
365
789
57.9

444
- 561 =

- . 270
- 617

°2.2
14.7

3.6 .

4.5.

4.6
3.8
3.4" -4

4.0'
3.8
3.4
4-1
4.0
4.1



Table 13 -3. Netwoiic Line Characteristics
(Continuation 1J

Network TLETS Under COG Structure Number of Regions 1

Remarks Austin as Regional Center

Line - . Total. : Mean
Line .First. No. Of . Type Line Mileage Response Time
No. Node'. 'Terminals .(Baud) Utilization (mi.) .. (sec)

40 AZKS ,...-6 1200 0.017 388, 3.4
41 SXRD 5 1200 0.047 ..307 3.5
42 DQBE 8 1200 0.060 304 3.6
43 AZPW 18 1200 0.050 462 3.8
44 NAAL 14 1200 0.082 355 3.8
45 NAAV 10 1200 0.187 - 549 4.1

.10
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APPENDIX A

)' STACOM.PROJECT
STATE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

Please provide one diagram showing principal components used
in information interchange between all criminal' justice user
agencies. Principal components are defined as:

Data :Bases

Switchers/Concentrators

Data Base and Switcher

-Terminal (s)

.Please include line. sizes in bauds. For

Ccity courts

CtIty_P7D.

.2400

EVille 1200

50

Please .=indicate system upgrades that:.have-occurred since 4anuary 1971 and_
. indicate'wheq they have.bccurred.' AlsO, pleaseindicate-sysiem-upgrades:'
that are planned fOrthe future. Adake seParate diagrams:if necessary.

-41



2) -Please provide the tn formation requested below -.regarding your
state criminal j justice information .system .

Number: of Records
in

File Type 1

File Type 2

1971 1972 .1973 :1974 .1975 1976

File Type N

3) Please supply past traffic volume data covering the period
1971 to the present ., These traffic statistics _should be
broken ,out by user agency and message. type.

A-2
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Please provide format details for all-message types trans-
mitted over your state criminal justice communications System..

P."

413) Please provide' average message,lengthd .4y message type.

. -..
5) ..PleaSe_. provide an origin -anck destination Matrix. showing yearly

measage.voibmes h-orveacti'user agency to eachother user
-/-

agency .in your State.
.-.

L -a

3 52
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Are there instances Where a query into one data file will
automatically generate queries Into other data'files?
If so please describe this process.-

I

7); Please indicate any planned upgrade that would affect traffic
against current law enTorcement files. Examples are:

Increase the number of records in file.

Reduce response times.

Increase the number of law enforcement users.

3 5 .3

A-4 7
. ..-

.
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The'rollOwing is a-list of.'new' data types

computerized criminal histories - already in service

offender-based transcti
juveniles)

statistics (adult and

criminal court audit and mar agement,systems

criminal justice planhing information

criminal intelligence data

crime- lab data includi4g.facsimile"transmission-;-
bibliographic. exchangei. firearm identification -and
spectral analiSis

Corrections agency data systems (for management,
training, educatioh and rehabilitatiwhich includes
parole, probation, and corrections de rtments)

-criminal extradition and rendition system

prosecutors management information system

automated legal research

video applications (including training; courts and
_corrections)

..digital-mug-shotidentificat::on

digital fingerprint transmission

boat registration file'maintained` by Parks and Wildlife
Dept.-

Include in 'this list others you are .aware of

8 ) In your answers to questions 2) and 3) you.have supplied'us.
with information concerning data base characteristics and
message volumes for the.above 'new' data types already
implemented on your state telecommunic.ation system. For each
of these already implemented new data types:

1) Do you plan to increase the number of records contained
In the data files? If yes please discuss the phasing of
this.:increase.



Will the number of users participating .1n-the exchange
of pleA new data types increase? If yes, please
idIntify the new users..

With respect'to each of the 'new' data-types n the list above
which you have not yet:implemented.

1) Is impleihentatiOn planned? If yes

2) What is the time phasing?
tas

3) What agencies will use, it?

4) Which facilities will maintain data
type?

5) Is any
of one

bases with this data

state agency studying' or testing the feasibility
of these data types?. If so, describe.

With respect to all of the above new data types, are you aware
of, or are you using, any new-or recent commercial product or
service which is specifically tailored,to acquire, 'process, or
display this data: type. -Anexample might -be a'special purpose
fingerprint analysis and display terminal iihich sends and
receives digitized fingerprint data. -

0

Please identify either federal or state priiracy
legislation that currently has an impact on the
justice information system, with regard to such
'file. update intervals, encryption requirements,
identification at the terminals, dedicated vs.
'systems, fingerprints supporting each file, etc.
characterize these-impacts.

and security
criminal
things as data-
personnel
shared
Please

Are you aware of planned privacy legislation that will impact
criminal justice information systems? 'If yes, please
characterize these impacts.

*
Please identify administrative and legislative
system development.

1) Regionalization -within your.state.

2), . Requirements to,IltiliZe existing state equipment.

constraints to
k
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3) Interrelationships between state criminal justice
agencies which may impede development of an integrated -
criminal justice telecommunication system.

4) Budget limitations

. -

Are there other innovations or planning activities in the
state that would aid us in predicting traffie'levels?
&temples are:

a) Are'you in contact with and aware of the local Bell
:System operating company's for other common carrier's)
planning activities for your state? If so, please.
describe.

Are you in contact with the State Public Utilities.
Commission and maintain Ourre#Oyswitlitheir-decisions. on
state tariffs.andf,other related Communication matter4sT
If so; plegSe explain the nature of your contact'...'

c) 'CanYOil,prOvidedescriptive material of the st4ter.s
organizatiOns dealtag.:With telecommunicationsin
general-, and criminal- justi-ce-telecommunications in
particular?

Has a criminal justice flowAmodel been prepared that describes
the offender's pi,ogress through your state's criminal justice
system?

12b) Has the information needed to perform:fUnctions in the above
flow: process been. identified? We are specifically interested
ininformation that could be transmitted over the state
criminal justice information system.

13)_ Please provide information on the number of criminal justice
agencies in your state by agency type.

Agency Tie

Law Enforcement

Courts

Corrections'

35
A-7

Number



) PleaSe PrOvide'tlie following court statistics.

1) NuMber 014courts by type.
_ ..

2) Fon each court type.

Number of Yearly Filing_ by Case Type

Case Type/Year 1972 1973 197i1 1975

Number of Dispositions by Case6TyPe

-- Ldgser
Case Type/Disposition, e:g., Conviction Acquittal.

Charge

0

3) w Are there factors in the. future that are likely to
change these statistics?

) Normal Growth

b) Decrimirialization

)

Etc'.

Administratiire.Chariges,:-.

1-1
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APPENDIX B

STACOM PROJECT
..USER AGENCY SURVEY

ADDRESS DATE
--.

.RESPONDENT..:-

PHONE

AVG. NO. OF MSG. 'SENT/DAY

.AVG. NO. OF MSG. RECEIVED /DAY

NO. OF .MSG. SENT DURING PEAK HR
.

CURRENT AVERAGE RESPONSE, TIME* ..(sec)

ACCEPTABLE -RESPONSE TIME (sec)

:PERCENTAGE DOWN TIME

Please fill out as much asyou can,. 44. the follot4ing--table, fOr _UK*
.

-population' area .-served by your terMinal.i.-:-

1475" .. 1974 7 1973 1972 1971

.Crime:-,Rate -per Capita,*
-A?

, _-

Number of Feria= e firing
over' State

-comniunidAtions SYstem

y
.* _ .
,

lour-beSt estimate. or averag e response time . 7 Response time Is defined
time frOmthe moment you. request the networkto .take. a:messagerktil.: _

4' satiafaCtory reply is completed at your terminal

crimescrimesfalling: in the ' U. U.C.R. s ri,eve come categories -
Murder and .non7negligent madsraughter , forcible - rape, robbery,
aggravatedassault, burglary - breaking or ehtering:,.larceny. and- _auto
theft.

OOVERNI4ENT. iRINT1NG OFFICE' : 1971-0-.260-.992


